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Abstract 
This is an exploratory study of the way writers produce listening tests for large-scale, 
international EFL (English as a Foreign Language) examining bodies. Considerable 
attention has been given by different researchers to outcomes - the tests themselves - 
but very little consideration has been given to process: how the tests are produced by 
item writers. In this research I use frameworks frequently found in expertise studies, 
notably problem-solving and concurrent verbalisation data-gathering techniques, to 
illuminate processes involved in listening test item writing. The research comprises two 
linked studies: one experimental and one naturalistic. The first seeks to compare the 
way novice and experienced test writers undertake the same test writing task; the 
second explores the work of experienced test writers as they carry out their own 
commissions in naturalistic conditions. 
The thesis is divided into three main parts: A, B and C. Part A, comprising Chapters 1 
and 2, provides background to the study, regarding the nature of expertise and 
characteristics of the target domain. Part B, comprising Chapters 3,4 and 5, explores 
the research methodology used in the study, justifying choices made with regard to the 
research approach, examining the philosophical views which underpin them and 
declaring principal research concerns. It looks in detail at the main research technique 
used in the thesis: verbal protocol analysis (VPA). Finally, it explains how data 
obtained in the two studies - experimental and naturalistic - are analysed. Part C, 
comprising Chapters 6,7 and 8, provides an account of the findings and insights 
emerging from the studies. The findings make possible a deeper understanding of the 
nature and development of listening test item writing expertise. They suggest that, 
although expertise in test writing is highly individualised, a number of identifiable 
strategies and practices are associated with successful outcomes. 
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Terms and Abbreviations 
Research participant 
I use this term in preference to the more common term research subject because a 
participant is someone who is regarded as a partner in the research process with rights 
of equal value to the researcher, predominantly the right to ethical treatment. Those 
who took part in this project did so on a voluntary basis and were fully informed 
about my research aims and the uses to which data would be put. 
Codes and names 
When I invited people to participate in my research, I undertook to use their 
contributions in complete confidence; my over-riding concern therefore has been to 
provide anonymity. I originally used code numbers for the participants but felt these 
would be hard for the reader to process and remember. I therefore decided to `re- 
humanise' the voices of my participants in this study by giving them code forenames 
at random. Because gender, age and ethnic origin are not variables which I have 
found to be significant in determining target domain expertise, I made no attempt to 
reflect these in each individual participant's allocated `code name'. There is one 
exception: I use my own name - Katy - rather than a code, to make clear to readers 
where I have contributed my own data (in the naturalistic study - see Sections 3.2 and 
7.1) 
Abbreviations 
Al artificial intelligence 
AN analytical-nomological 
BANA British, Australasian, and North American (countries) 
BEC Business English Certificate 
B-F breadth first approaches 
B-R backward reasoning 
CAQDAS computer assisted qualitative data analysis software 
CEF Common European Framework (designation of six facility levels: Al 
(lowest), A2, B 1, B2, C1 and C2 (highest) 
CLT communicative language teaching 
D-F depth first approaches 
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EAP English for Academic Purposes 
EFL English as a Foreign Language 
EI exploratory-interpretivist 
ESOL English for Speakers of other Languages 
F-R forward reasoning 
IBC item bearing concept 
IBT item bearing text 
IELTS International English Language Testing System 
IPM information processing model 
LAP Language for Academic Purposes 
LTM long term memory 
MCI/Q multiple choice item/question 
NNS non-native speaker 
NS native speaker 
PRP pilot research participant 
P-S problem solving 
RP research participant 
SR stimulated recall 
STM short term memory 
TA on-line think aloud 
TB test reading/listening test with a strong textual base 
TC testing construct - concept specifically related to testing eg. 
discrimination, constrained keys 
TEFL teaching English as a foreign language 
TF task frame: the particular requirements of different test papers eg. level, 
item type, domain 
TIW test item writer 
UCLES University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (now known as 
Cambridge ESOL) 
VP verbal protocol 
VPA verbal protocol analysis 
VRIP validity, reliability, impact and practicality 
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Introduction 
What makes one person become outstandingly proficient in a given domain - be it 
chess, law court judgements, hairdressing or teaching - whilst another, even after 
working doggedly over many years to achieve success, never manages to move beyond 
mediocrity? I have chosen to explore this question through the prism of one relatively 
highly structured domain in the field of education: listening test item writing for 
international EFL (English as a Foreign Language) examinations. In the domain of 
testing, considerable attention has been given to the outcomes - the tests themselves - 
but little research has been devoted to process: how the tests are produced. The current 
study seeks to redress this imbalance. It uses frameworks found in expertise studies, 
notably problem-solving and concurrent verbalisation data-gathering techniques, to 
illuminate processes undertaken by individuals as they produce tests. 
The thesis is divided into three main parts: A, B and C. Part A, comprising Chapters 1 
and 2, provides background to the study, regarding the nature of expertise and 
characteristics of the target domain. Chapter 1 examines the nature of expertise across 
many domains, looking at the history and characteristics of the growing field of 
`expertise research'. It identifies three main elements of expertise: Acquisition, 
Performance and Outcome and explores key controversies such as the relationship 
between inherited and acquired characteristics and between domain-specific and 
generic features of expertise. It examines a number of core elements of expertise 
outcomes and performance, before surveying different models which seek to account 
for the development of expertise. It concludes by listing a number of different 
substantive questions, which inform the design of my research study. Chapter 2 
focuses on the target domain - listening test item writing for international EFL 
examinations - and delineates and instantiates it by applying to it problem analysis 
frameworks. It explores the processes involved in test item writing and analyses the 
character of its problems: their constituent parts, degrees of structure and semantic 
enrichment. The many different dimensions of the task - what item writers have to take 
into consideration when producing their tests - are examined in detail. The chapter 
ends with a discussion of how expert test item writers might be identified. 
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Part B of the thesis, comprising Chapters 3,4 and 5, examines the research 
methodology used in the study. Chapter 3 explores and justifies choices made with 
regard to the research approach, examining the philosophical views which underpin 
them and declaring principal research concerns. It compares the two major research 
paradigms - positivist and interpretivist approaches - and goes on to propose the use of 
hybrid methods in combination, across two linked studies: one experimental and one 
naturalistic. Chapter 4 looks in detail at the main research technique used in the thesis: 
verbal protocol analysis (VPA). It begins with an explanation of the background to 
VPA, and the key terminology and precepts associated with it. It then explores the 
relationship of VPA to similar methods, and analyses variables within VPA and the 
other factors which might influence the production of verbal protocol reports. Finally, it 
explores the range of possible research paradigms within which VPA might be applied. 
Chapter 5 explains how data obtained in the two studies are analysed. It demonstrates 
how an adapted grounded theory approach is used and the chapter starts with a close 
examination of the background and components of this approach. It then explains the 
genesis of the multi-layered coding scheme and how data are `interrogated' or 
`rendered' for interpretation. 
Part C, comprising Chapters 6,7 and 8, provides an account of the findings and 
insights emerging from the research studies. Chapter 6 focuses on the outcomes and 
performance processes of participants in the experimental study: looking at macro 
indicators before proceeding to a closer examination of task representation, 
instantiation of context, script and items. Chapter 7 picks up points from the 
experimental study and explores them in greater depth with data from the naturalistic 
study. It starts by examining the different ways listening test item writing expertise 
might develop: how and why participants started item writing, how they maintain and 
develop their skills and why they continue to write. This section draws heavily on the 
interview data. The second part of this chapter looks in particular at the way text and 
context are exploited in the generation of the test frame and how episode order 
influences performance processes amongst experienced item writers. It also explores 
the way writers exploit repertoire and novel heuristics in their identification of 
appropriate problem-solving operators. Finally, Chapter 8 draws on findings from 
Chapters 6-7 to suggest conclusions about the nature and development of listening 
test item writing expertise. 
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One's philosophical stance clearly has a strong influence on both the choice of research 
methodology and data analysis and on how facts and ideas are conveyed to the reader. 
I believe that in the interests of access and clarity it is important to provide the fullest 
possible account of the complexities of the specific area of expertise in this study and 
also of the conceptual and epistemological twists and turns as the study unfolded. I feel 
that more traditional forms of presentation cannot always express that intricacy of detail 
and development of ideas and for this reason I frequently use narrative as a means of 
communication. 
The term domain is used repeatedly in this study. It is recognised that the term is a 
complex one and indeed much of the later part of this thesis is devoted to an 
exploration of its meaning. However, at this stage the following operational definition 
is offered: a distinct area of practice regulated by a separate and explicit body of rules 
(for example, a handbook), often self-designated as a domain by the practitioners 
involved in it. 
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Chapter 1- The Nature of Expertise 
1.1 Who is an expert? - Social constructs of expertise 
As one of the intentions of this study is to move towards a definition of expertise, 
both generic and specific to the domain of EFL listening test item writing, it would 
clearly be self-defeating to start by attempting a detailed dissection of its components. 
However, I believe it is appropriate at the outset to consider lay or social judgements 
on the phenomenon of outstanding performance. Indeed it may be the only valid 
starting point for this study because experts are essentially defined by their social role 
in relation to non-experts. As Slobada explains, `When someone is declared to be an 
expert, that is a social act. ' (1991: 154). 
This study is not unique in taking lay designation as its starting point: other 
researchers into superior performance have started from social judgements of experts 
and expertise. 
The constructs which have been investigated have primarily reflected popular 
attributions regarding the source of the outstanding behavior. These 
conceptualisations, in turn, have directly influenced what empirical evidence 
has been considered and collected (Ericsson and Smith, 1991: 3). 
It is also social recognition which has largely directed the choice of participants in 
these studies. 
What, then, are the popular constructs of expertise? Society's evaluative connotations 
of experts are often communicated in their choice of labels for outstanding people: 
`superior', `brilliant', `gifted', `genius', `talented', `lucky', `exceptional', `blessed' 
people (vide Scardamalia and Bereiter 1991; Ericsson and Smith, 1991). 
Experienced professionals within certain domains - science, medicine, economics, for 
example - appear to acquire the designation `expert' without needing to demonstrate 
any outstanding abilities within their domain. In other domains - chess, music, art, 
mathematics are frequently cited - proficients have acquired almost mystical status 
because so few outsiders reach enough ability in the domain to understand its 
workings. Compare this reverence with the social judgement usually made on 
domains such as teaching or customer service (for example, `Anyone can do it'). 
Certain sub-domains may have more mystique attached to them, for example, test 
writing (I couldn't handle all those statistics') or waiting at table ('I couldn't 
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remember all those orders') but in popular thinking there has not usually been 
sufficient `apartness' in these low-status domains, perhaps because the public comes 
into regular contact with them, to allow an expert designation. Is society right? 
I start by offering an example from a domain closely related to my focus area: 
language teaching. The following description, a composite derived from an informal 
survey amongst my EFL teaching colleagues, is what might be expected of 
professionals designated as `expert language teachers': 
They would be intelligent, hard-working people and have higher qualifications 
and extensive experience of teaching a variety of levels but might well have 
chosen to specialize in teaching a particular level or area such as Language 
for Academic Purposes or Business. They would be highly regarded by peers 
and may hold some positions of responsibility. Learners under their tutelage 
would routinely achieve good results and give this teacher excellent 
evaluations. 
Expert language teachers would be very knowledgeable about relevant 
theories of teaching and learning and would use methodology appropriate to 
whichever learning group they were assigned. They would be highly 
knowledgeable about and proficient in their subject content, that is, the target 
language, and would also be knowledgeable about a variety of informing 
subjects such as linguistics, psychology and sociology. 
They would plan assiduously and systematically, basing their work on a 
thorough understanding of the curriculum and syllabus requirements. They 
would be able to grasp quickly the essential features of any teaching task and 
be able to write and/or adapt materials quickly and accurately to order, 
making sure to accommodate all levels of proficiency and learning styles and 
not to offend any sensibilities. They would seldom take a wrong turning or 
make a mistake. They would actively seek out opportunities to teach and 
would genuinely enjoy their work. 
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An analysis of this sample composite picture suggests a number of questions relating 
to expertise: 
1. Might this particular combination of intellectual, personal and professional 
knowledge, skills and attitudes be said to exist in the body of professionals 
currently finding success in the target domain? 
2. Are any or all of these features necessary and sufficient precursors to expertise in 
this domain and expertise in general? 
3. Is expertise about closure/convergence or creativity/divergence? 
4. Are these features fixed or in dynamic relationship with each other and other 
influences? 
5. Is it accurate and helpful to speak of an expert person or does expertise reside 
elsewhere: for example, in a group of individuals? 
6. Is expertise in performance distinct from expertise in learning? 
7. Does everyone have the capacity for becoming an expert in something, potentially 
anything? 
A first step in exploring answers to these questions might be to review the theories 
and research relating to expertise in a number of different fields. This constitutes the 
main content of Chapter 1. 
1.2 The impetus for expertise studies 
1.2.1 Inherited and acquired characteristics 
There has always been a fascination with those human beings who are deemed to be 
unusually gifted (vide the Gilgamesh stories, The Iliad, Beowulf, the Arthurian 
legends). I use the term `gifted' advisedly, because for much of history this 
superiority has been believed, literally, to be a gift from a supernatural source. 
Enlightenment thinking sought to provide a more rational basis for outstanding 
performance but this core idea of giftedness carried through into almost all of the 
early scientific study in this field (from the mid-19`h century): the assumption was that 
the sources of superiority were general, inherited qualities rather than specific and 
acquired abilities. 
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Table 1.1 below (adapted from Ericsson and Smith 1991: 4), highlights the distinctions 
between the different types of `stable personal characteristics' which have been 





Primarily inherited " A. Intelligence " Domain-specific ability eg. an 
exceptional musical ability 
" B. Personality " Domain-specific interest/motivation 
eg. a disposition to enjoy puzzle- 
solving 
3 4 
Primarily acquired " A. General " A. Domain- or task-specific 
knowledge and knowledge, derived from training 
experience and practice eg. facts necessary to 
undertake computer programming 
" B. Cognitive " B. Domain-specific cognitive 
strategies strategies eg. employing 
appropriate cognitive operations in 
the building of a model railway 
Table 1.1 Different approaches to accounting for outstanding performance 
It was the primarily inherited general feature of intelligence (1. A in Table 1.1) which 
was the focus of earlier research in this field. Galton (1869,1906), for example, 
studied family and genetic backgrounds of subjects identified by society as eminent 
individuals (using the criterion of membership of the Royal Society as his indicator of 
eminence). He reported evidence that such distinction was confined to a small 
collection of families from common ancestors and deduced that superiority was 
determined by genetics. His work later became associated with the eugenics 
movement in the United States and Germany in the 1930s (see, for example, Hayes, 
1998 and Anderson, 2000). 
Other researchers in the late 19`h century attempted to discover the precise features of 
intelligence - speed of mental processes, as evidenced by reaction time; general 
memory skills; spatial ability; numeric calculation and command of logic - which 
correlated with indices of ability such as scholastic achievement. It must be 
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emphasized that correlations for all these features were consistently found to be poor 
(Guildford, 1967; cited by Ericsson and Smith, 1991: 5). 
More recently (for example, Roe, 1953; Cattell and Drevdahl, 1955; Cattell, 1963 and 
Cattell and Ebel, 1964) attention was focused on the second group of primarily 
inherited general characteristics: that which is broadly summarized under the heading 
Personality (1. B in Table 1.1). This subsumes such elements as motivation, 
perceptual style and power of concentration as well as preferred mode of interaction. 
In this regard, the findings appear to be more definitive: compared with other groups, 
the `outstanding' subjects of the studies were found to be more self-sufficient, 
dominant, unstable, introverted and reflective. What is significant, however, is the 
fact that this `striving for excellence' is confined to a very small number of domains. 
The implication of this is that `aspects of motivation may well be acquired' (Ericsson 
and Smith, 1991: 6) and thus are likely to be a function of characteristics in 4. B of 
Table 1.1 (see also Dörnyei, 2001. ) 
There was, then, little evidence that general, inherited characteristics are valid and 
reliable indicators of expert performance. A shift therefore began to occur in 
research: to continue to investigate inherited characteristics but to consider them in 
relation to empirical findings vis-ä-vis primarily acquired, specific characteristics 
demonstrated within individual domains (Cell 4 of Table 1.1). 
1.2.2 The growth of expertise studies 
It was in the mid- to late-1960s that research into outstanding performance in specific 
domains, known as expertise study, came of age, principally as a result of the work on 
artificial intelligence (AI), specifically on what is known as knowledge engineering, 
and developments in cognitive psychology (Glaser and Chi, 1988: xv). 
Some of the earliest work in knowledge engineering was in chess. Chess playing has 
always had iconic status in this field: it is considered to be the vehicle par excellence 
for investigations into components and replications of human intelligence because it is 
thought to embody `pure' reasoning skills, untainted by complications such as 
knowledge and memory, or linguistic and social skills. In early AI studies, computer 
programmes were devised to play chess because it was presumed that in this domain - 
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where high-speed search and retrieval strategies were thought to be the key to success 
- computers would far outperform humans. This research showed unequivocally that 
they did not. Clearly expert human chess players were doing something different from 
what had been expected. This revelation became the impetus for seminal studies of 
expertise amongst chess Grand Masters. 
The work of cognitive psychologist, de Groot (1966), replicated by Chase and Simon 
(1973) among others, demonstrated that `what distinguishes strong from weak [chess] 
players are their abilities to correctly reproduce large patterns of chess positions after 
a few seconds viewing, rather than searching more deeply or broadly than weaker 
players. ' (Glaser and Chi, 1988: xi). This seemed to point to the iconoclastic view that 
outstanding chess players are not cleverer than the rest of us: they simply have better 
memories. 
Counter-intuitive revelations of this kind about chess-playing expertise (though 
accompanied by other more predictable findings) provided a strong impetus to 
examine in more detail expertise in other domains. Were there other domains where 
human experts were working in unexpected ways? What did findings such as de 
Groot's, indicate about the nature of expertise? 
1.3 Examining domain-specific and generic features of expertise 
1.3.1 Expertise in performance versus expertise in learning 
The word `expert' is cognate with the word `experience' (from the Latin expertus - 
past participle of experiri, meaning try). When placed, as it often is, in opposition to 
`novice' (Latin novicius from novus - new), the equation of expert with experience is 
reinforced. But can we extend this to make the claim that the longer the experience, 
the greater the expertise? I suggest that this is a common assumption, both in lay and 
academic thinking. A possible corollary of this equation is that specialisation is a 
necessary feature of expertise because it maximises the opportunities to work and 
rework within the specific domain. Another key question to examine, then, is: do 
experts have to be specialists? (See below, Section 1.5, for a detailed examination of 
this question. ) 
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I suggest there are three major elements which constitute a specification of expertise. 
These are represented in Figure 1.1 below. Element 1 is how one gains expertise, that 
is, how practitioners shift from novice to expert, what I have designated as 
Acquisition processes: how, when and why this might happen, what stymies and 
what accelerates it. Element 2 is the processes experts use, what I have designated as 








expert capacity - the 
shift from novice to 
expert and how/why 




within expert capacity 
- what experts do as 
they execute expert 
performance 
Achievements of 
expertise - the 
outcomes of expert 
capacity (performance 
indicators) 
Figure 1.1 The three major elements of the specification of expertise 
Lay people tend to be most familiar with Element 3 (Outcomes): a child is cured, a 
Maths problem is solved or a jumbo jet is landed. Cognitive psychologists (for 
example, Goldstein and Hogarth, 1997 and research papers included in the seminal 
collections by Chi, Glaser and Farr, 1988 and Ericsson and Smith, 1991) have tended 
to concentrate on Element 2: what experts do at a given time, the `micro-processes' 
they use for solving a particular problem. As I indicated above, much of the work of 
cognitive psychologists continues to feed into, and be informed by, the design of 
artificial expert systems, with knowledge engineers applying insights gained from the 
study of human experts to computer programming. It is important to note here that 
much of the research within this field is based on a comparison between `finished' 
novice and expert performance. Some researchers in psychology and artificial 
intelligence (for example, Glaser and Chi, 1988 and Posner, 1988) also explore 
Element 1, the acquisition of expertise, but tend to confine their examination to the 
numerical equation between years of experience and indicators of achievement. This 
issue will be dealt with in detail in Section 1.5 below. 
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It has fallen to theorists and researchers whose work is grounded more firmly in 
philosophy, sociology and education (for example, Schön, 1983 and 1987; Dreyfus 
and Dreyfus, 1986 and 2000; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993; Eraut, 1994 and Fook, 
Ryan and Hawkins, 2000) to concern themselves with more complex, and for that 
reason perhaps more revelatory, factors at work in the acquisition, maintenance and 
development of expertise (Element 1 of Figure 1.1). 
As an educationalist, I am ultimately interested in the acquisition and maintenance of 
expertise, but I regard the empirical research findings of the cognitive psychologists 
and Al engineers vis-a-vis Element 2 of Figure 1.1 - Performance processes - as a 
good starting point for my study. For this reason I explore in some detail the work of 
cognitive psychologists, within what is termed the information processing model of 
expertise (IPM) (vide Newell and Simon, 1972), before going on to examine 
alternative social/ phenomenological models. 
1.3.2 Expertise studies in different domains 
Since the 1960s, expertise in an extremely wide range of different domains has been 
studied from a cognitive psychological perspective. Indeed Ericsson and Smith 
(1991: 1) contend that `Research on expertise may be one of the most rapidly 
expanding areas within cognitive psychology and cognitive science'. To exhibit the 
variety and development of the fields examined, I have listed, in chronological order, 
some of these studies in Table 1.2 below. In each case a sample task is offered to aid 
understanding of the research. 
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Researcher(s) Domain of research Sample task/focus 
de Groot, 1966 Chess playing Recall of positions on chess board 
Hunter, 1977 
Chase, 1982 
Mental calculation Computational strategies 
Gentner, 1980 Type-writing Inter-stroke intervals 
Allard and Burnett 1985 Sports Reconstruction of field positions 
Leinhardt and Greeno, 1986 Maths teaching Cognitive aspects of planning and 
delivery 
Joseph and Patel, 1986 Medical diagnosis Forward-Backwards analysis 
Ericsson and Faivre, 1988 Music Recognition of absolute pitch 
Ericsson and Polson, 1988 Waiting at table Recall of orders 
Lawrence, 1988 Magistrate courts Judicial decisions 





Perez et al., 1995 Instruction of army 
recruits 
Design of engineering tasks 
Woods, 1996 English language 
teaching 
Course and lesson plan design 
Johnson, 2000 and 2003 Language teaching Design of language tasks 
Table 1.2 Sample expertise studies 
The following section surveys expertise studies from a cognitive psychological 
perspective, using the IPM or information-processing model, in a variety of domains, 
reviewing their common and distinct approaches and methods, and working towards a 
summary of features of expertise that might be regarded as generic. 
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1.3.3 Generic features of expert performance 
The key works on expertise within the information-processing paradigm (for example, 
Glaser & Chi, 1988; Ericsson & Smith, 1991 and Anderson, 2000), across several 
domains, identify eight generic features of expert as opposed to novice behaviour. I 
present these features in Table 1.3 below, with a brief explanation and interpretation 
of each. 
Generic Feature Explanation/Comment 
1. Experts excel mainly in their own There is little evidence that a person highly skilled 
domain in one domain can transfer the skill to another. 
Experts necessarily have a great deal of domain- 
specific knowledge, and domain-specific 
knowledge-organising knowledge. 
2. Experts perceive large meaningful Experts perceive and recall clusters, chunks and 
patterns in their own domain patterns when they deem them to be meaningful 
for the domain. They perceive non-domain- 
relevant patterns as novices do. 
3. Experts are fast and solve problems with Although experts are slower than novices in initial 
little error in their own domain phases of problem-solving, tending to use 
breadth-first (BF) control procedures, they solve 
problems faster overall. Recall of meaningful 
chunks (see also Point 2), as well as practice, 
improves automaticity of skills which frees up 
mental resources to tackle other sub-problems. 
4. Experts have superior short-term (See also Points 2 and 3) Experts' STMs and 
memory (STM*) and long-term memory LTMs are no larger than novices' but automaticity 
(LTM) in their own domain of portions of domain-specific skills free up 
resources for greater storage. 
5. Experts see and represent problems at a Experts categorize problem groupings on a 
deep, principled level in their own semantic, principled basis; novices categorize 
domain them on a syntactic or surface-feature basis. 
6. Experts spend a great deal of time (See also Point 5) Experts build a mental 
analysing problems qualitatively in their representation of the problem to aid them in 
own domain defining and solving it. 
7. Experts have strong self-monitoring Experts are more accurate at judging the difficulty 
skills in their own domain of a problem and what conditions are necessary to 
enable them to solve it. (See also Points 1,5 and 
6). Self knowledge combines with domain 
knowledge. They know when they need to check 
for failure and why they fail. 
8. Experts organise their problem solving in Experts take account of the whole problem 
such a way as to be optimally suited to structure when solving problems, for example 
problems in their own domain they have the insight to avoid inappropriate 
default difference-reduction strategies and will 
expedite solving of familiar problems by applying 
forward- rather than backward-reasoning 
strategies. 
Table 1.3: Generic features of expertise (developed using data from Glaser and Chi, 1988; Ericsson 
and Smith, 1991 and Anderson, 2000) *It is recognised that the concept of short-term memory (STM) 
is a problematic one. See Section 1.4.1 below for a fuller discussion. 
Reinforcing the earlier findings of research outlined in Section 1.2, this summary of 
cognitive psychological research findings indicates that there is no innate superiority 
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in general intelligence in experts: what might be called superior reasoning powers. 
Instead, the core elements of expertise relate to knowledge, memory and problem- 
space analysis and any superiority in these areas appears to apply only within the 
target domain. What all experts appear to do best is, within their domain to select 
what information to memorise; store and retrieve it effectively and use it to 
decompose a problem into manageable sub-problems; and then solve the problem. 
Crucially, then, they have what might be called `knowledge-organising knowledge' 
(Minsky and Papert, 1974: 59). 
Before proceeding with this discussion, I shall now provide an exposition of the key 
concepts (and terms) emerging from and underpinning the summary of generic 
features in Table 1.3. This is necessary because the concepts form the basis for much 
of my argument in later chapters. 
1.4 Core elements relating to expertise 
1.4.1 Conceptualising memory 
It will be noted that in Table 1.3 and elsewhere, the terms Short Term Memory (STM) 
and Long Term Memory (LTM) are used. My survey of the literature indicates that 
these terms are central to the discussion of memory in a large number of expertise 
studies. For this reason, I feel it is important to take time here to explore their 
meaning. 
The distinction between STM and LTM has been used for over a century and was 
developed into the Two-Process Theory of Memory by Atkinson and Shiffrin in 1968. 
In this model, there are two distinct kinds of memory store: STM and LTM. The first 
(STM) is believed to carry information for only a few seconds and to be able to hold 
only a small amount. The other (LTM) is believed to carry information for days, 
months and years and there is no observable limit to the amount it can hold. In 
Atkinson and Shiffrin's model, STM acts as a first stage for LTM storage: incoming 
information goes through the STM store and is transferred into LTM by rehearsal 
(Hayes, 1998). The Two-Process Theory contends that information has to `do time' 
in STM to get into LTM, and the more time spent there, the more is remembered. 
The Two-Process Theory began to be challenged in the 1970s and 1980s. Research by 
Craik and Lockhart (1972) indicated that it was not how long information was 
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rehearsed that was important in retention but the depth to which it was processed: 
material must be rehearsed in a deep and meaningful way. Morris (1982) argued that 
although the distinctions between STM and LTM are easily demonstrable in 
laboratory conditions (for example, recalling lists of words or numbers), in real life 
the distinctions blur and, it is suggested, become meaningless. In the complex 
conditions of everyday life, pieces of information cannot be seen as separate: they 
interact and mutate according to need. 
Thus memory began to be seen as much more of an active process rather than as a 
passive record of facts. Current thinking is that a more accurate picture is provided by 
introducing the concept of `working memory' which contains material being worked 
on at the present time. Baddeley's (1986) theory of working memory is represented in 
the Figure. 1.2. 
Central 
Visuospatial sketchpad executive Phonological loop 
Figure 1.2 Baddeley's theory of working memory (1986) 
Baddeley contends there are two separate `slave' systems for maintaining information 
in working memory: the visuospatial sketchpad (for rehearsing images) and the 
phonological (or articulatory) loop (for rehearsing speech). The central executive 
controls the slave systems, putting information into and/or retrieving information 
from the systems. One can argue that the two slave systems correspond to the 
functions of STM. If this is the case, I believe it is still appropriate to retain the 
concepts of LTM and STM but to conceptualise them as being within an active, 
mutually informing process, rather than a passive, one-way (that is, STM to LTM) 
system. 
Anderson (2000) lists the following characteristics of memory, which I regard as 
relevant for an interpretation of findings from expertise studies. 
Memory for material improves when it is processed more elaborately. 
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" Speed and probability of accessing a memory is determined by its level of 
activation, which in turn is determined by how frequently and how recently 
the memory has been used. 
0 The level of processing, and not whether one intends to learn, determines the 
amount remembered. 
0 Information that one regards as important tends to be better remembered. 
Another related concept which is of relevance here is the distinction (proposed by 
Tulving, 1972) between episodic and semantic memory. Episodic memory `has an 
autobiographical flavour about it, referring to the storage of specific events or 
episodes which occurred in a particular place at a particular time' (Eysenck and 
Keane, 1990: 186). Semantic memory on the other hand, contains our general stock of 
knowledge about the world, it `does not register perceptible properties of inputs, but 
rather cognitive referents of input signals' (Tulving, 1972: 386). It should be noted that 
although the processes involved in them remains unclear, it is generally agreed that 
there is a difference in content of the two memories (Eysenck and Keane, 1990). The 
role of, and interplay between, episodic and semantic memories is an important issue 
in expertise studies. See, for example, the research by Schmidt et al., (1990) which 
found that expert doctors store `scripts' (event schemata, see below) about their 
patients in episodic rather than semantic memory, thereby making them more easily 
accessible. This issue will be discussed in further detail as it emerges from my data in 
later chapters. 
The relevance of these points for expertise studies will be discussed later (see Section 
1.5.1 regarding `expert-' or `skilled-memory') but for the moment this brief summary 
is offered: that repeated, deliberate, meaningful processing of information within the 
target domain seems to promote the effective retention and retrieval of domain- 
relevant information. Deep processing appears to have the power to transform 
separate units of information into larger remembered sequences or `chunks' which 
thereby free mental capacity for other types of processing. 
1.4.2 Problem space 
Virtually all cognitive operations can, at root, be viewed as problem solving: from 
writing poetry to finding ways to pay a bill; making judgements in criminal courts to 
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writing tests for EFL students (vide Kahney, 1993: 15). Since the publication of 
Newell and Simon's seminal text Human Problem Solving in 1972, at the core of 
virtually all expertise research has been the concept of problem space and its related 
concepts: state space, search trees, operators, paths, givens, analogy, iso- and homo- 
morphic problems, algorithms and heuristics, means-ends analysis, set effects, degree 
of problem structure, problem decomposition, semantically rich/formal problems and 
problem representation. Because all of these concepts are used to frame my own data 
analysis, they are explained below. 
In an ideal problem-solving situation, the solver should be provided with four types of 
information (Kahney, 1993; Anderson, 2000): 
1. information about the initial state of the problem; 
2. information about the goal state; 
3. information about the legal operators (things you are allowed to do when 
solving the problem); 
4. information about operator restrictions (factors which govern or constrain the 
application of operators). 
These four components constitute the problem structure. One way of analysing a 
problem structure is to produce a state space diagram. This contains complete 
information about everything a solver could do, using only the rules of the problem. 
Certain problems are easily analysable, for example, `toy-world' problems like the 
ubiquitously-cited `Tower of Hanoi task' (redistributing rings on three stacks) or real- 
life problems containing few operator options at each level, for example, doing 
simple long division or making a cup of tea. They are particularly good illustrative 
research tools because: 
" they do not require specific prior knowledge and so all research subjects 
can start with uniform `givens' that is, information provided at the 
beginning of the problem; 
" the cognitive operations used by their solvers are easily verbalisable (and 
therefore suitable for concurrent think-aloud verbal protocol research: the 
data-gathering technique which, though not ideal, is most often used to 
obtain a largely reliable record of internal processes involved in problem 
solving (Ericsson and Simon, 1980). (See Chapter 4 for a detailed analysis 
of the technique and for reasons why I chose it for my own research. ); 
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" the core problem can be made more difficult or be given different `cover 
stories' to test issues such as transfer effects or application by analogy 
(gauging the effect of setting `isomorphic' - identical - and `homomorphic' 
- similar - base and target problems in sequence) and 
9 their problem space is finite and can be broken down into many-layered 
state space diagrams which aim to show the operators possible at each 
stage of the problem solving. 
It should be noted that although well-structured problems, for example making tea, 
are relatively simple and susceptible to analysis, for many of them, it is not just the 
application of operators which is important but how they are applied: `the quality does 
not depend on the order or identity of the moves made but on the fine details of the 
way in which each separate move is performed' (Kahney, 1993: 33, my emphasis). 
This point will be significant for the majority of multifaceted real-world problems and 
will be of great relevance in the analysis of expert performance in the target domain in 
later chapters. 
1.4.3 Operator selection 
A problem solver has to decide which of the potential operators to select at a given 
level of a problem state. Anderson (2000) has identified three methods which human 
(as opposed to AI) solvers frequently use as a guide: 
" back-up avoidance - the avoidance of operators which dismantle the effect of 
previous operators. For example, in the Tower of Hanoi task, solvers are often 
reluctant to return rings to their original stack because it feels like a retrograde 
move even though it may be necessary to the eventual solving of the problem. 
" difference reduction - the choice of any operator which reduces the 
difference 
between the initial state and the goal state. For example, a bee will often be seen 
buzzing against a closed window instead of making the short detour to an open 
window above. This method is often also called hill-climbing because of the 
frequently-cited example of walkers trying to reach the top of a high hill. They do 
not have a map and simply decide to go up the first incline they encounter but 
discover that they are climbing a hill lower than their target one: what seems to be 
difference reduction can often lead to difference increase, requiring painful 
additional effort to reach the goal state. 
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" means-ends analysis - the identification of new sub-goals to enable a particular 
operator to apply in the larger scheme of the whole problem space, so called 
because the means temporarily become ends in themselves. For example, I want 
to achieve the goal of printing a page of my thesis but my computer breaks down 
and I must set myself the sub-goal of getting it fixed. I need to apply the operator 
`take computer to the shop for repair' but am thwarted because my husband is 
using the car. To apply the required operator I must set a new sub-goal of taking 
public transport or arranging for a home repair, and so it goes on. This involves a 
complex system of recursion rather than a simple linear progression from initial to 
goal state. 
All three methods can be powerful heuristics in certain circumstances but means-ends 
analysis is the most sophisticated (see Newell and Simon's work on their computer 
simulation program General Problem Solver (GPS), 1972). It is considered 
generative because 
- it identifies the biggest difference first; 
- it does not abandon an operator simply because it cannot be applied 
immediately and 
- it requires the solver to keep in mind the whole problem space whilst 
seeking to enable operators. 
Those solvers who have the memory capacity and knowledge-organising- 
knowledge to apply means-ends analysis efficiently are in a better position to 
select appropriate operators and thereby solve problems. 
" Forward versus backward reasoning 
A further consideration in operator selection is what is known as forward vs backward 
reasoning. A backward reasoning method starts with the unknown, that is, the desired 
goal state and chains backwards until the a set of operators has been established to 
solve the problem. Forward reasoning starts with things known, or those which can be 
directly found out, and works forwards towards the desired goal. Much research has 
been done into whether forward reasoning is more efficient than backward (for 
example, Larkin, 1981). What has emerged is that experts tend to use forward and 
novices to use backward reasoning strategies: whereas backward reasoning puts a 
severe strain on working memory and can lead to errors; forward reasoning obviates 
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the necessity of keeping track of sub-goals. However, forward reasoning is only 
efficient when the solver knows which of the many possible forward inferences are 
relevant to the final solution. Because of their extensive previous experience, experts 
have had the opportunity to develop the knowledge for familiar problems and 
therefore that is the approach they favour in most domains. However, it should be 
noted that for less familiar problems they also have to resort to backward reasoning. 
" Breadth versus depth control procedures 
The concept of breadth and depth control procedures is derived from the work of 
Schoenfeld in Mathematical problem solving (1985). Breadth approaches involve the 
exploration of many potential operators on the same level of a problem tree before 
committing to one. Depth approaches involve early commitment to one operator, 
immediately expanding down to the lowest levels. It is widely believed that experts in 
a given domain tend to use more breadth approaches, and novices tend to use only or 
predominantly depth approaches (for example, Anderson, 2000; Schoenfeld, 1985). 
By doing this, it is suggested, experts are able to gain a richer understanding of the 
whole problem and thus apply more appropriate operators as they work through the 
problem space. However, it is recognised that another option is to use a mixture of 
breadth and depth and some believe that such a mixture may be optimal in expert 
performance (for example, Ball and Ormerod, 1995, cited in Johnson, 2000). It is 
suggested that there will be some stages in problem solving where experts might be 
able to use the quicker depth approaches because they can draw on insights gained in 
previous breadth searches. 
" Set effects and chunking 
Solvers can become influenced or biased by their experiences to prefer particular 
operators in solving familiar problems. This is called a `set effect'. Set effects can be 
perceived of as positive or negative. The positive view is at the heart of expertise 
studies: that repeated deliberate practice leads to superior performance because 
clusters, chunks or sequences of operators ('condition-action rules) are stored and 
automatized as units thereby freeing up mental resources to tackle other problems (see 
1.5.3 below). The negative view is that such automatization can prevent the solver 
from developing an appropriate representation of each unique problem. Such negative 
effects have been noted in research into `poor experienced performance' in complex, 
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ill-structured domains such as law court judgement and medical diagnosis (as outlined 
in Johnson, 1988) and relates to my discussion about `experienced mediocrity' in 
Section 1.5.3 below. 
" Incubation 
Problem solvers often report that after working for a long time on a problem and 
failing to solve it, they put it to one side and upon returning, see a solution 
immediately. These are called incubation effects. Anderson suggests (2000: 269) that 
incubation effects relate to set effects, mentioned in the previous section. He 
contends that problem solvers sometimes become baffled by a problem when they try 
to apply familiar (or set) operators inappropriately. When they take a break from 
solving, they can also `break' set effects. On their return, they start to apply novel 
operators which can be more appropriate and thus `miraculously' solve the problem. 
" Degree of problem structure 
Picking up on issues raised by, for example, Reitman, 1965; Simon, 1973; Lawrence, 
1988, Johnson, 1988 and Voss & Post, 1988, I recognise the importance of the 
concept of `structuredness' in problems. Drawing on their ideas, I define well- 
structured problems as ones with agreed-upon solutions and where the problem space 
is clear. For example, digit recall (in which participants recall heard numbers) is 
regarded as well structured because the solution is incontestable and there are few 
parameters left unspecified - the initial and goal states, as well as the legal and 
constrained operators are well defined in the problem statement. For example: Listen 
to an eight-digit number. Do not use any memory aids, for example, pen and paper. 
Reiterate the number within two seconds of hearing the last digit. 
In contrast, ill-structured problems are ones where little or no information is provided 
to the solver about the initial and goal states or the operators. The task of writing a 
sonnet would be regarded as ill structured. The problem statement might be: Your 
goal is to write a sonnet. The only implicit constraint is that the product has to have 
the accepted structure of that genre (vide the example given by Reitman, 1965, of 
composing a fugue). 
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Many variables need to be considered in any classification of problems according to 
degree of structure but to illustrate the basic concept I have represented a number of 
sample domains in a continuum (Figure 1.3). This is a highly simplified 
conceptualisation, offered here as a framework for more detailed discussions later in 
my thesis (see Chapter 2 and elsewhere). 
Sample domain 
Teaching (EFL within a CLT paradigm) 
Law court judgement 
Lesson planning 
Structured clinical analysis 
Chess playing 
Mental computation of sums 
Degree of structure 
Less structured 
Digit-span recall ' More structured 
Figure 1.3 Degree of structuredness in sample domains 
" De-composing problems 
It should be noted that a given problem space need not remain so ill defined. Indeed, 
as discussed above, it is part of the task of the solver to help define the aspects of 
problem space. In the case of the sonnet, it is up to the writers to work out how to 
constrain their problem: to `de-compose' it into manageable, that is, well-structured, 
sub-problems. When they do this is not specified: the constraints could be established 
before or after the statement of problem space or emerge, and indeed mutate, as the 
work unfolds. Problem-solvers `make order out of chaos' (Voss and Post, 1988: 262) 
in their own way, in their own time. 
A problem may have well-defined constraints at some points in the solution 
and open constraints at other points, and whether a problem is ill-structured or 
well-structured is a function of where the solver is in the solution process. 
(Reitman, 1965: 144, cited by Voss and Post, 1988: 262). 
A highly individualised approach with decisions taken in isolation is common within 
what might be called the `open' or 'loose' community of poets: one where 
practitioners work in isolation from each other. However, the situation would be 
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different if the problem statement were: Design a house (vide Simon, 1973). This 
would have the conditions of an ill-structured problem but it is clear that if architects 
with full professional credentials were the people attempting to solve it, then their 
years of training - their induction into the specific professional community - would 
provide a default set of procedures to decompose the problem. The problem-solvers 
would start asking questions about needs and conditions and respond to answers 
according to the expectations of their professional community. Thus the global ill- 
structured problem would have become a set, albeit a very large set, of well-structured 
sub problems. Depending on the context, there would be some freedom for creativity 
of response but the `problem-solving community' would provide a strong structure 
within which to exercise it. There is likely to be a relatively high level of agreement 
of what is acceptable as a piece of architecture. (See Chapter 2, for a more detailed 
discussion of this point. ) 
It is pertinent here to quote Chomsky's summary of structure and decomposition of 
problems. He makes a distinction between problems and mysteries: 
When we face a problem, we may not know its solution, but we have insight, 
increasing knowledge, and an inkling of what we are looking for. When we 
face a mystery, however, we can only stare in wonder and bewilderment, not 
knowing what an explanation would even look like. (Chomsky, 1991; cited by 
Pinker, 1997: 1) 
and one might argue that experts are simply those who are able to demystify tasks 
within a given domain by up-grading (or down-grading? ) them into problems. 
" 'Semantically-rich' domains and `Formal' domains 
Other key dimensions in the analysis of the nature of a given problem are Bhaskar and 
Simon's (1977) concept of semantically-rich domains and Larkin's (1981) notion of 
formal domains. Semantically-rich domains are ones in which `substantial amounts of 
prior information are necessary to tackle problems'. Formal domains are ones which 
depend on generally-agreed logical principles (embodied in algorithms) sufficient to 
solve problems in that domain, if perfectly applied (for example, Geometry). 
Psychology is an example of a semantically-rich but non-formal domain: problem 
solving within this domain would probably require a great deal of prior information, 
but there are relatively few generally-agreed logical principles. Thus its problem- 
solving operators would be designated heuristics (instead of algorithms): heuristics 
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are defined as `rule of thumb, problem-solving methods which often succeed but 
which do not guarantee a solution' (Simon, 1974, cited by Kahney, 1993: 46). 
Voss, Post and Penner (1983) compare problems in two domains: Physics and 
Political Science. Both have established communities of problem-solvers. However, 
research by Voss et al. indicates that the nature of the solutions is very different. They 
found that the differences are not so much a function of the solving process but of `a) 
the extent to which the phenomena in the two domains are understood and b) [of] the 
problems that are studied' (Voss and Post 1988: 263). In almost all the Physics 
problems studied there has been virtually complete `community agreement regarding 
their respective solutions' (p. 263). In Political Science there is relatively little. Thus, 
according to Larkin's designation (1981), Physics would be a formal domain and 
Political Science not. 
To further illustrate these dimensions of problem space, I have conceptualised a 
number of sample domains along two axes: Degree of semantic richness and Degree 
of formality (Figure 1.4): 
Semantically rich 
U Psychology XGeometry 
* Political 
science 
*Teaching XTest item 
writing 
Non-formal Formal 
X Waiting at table 
X Intuitive guessing XTea-making 
Semantically poor 
Figure 1.4 Degree of semantic richness and degree of formality of sample domains 
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I have conceptualised test item writing as semi-formal, semi-semantically-rich and, 
significantly, in a distinct quadrant from teaching. The reasons for this designation 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and elsewhere in this thesis. 
" Problem presentation and mental representation 
Not every person solves a given problem in the same way: solvers take a shorter or 
longer time and some do not manage to solve it at all. One of the key determinants of 
success is how the problem is conceived. This may be a function of how it is 
presented, that is the problem statements provided by the puzzle-setter (or 
environment) or it may depend on the nature of the response of the problem solvers: 
their personal mental representation of the problem. There is a strong qualitative 
difference between mere description of a problem - re-iteration or paraphrase at the 
same level of abstraction - and its interpretation, where the subject attempts to 
identify core elements and categorise them at higher levels of abstraction. Many 
researchers (for example, Silver, 1979; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982; Weiser and 
Shertz, 1983; Kotovsky, Hayes and Simon, 1985 and Lesgold et al., 1988) have found 
that the task of `interpreting' the problem itself, that is of creating some kind of 
internal representation of the states and operators, has a striking effect on the quality 
of problem-solving performance. As Anderson contends, `One important dimension 
of growing expertise is the development of a set of richer perceptual features for 
encoding problems' (2000: 299). 
" Declarative, Procedural and Strategic Knowledge 
Before proceeding with this discussion of expertise it will be valuable to consider the 
nature of the different types of knowledge believed to be associated with it. It is 
common to make the distinction between procedural knowledge, which is implicit 
knowledge about how to do things; and declarative knowledge, which consists of the 
facts, concepts and principles behind what to do, which we can report and of which 
we are consciously aware (Anderson, 2000: 238). In addition to these, Mitchell 
(1987) and Shadbolt & Wielinga (1990), cited in Perez et al (1995), have suggested 
that to solve problems one needs a third type of knowledge: strategic knowledge. 
This consists of `action plans to meet specific goals, knowledge of the context in 
which procedures should be implemented, actions to be taken, and, if a proposed 
solution fails, how to respond if necessary information is missing' (Perez et al., 1995: 
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322). All three terms and associated concepts will be used in my data analysis and 
interpretation. 
" Mental models: schemata and scripts 
Closely related to the notion of problem representation is that of mental models. The 
term has numerous different interpretations and definitions but one core 
representation appears to be that it is `a psychological representation of the 
environment and its expected behavior' Holyoak (1984: 193). Mental models are 
frequently subdivided into schemas (conceptual structures of objects (Rumelhart and 
Ortony, 1977) and scripts (conceptual/representational structures of events, 
sometimes also called event schemas) (Schank and Abelson, 1977). It is well 
established in the expertise and problem-solving literature that mental models of both 
kinds are exploited in problem solving. 
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1.5 Factors in the acquisition of expertise 
The discussion thus far has been on what might be deemed the key features of 
finished expert performance (Element 2 of Figure 1.1) as conceived of in an 
information-processing model of expertise. Attention is now turned to Element 1 of 
Figure 1.1: how that expertise tends to be acquired. 
1.5.1 Notions predicating models of expertise acquisition 
" Practice makes perfect 
The central tenet of cognitive psychologists' information-processing model is that 
`performance of a cognitive skill improves as a power function [log-log: in an 
exponential relationship] of practice' (Anderson, 2000: 287). It is suggested by Hayes 
(1985), based on an analysis of the biographies of experts in many fields, that ten 
thousand hours is the necessary minimum amount of practice to lead to expertise. 
Taking five hours a day, five days a week as a reasonable breakdown, this correlates 
well with a figure posited by Chase and Simon (1973) of ten years for outstanding 
chess players to achieve expertise. This might suggest that the etymologically-based 
equation of expertise with experience has empirical validity. 
" Skilled Memory 
As indicated in Section 1.4.1 and elsewhere, according to the information processing 
model of expertise, a highly selective and flexible memory is central to any expert's 
repertoire and I start this part of my discussion with an exploration of how such 
memory might be developed. Chase and Ericsson's (1982) work on what they call 
`skilled memory' provides a helpful framework for a discussion of this crucial feature. 
Skilled memory is `more a conceptual framework than a formal theory' (Staszewski, 
1988: 71). However, it does have considerable empirical foundation (for example, 
building on non-expert digit span testing: Miller, 1956 and Newell and Simon, 1972; 
and training in expert mnemonic techniques: Ericsson, Chase and Faloon, 1980; 
Chase and Ericsson, 1982 and Staszewski, 1987). Unlike Hunter (1977) who believes 
that memory is fixed in its capacity, Chase and Ericsson (1982) contest that memory 
is like a muscle and can be trained: its capacity improves with practice. For example, 
research has shown that participants with otherwise normal abilities can be trained to 
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reach `genius' levels in digit-span recall and mental calculation (Chase and Ericsson, 
1981). They say that these feats result from learning to encode and retrieve 
information in the long term memory. 
Staszewski (1988: 76) provides a cogent analysis of Chase and Ericsson's (1982) 
three principles of skilled memory. His exposition is summarised below. 
1. The Mnemonic Encoding Principle. Experts encode new information in terms of 
an existing knowledge base: the LTM itself thus becomes a mnemonic aid. 
Experts use patterns or chunks of information acquired through years of practice 
and stored as semantic codes in LTM, available to encode new information. This 
involves the utilisation of specialist mental models (domain-specific schemata and 
scripts). 
2. The Retrieval Structure Principle. Experts use their knowledge of a domain to 
develop abstract, highly-specialised mechanisms for systematically retrieving 
meaningful patterns in LTM. These mechanisms enable the anticipation of 
information needs for a familiar task and index information in memory in a way 
that later facilitates its retrieval. 
3. The Speed-Up principle. Practice increases the speed and accuracy with which 
experts recognise and encode meaningful patterns and store and retrieve them. 
LTM storage and retrieval time decreases with practice but in continuously 
decreasing amounts (Pirolli and Anderson, 1985; cited in Staszewski 1988). The 
implication is that with sufficient practice, experts can store and access huge 
amounts of information. 
The history of chess research yields insights into skilled memory. Charness (1991) 
found that outstanding chess players had greater remembered text-book knowledge of 
past games - their own and others' - than less expert players. These findings were 
interpreted as indicating that experts have better memory than novices do: the 
implication being that this feature of the `hard-wiring' of their brains (central 
processor) led to their becoming experts. However, earlier research done by Holding 
and Reynolds (1982) had shown that even where no intrinsic memory capacity 
differences existed between players, their chess skills could still differ. Holding 
(1985) argued from this that the greater skill (that is, their acquisition of expertise) 
was leading to better memory not better memory leading to greater skill. Subsequent 
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cognitive psychological research appears to confirm this across a variety of domains: 
it is now widely believed that it is the process of acquiring expertise itself that 
develops whatever superior memory and skill experts have (see the summary in 
Hayes, 1998). However, this point will be discussed again in detail in Section 1.5.3 
below on acquired versus inherited characteristics. 
" Deliberate practice 
The aphorism `practice makes perfect' has strong pragmatic resonance. But what 
constitutes practice? Many researcher-theorists (notably Ericsson et al., 1993) feel that 
it is crucial to factor in the notion of quality as well as quantity of practice. The 
notion of `deliberate practice' is often cited by cognitive psychologists in relation to 
this point: 
In deliberate practice ... learners are motivated to 
learn not just perform; the 
learners are given feedback on their performance and they carefully monitor 
how well their performance corresponds to the correct performance and where 
the deviations occur. The learners focus on eliminating these points of 
discrepancy. (Anderson, 2000: 304) 
Experience... does not refer to the mere passage of time or longevity. Rather, 
it is the refinement of pre-conceived notions and theory through encounters 
with many actual practical situations that add nuances or shades of differences 
to theory. (Benner, 1984: 36) 
Just as memorisation is found to be more effective after deep and elaborative 
processing rather than simple exposure (see Section 1.4, above), cognitive 
psychologists feel the same can be said of practice in relation to expertise. That is to 
say, it is the depth rather than the length of processing which may be of importance. 
" Proceduralisation 
It may seem self evident that it is better to learn using techniques of deliberate 
practice, incorporating monitoring, feedback and conscious self-repair, than to learn 
by rote. Such meta-awareness is, after all, a central tenet of the current post- 
behaviourist educational paradigm. However, alongside this idea of conscious 
deliberation is that of proceduralisation, that is, the diminution of conscious thought 
with increasing expertise. The tension between conscious reasoning and 
proceduralisation is the key factor distinguishing major models of expertise 
acquisition and will form the basis of discussions in the last part of this chapter. 
0 hm 
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Probably the most widely recognised proceduralisation model of learning is the three- 
stage framework devised by Fitts and Posner (1967). Within this model, beginner 
learners start at the cognitive stage which involves the development of declarative 
encoding, that is, the committing to memory of facts relevant to the skill (vide 
declarative knowledge, Section 1.4.3). Learners at this stage tend to rehearse these 
facts as they perform the skill. The second associative stage is when declarative 
knowledge is proceduralised, when it becomes more automatized. During this stage, 
learners gradually identify errors made in the cognitive stage and attempt to eliminate 
them. Also, connections between the various elements required for successful skill 
performance are strengthened. It should be noted that the procedural representation of 
knowledge does not always replace the declarative: the two can exist together. 
However, according to Anderson, within this model `it is the procedural, not the 
declarative knowledge that governs the skilled performance' (2000: 281). The third 
stage is the Autonomous stage where the procedure becomes even more automatised 
and rapid, using fewer and fewer processing resources. Condition-action rules ('If 
X... then Y') and `chunks' are applied more accurately and with little conscious 
thought. An example of this three-stage progression from my own field of teaching 
English as a foreign language, is the 'P-P-P' lesson framework of Presentation, 
Practice and Production. 
1.5.2 Multi-level models of skill acquisition 
Many expertise studies by cognitive psychologists take a bi-polar view of expertise: 
that a practitioner is either a novice or an expert. However, Hoffman (1998) (drawing 
on research by Adelson (1984), Phelps and Shanteau (1978) and Spiro et al. (1989)) 
identifies a number of phenomena which suggest the occurrence of several level-like 
qualitative shifts with distinct behaviour stabilizations as expertise in a particular 
domain develops. Hoffman identifies four key indicators for the presence of multiple 
expertise levels, as follows: 
a) it is rare for a level to be skipped 
b) it is rare for someone to regress or fail to progress, unless they fall out of 
practice 
c) expert teachers can anticipate the errors a trainee will make depending on their 
skill level 
d) with practice, a skill loses the quality of being conscious, effortful, deliberate 
and linear and takes on the quality of automatic pattern recognition (Hoffman, 
1998: 84). 
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Whilst I contest some of these assertions (particularly (b): see 1.5.3 below), I suggest 
that more complex models than the simple binary `novice: expert' comparisons are 
needed. A number of seminal multi-level models of expertise emerged in the 1980s, 
which are discussed below. 
" Dreyfus and Dreyfus model of skill acquisition 
Fitts and Posner's proceduralisation model has particularly informed the work of 
researcher-theorists within a sociological-phenomenological paradigm, notably 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986,2000), who offer a fully-realised model of skill 
acquisition which is influential in current expertise studies. 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model broadly follows Fitts and Posner's proceduralisation 
framework, although it comprises five stages rather than three: 
1. Novice 




Broadly speaking, Dreyfus and Dreyfus's `Novice Level' equates with Fitts and 
Posner's Cognitive Stage; their `Competent Level' with the Associative Stage and 
their `Expert Level' with the Autonomous Stage. The additional two stages can 
usefully be seen as more detailed conceptualisations of points located at the 
boundaries of Fitts and Posner's stages. 
In order to clarify Dreyfus and Dreyfus's stages, I present a detailed tabulation of the 
characteristics of behaviours at each level (Table 1.4). The points are synthesized and 
adapted from Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986,1996 and 2000), Benner (1984), Hoffman 
(1998), Fook et a1. (2000) and Tsui (2003). 
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Stage Key learner characteristics at stage 
Novice " Learners have no experience of the task world 
" They work in situations in terms of objectively measurable attributes, 
features of the task world which can be recognised without situational 
experience 
" They display limited and inflexible, rule-governed behaviour 
" They must be inducted through procedural lists of things to do 
Advanced " They can demonstrate marginally acceptable performance, having coped 
beginner with enough real-life situations to note (or to recognise when pointed out) 
recurring, meaningful situational components 
" They need to remember rules to make sense of wider situation 
" They need help in setting priorities but can move beyond measurable, 
context-free attributes to global aspects 
Competent: " They are competent at the level of the individual task but not in the 
integrated performance of the whole role 
" They can cope with an overwhelming amount of information, using both 
context-free rules and situational elements 
" They begin to see actions in terms of long-range goals of which they are 
consciously aware 
" They formulate plans which dictate priorities 
" They feel responsible for their own actions because they are able to make 
conscious decisions - thus they are emotionally involved with the outcome 
Proficient " Intuition (or procedural knowledge) emerges 
" They act without conscious deliberation, guided by maxims which reflect 
subtle nuances of the situation 
" They perceive situations as wholes rather than by aspects 
" They know from experience what typical events to expect and how plans 
need to be modified accordingly 
" They engage in analytical thinking when encountering information which 
is regarded as important on the basis of experience 
" They are likely to consider fewer options than previous stages, they can 
`home in' more accurately to a limited area of the problem 
Expert " Their performance is effortless and fluid, skills become 'part of 
themselves' 
" They have no need to examine all possibilities, they are able to identify the 
most promising one and try it out 
" They no longer rely on maxims to connect understanding to action 
" They have no need for conscious problem solving unless exceptional 
circumstances forces it 
" They use conscious reflection but only about intuitions already held, not 
before they are developed 
Table 1.4 Dreyfus and Dreyfus's characteristics of five stages of skill acquisition 
Within their model, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) identify four key dimensions which 
determine skill levels: Components; Perspective; Decision and Commitment. These 
are represented in Table 1.5 and explained below. 
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Skill level Components Perspective Decision Commitment 
1. Novice Context-free None Analytical Detached 
2. Advanced Context-free and None Analytical Detached 
beginner situational 
3. Competent Context-free and Chosen Analytical Detached understanding and 
situational deciding. Involved in 
outcome. 
4. Proficient Context-free and Experienced Analytical Involved understanding. 
situational Detached decidin . 
5. Expert Context-free and Experienced Intuitive Involved 
situational 
Table 1.5: Diagnostic elements in the five stages of skill acquisition (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 
2000) 
The following explanation of the diagnostic elements in Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model 
is summarised from Fook et al. (2000). 
Components refers to the types of rules on which learners predicate their 
decisions about action. There are two types: context free, which derive from 
`objective' factors which exist irrespective of context; and situational which 
derive from experience in an actual situation and which cannot be defined in 
context-free terms. According to the model, novices operate entirely with 
rules based on `objective' factors, shifting to a mixture of objective and 
situated rules as they become more expert. 
Perspective refers to the position learners take in making judgements about a 
particular situation, especially in the act of prioritising. According to the 
model, novices are deemed not to exercise judgement at all. They graduate, at 
the competent stage, to judgement based on conscious (ie. `chosen') 
deliberation and then in the more expert stages to judgement based on prior 
experience. 
Decision refers to the level of `rationality' which learners use in decision 
making. According to the model, learners in the first four stages use a high 
degree of analytical decision making until the final expert stage, which is 
distinguished by a shift to intuitive judgement. 
Commitment refers to the extent to which learners feel responsible for and 
involved in the situation. According to the model, in the early stages learners 
feel detached from the decision-making process; in the intermediate stages 
they show greater involvement with outcomes while maintaining detachment 
in understanding; and finally, at expert level, move to an involved 
understanding and deciding. 
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" Summary of key features of Dreyfus and Dreyfus Model 
I identify the following determining propositions about expert behaviour emerging 
from the Dreyfus and Dreyfus model (partly synthesized from Benner (1984), Dreyfus 
and Dreyfus (1986), Eraut (1994), Hoffman (1998) and Tsui (2003)): 
" Expertise is intuitive and holistic rather than analysed. The right action is in some 
(undetermined) way `presented' to the expert. This intuition can only be acquired 
through experience, thus the notion of the `inexperienced expert' is not allowable. 
" Expertise is necessarily manifested in action: expert knowledge cannot be 
separated from action - it is a matter of `knowing how' rather than `knowing that'. 
" The major part of expert performance is automatic and non-reflective. When 
conscious deliberation is used it is only for critically reflecting on one's intuitions 
in order to challenge and improve them rather than to replace them with codified- 
knowledge-based action. 
" For the most part, expert intuition cannot be articulated. Central to the model is 
the idea that that there are certain types of knowledge that are, in principle, non- 
verbalizable (vide Polyani (1966: 1) `We know more than we can tell'). 
" Evaluation of Dreyfus and Dreyfus model 
There are a number of reasons why Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model should be given 
careful consideration. Firstly, Dreyfus and Dreyfus were among the first researcher- 
theorists to present a formal scale which attempted to capture the level-like qualitative 
shifts which a practitioner seems to progress through en route to expertise. Their 
model is frequently cited and has played a seminal role in the conceptualisation of 
skilled behaviour in a variety of domains; it provides a framework or, at the very least 
a springboard, for research in many of these domains. 
Secondly, the model's focus and emphasis on holistic processes serves to illuminate 
the way logically-distinct processes involved in decision making/problem solving 
seem to become integrated in expert behaviour. Crucially, it gives primacy to those 
aspects of professional operations which cannot be quantified and so cannot easily be 
described and assessed, and as a consequence are often ignored in constructs of 
expertise. Thus, it has had the effect of validating expertise in unstructured domains, 
particularly ones with relatively low status, notably domains with a long tradition of 
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female participation: it is revealing that the most comprehensive application of 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model has been in nursing (see Benner, 1984,1996). 
Above all, perhaps, the model provided a timely critique of the potential misuse of 
what Dreyfus and Dreyfus call the `calculative rationality' of the information 
processing model of expertise. It was originally devised as an attack on what the 
authors saw as the excessive claims made by experts in artificial intelligence about 
how much a machine is capable of. It has an affirmative ethical base, with strong 
existentialist and humanistic philosophical underpinnings; it sees each individual as a 
free agent determining his or her own development, capable of uniquely human 
achievements. The title of Dreyfus and Dreyfus's seminal work (1986 and 2000) is 
telling: `Mind over Machine, the Power of Human Intuition and Expertise in the Era 
of the Computer'. 
Having established what I regard as the reasons for the powerful influence of the 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus model, I now go on to highlight its possible deficiencies (partly 
drawing on ideas from Eraut (1994), Hoffman (1998) and Tsui (2003)). 
Firstly, Dreyfus and Dreyfus appear to regard their model as the only alternative to 
information processing models, ignoring, in their obsession with attacking 
mathematical modelling, the possibility of other ways of reconciling or combining 
intuition with deliberation. They equate deliberation only with mechanistic 
mathematical modelling and ignore the wealth of different complex analytical skills at 
work in human reasoning. In particular, they place what might be regarded as an 
inordinate emphasis on the proportion of professional work which involves intuitive 
reasoning. It should be noted that the central tenet of their model, that certain types of 
knowledge are inherently impossible to articulate, is not widely accepted in the 
scientific community: `The concept of knowledge that is not verbalizable in principle 
still appears to be hypothetical' (Hoffman, 1998: 92). 
Secondly, and central to my concerns in this study, Dreyfus and Dreyfus regard the 
experience-equals-expertise equation (experience qua longevity in a domain) too 
uncritically. Although they recognise that true learning from experience is about 
meaningful processing they do not address how that type of learning occurs, in 
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particular the way recall of previously-encountered homo-morphic problem situations 
and solutions actually work when solving new problems. Crucially, their model does 
not deal with the distinction between `necessary' and 'sufficient' components of 
expertise (put simply, which elements, and how many of them, need to be present in 
order for expertise to be achieved). Related to this is the fact the model does not 
address fully enough the issue of the quality of the performance at different levels; it 
looks only at practitioner's process and approach to work, and pays surprisingly little 
attention to variation in outcome (quality of performance indicators: Element 3 of 
Figure 1.1) and how this might come about. It does not account for the fact that some 
novices exhibit distinctly expert-like behaviour while some practitioners with long 
experience are deeply fallible. 
" Hoffman's Medieval Craft Guilds Model 
A scheme which has some similarities with Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model is 
Hoffman's Medieval Craft Guilds Model (1998). Unlike Dreyfus and Dreyfus's 
model, Hoffman's has not been developed into a full description of practitioner 
behaviour at the different levels but I find it adds helpful additional dimensions and 
thus present it below. I am, like Hoffman himself (1998: 95), worried by its out- 
dated, male-oriented nomenclature but make no attempt to change this because it 
serves to make explicit the historical/etymological origins of many of the terms and 
concepts which comprise current social constructs of expertise. Also, it helpfully 
extends Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model to include the `boundary' levels of `Naivette' 
and `Master', the inclusion of which has helped in the analysis of my own domain 
(see, in particular, Chapters 2,4,6 and 7). 
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Naivette (literally, innocent, simple) one totally ignorant of a domain 
Novice (literally, one who is new) starting out in the domain, probationary, with 
minimal exposure to domain 
Initiate (literally, one who has been through formal initiation eg. the signing of 
apprenticeship/ indenture papers) has begun introductory instruction 
Apprentice (literally, one who is learning) undergoing a programme of instruction beyond 
the introductory level 
Journeyman (literally, one who is capable of performing a day's labour unsupervised) still 
working under another's orders, but an experienced and reliable worker who 
has achieved a level of competence enabling the person to tackle problems 
within the normal range. It is common for practitioners to remain at this level 
for life. 
Expert (literally, one who has extensive experience) distinguished or brilliant 
journeyman, highly regarded by peers, whose judgements are uncommonly 
accurate and reliable, showing consummate skill and economy of effort (but not 
effortlessness), one who can deal with rare or tough cases. Also, the term is 
applied to one who has special skills or knowledge derived from extensive 
experience within sub domains. 
Master (literally, one who knows more) traditionally, one who is also qualified to teach 
those at a lower level. One of an elite group of experts whose judgements set 
the regulations, standards and ideals. Also, a master can be the expert who is 
regarded by the other experts as being the `real', even the `unique', expert, 
especially with regard to sub-domain knowledge and skills. 
Table 1.6 Hoffman's Medieval Craft Guild Model of Levels of Expertise (adapted from 
Hoffman, 1998: 84-85) 
1.5.3 Questioning the `experience equals expertise' equation 
The models of skill acquisition discussed above hold that skill acquisition is a natural, 
even inevitable, function of repeated practice. However, it is now appropriate to 
revisit a question raised earlier: Is it always the case that the greater the experience the 
greater the expertise? 
There is a large body of opinion which suggests this is not the case. Lesgold (1984), 
working in the domain of medical diagnosis, found that acquiring expertise is not a 
simple linear process: learners often get worse before getting better. Their progress is 
represented by a U-shaped, or perhaps more accurately, a J-shaped, curve. Novices 
tend to take text-book decisions which are valid in a large proportion of cases. As 
they proceed to the intermediate stage of development they begin to attempt to factor 
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in a number of possible influencing issues and their decisions often become less 
sound. Significantly, Lesgold deems the non-expert intermediate stage as a necessary 
precursor to the expert stage, where practitioners take a balanced, judiciously- 
selective view of the input. The idea of there being a necessary staging point of 
ineptitude is a very important one which has particular relevance to training, as it 
seems to preclude the notion of `leap-frogging' stages or even `hot-housing'. 
A crucial element relating to the issue of practice is motivation. Perhaps in the final 
analysis the experts in our society are those who have stuck at something the longest. 
In particular, certain personality traits (vide Cattell, 1963) might help them to ride 
Lesgold's unpleasant downward curve of intermediate failure. If this is the case, it 
would be interesting to explore whether there exists a `critical moment of 
engagement' for all experts, which might be deemed to set in train the progress to true 
expertise. This whole issue of motivation, attitude and engagement (along with a 
number of other variables, not yet discussed, such as willingness to seize opportunity, 
and even sheer serendipity) will be discussed further in Chapters 6-8. 
Returning to Lesgold's trajectory of skill acquisition, it should be noted that his 
findings did not significantly undermine for him the notion of experience leading to 
expertise: learners might go through a intermediate down-curve but this is seen as a 
temporary blip before an inexorable upward progression towards expertise. 
More relevant and revealing, in my opinion, are the observations that in the real world 
there is arguably much more experienced mediocrity than true, flourishing expertise. 
The researcher-theorists who address this issue most cogently are Bereiter and 
Scardamalia (1991 and 1993 inter alia). 
  Bereiter and Scardamalia's theories 
Bereiter and Scardamalia do not, as such, posit a model of skill acquisition; instead 
their work includes a series of observations which emerge from and inform their 
research (mainly into expertise in first language writing, 1991 and 1993). I here 
present a summary of their key observations (drawing core points in this section from 
Tsui (2003) and Johnson (2003), but for each point, adding my own interpretation of 
the implications for expertise research design). 
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The starting point for Bereiter and Scardamalia's thesis is their observation that 
though many people have extensive experience in a given domain, few of them 
become truly expert within it. Therefore Bereiter and Scardamalia believe that the 
equation `experience implies expertise' should be questioned and that research should 
focus on the learning mechanisms which `mediate the improvements from experience' 
(Tsui 2003: 18) and which have a critical role to play in the development of 
proficiency. Thus they deem it important that studies of expertise involve at least 
some comparison between experienced experts and experienced non-experts rather 
than comparing only inexperienced novices and experienced experts. The 
dimensions of this issue are represented in Table 1.7 below. 




Low Inexperienced non-expert Experienced non-expert 
High Inexperienced expert Experienced expert 
Table 1.7: Dimensions of expertise in relation to experience 
Bereiter and Scardamalia also make telling observations about the role of effort in 
expert performance. The image of decreasing effort with increasing expertise (a core 
feature of Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model, for example) is not borne out by Bereiter and 
Scardamalia's research: they note that, on the contrary, expert writing performance is 
characterised by exhaustive, meticulous effort to bring the product to perfection. 
This, they find, is in contrast with non-expert performance, which tends to involve 
quick-fix approaches - what Simon (1981) calls `satisficing' behaviour (cited by 
Johnson, 2003: 16), meaning doing the minimum amount of work to fulfil task 
requirements. 
Related to this point, and of interest in the design of expertise research studies, 
Bereiter and Scardamalia believe the image of effortlessness in expertise might be an 
artefact of the methodology of many novice-expert comparisons where a 
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homogeneous task (I take the term from Ur (1988) meaning a task which 
accommodates only one level of competence) is given to both experienced and 
inexperienced practitioners; those with experience obviously find it extremely easy 
and can complete it with little deliberation. In their research, Bereiter and 
Scardamalia therefore choose to use a heterogeneous task (Ur (1988): one with the 
intrinsic capacity to challenge at many levels of competence) such as `Describe your 
own job', which can be achieved by all participants but at their appropriate level of 
complexity and will have the capacity to push all participants to the `edge of their 
competence' (Bereiter and Scardamalia 1993: 34). 
Bereiter and Scardamalia also propose a critical shift of emphasis from traditional 
novice-expert studies by saying that efficiency (that is, the outcome: effort or 
outcome: time ratio) in problem solving is not the most important factor in the 
expertise equation. Instead, they contend that what is most important is the kind(s) of 
problems people choose to solve. This will often mean that `laboratory'/ 
`experimental' research, which prescribes problems for participants, is inappropriate 
because it may fail to capture this crucial element of individualistic problem 
identification. Some pre-set tasks can work in these comparisons when they are 
sufficiently open to allow novel sub-goal identification (vide the issue of 
homo/heterogeneous tasks above) but Bereiter and Scardamalia's observations do 
imply that naturalistic rather than experimental methods are most suitable for 
capturing this critical difference between expert and novice performance. 
Along with both the information-processing model (IPM) and the Dreyfus and 
Dreyfus model, Bereiter and Scardamalia accept that some automatization does occur 
with increasing expertise and that routines and chunked knowledge and processes 
(condition-action rules) can make for less effortful performance. However, whilst 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus tend to see this as an end in itself, Bereiter and Scardamalia see 
it as a means of freeing up mental capacity to be `reinvested' in solving new problems 
or sub-problems, which experts set themselves. In this, Bereiter and Scardamalia 
concur with the information processing model (see Table 1.3, Point 3) but they extend 
this to see it as a critical distinguishing feature of experts that they must, of necessity, 
problematize routine practices. The implication is that the very act of accepting 
routines unquestioned will retard the necessarily continuous process of maintaining 
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expertise. I have termed this conception of expertise `the edge of competence' view 
(see below). 
" Evaluation of Bereiter and Scardamalia's theories 
As with the other models cited in this chapter, Bereiter and Scardamalia's theories are 
predicated on an extreme position: in this case that expertise must involve continual 
challenge and struggle. An example of an `edge of competence' expert is Tsui's 
(2003) `Marina' who allows herself the comfort of complacency in not one aspect of 
her professional life: she is constantly seeking to re-evaluate, and therefore amend, all 
parts of her practice. 
Bereiter and Scardamalia's view of skill development is an original and powerful one 
and the respect I accord it is reflected in my choice of title for this study. However, as 
mentioned above, research has shown that proceduralisation is potentially extremely 
effective. It indicates that one crucial feature of expertise is that it is highly selective: 
it has the capacity to identify what one can afford to complacent about; in other words 
to mobilise intuitive, highly-efficient, less-effortful operators when appropriate (see 
Section 1.4.3 above). 
" Reconciling models: a flexible framework 
Hoffman (1998: 93) recognises the differences between, on the one hand, the 
information processing and, on the other, proceduralisation models - what he calls the 
`psychological vs. sociological divide'. However, he does not see them in opposition, 
stating that `psychologists and sociologists really agree more than they disagree, and 
can be accused of just beating each other's straw men. '(1998: 93). 
A framework which seeks to reconcile these extreme views is Hammond's `Cognitive 
Continuum Theory' (1980), developed in response to the following questions: 
- What kinds of thinking - analytic or intuitive (or a mixture) - should be used in 
various types of situation? 
- How does the practitioner discover or decide which mode of cognition to use? 
- How can the appropriate kind of thinking be performed as well as possible? 
(Hamm, 1988: 80-1; cited by Eraut, 1994: 140). 
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Hammond's continuum has analytic and intuitive thinking as two poles of a 
continuum. At one end are the slow, well-structured analytical cognitive operations; 









Figure 1.5 Hammond's Cognitive Continuum (adapted from Eraut, 1994: 140) 
Hammond argues that different types of cognitive operation, located at different 
places along this continuum, are used at different stages, in different ways, by 
different practitioners, in different domains. The notion is one of mixed modes in 
which intuitive and analytical approaches are mobilised in flexible ways in solving 
individual problems. 
Another generative feature of Hammond's model is the notion that certain task 
features will have a particular influence on the cognitive mode adopted, notably the 
degree of ambiguity of task content (large numbers of pertinent cues and/or the degree 
of overlap and redundancy) and the medium of problem presentation: for example 
pictorial presentations tend to induce intuition, whereas quantitative presentations 
induce analysis (Hammond, 1980). The central argument is that `people's reasoning 
is more effective when the mode of thinking they adopt corresponds to critical 
features of the task' (Eraut, 1994: 142). Time is also a crucial determining factor in 
inducing a particular mode, with greater pressure tending to lead to more intuitive 
responses. 
An extension of Hammond's view is the idea that different degrees of declarability 
may be necessary for different types of domain. This has already been touched on in 
Section 1.4.3 in that the need for articulation may be a function of the degree of 
semantic richness of a particular domain. Psychology and Political Science are 
considered semantically-rich domains (see Figure 1.6) and might therefore require 
their expert practitioners to mobilise declarative knowledge about the processes 
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involved in problem solving/decision making within the domain. Waiting at table is 
considered to be a relatively semantically-poor domain and expertise is more likely to 
require its practitioners to mobilise procedural rather than declarative knowledge. It 
may be that domains such as nursing were once considered (and/or required) not to be 
semantically rich - that was the preserve of the doctors - but are now becoming more 
so as the profession, and society as a whole, requires nurses to articulate their 
judgement-making processes. This may be seen as part of the drive for 
professionalisation of different occupations. This relates to the extent and choices of 
verbalisation and the differences recognised therein. This point will be discussed in 
more detail in Chapters 6-8. 
In contrast, it is also possible that there exist what I have termed journeyman-ceiling 
domains' (vide Hoffman's Craft Guild Model). These are domains where what is 
required from practitioners is highly reliable but completely routine work. The 
journeyman practitioner would never be called upon to deal with rare or tough cases: 
only to have the capacity to recognise such cases and refer them to experts/masters 
(see Table 1.6). Hoffman (1998: 94) cites the story of a factory which used large 
industrial looms. Its loom operators were trained for seven years because is it was 
deemed necessary for them to deal with a whole range of possible loom breakdowns; 
thus the workers were all required to become masters within their domain. This 
system was felt to be unacceptably time-consuming and expensive and the solution 
was to design each loom for a separate sub-operation so that it tended only to break 
down in one particular way. Each operator was then quickly trained only to deal with 
the pre-determined problem of his own loom. In one sense he could still be regarded 
as a master because of his unique expertise. However, in a more meaningful sense the 
domain had been downgraded to journeyman-ceiling level: the operator's expertise 
could not now transcend the requirements of the micro or sub-domain. 
This story has, I feel, potentially important implications for my study. It raises the 
question of whether expertise resides in systems rather than people and whether a 
truly expert system is one which responds most effectively to the exigency of the 
given situation. Of course one would wish to ask questions about the human response 
to this utilitarian as opposed to humanistic view: with practitioners in journeyman- 
ceiling domains doing potentially demeaning, non-adaptive work, their capacity for 
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reliability might eventually diminish. Also the potential for practitioners to critique 
and thereby contribute to the development of their own domain is reduced, to be 
replaced by a system of changes being imposed upon them from above: from so- 
called `experts' and `masters' with little recent insider working knowledge of the 
domain. 
This relates to the issue of what I call specialist and distributed expertise. In her 
exploration of the nature of domain expertise, Tsui (2003: 279) recognises that 
practitioners designated as experts do not have to excellent at everything within their 
domain. She draws on lay or social constructs of expertise to illustrate this point, 
saying it is rare for us to speak of `expert doctors' but common for us to see them as 
having expertise in a particular skill, for example, diagnosis from described 
symptoms; or in one field, for example, renal disorders. She calls this notion multiple 
expertise. I find Tsui's concept a helpful one but feel her nomenclature is slightly 
misleading because it might be taken to mean having expertise across several 
domains. I therefore use the term specialist expertise instead, because I believe it 
more accurately reflects the partial and focussed nature of the skills and achievements 
being conceptualised. 
Tsui contends that a corollary of this specialisation of expertise is its distribution over 
the domain community: the accomplishment of the complete task often requires the 
pooling of expertise from several different individuals (2003: 280). This picks up on 
ideas relating to communities of practice (for example, Lave and Wenger, 1991), 
distributed cognition (for example, Lave, 1988) and of social learning (for example, 
Mercer, 2000). 
It will be useful to examine the extent to which expertise in my own target domain - 
listening test item writing - is specialised and distributed. It will be valuable to 
explore whether it might be conceptualised as a journeyman-ceiling domain and, if so, 
what might be the potential implications of this for the health and validity of 
international commercial test design and administration. A related question is whether 
certain test item writers, perceived to be operating less efficiently than others, are in 
fact simply misapplying `master-like' strategies to journeyman-ceiling domains. 
These issues will be discussed, in the light of my research findings, in Chapter 8. 
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" Summary of models 
To summarise the content of this section, the three major models/ theories I have 
examined are: the information processing model (IPM) of cognitive psychology; 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus's proceduralisation model and Bereiter and Scardamalia's 
continuous process theory. 
It may be seen that there are similarities between the IPM and proceduralisation 
model: in both cases experience is central to acquisition, as is speed of processing 
(Tsui 2003: 15). In addition both are essentially static models: they see expertise as a 
state rather than a process. 
However, the differences between the two models are clear. In IPM, although it is 
recognised that there are processes towards automaticity with diminishing need for 
certain types of conscious thought, deliberative processing is still a critical feature of 
expertise. In IPM, experts draw on sophisticated, well organised and carefully 
codified knowledge bases, which enable them to use optimum problem representation 
and high-speed retrieval of relevant frames in long term memory. In addition, IPM 
postulates that throughout the entire problem-solving process, experts engage in 
monitoring and self-regulation, using powerful meta-cognitive strategies to gauge 
current problem states and evaluate their own performance. 
In contrast, Dreyfus and Dreyfus developed their proceduralisation model in clear 
opposition to the 1PM. They sought to emphasise procedural knowledge over 
declarative knowledge, seeing virtually no role for analytical thought at expert levels. 
In their turn, Bereiter and Scardamalia recognised the strength of both these models 
and agreed that experience and conscious reflection, if used effectively, is the key to 
the development of expertise. However they refined their position to emphasise a 
more dynamic interpretation of expertise: `they propose that expertise should be seen 
as a process rather than a state' (Tsui, 2003: 17). The notion of deliberate practice for 
learners is extended to mean an on-going critique of practice at expert level itself. 
Experts, according to Bereiter and Scardamalia, never stand still: they are continually 
pushing the edge of their competence. 
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" `Innatist' versus `environmentalist' views 
I now return to an issue raised at the beginning of this chapter and summarised in 
Table 1.1: the possible relationship between inherited and acquired characteristics in 
the acquisition of expertise. The early theorist-researchers in this field, notably 
Galton (1869,1906), regarded inherited factors as the prime predictors of superior 
achievement: following an `innatist' view. As I have shown in Sections 1.1-1.4, 
subsequent research seemed to overturn this precept. Overwhelming evidence was 
marshalled to show that it is acquired features - those which can be taught and 
nurtured within a suitably-encouraging environment - which are the strongest 
predictors of achievement. This has come to be known as the `environmentalist' 
view. It should be noted that all three models/theories discussed in this chapter are 
environmentalist in nature. They all imply that, potentially, expert performance in 
any domain can be trained and developed in anyone, irrespective of inherited 
characteristics. 
However, it should be recognised that the environmentalist view has its dissenters to 
this day, even within the field of cognitive psychology. Perhaps the most persuasive 
anti-environmentalist within the cognitive psychology community is Sternberg (1994, 
1996,1998 inter alia). He argues that the environmentalist view of expertise 
acquisition is the product of `ideologically-based bias' from both the socio-political 
left and right (1996: 347). `The American dream is that if [one] works hard enough, 
[one]... can become whatever [one] likes. ' (1996: 348). Sternberg lists what he 
regards as the causes and corollaries of this underlying bias. Researchers in this field, 
he maintains, tend to: 
  choose focus domains to maximise fit of data to theory; 
  ignore contradictory findings in research; 
  render their contentions non-disconfirmable/ unfalsifiable; 
  fail to provide proper control groups; 
" confound correlation with causation: equality of opportunity gets confounded 
with equality of ability and 
  ignore common experience. 
Sternberg's views on what he regards as a pervasive problem in expertise studies are 
well summarised by the following quotations: 
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We tend to seek or interpret evidence as supporting what we believe, in the face of 
inconclusive or even contradictory data. Scientists are not immune to such bias by 
virtue of their being scientists, and indeed, may be more susceptible to it than 
others precisely because they believe that their scientific minds and methods 
protect them from such bias and lead them to seek discomfirmation. Although 
scientists should approach problems this way, the evidence is that they rarely do 
(Kuhn, 1970; Popper, 1959). (Sternberg, 1996: 347) 
Deliberate practice is only part of the picture.. . Most physicists will never 
become 
Einstein. And most composers will wonder why they can never be Mozart. 
(Sternberg, 1996: 353). 
Sternberg argues that unbiased research findings point to the conclusion that there is a 
balance between inherited and acquired factors in the development of expertise. He 
accepts that environmental factors have an important role to play and acknowledges 
that the development of expertise itself can lead to enhanced capacity, for example, he 
cites research findings which show that learning leads to synaptic growth (for 
example, Kandel, 1991) and states that `All abilities ... are not 
fixed but rather forms 
of developing expertise' (Sternberg, 1998: 137). However, he strongly asserts that 
the evidence in favour of some contribution from inherited characteristics is 
overwhelming (citing, for example, Bouchard and McGue, 1981; Plomin and 
McClearn, 1993). Significantly, he argues against dogmatic application of either 
orthodoxy and emphasises that the relative influence of the two types of factor will 
vary from individual to individual. I have found Sternberg's views valuable in my 
own research and thinking because they seek honestly to allow for the possibility of a 
multiplicity of determining factors of expertise rather than being confined to a 
particular political view point. 
1.6 Chapter summary 
My review in this chapter of past and current theories relating to the nature and 
development of expertise led me to the following interim conclusions which informed 
the next stage of my work. (See Chapter 3 for a more detailed explanation of the 
reasoning which informed my research design. ) 
" The `problem solving approach'- with its attendant concepts relating to problem 
space and cognitive operators - is semantically-rich and coherent and likely to 
provide a useful framework for my investigation into test item writing expertise. 
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" Verbal protocol analysis (or concurrent think-aloud data), which is used so widely 
in expertise studies within both psychological and sociological paradigms, might 
yield relevant insights for the investigation of my particular research questions. 
These insights are likely mainly to emerge from what participants verbalise. 
However, it should also be noted that some insights might emerge from what is 
not verbalised. (See Chapter 4 for a full description and discussion of this research 
method). 
" Each of the models/theories of the nature and development of expertise examined 
in this chapter enhanced my understanding of core issues. However, I was made 
aware of the potential for confirmation bias in research (particularly by my 
reading of Sternberg's critique of the environmentalist position on expertise) and 
that, in an effort to avoid this in my own work, I decided to adopt a broadly 
grounded theory research approach (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) allowing theory to 
emerge from data (see Chapter 5). 
"I was impressed by Bereiter and Scardamalia's insights into expertise research 
design. Their observations persuaded me that it would be illuminating to use two 
different research frames and to use heterogeneous tasks to allow practitioners to 
work, as far as possible, at the edge of the their competence and to set their own 
problems. I felt that it would be crucial to explore experienced experts in relation 
to experienced non-experts as well as making the traditional, but potentially 
reductive, novice: expert comparisons. These observations informed the design my 
two linked research studies: one more experimental and one more naturalistic (see 
Chapters 3 and 4 for a full explanation of the research frames of these studies). 
" The following quotation from Eraut (1994) is one which resonates strongly with 
me. 
The process of interpreting and personalising theory and integrating it into 
conceptual frameworks that are themselves partly understood and partly tacit 
is as yet only minimally understood (1994: 157). 
This plea for caution in regard to the application of expertise models has informed 
my own research procedures and interpretations. 
" Substantive questions 
Emerging from the exposition and discussion of Chapter 1 are the following sets of 
questions. As I shall explain in more detail Chapter 3, mine is an exploratory study 
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and does not attempt to test hypotheses in the way expected within an analytical- 
nomological research paradigm. These are not, therefore, research questions; instead 
they are presented here to guide my exploration in succeeding chapters and provide a 
framework, in the final chapter, for exploring insights suggested by my research 
findings. 
1. Do the expert participants in my study exhibit the generic features of expertise 
(presented in Figure 1.3) in the target domain of listening test item writing? 
2. Are any or all of these generic features necessary and sufficient precursors to 
expertise in my target domain? If they are not sufficient, what other features 
must be exhibited/present? What are the critical differences between expert and 
non-expert listening test item writers? 
3. Is expertise in a domain determined by amount of experience (qua longevity) in 
the target domain? Does specialisation help in the development of expertise in 
my target domain? What might be the trajectory of development of expertise in 
this domain? 
4. Is expertise specialized and/or distributed? Are features of expertise fixed or in 
dynamic relationship with each other and other influences? Is it a routine or 
adaptive domain? 
5. What might be the role of intuitive and deliberative thinking in expertise in my 
target domain? Does expertise in this domain develop through stages suggested 
in the proceduralising models? What might be the implications, in this domain, 
of Bereiter and Scardamalia's `Edge of competence' theories or of a mixed 
model (eg Hammond's Cognitive continuum)? What degree of declarativity is 
present in this domain? 
6. What might be the role of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in the development 
of expertise in the target domain? 
7. Does everyone have the capacity for becoming an expert listening test item 
writer (assuming that he/she would wish to)? What might be the relationship 
between inherited and acquired factors in the development of expertise in this 
domain? 
8. In the light of responses to the above questions, what might be the nature of 
domain in relation to listening test item writing for international EFL examining 
bodies? 
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Chapter 2- Listening test item writing 
Chapter 1 surveyed research on expertise in general and explored different models which 
seek to account for the development of expertise. It explained that in this study expertise is 
viewed as a type of problem solving and outlined the concepts associated with problem 
space as applied generically to any problem area. 
This chapter focuses on the specific area which is the subject of this study - listening test 
item writing for international EFL examinations - and seeks to examine this domain using 
the problem analysis frameworks discussed in Chapter 1. This is done for two main reasons. 
Firstly, this analysis has provided the basic framework for the research as a whole (details 
of how it informed the research design are given in Chapters 3- 5). Secondly, it will help 
the reader understand the core features of the test item writing tasks (or `problems'): what 
test item writers are required to do in order to solve task problems; and which strategies 
(operators) are admissible and which are inadmissible to them as they do so. 
The chapter starts by exploring the processes involved in test item writing: how 
international EFL tests are produced. This is followed by an analysis of the character of its 
problems: their constituent parts, degrees of structure and semantic enrichment. After this, 
the many different dimensions of the task are examined in detail: what item writers have to 
take into consideration when producing their tests. The chapter ends with a discussion of 
how expert test item writers might be identified. 
It is worth emphasizing two key points at this stage. Firstly, in expertise studies the focus 
of enquiry is on the procedures used by participants as they undertake to the task as 
presented to them. It is beyond my remit to critique problem constituents or to seek to 
change them. Thus this chapter sets out to describe and analyse, but not to evaluate, 
listening test item writing. The second point is that, as explained below, the study is 
confined to only two of the large number of bodies currently offering international EFL 
examinations. It should be noted that a study of this nature can do no more than focus on a 
sample of the wide variety of approaches to EFL testing and test production (for an 
indication of the diversity, see Alderson, Clapham and Wall's (1995) survey of the policies 
and procedures of twelve different EFL examining bodies). 
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2.1 Processes 
2.1.1 Terminology 
The name used by the target examining bodies for those producing tests from a given set of 
specifications is test item writers or item writers and therefore this term is used throughout 
this study. It is recognised that the designation is slightly misleading because it implies that 
these writers only produce test items (or test `questions', to use the lay term). As will be 
shown in the next section, the remit of these writers is much larger, covering the 
identification or creation of suitable texts and contexts as well as devising items. It is 
suggested that the term is used in order to distinguish this group of writers from test writers 
(sometimes test designers): those involved in the whole creation of test from specifications 
to final test construction (see Section 2.1.2 for a explanation of the full process). 
2.1.2 Listening test production processes 
Test item writing for international examining bodies is a long and complex process 
involving many different participants, of whom my research participants - listening test item 
writers - constitute only one small sub-group. As will be explained in more detail in 
Chapter 3, the majority of my research participants work for the international testing body 
University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations (formerly known as UCLES). The other 
examining body for which my participants write - the European Consortium for the 
Certificate of Attainment in Modern Language (ECL) - follows most of the same systems as 
Cambridge ESOL, though on a smaller scale, and therefore I use my analysis of Cambridge 
ESOL systems to apply to both these bodies. 
To help explain the processes involved in the test production process, the following 
narrative is presented. This follows one specific commission for Cambridge ESOL of one 
of my research participants - Anne. The whole process is then represented 
in a flow chart 
(Figure 2.1 below), adapted from Maxwell-Hislop (2002) and Saville (2003). 
" Sample task narrative - Anne 
Background 
Anne is a retired teacher with almost 40 years experience in EFL and has specialised in 
teaching business English in recent years. She became an exam marker several years ago 
and on the basis of this was invited to become an item writer. She currently works free- 
lance, engaged on a yearly contract basis to write test papers for Cambridge ESOL and now 
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earns most of her living from test item writing. Word went around that she was an 
`efficient' item writer and she was gradually asked to work on more papers. She currently 
works on seven different Cambridge ESOL papers covering the four macro-skills. She was 
also deemed to make good contributions in editing meetings, showing an interest in, and 
capacity for, higher-order decision-making. On the strength of this, Anne was recently 
asked to co-author a test-preparation textbook. 
I take as an example of the test production process one of Anne's commissions for a 
listening test of general English at advanced level. The bracketed numbers refer to the 
different steps shown in Figure 2.1 below. 
Pre-edit Stage 
Anne was commissioned to write a listening paper for an advanced general English 
examination. She received Item Writer Guidelines for the paper including detailed test 
specifications, and signed a contract agreeing to write the test to these specifications (1). 
The specifications had been developed by a team of test designers, in part informed by the 
findings of various research studies commissioned by Cambridge ESOL. They are 
periodically modified in response to feedback from candidates and other stakeholders. 
Anne proceeded to write her test paper. She reviewed various feature articles which she 
had found in magazines or recorded from the radio and set aside over the preceding weeks 
or days as potentially suitable for this paper (2). Finally, she opted for a particular written 
text (3), devised items (several more than are required for the final version) and a mark 
scheme (4) and submitted these along with instructions to the test candidate (rubric) and a 
tape-script (a version of the source text, adapted to make it suitable for delivery in spoken 
mode) (5). 
A group of pre-editors met to review the material: as is the usual practice, one was the 
Subject Chair (a freelance worker, usually an experienced item writer promoted from the 
ranks), a second was the Subject Officer (a full-time employee of Cambridge ESOL) and 
the third was an additional experienced item writer (possibly being groomed for promotion 
to Chair on this or another paper) or Assistant Subject Officer. This team reviewed all 
submitted papers for the commission and decided whether they conformed to requirements 
as set out in the Item Writer Guidelines for that paper: in particular whether the text chosen 
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would be suitable for the target candidature, that it did not favour, exclude or offend any 
candidate group and also whether the text yielded or had the potential to yield an 
appropriate number of items at the right level of difficulty. The Pre-edit stage is crucial for 
a free-lance writer: if the paper is accepted at this stage the writer is paid at the full rate; if 
rejected, the writer receives only a small proportion of the full acceptance rate. It is not 
usually permitted to use a rejected text or items for any other commission, as its copyright 
has been secured for the testing body; in some cases, failed submissions may be used for 
training purposes. 
Edit/Trial Stage 
Anne's piece was accepted and was returned to her with a number of suggestions for 
improvement (6). She made these changes (7) and submitted the amended paper (8). She 
was then invited to attend an editing meeting in a central location, along with other writers 
who had submitted tests for this paper. All these draft tests were circulated in advance to 
the meeting attendees who were expected to analyse and annotate the materials in 
preparation for the meeting. The editing meeting was organised by the Subject Officer and 
managed by the Chair, aided by a full-time Cambridge ESOL staff member. During the 
meeting the scripts and items were discussed in detail, pooling the ideas of all participants 
(9) but with the final decision being based on the views of the Chair and Subject Officer. 
All amendments were noted by the Subject Officer (and it is she or he who has 
responsibility for the quality of the paper). Anne's involvement in the test production 
process stopped at this point. 
Anne's amended test section was subsequently typed up as a fair copy, compiled with other 
sections to create a whole exam paper and proceeded to trialling (called pre-testing for the 
`objectively marked' sections of a test: see Section 2.3.1 below) (10). Cambridge ESOL 
uses a number of centres around the country for such trials. These centres, usually EFL 
schools, invite students studying on exam preparation courses to participate. Students 
receive no payment for this, but the trialling examiner undertakes to give them detailed 
feedback on their performance. The size of the trial depends on the exam, but for Anne's 
paper it was approximately 200 students across several centres. The completed trial answer 
sheets papers were returned to Cambridge ESOL and analysed for individual item and 
whole-section discrimination and facility values. 
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Revise/Administer Stage 
A further meeting was held to review statistics and to consider whether the paper performed 
appropriately (that is, whether it was of a suitable level for the target candidature, and 
discriminated effectively between strong and weak candidates). If this analysis had 
revealed fundamental flaws, the paper would have been rejected at this point. However, 
Anne's paper performed well and proceeded to the next stage. As requested, she had 
produced a number of excess items and those with relatively poor scores were removed. 
Different sections of the whole test (the Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening sections) 
were then assembled, with a view to ensuring balance of text topic, item focus and difficulty 
levels (11). The test then proceeded through several checking and proof-reading stages 
before it was printed (12,13,14). Test papers were then sent out to centres around the 
world and administered to candidates (15). Papers were marked, results were sent out to 
candidates (16) and the tests and results submitted to post-test scrutiny (17). The whole 
process, from Anne's original commission to test administration, represented in Figure 2.1 
below, took approximately two years. However, it should be noted that this period varies 
from paper to paper. 
r------------------------------------------------------" 
Design of test: specification of construct and methods of gauging it 
------- ----- --------------------------------- --------- 
1. Commission 2. Exploration - 3. Identify the 
4. Concerted S. First 
searching text work on text, sub- Pre-edit 
through possible items and keys mission 
11. Test 
construction 
10. Pre- 9.8. Second 
testing/Pre-test Editing sub- 
7. Refining 
in light of 
6. 
Feedback Edit/I w7a1 
review meeting mission feedback to TIW 
12 Exam 13. Proof 14. Print 15. 16. Mark 17. Revise/ 
overview mad Administer to exams/ 
inform Post- 
Administe[ 
candidates candidates exam 
scrutiny 
Figure 2.1 The Cambridge ESOL test production process (based on Maxwell-Hislop, 
2002) 
A number of points emerge from this narrative. Firstly, there are three main stages of the 
whole test production process: Pre-edit, Edit/ Trial and Revise/Administer, as shown in the 
three lines of Figure 2.1. However, my focus is essentially on the work of individual test 
item writers and it will be noted from Anne's narrative that the test item writers' direct 
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involvement lasts for only a portion of the whole process: it starts with the commission and 
finishes at the end of the editing meeting (these steps shown in Figure 2.1 in bold). Within 
this block of work, it can be seen that the writer goes through an Exploratory Phase 
(searching through possible texts, or, possibly, contexts), a Concerted Phase (working in an 
intensive and concentrated way to prepare text and items for first submission) to a Refining 
Phase (after either self-, peer- or editor-review, polishing/improving the test paper in an 
effort to make it conform more closely to domain requirements) and these three phase 
designations provide the overall framework for my research (see Chapters 3 and 6- 8). 
It will also be noted from the narrative that if Anne's paper is accepted at the Pre-edit Stage 
she receives full fee payment, irrespective of how well it performs at Edit and Trail stages. 
In purely monetary terms, then, the major aim for test item writers is to be successful at Pre- 
edit, that is, the end of the first line of Figure 2.1. Of course, subsequent stages are also 
extremely relevant to the item writer. Firstly, the training item writers receive through 
feedback and discussion is often highly developmental. Secondly, senior personnel 
(Subject Officers and Chairs) give work to item writers whose submissions require 
relatively little `refining' work to bring up them up to pre-test trial quality and they pass on 
the names of these efficient writers to the senior personnel of other papers. In this way 
efficient item writers are able to build up their portfolio of item writing work. Less efficient 
item writers gradually lose commissions and eventually drop from the commissioning 
register. This issue relates to the idea of how one decides on who is an expert within my 
focus domain: this is dealt with in detail in Section 2.5 below. An additional point to be 
noted here is that test item writing work is contracted out following the `cottage-industry', 
or External Consultant model, as Saville (2003) calls it, on a free-lance basis. This has 
implications for identification of experts as well as perceptions of the domain, which will be 
explored further, particularly in Chapter 8. 
It should be noted that item writers receive de facto on-going training through the editing 
meetings and the need to respond to written and spoken feedback. In addition, training 
sessions for each team are organised by the Chair: their frequency and nature vary from 
team to team. Item writers also have the right to call the Chair and discuss their work 
before they submit it: the Chair receives an additional fee for each new writer to cover the 
extra work involved in this item writer induction period. 
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In this process, it is designated experts or even masters (see Section 1.5.2 above, Hoffman's 
Craft Guilds Model, 1998) (those deemed to have considerable relevant knowledge and skill 
in, for example, Linguistics, Pedagogy/Andragogy and Psychometry and therefore are 
thought capable of higher-level problem-solving/decision-making), who were chosen to 
undertake the actual design of tests based on an understanding of construct and the most 
effective ways of gauging the construct (see Section 2.4 below for definitions). 
It will be noted that the test item writing system has not been primarily designed to 
encourage item writers to contribute to the identification or refining of the testing construct 
and the development of specifications, only to ensure that they produce papers which 
conform to predetermined requirements. For this reason, test item writing might be deemed 
a routine and perhaps even journeyman-ceiling (see Section 1.5.3 above) domain. By this I 
mean that it may be perceived that test item writers are deliberately held at one level in the 
hierarchy: corresponding to Hoffman's Journeyman level, which does not require any 
higher level understanding of test theory or administration. 
However, there are a number of features which might indicate that this is a more dynamic 
system. Firstly, specifications are amended in the light of research and trialling with the 
target candidate population but also in response to feedback and discussions which take 
place between item writers and senior domain personnel in editing and training meetings 
(see, for example, IELTS Handbook 2005: 16). There are also features of the system which 
allow transfer effects: Anne, as we saw in the narrative, drew on skills developed in test 
marking, as well as EFL teaching (what I call her feeder domains), to induct her into and 
then inform her work in listening test item writing; she also writes for several other test 
papers (what I call concurrent domains) and her skills as a test item writer are being 
recognised to such an extent that she is now beginning to progress to the higher-status 
sequel domain of text-book writing (see Figure 2.2, below). The narrative also mentioned 
that some item writers recognised as efficient are often promoted from the ranks to senior 
personnel status: thus, it might be said, making the transition from journeyman to expert 
levels. 
This whole issue of a dynamic or adaptive expertise system will be further discussed in later 
chapters, as it arises out of my research findings. 
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EFL teaching Chairing tests 
Listening 
Test marking Test item 10 Textbook writing 
writing 
Training Training test writers 
Additional T Chairing marking For example, Test writing on journalism 
other papers/ for 
acting, other skills comedy 
Feeder domains Concurrent domains Sequel domains 
Figure 2.2 Possible feeder, concurrent and sequel domains for test item writing 
2.2 Test item writing: Problem space analysis 
2.2.1 Problem constituents 
Section 1.4 outlined the constituent parts of any problem: initial state; goal state; legal 
operators and operator constraints. This is a coherent framework for problem analysis and 
for this reason, it is used to identify the major elements of my target problem space. This is 
represented in Figure 2.3. (For a more detailed discussion of the terms Validity, Reliability, 
Impact and Practicality, see Section 2.3.2 below). 
Fields: Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) and Testing 
Target domain: Writing listening test items for an international testing body 
Initial state: Empty page, provision of specifications 
Goal state: A proficiency test paper considered acceptable by the pre-editing team, that is deemed to comply 
with requirements of Validity, Reliability, Impact and Practicality within the target test paper 
specifications, and to have the potential to perform well in statistical terms (with appropriate facility 
and discrimination values). 
Legal operators: Inform self of target test paper specifications, identify appropriate source text; devise 
required number of appropriate items; devise suitable context for listening and responding to the 
chosen spoken text. 
Operator constraints: Do not favour or exclude any candidate group (avoid highly technical or culture-bound 
material); do not challenge candidates beyond the limits set by the test specifications; do not offend 
any candidate group; do not produce items which require expert judgement to mark. 
Figure 2.3 Problem constituents of listening test item writing 
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It should be noted that operator constraints multiply and become more difficult to identify 
when the test is being designed for administration in an international rather than a local 
context. It is probable that teachers designing progress tests for small groups of learners 
well known to them and from a more homogeneous cultural and linguistic background, will 
be able to recognize and respond to operator constraints more easily than international test 
writers who must take account of the cultural needs and expectations of a large and 
heterogeneous candidature. The extent to which such heterogeneity is possible, and indeed 
whether it is ethically appropriate to seek it, is the subject of considerable debate (for 
example, Hamp-Lyons, 1997 and Shohamy, 2001). The fact that anodyne texts and tasks 
can result from too rigorous an observance of some operator constraints is an issue of 
concern to some participants in this study and will be discussed further in later chapters. 
2.2.2 Problem character: structure and semantic enrichment 
In addition to this problem-space analysis, there are a number of other characteristics which 
are of relevance in problem specification: in particular degree of structure and semantic 
enrichment (see Section 1.4.2). 
Well-structured problems are ones with agreed-upon solutions and where the problem space 
is clear. Many would argue that tasks or problems in international commercial test item 
writing are well structured because so many elements are precisely defined and accessible 
for scrutiny within and beyond the field (see Figures 2.1 and 2.3 above). The goal state of 
each test writing problem is defined in a published Handbook, which sets out (in lay terms) 
the objectives and characteristics of the target test. In addition, as shown above, there is a 
well-established set of procedures for gauging test quality both qualitatively (through the 
many-layered editing and trialling procedures, involving different participant groups) and 
quantitatively in the form of pre- and post-test statistical analysis. The legal operators and 
constraints for test/context/item production for each test are explicitly stated in the Item 
Writer Guidelines which detail exact requirements (in technical terms), and suggest (not 
prescribe) procedures item writers might undertake to construct their paper. These well- 
established systems and their accompanying artefacts are seen by many to constitute the 
framework of a well-structured problem. Indeed it could be argued that such a degree of 
structure is necessary in the high-stakes and politically sensitive field of international 
testing: it provides the systems by which the testing body can be held accountable for its 
decisions about tests and candidates' performance in them. 
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A notion related to structure is that of semantic enrichment of a particular problem. As 
explained in Section 1.4.2, semantically-rich problems are ones in which considerable 
knowledge and prior information are necessary to tackle them. The three different forms of 
knowledge which may contribute to semantic enrichment are: 
" declarative (knowledge `that'); 
" procedural (knowledge `how' to do things) and 
" strategic (the knowledge `how' to organise the problem solving itself) 
The forms are presented as distinct for ease of reference. However, it should be noted that 
there is significant overlap between them and that there is considerable debate about what 
form of cognitive behaviour informs each of them and when each might be applied. 
All my research participants (see Chapter 3) are experienced teachers with at least diploma- 
level professional qualifications, in many cases a relevant masters degree as well; one has a 
doctorate in Linguistics. Their declarative, procedural and strategic TEFL knowledge 
includes language description, teaching methodology, psychology and knowledge of how to 
create the conditions to maximise learning of particular students. 
In addition, my experienced test item writer participants' declarative knowledge may 
extend to testing theory and practice; text linguistics; and in certain cases, knowledge of and 
experience in genre content of the test paper, for example, business for a business test 
paper. They may also have some knowledge of the international test candidature in general 
and of the specific paper candidature in particular. With this predicating declarative 
knowledge they will then apply procedural knowledge of test item writing: how to select or 
devise an appropriate text and tasks. Finally, they may also have knowledge of how to 
work strategically within the domain as a freelancer being paid pro rata: deciding what 
they must do to achieve success in the limited time available (this relates to Simon's (1981) 
notion of satisficing, `where an individual does the minimum amount of work to get the task 
done' (Johnson, 2003: 16), how to shape and present material to please certain target editors 
and so forth and also how to get the most out of specific texts (recognising promisingness 
(Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1993)). In other words, they may know what to do to achieve a 
good outcome: effort ratio. How much of these different types of knowledge the individual 
research participants have will be discussed in detail in Chapters 6-8. 
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Compared with other areas within Education, Testing may be deemed to generate high 
levels of agreement about what constitutes task success. As indicated above, those who 
have a strong `faith in the technology of measurement' that is, the psychometricians 
(Bachman and Palmer, 1996: 7) feel that the well-developed systems and artefacts help 
structure problem-solving in testing. However it is important to acknowledge that at the 
other end of the spectrum, there is the belief that because tests are human constructs, they 
will be as fallible as any form of human judgements and must be applied and interpreted 
with humility and appropriate contextualisation. Within the target community of practice, 
there remains significant disagreement about the constructs which underpin international 
proficiency test design (see, for example, Bachman, 1990; Weir, 1993; Buck, 2001 and 
Alderson, 2001), about statistical analysis based on trialling with samples which may not be 
representative of whole potential candidature and, crucially from an ethical point of view, 
about the use to which test results are put (Hamp-Lyons, 1997; Shohamy, 2001 and Spolsky 
et al., 2001). 
This discussion has particular relevance to the specific target domain of this study: listening 
test item writing. Some practitioners believe there can be high levels of agreement about 
what constitutes a good listening test product, and that this can be `proved' with the 
application of statistical checks. However, as I shall show in my research findings in 
Chapters 6-8, there is within the item writing community a huge variety of interpretations 
about the most effective item writing procedures and also of what constitutes a successful 
outcome. There is, for example, considerable disagreement about the levels of declarative 
knowledge required to function well as a test item writer. 
Perhaps, ultimately, degrees of structure and enrichment in a given domain are in the eyes 
of the individual practitioners themselves and are a function of the way they represent their 
problems and work within their problem space. This point will be of major relevance in my 
discussions of data in Chapters 6-8. However, I wish to conclude this section by saying 
that the undeniably strong system associated with test item writing and the clarity of its 
artefacts did make it relatively easy to deconstruct its problems and problem space in such a 
way as to make it more susceptible to investigation, as will be shown in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.3 Dimensions of the listening test item writing 
2.3.1 Focus papers 
The main research approach used in this study is concurrent verbalisation by item writers as 
they work on listening test papers of their own choice. I call the papers undertaken by the 
research participants (a total of seven) focus papers and they comprise a number of different 
dimensions or features. Some of these are common to all the focus papers - called common 
core features; others vary from paper to paper - called variable features. 
Common core features 
The following are true of all the focus papers. 
" Test type: proficiency tests of listening (predictive, rather than retrospective, not 
based on a specific syllabus) for candidates whose first language is not English 
" General purpose: to gain an internationally-recognised EFL qualification 
" Marking: all these listening tests are discrete item and `objective' that is, there is one 
answer or a limited number of correct answers for each item. Recognition items (for 
example, multiple choice) are sometimes computer marked; and short-response 
supply-type items are clerically marked, using a highly constrained marking key 
ensuring that only low-inference criteria are used to assign a mark for each answer 
Candidate backgrounds: heterogeneous cultural and linguistic backgrounds. For 
this reason, texts/tasks should not favour or offend any particular candidate groups 
and there is a wide range of topics proscribed for all papers, for example, war or 
religion (and religio-cultural prohibitions such as horoscopes, pork or gambling). In 
addition, there are number of taboo topics, for example, death or examination 
failure, which might cause distress to any candidate 
" Focus: discrete rather than integrative; skills-based - the Listening Section is one of 
at least four sections (the macro skills, sometimes with the addition of a Language in 
Use section focussing on Grammar/Vocabulary); each section is divided into three 
or four sections with between five and twelve discrete items per section 
Process and setting: several candidates (usually between 10 and 40) sit in an 
assigned test room at individual desks, each with a task sheet, writing responses on 
their sheets as they listen to the playback of an audio text. 
" Text types: each listening section will contain a mix of monologic texts (for 
example, radio features, talks, lectures, telephone information line recordings) and 
dialogic texts (for example, conversations, social transactions, seminar discussions, 
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interviews). Some involve long-turn speaking, some involve short-turn exchanges. 
All are uni-dimensional (audio, without video) and non-collaborative (requiring only 
an interpretation of the speaker's utterance, no requirement to use negotiation, 
requests for clarification and so forth. ) All the texts used are non-genuine, that is, 
they are changed from the original. 
9 Contextualisation: efforts are made to provide sufficient contextual information 
(about, for example, topic, setting, audience, purpose for listening), to enable 
candidates to interpret some pragmatic as well as the semantic and syntactic content 
of texts 
" Reproduction: recorded text adapted from a variety of written and audio sources; 
scripts are read by professional actors, usually with no ambient noise, recorded onto 
CD, played on high-quality public address systems 
" Task types: mix of objective (recognition) items and short-response (supply) items, 
candidates required to write answers on task sheet and then transfer at the end to an 
answer sheet 
" Construct: can be said to fall broadly within a communicative paradigm, in that the 
commissioning body recognises the desirability of `considering tests as part of a 
larger societal or educational context' (Bachman and Palmer, 1996: 19) and of 
`measuring the ability of candidates to take part in acts of communication' (Hughes, 
1989: 19) as they occur in the target language use (TLU) domain. TLU domains 
vary from paper to paper, see below. 
9 Variable features 
The following are ways in which the focus papers vary. 
" Genre: four main genres: General English (for Adults or for Young Learners); 
English for Academic Purposes; English for Business 
" Purpose of qualification: varied and non-specifiable, but specialist papers exhibit 
distinct trends, for example, IELTS is used for acceptance for study or employment 
in BANA countries (see, for example, IELTS Annual Review, 2004) 
" Level: varied: from CEF (Common European Framework) Al to CEF C2. Most 
papers are targeted at a specific level for example, CAE is aimed at CEF C 1, YL 
Movers at CEF Al, with a specified pass mark. IELTS, however, is multi band 
(from CEF Al to C2) with no pass mark (each institution specifies a required 
acceptance level for example, Band 7 for entry on a particular course) 
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Length: timing (usually indicated by word length) varies from short extracts, for 
example, BEC Vantage Part 2 140 words, to longer texts, for example, IELTS 800 
words. 
" Playbacks and speed of delivery: on some papers the text is played once (for 
example, IELTS), in most cases it is heard twice. It is a general pattern that the 
slower the speed of delivery the lower the target level of the test. 
Item type: different item types are used on the different papers. They can be either 
recognition, for example, multiple choice (for listening, all three option) or multiple 
matching; or supply for example, sentence/note completion, tables, flow charts. 
Most papers prescribe which item type should be used, but for some papers, the item 
writer can choose from several types (to maximise text-item match) 
Task focus: this varies according to test section, paper, and text and item type. The 
main foci are: information transfer, listening for gist, listening for specific 
information, listening for opinion. 
2.4 Competing constructs: VRIP analysis 
As indicated above, there is considerable disagreement about whether writers need a strong 
declarative knowledge of testing theory in order to achieve expertise in the field. However, 
whether their knowledge is declarative or procedural all test item writers need to address, in 
some form, the demands of test validity, reliability, impact and practicality. For this reason, 
I take a short time here to explore these four standard criteria for test usefulness (concepts 
summarised from Bachman, 1990; Buck 2001; Hughes, 1989 and Weir, 1993). It should 
be noted that these points will be explored further in Chapters 6-8, as they emerge in my 
research data. 
I use the four key testing terms as follows: validity (with its component aspects of content, 
construct and face validity) concerns measuring accurately what it is intended should be 
measured; reliability concerns measuring in a consistent, replicable and accountable way; 
impact concerns the effect of the test - at a micro level on the individual test taker; at a 
macro level on the whole potential test-taking population and the wider community) and 
practicability concerns creating a valid, reliable test with a positive impact within the 
constraints of time, money, expertise and other resources. These four concepts are often 
referred to by the acronym VRIP (for example, Gutch-Marinov, 2001). 
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The concept of validity subsumes a number of crucial facets which are worth touching on 
here: construct validity, authenticity and interactiveness. Construct validity concerns the 
following questions: What is the nature of the thing we are trying to test? (Messick, 1975) 
and To what extent is a given test effective in measuring that something? Closely related to 
construct validity is the idea of authenticity. It is to be expected that a testing body which 
claims to be working within a communicative paradigm will regard authenticity as 
desirable. `It is considered axiomatic... that test writers should try to ensure that what 
students are asked to do in tests approximates as closely as possible to real-life language 
use' (Weir, 1993: 19). However it should be emphasized that authenticity must be assessed 
from a variety of perspectives. In testing terms, it has five main facets: authenticity of text, 
authenticity of task, authenticity of outcome, authenticity of situation and authenticity of 
interaction (see Lewkowitz, 1997). It is also important to consider how this authenticity is 
evaluated; who evaluates, for example, the test designers, test takers or test users; and which 
criteria these evaluators apply. 
Attention must be paid to authenticity in relation to construct. Buck (2001: 169), for 
example, believes that the core listening test construct is the ability to use automatic, real- 
time processing. He has found that is often sacrificed when an authentic text (that is, 
unrevised from its original form) is used. He concludes that it is better to give priority to 
authentic task processing than to authentic texts. Widdowson's (1979) observations about 
authenticity in language teaching are of importance here. He makes the distinction between 
genuine text (unrevised from its original form) and authentic response on the part of users. 
He also emphasizes the crucial role of context in determining authenticity (the notion of 
context will be discussed in detail in Section 6.1.2). Clearly co-opting a `genuine' text for 
testing purposes means displacing it from its original setting, purpose and participant 
relationships. Thus, when a text is used out of the context for which it was originally 
generated it becomes non genuine. In testing it is therefore more meaningful to talk about 
`relatively more' or `relatively less authentic' rather than `authentic' and `inauthentic' 
(Bachman and Palmer, 1996: 28). These issues will be discussed in more detail in later 
chapters as they arise in the data. 
It should be noted that in my above analysis, I have implied that these four VRIP criteria are 
intrinsic to an assessment instrument or system. However, a more comprehensive and 
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meaningful view of VRIP is to acknowledge that their true power is extrinsic, in other 
words, they lie in the way data from assessment are used. 
2.5 Identifying novice and expert listening test item writers 
As will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, my research frame required me to identify 
a group of novice and a group of expert test item writers. The novice participants for my 
study were relatively easy to identify: EFL teachers with little or no test item writing 
experience for international testing bodies. It should be emphasized that they were not, in 
Hoffman's terms (1998, see Section 1.5.2), naivettes (totally ignorant of the target domain) 
but practitioners with some, albeit minimal, exposure to proficiency testing through their 
work as EFL teachers. This enabled them to understand the basic constructs of the research 
task, for example, the importance of candidate access or the general design of different 
types of item. 
It was considerably more difficult to identify the `experts' for my study. Tsui (2003: 4-5) 
discusses several criteria for identifying experts in different studies: a) experience (usually 
over five years); b) nomination by either senior personnel or peers; c) receiving prestigious 
awards or elevated status, for example, being named Teacher of the Year or identified as a 
mentor-teacher; d) outcomes as measured by, for example, student achievement and e) 
higher qualification, for example, having a masters degree. In addition, Tsui also mentions 
projects where, a short-list having been established through applying one or more of these 
criteria, participants were further screened using additional criteria supplied by the research 
team themselves. 
In my own research, I identify experts using a combination of several of these criteria. I 
firstly chose practitioners on the basis of their experience, most of my expert item writers 
had over five years experience, though I did deliberately include two with less - Anne (3 
years) and Lee (2 years) - because I wanted to explore ways in which their performances as 
apprentices (in Hoffman's (1998) terms), literally those self-designated as learning item 
writing) compared with those of competents or experts. I also chose on the basis of peer 
and senior personnel nomination, ratified by my own assessment, as an insider in this 
milieu. 
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In addition I also used what I call the pragmatic construct of expertise, derived from the 
notion of viability in freelance practice. Test item writers all work on a free-lance basis and 
free-lancing has particular built-in sensitivities which may help to indicate levels of 
expertise. Within the target domain as delineated in this chapter, if the work of given item 
writers consistently fails to meet standards, they are taken off the commissioning list. The 
implications this system has for job security and self-image are clearly of great importance 
to the practitioners themselves but it is beyond the remit of this study to examine these 
issues per se. What is of relevance to this study is that inefficient test item writers do not 
survive on the small proportion of fee they receive from rejected commissions and they 
either self-select out or are no longer commissioned. Those who remain, it can be assumed, 
have an acceptable outcome: effort ratio, in other words, they produce work of an adequate 
pre-trial standard without inordinate effort. 
A cautionary note should be added, however. The particular circumstances and 
expectations of different participants might influence their perception of what is acceptable 
and therefore of what influences their decision to remain in test item writing: for example, 
someone living in an area of low employment and concomitantly low cost of living might 
find a particular outcome: effort ratio satisfactory, whereas another item writer with an 
identical ratio but different personal circumstances may deem the outcomes unacceptable. 
Thus the pragmatic construct of expertise cannot, of itself, point to high outcome: effort 
ratios. A further point is that I have opted to research the work of writers who earn all or a 
considerable portion of their income from work in testing in one form or another. Many 
item writers do not fall into that category: their testing work is only a minor part of their 
professional portfolio. This issue will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 7. 
2.6 Chapter summary 
Chapter 2 explored the nature of the target domain of listening test item writing. It provided 
detailed descriptions and analyses of the processes involved in the whole system of listening 
test production and of the role of item writers within this larger system. It concluded that the 
domain problems are relatively well structured and semantically rich and that these 
characteristics enabled me to employ a problem-solving framework to create my research 
construct. The following chapters explain how this research construct was developed and 
applied. 
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Part B- Research 
Part B comprising Chapters 3,4 and 5, explores the research methodology used in the 
study. 
Chapter 3 justifies choices made with regard to the research approach, examines the 
underlying philosophical views which underpin them and declares principal research 
concerns. Chapter 4 looks in detail at the main research technique used in the thesis: 
verbal protocol analysis (VPA). Chapter 5 explains how data obtained in the two 
studies - experimental and naturalistic - are analysed. 
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Chapter 3- Reviewing the research construct 
Chapter 1 explored studies relating to generic concepts of expertise. Chapter 2 looked 
at the processes involved in solving problems within the target domain of listening 
test item writing and also at the character and components of those problems. 
This chapter explores and justifies choices made with regard to the research approach 
I adopted for this study. It starts by explaining my underlying philosophical views 
and declaring my research concerns. It then goes on to explore the two major 
research paradigms and to propose the use of mixed methods. This section is 
concluded with a brief explanation of the ethical basis for my research design. Finally, 
Section 3.3 summarises the different stages of my research. This is presented in 
narrative form in order to help the reader understand the ways in which circumstances 
and interim outcomes influenced the course of my thinking and decision making. 
The framework used for the discussions in this chapter is adapted from the structure 
proposed by Street (2002) (Figure 3.1 below) which is intended to represent the whole 
construction of my research endeavour, showing the various strata of my beliefs and 
choices from their deepest foundations in ontology, through their practical 
applications, to my final outcome, manifested in this written study. The construct is 
intended to have the essential character of an ice-berg, revealing the largely hidden 
layers on which the outcomes are based. 
3.1 Exploring the iceberg 
This section explores, in turn, the layers of Figure 3.1. For ease of understanding, it 
starts with the lowest layer and systematically works upwards. However, this linear 
approach does not convey the true complexities of the way the study developed. The 
actual intellectual journey taken was recursive and convoluted, with a constant inter- 
play between the questions `What stance is being taken? ' and `What stance should be 
taken? '. This is, then, an interaction between theory and practical application, with 
each informing and being informed by the other. 
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8. Representation 
J 7. Data Analysis 
6. Data collecting methods 
5. Issues, questions and hypotheses 
4. Theoretical perspectives 
3. Paradigms of investigation 
2. Epistemology 
1. Ontology 
Fig 3.1 The Research Framework (after Street, 2001) 
3.1.1 Ontology 
Ontology is here defined as a theory-based concept relating to the exploration of the 
nature of being and reality, seeking to answer such questions as: `What exists? ' and 
`What view of the world is being posed? '. The ontology which predicates my 
research is the view that phenomena exist not only in the mind but also in the 
objective world (vide Miles and Huberman, 1984: 19). I also believe that this reality is 
highly complex, multi-dimensional and that elements within it - whether physical, 
psychological or social - are essentially inter-related and interdependent: what is 
termed `a systems theory' of existence (vide Capra, 1982). 
3.1.2 Epistemology 
Epistemology is here defined as the theory of knowledge. My ontology, as described 
above, has influenced me to adopt an epistemology which values plurality: a belief 
that looking at complex, multi-dimensional phenomena from a number of different 
perspectives may be an effective way to increase knowledge and understanding of 
what exists. 
I am strongly drawn to the view that it is helpful to regard every discovery as a 
product of the knowledge, theories and technologies available and accepted in its time 
and place of origin (Chalmers, 1999: 36). A corollary of this view is that we cannot 
know anything as certain and permanent truth, even in the material world. This 
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suggests that I would take a social-phenomenologist or ethnographic stance in my 
research, seeking to relate every piece of data to its position within a unique context, 
with no possibility of prediction and generalization; and to a certain extent I do take 
such a stance (see Section 3.2 below). However, an additional view has a strong 
influence on my thinking. This is my belief that although there may not be such a 
thing as generalisable, universal truth, the systems of science (detailed observation, 
experimentation, precision in analysis and reporting) might be a `necessary fiction' to 
enable humans to function in the material and social world (Skehan, personal 
communication). I regard science as primarily a mode of communication. In my 
view, without the community of understanding made possible by many of the 
disciplines of science, anything can be posited as truth and nothing can be subject to 
external scrutiny, reasoned critique and therefore little development of understanding 
can occur. Thus, I would wish to temper an extreme social-phenomenologist view by 
placing any claims I make `within the space of reason' (Derry, 2004). 
To conclude this section, my epistemological view might be called `critical realist' 
(vide Bhaskar, 1993,1994 and1997): carving out a territory somewhere between the 
completely objective and the completely subjective. I believe it is necessary to 
reconcile the two extremes: through appropriate mix, triangulation and dialectics, as I 
shall explain below. 
3.1.3 Paradigms of investigation 
How does the epistemology discussed above manifest itself at the next level of 
Street's framework, in paradigms of investigation? Perhaps the most familiar 
philosophical divide is between quantitative and qualitative paradigms of 
investigation (sometimes regarded as equivalents to Positivist and Interpretivist 
paradigms). It appears to have become an established view that `qualitative' and 
`quantitative' represent a dichotomy of profoundly opposed approaches to the study 
of the social world (for example, Layder, 1988, cited by Brannen, 1992). However, I 
regard this as unhelpfully reductive, and I opt for a `mixed' or `ecumenical' research 
paradigm. Because this is an extremely complex and central issue, and one which 
calls for detailed exposition and discussion, it is explored at length in a separate 
section - 3.2, below. 
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3.1.4 Theoretical perspectives 
The stratum Theoretical perspectives represents the particular constructs which 
contribute to my understanding of my research domain. I follow Gadamer's (1994) 
view that research is always, to a greater or lesser extent, framed by fore-structures. 
My research has been fore-structured and informed by several different theories, 
many of which have been discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. Below I highlight the three I 
regarded as the most important as I created my research frame. It should be noted that 
these do not constitute a set of inviolable beliefs but rather key theories which 
informed my thinking at certain stages in the development of my project. I 
acknowledged at the outset of my study that my belief in the validity of these theories 
was likely to mutate as I continued to gather and analyze data. 
Firstly, my research design drew heavily on the theories in cognitive psychology set 
out in Chapter 1. I conducted my early research with the belief that it might be 
possible to identify certain patterns in problem-solving, involving clearly-delineated 
ways of structuring problem space, identifying goals and applying operators (vide 
Anderson, 2000). I felt that concurrent verbal protocol analysis (VPA) might be an 
effective technique of accessing the cognitive operations of individuals attempting 
problem-solving tasks (see Chapter 4 for detailed analysis of VPA). 
Secondly, I believed that there might be certain generic features of expertise 
recognizable across all domains, from chess-playing to designing language-learning 
tasks (see, in particular, Section 1.3.3). Related to this is the belief that listening test 
item writing might be a separate domain, with characteristics which make it distinct 
from, say, textbook writing within the field of EFL teaching. (See Chapter 2 and also 
Chapter 8 for a fuller discussion of this point). 
Thirdly, I believed that some features of expertise may be innate and some may be 
acquired (see Sections 1.3.3 and 1.5). 
Parallel to and interacting with these cognitive perspectives is my general attitudinal 
position: the values, attitude and beliefs which permeate my world view (vide 
Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003). Considerations of disability, particularly learning 
disability, are very present in my life and have both heightened my interest in, and led 
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me to question existing categorizations of ability, in particular the making of 
dogmatic predictions about trajectories of achievement. I therefore wish to declare 
that I approached my research from a strongly humanist perspective, believing in 
respect for individual differences and the imperative to provide genuinely functional 
equal opportunities for all. This perspective probably has its strongest influence on 
my thinking in relation to innatist and environmentalist views. However, whilst this 
undoubtedly influences my ideas, I consciously seek to prevent it blinkering my 
views. In particular I would always want to be realistic about the distinction (which is 
sometimes obscured for purely ideological reasons, see Section 1.5) between equality 
of achievement and equality of opportunity. 
3.1.5 Issues, questions and hypotheses 
What is an appropriate starting point for a research project? Within a conventional 
Quantitative-Positivist research design, one might start by posing research questions 
and formulating hypotheses derived from them about how independent variables 
influence dependent variables. One might then choose scales, tests or other 
instruments by which to measure the dependent and independent variables. 
Another set of approaches, within more interpretivist paradigms, would regard such a 
priori questioning as epistemologically unsound. Crucially, researchers within such a 
paradigm are unlikely to know which questions to ask until well advanced in the 
collection and analysis of data. Therefore in place of questions, such researchers 
might start by identifying interesting research issues, of necessity open and unclear. 
As I shall explain in detail in section 3.3, I followed the latter approach in my initial 
stage and began to develop firmer questions as my research progressed. 
3.1.6 Data collection 
Having established research issues, the researcher seeks ways in which they might be 
explored most effectively, through data collection. This stratum relates to the 
selection of my research sample (including its nature, source and size) and my choice 
of different methods of gathering data. My underlying critical realist view meant that I 
was attracted by the idea of gathering detailed `on-line observational data' in a 
systematic way, for part of my research. Although I recognized the value of interview 
data, for example, I questioned its capacity (because of its strongly situated and 
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mediated character) to generate meaningful data, without the support of other 
methods, about cognitive operations. My decisions in this regard will be examined 
further in Section 3.3, in relation to research concerns and the circumstances of my 
inquiry, and in more depth in later chapters. 
3.1.7 Data analysis 
This stratum relates to the approaches I took to segmenting, analyzing and 
interpreting my data. In this I chose a modified version of grounded theory (vide 
Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Again, my decisions in this regard will be examined 
further in Section 3.3, in relation to research concerns and the circumstances of my 
inquiry in Chapter 4 and in great detail in Chapter 5. 
3.1.8 Representation 
This final stratum relates to the writing up of my research: the choices made in 
digesting, summarizing and presenting my work in this thesis. Because of my 
critical-realist stance, I feel the use of a variety of different forms of representation are 
valid. Because this study covers a wide range of different concerns, which require the 
reader rapidly to gain a basic understanding of context, process and contention in 
many different areas, narratives are used extensively throughout this study, to help 
provide detailed situational information. In line with my philosophical stance I also 
made the decision to use terms such as participant rather than subject and to use 
names for them rather than numbers. 
3.2 Exploring research paradigms 
Because of the central importance of establishing paradigms of investigation in the 
research construct, the range of possible paradigms are discussed here in more detail. 
This section starts by exploring the principal divide in research between the 
`positivist' and the `interprevist' paradigms. The meta-theoretical criteria for 
evaluation of studies within each of these two paradigms are then discussed. This is 
followed by a more detailed examination of different dimensions within research 
methodology and how these might combine to produce a variety of `hybrid' 
paradigms appropriate to particular research objectives. 
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Before proceeding, it should be noted that I use the term paradigm following Kuhn 
(1962,1970) to mean `the set of assumptions which provide the philosophical and 
conceptual framework for the study of the world' (Grotjahn, 1987: 75), whilst 
acknowledging that it is a vague and potentially ambiguous concept (Kuhn himself 
used it with at least 21 different meanings in his own writings (Masterman, 1970)) 
and possibly inapplicable to less mature disciplines like psychology or educational 
science. 
3.2.1 Major research paradigms 
Many writers make a distinction between `positivist' or `interpretivist' research. 
However, I feel these labels are unhelpfully reductive and suggest that several 
different dimensions should be considered in a classification of methods. Reichardt 
and Cook (1979: 10), in their comprehensive survey of writings on research literature, 
identify a number of different manners of differentiation, each with their own 
dichotomous terminology. I summarize, interpret and represent these (under headings 
which acknowledge the widespread acceptance of these terms for the two major 
paradigms) in Table 3.1. 
Positivist Interpretivist 
quantitative qualitative 
logical positivist phenomenological 
artificial naturalistic 
objective subjective 





assuming stable reality assuming dynamic reality 
Table 3.1 Differentiation between the two major research paradigms 
These translate into the following characteristics of the two paradigms. A pure 
positivist/quantitative approach uses data embodied in the form of Arabic numerical 
notation and/or algebraic symbols. Research is conducted in artificial settings, with a 
focus on behaviour, viewed from the perspective of the researcher, in the pursuit of 
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scientific laws, using deductive methods to test hypotheses, with random sampling. 
Research within this paradigm is evaluated using the criteria of objectivity, reliability, 
standardization and representativeness. 
By contrast, a pure interpretivist/ qualitative approach uses data in verbal form, with 
any concepts of frequency given in words not numbers. Research is conducted in 
natural settings, with a focus on meaning, viewed from the perspective of the 
participants, using inductive methods to explore cultural patterns with the possibility 
of generating hypotheses. It uses opportunistic sampling. Research within this 
paradigm is evaluated using the criteria of openness, communication and behavioural 
validity (for example, Grotjahn, 1987; Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003; see Section 
5.1.4 for a detailed discussion of these characteristics). Of relevance here are Nitko's 
(2001) criteria for enhancing the validity of any such evaluation: the appropriacy of 
status of those evaluating, the extent to which evaluation replicates normal conditions 
in the target domain and the strong rational basis for any contentions made. 
3.2.2 Hybrid research paradigms 
The above discussion indicates that the distinctions between positivist and interpretive 
approaches are based on a large number of different dimensions. However, not all 
research studies will comply completely with one or other of these pure paradigms. 
Patton (1980: 111-117) identifies three key dimensions which can serve as a frame for 
a finer-grained classification of methods: 
1. Manner of data collection (naturalistic vs. experimental) 
2. Form of data (whether qualitative (words) vs. quantitative (figures)) 
3. Method of analysis (interpretive vs. statistical) 
Using different combinations, Patton (1980) and Grotjahn (1987) identify a number of 
different research paradigms. I summarize and represent what I call `hybrid' 
paradigms in the following table (Table 3.2). Patton specifies six: the two `pure' 
combinations (what Grotjahn more accurately calls analytical-nomological (AN) and 
exploratory-interpretivist (EI) Forms 1 and 2), and four mixed forms (3 - 6). To this 
Grotjahn adds two further forms (7 and 8). 
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Paradigm Type of data collection Form of data Method of analysis 
Natural Experimental Qualitative Quantitative Interpretive Statistical 
1. (Pure AN 
positivist)    
2. (Pure EI 
interpretive-    
ist) 
3. 
   
4. 
   
5. 
   
6. 
   
7. 
   
8. 
   
Table 3.2 Hybrid research paradigms 
I illustrate the working of the table by explaining two examples. Paradigm 1 is the 
pure analytical-nomological positivist method in that it uses experimental data- 
collection methods to derive quantitative (that is, numerical/ metrical data) data and 
then subjects it to statistical analysis. An example of a Paradigm 1 research project is 
a study designed to investigate digit recall. Participants are required to work in 
`laboratory' conditions, recalling as many digits as possible within ten seconds of 
receiving input, with all variables controlled except those under study; the data are 
clearly numerical (the number of digits recalled by different participants); various 
statistical operations are then performed on the data, for example, finding the mean 
number of digits accurately recalled by different participant sub-groups. 
Paradigm 5 is a mixed form, which uses natural ('non-experimental') methods to 
derive qualitative data, which is then subjected to statistical analysis. An example of 
a Paradigm 5 research study is one designed to explore teachers' responses to 
curriculum reform. A focus group of participants discusses a particular proposal for 
curriculum reform; the discussion is audio recorded and transcribed; the raw data are 
clearly qualitative (verbal) but the researcher goes onto code the data and then subject 
them to different statistical analyses, for example, comparing the number of negative 
comments made by experienced and inexperienced teachers. 
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3.2.3 Mixed methods 
Another way of viewing the components of a research frame is not through 
hybridization, but through mix. Whilst some contend that to do this is dangerous 
because of profound epistemological differences between the methods being 
combined (see Li, 2004), there is an increasing interest in the value of mixed methods 
research (see, for example, Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2003). 
As indicated above, the simple dichotomous view of research paradigms can be 
regarded as stemming from fundamental (and bi-polar) differences in philosophical 
and even political commitments. However, I feel that this is essentially misleading. 
Although such commitments have an important part to play in decisions about 
methodology, I believe, with Hammersley (1992: 40) 
that they are not the only considerations that are significant; the particular 
purposes of the research and the practicality of various strategies given the 
circumstances in which the inquiry is to be carried out are others. Nor do 
philosophical and political assumptions have the sort of determinate 
implications for methods that they are sometimes assumed to have. 
As explained, I subscribe to the view that it is more realistic to think in terms of a 
range of paradigm positions for investigation, located along many continua in 
different dimensions. The complex issue of which methods to use, and in which 
combination, will be explored in detail in succeeding sections (Section 3.3 and then in 
further detail in Chapter 4). However, for clarity throughout the thesis, I make a 
broad distinction between a naturalistic (systemic) study, which seeks to investigate 
phenomena in their natural conditions, prioritising authenticity; and experimental 
(analytic) which seeks to control variables apart from those under study (Salomon, 
1991). I undertake two linked studies: one naturalistic and one experimental. This 
will be explored in detail in Section 3.3. 
3.2.4 Ethics 
Before proceeding there is one further element of research design which needs to be 
examined: that of ethics. I discuss this issue in relation to three criteria: 
confidentiality, honesty and openness (vide Cohen and Manion, 1994: 347). The steps 
I took to comply with these ethical imperatives were as follows. 
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Firstly, I guaranteed complete anonymity for every participant. Every effort was 
made to avoid `exposure' of individuals; any contribution was made without fear of 
rejoinder and this, I hoped, engendered a concomitant encouragement to honesty. 
Any general acknowledgement of participants' contribution was made only with their 
consent, and particular contributions (that is, their specific VPs and interview data) 
were coded so that they could not be traced back to the individual informant. All 
clues, such as names of tests they work on, were also coded or removed. 
I made several provisions to maximise honesty and openness. Firstly, when 
participants were invited to take part, they were fully informed about the uses which 
would be made of their contributions. Secondly, although I did not undertake the 
study under the aegis of any examining bodies, I informed relevant personnel in those 
organizations about the purpose and progress of my research and they were supportive 
of my work. They agreed to field any questions which participants might have with 
regard to taking part in my study. In addition to complying with the criterion of 
openness, this strategy had the added benefit of giving participants further reassurance 
of the credentials of the project. Thirdly, because participants took part entirely of 
their own volition there was, as far as I am able to judge, no sense of coercion. All 
invitations were completely open-ended, offering a clear means of declining, without 
reprisal, if wished and a number of those whom I approached did decline. Finally, 
every effort was made to show respect for the contributions of the participants with 
any claims made about quality of performance done so within the parameters of 
specific research task. 
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3.3 Summary of research process 
Having briefly explored some of the deeper philosophical presuppositions of my 
research, I now explain the decisions I made in regard to the upper levels of my 
research framework: Layers 5-8 of Street's conceptualisation (Figure 3.1). 
In this study, as I shall explain in detail in Chapter 5, I use a modified grounded 
theory approach (for example, Strauss and Corbin, 1990) and because it `builds 
the research as it ensues rather than having it completely planned before beginning 
the data collection' (Charmaz, 1995: 48), I feel it important to clarify for the 
reader the circumstances surrounding and influencing my study and their impact 
on my research design. I therefore give here a summary of my whole research 
process. After each sub-section, I list what I regard as the most important insights 
gained during the preceding part, in particular the ideas which informed crucial 
judgements in the implementation of my research. For ease of reference and 
understanding, these sections are presented in a linear sequence. 
It should be noted that what follows is offered as a summary of key points. Those 
aspects I consider to require further discussion will be examined in detail later; in 
particular I go on to explore in detail (in Chapter 4) verbal protocol analysis as a 
research technique and (in Chapter 5) different approaches to coding and 
analysis. 
3.3.1 Naturalistic Study 
1. Research issues as a starting point for research. When I started this 
research project, I had been working as a test item writer for about ten years. I 
was achieving some success at it and found it a valuable and interesting 
complement to my work as a teacher. I understood that very little (if any) 
research had been done on the particular domain of test item writing in EFL 
(as opposed to test writing/design or test taking) and thought it would provide 
an attractive subject for doctoral study. At the outset, I did not feel I was in a 
position to formulate meaningful research questions: I intended that these 
would emerge at a later stage of my study, as I collected and analysed my 
data. Instead, I felt it was more appropriate to start by establishing the 
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following broad research issue or intention: To explore what might be the 
nature of test item writing expertise 
Informing insights 
" Before committing to a particular research approach and set of 
techniques, I wanted to explore the domain through observation of, and 
discussion with, practising test item writers (TIWs) but also through 
reading in the field of social studies and cognitive psychological research. 
2. Pilot research study 1- general. After preliminary reading on research 
options, I formulated a number of ideas about how I might investigate these 
research issues and identified a number of methods I wished to trial. I 
discussed my research interests with a highly-experienced and well-respected 
fellow test item writer, Dorothy, and she invited me to spend a day at her 
home (her normal place of work as a freelance writer), observing and 
discussing her test writing practices, and trialling a number of research 
procedures: Stimulated Recall (see, for example, Gass and Mackey, 2000); 
Personal Construct Analysis (Kelly, 1980) and Structured Interview (for 
example, Cohen and Manion, 1994). We also discussed the possibility of her 
keeping a test item writing diary. I audio-recorded all our discussions and 
research trials (four hours). 
Informing insights 
It emerged that Dorothy consistently followed a sequence of phases in 
her TIW work 
- The Exploratory Phase (gathering texts, brainstorming ideas for 
context) 
- The Concerted Phase (working intensively on devising items/revising 
text) 
- The Refining Phase (finalising material, usually after an `incubation' 
period) 
She reported that she worked in quite distinct ways within the three 
phases. This resonated strongly with my own practice and my 
perceptions of the practice of other item writers. For this reason, I 
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decided to use this notion of three-phase operational structure as the 
broad framework for my conceptualisation of the whole test item 
writing process. 
"I recognised that all three of these phases are potentially important 
components of expert test writing performance but that different 
research methods might be required to capture operations involved in 
each. 
" In the light of my research issues, I was particularly interested in 
investigating the cognitive operations involved in the Concerted Phase 
but did not feel that any of the research tools I had hitherto identified 
would capture such complex introspective data. I recognised the need 
to find a systematic method of accessing on-task cognitive processes. 
" Regarding the Exploratory and Refining phases of item writing, I had 
the idea that a diary study perhaps feeding into a case study (with 
Dorothy and perhaps two or three other research participants) might 
have the potential to yield important insights, because these data- 
gathering techniques are well suited to apprehending longitudinal 
processes. However, Dorothy suggested that keeping a diary would be 
intrusive and time consuming and I therefore decided to look for 
alternatives. I also felt that, for this initial study at least, it would be 
more enlightening to gain insights into the work of a larger number of 
practitioners. I acknowledge, however, that for any follow-up studies, 
a diary/case study might be an appropriate means of adding depth. I 
was reluctant to depend entirely on interview self-report because of the 
potential for distortion through cognitive and temporal distance 
inherent in the process (see a more detailed discussion in Chapter 4). 
"I began to look in more detail at Stimulated Recall methods, using a 
participant's completed test paper as a stimulus to aid recall of the 
genesis of the paper. I felt that such techniques might generate more 
valid and reliable data than is possible from conventional interviews, 
with temporal and cognitive distance mediated by concrete stimulus. 
" The interview did, however, yield important information about 
Dorothy's background and values, attitudes and beliefs in regard to 
the specific domain of item writing, and to the larger domain of EFL. 
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However, I felt that the schedule I had used (see Appendix 1a) was too 
structured and did not allow sufficient flexibility of response. I 
therefore designed a pro forma with fewer and more open-ended items 
(see Appendix 1b). 
" The use of Personal Construct repertory grids proved inappropriate 
for my purposes. I felt that the judicious use of the three different 
methods - VPA, SR and interview - would effectively access the kind of 
cognitive and attitudinal data I was seeking. 
3. Seminal works on using VPA. On reading Johnson's article `What task 
designers do' (2000), I recognised the potential for Verbal Protocol Analysis 
(VPA) (see Chapter 4) as a means of capturing on-task cognitive processing 
during the Concerted Phase. I read widely on VPA and expertise studies, and 
identified key logistical features of the method. 
Informing insights 
I decided that VPA has the potential to capture many different kinds of 
verbal data (vide Ericsson and Simon's three levels. See my Section 
4.2 below) dependent on a number of different variables in the meta- 
task (verbalisation) setting process. It is important to recognise the 
ways in which the quality and quantity of VPs are influenced by 
temporal, mediational and recoding variations. I opted to trial 
concurrent, unstructured verbalisation with a minimum of researcher 
intervention. 
" VPA is an extremely time-consuming research method: both in the data 
gathering stage but even more so in the transcription and analysis 
stages. I felt it was important to trail a whole cycle of work using the 
method (recording, transcription and first pass analysis) before 
embarking on a large-scale research study. 
4. Pilot research study 2. With Dorothy, I piloted VPA techniques, in particular 
the verbalisation (meta-task) instructions, focussing on the exact wording 
used. I also trialled the Stimulated Recall technique using as a stimulus a test 
paper of Dorothy's own choice. She elected to focus both her verbal protocol 
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and her stimulated recall VP and SR on listening tests. In addition to trialling 
these techniques with Dorothy, I also used VPA on myself. I audio-recorded 
and transcribed all our verbal data. 
Informing insights 
" The data obtained from Dorothy were extremely rich and had been 
generated using a deliberately open meta-task setting process. I 
therefore decided that, in this stage of my research at least, I would 
continue with this systemic (as opposed to experimental-analytic) 
research approach, investigating test item writers in `natural 
conditions', prioritising authenticity, with the minimum of prompting 
and intervention (vide Salomon 1991). I felt that this would accord 
appropriate respect to the individuality and domain experience of each 
of the participants. I would try to disrupt normal patterns as little as 
possible; I wanted to capture data as item writers worked in their 
normal environments, whilst undertaking work currently in progress, 
not in response to an artificially imposed task. 
" For this stage of my research, I wanted to work in an essentially 
exploratory mode, not attempting to find out generalizable or 
predictive facts' about the target population (of potential and actual 
test item writers). Instead I was trying to expand theoretical 
propositions and enhance understanding of expertise as a process 
(vide Yin, 1994 and Tsui, 2003). 
Given this focus, I decided to start by involving only experienced test 
item writers as research participants. However, I did not want to make 
any judgements about the precise levels of expertise of these 
participants: I intended to see whether this might emerge from the 
data. 
"I did not wish to impose restrictions on the type of test paper being 
produced: its level, skill or testing body. I decided to leave it to the 
participants themselves to choose on which task they would verbalise. 
I decided that I would not attempt a systematic analysis of data until I 
had gathered data from at least four participants. I also made the 
decision that when the time came for me to analyse and interpret these 
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naturalistic data, it would be inappropriate to impose pre-determined 
analytical categories and I resolved to use a modified version of a 
grounded theory approach (see, for example, Strauss and Corbin, 
1990; Charmaz, 1995; Green, 1998): interrogating the data, 
identifying recurring patterns and devising an analytical framework 
and series of categories which, as they developed, would move towards 
more generative levels of granularity and applicability. 
Regarding my approach to data transcription, I felt that for such large 
volumes of data it would be extremely time consuming to make close 
transcriptions indicating, for example, patterns of intonation. 
However, I felt that many features of natural speech, notably fillers, 
repetitions and pauses, would aid me in my segmentation and coding 
at a later time. Thus I decided to use a semi-detailed level of 
transcription: representing all utterances including fillers/markers and 
clear indication of length of pauses. I also decided to use different 
type faces to distinguish reading aloud data (text, specifications and 
script) from thinking aloud data. 
The Stimulated Recall method yielded valuable data regarding all 
three phases of Dorothy's item writing process, in particular the more 
diffuse first and third Exploratory and Refining phases. It also 
provided useful back-up/ confirmatory data on the Concerted Phase. 
I had imposed no time limit for Dorothy for her concurrent 
verbalisation. In the event she spent approximately 80 minutes on it, 
allowing her to complete one distinct section of the commission on 
which she was working. She reported that she did not feel the process 
of verbalisation had interfered with her normal mode of working and 
that she was not over-tired by verbalising for this length of time. 
I felt that it was valid to use myself as a subject in the first stage of my 
enquiry. This is within a now well-established auto-ethnographic 
tradition (for example, Ellis and Bochner, 2000) and I felt it would 
give me an intimacy with the method and help me understand meta- 
task processes as well as participant reactions. I went on to use data 
from my verbalisations, along side those of the other participants, to 
inform the analysis. However, I was careful to use my own data only as 
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confirmatory to those of others, in other words I did not to use any of 
my own data as a unique example of a theory. 
5. Identifying research participants. In the light of my observations and 
decisions emerging from the pilot research sessions, I prepared a letter inviting 
experienced test item writers to take part in my research (see Appendix 2). 
Because I wanted to investigate in a naturalistic setting, my participant group, by 
definition, had to be producing tests as part of their normal work practice. The 
potential population for this stage of my research is all writers currently producing 
items for test papers used in international English language examinations. It has 
been difficult to obtain a precise statistic for this population, partly because the 
group fluctuates considerably, but Cambridge ESOL personnel have informed me 
(Wilson and Whitehead, personal communication, 2004) that in October 2004 
there were 136 test item writers for Cambridge ESOL, approximately one third of 
whom (approximately 45) were working on listening test papers. The total test 
item writing population is therefore relatively limited in size (compared with, for 
example, the population of Maths teachers in Leinhardt and Greeno's study (1986) 
or of EFL teachers in Woods' study (1996)) and not confined to any particular 
geographical area. I believe item writers constitute a genuine community but a 
very diffuse one: all are essentially free-lancers, meeting only infrequently for 
editing meetings and working almost entirely in their own home environment. 
My chosen approach meant that I had to travel to each participant's normal place 
of work and undertake the research for an extended period (4-6 hours), one-to-one 
with each of them. Compared with, for example, questionnaire-based research, 
the technique is invasive and is entirely dependent on complying with individual 
participant's current work patterns. It also requires participants to expose the 
minutiae of their work practices to peer scrutiny. For these reasons I suspected it 
would be difficult to secure a very large research sample. 
In view of these constraints and because my research was largely exploratory in 
nature, I felt it was valid to use opportunistic sampling techniques. In particular, I 
used what Auerbach and Silverstein (2003) call `convenience and snowballing 
sampling' approaches. I intended to work with item writers in my local area, 
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drawing on my own contacts and also following up on their recommendations and 
suggestions. As Auerbach and Silverstein put it, 
A subculture is an elaborate social network that researchers cannot enter at 
random. They must begin by contacting respected members of the culture and 
gaining their trust, and build contacts from there. The reality of having to do 
this rules out random sampling. (2003: 18) 
In this way, I approached 12 local item writers and, in total, six agreed to 
participate. 
6. Research with participants. I undertook concurrent verbalisation, stimulated 
recall and interview research with five participants I call Fion, Ira, Lee, Anne and 
Zach. All of them chose to work at the `concerted phase'; four of them opted to 
work on listening tests and one on reading. I audio-recorded and transcribed all 
the verbal data. I made preliminary attempts to segment, categorise and code the 
data. 
Informing insights 
" As I proceeded with this stage of the research, a number of participant 
variables were emerging. These included variations in: the level of 
TIW experience in general; the level of experience on the focus paper; 
content-domain knowledge (for example, knowledge of business when 
writing a Business test); knowledge of testing theory and knowledge of 
Linguistics/Discourse. 
" There were also many variables in relation to the task undertaken by 
the different participants, that is the focus test papers chosen by 
participants, including: different standards set by the different 
commissioning bodies; the target language level and age of 
candidature; focus skill; focus content-domain; language level and 
type of text and item type. 
" Although there were significant variations in the participants and types 
of task undertaken, I began to see certain general patterns emerging 
across the data. I recognised that sometimes these patterns were 
exhibited in broad sequences, for example, the order in which major 
sub-problems were tackled (for example, whether items or scripts were 
produced first). At other times they were evident in much smaller- 
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scale operations, for example, the way in which a participant 
attempted to establish appropriate item wording. 
"I had been concerned by the decision in many cognitive psychological 
studies on expertise to use only a micro (line by line) level of 
segmentation and analysis: I felt that to examine only micro operations 
might mean losing sight of crucial macro processes. This led me to 
consider that a multi-layered coding and analytical scheme might be 
needed to capture important characteristics. I also began to wonder 
whether the most important insights might lie in an examination of the 
interaction between the different layers. 
7. Seminal works on VP data analysis. During the period when I was gathering 
data and speculating about its coding and analysis, I was also continuing to read 
widely on VP data analysis and attempting to apply insights from this reading to 
my own analysis of these data. 
Informing insights 
"I recognised the need to start my analysis by segmenting the stream of 
verbal data. I soon recognised distinct large-scale sections within the 
VPs: as indicated above, I could clearly see when participants were 
tackling major sub-problems such as identifying item type or writing a 
text. I called these large-scale sections episodes. 
" Beyond episode segmentation, however, I struggled to find an 
appropriate level of detail ('granularity') in my analysis: to achieve a 
balance between what was workable/accurate and what was 
meaningful (this is a manifestation of the classic reliability/ validity 
divide). I began recursively to develop and apply a number of coding 
schemes (see Appendix 3 for an example) based on macro coding of 
episodes and micro coding of individual cognitive operators. 
8. Research with further participants. As I gathered more data through 
convenience and snowballing sampling techniques, I was concerned to establish 
an appropriate point to stop taking on new participants. Because of the 
exploratory nature of this stage of my study, I did not have the requirement to 
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prove hypotheses through a statistically significant sample size. Instead I used a 
concept associated with exploratory-interpretivist paradigms: that of `theoretical 
saturation' (Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003). This is the notion that that `you 
stop increasing your sample when each new group of participants basically tells 
you the same story that previous groups have told' (Auerbach and Silverstein, 
2003: 19). As I felt that each new participant was continuing to `tell new stories' I 
decided to continue to look for more of them. 
At this point, I also felt that my research would benefit from a tighter focus. Most 
of the participants from this first part of my research had opted to work on 
listening papers for their verbalisations and stimulated recall. This prevalence was 
undoubtedly a function of the fact that my own item writing is mainly on listening 
tests and thus my chain of contacts tended to be with specialists in listening. I 
decided to systematise this tendency and narrow the range of my enquiry to 
listening tests. Thus my research issue was revised as follows: 
9 To explore the nature of listening test item writing expertise 
Having exhausted my local participant resource base, I needed to approach test 
item writers elsewhere. I contacted a further ten listening test item writers and 
four agreed to participate. In addition, I approached one of my earlier participants 
- Ira -a second time. He had focussed on a reading paper for his first VP so 
agreed to undertake a second verbalisation based on a listening test. I was 
therefore able to acquire a total of ten verbal protocols on the writing of listening 
test papers by experienced test item writers. 
I audio-recorded, transcribed and episode-coded all VPs (see Chapter 5, for 
further details). I recursively developed from, and applied to, the data an 
increasingly robust coding scheme. 
Informing insights 
9 One key issue which emerged from the data at this stage was that of 
developing experience and expertise. Two of the participants had 
relatively little experience of listening test item writing and were thus 
designated `developing'. This is in contrast with the remaining eight who 
had significantly longer domain experience and were designated `set'. 
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These terms were adopted from the cognitive psychological literature on 
acquisition of expertise (for example, Anderson, 2000, See Section 1.4 
above) and are not intended to convey assumptions about expertise as a 
`fcnished product' instead of a `continually-developing process' (vide 
Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1991, see Section 1.5.3). 
" Although these data were generating many illuminating insights into item 
writing performance, I was aware of the limitations of this research frame. 
I was working with a largely homogeneous participant base: all were 
experienced within the domain and had attained a certain level of expertise 
(within a `pragmatic construct' of expertise: that is, they were all earning a 
substantial part of their living from item writing). My naturalistic research 
frame was such that I had no way of knowing which features of 
performance might be generic to anyone undertaking test item writing, and 
which were dependent on experience and/or expertise within the domain. 
" In addition, while the participants had similar levels of experience, the 
tasks they focussed on were extremely diverse. Although many interesting 
patterns were emerging, it was difficult for me to make comparisons 
because there was such large inter-task variation. It was difficult, for 
example, to see parallels between cognitive operators applied in the design 
of a very short, utterance-based, low-level test for young learners, and a 
long, text-based, high-level business listening test. It should be noted that I 
believed the parallels were there, it was just that the naturalistic research 
frame made them difficult to discern. 
" For these reasons I decided to augment my naturalistic study with a linked 
study, using a more experimental frame, with the independent variable 
being domain experience. As I stated in Section 3.1,1 believed that the 
'dialectic' between these two frames would yield valuable insights. 
However, I still regarded my naturalistic data obtained from experienced 
participants working on their own commissions in their own normal work 
environments as the core of the study: as it were its `touchstone of validity'. 
Ultimately, I intended to feed back to the naturalistic data any insights 
emerging from the experimental study. In other words I saw my 
experimental research not as an end in itself but as a means of shedding 
further light on my rich, more authentic data of the naturalistic study. 
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"I was aware that some researcher-theorists regard mixing quantitative- 
positivist and qualitative-interpretivist methods (for example, Layder, 
1988, cited by Brannen, 1992; and the summary by Tashakkori and 
Teddlie, 2003) as epistemologically unsound: that, in some sense, the 
strength of each will be `cancelled out' by the other. I responded to this as 
follows. Firstly, as I explained in 3.2 above, I do not accept the simplistic 
bi-polar view of research as being necessarily either quantitative or 
qualitative: instead I regard the territory as multi-dimensional, generating 
a multiplicity of paradigms, many of them overlapping. Secondly, I believe 
one should not confuse integration (hybridisation) of methods with 
combination of methods: integration might well lead to the `cross 
application' of inappropriate principles but, in combining, one can keep 
the approaches separate but linked, using the insights from each to inform 
the others. One should `seek to relate each set of data to the theor[ies] 
underpinning it and ... see in what ways the 
data sets complement and 
contradict each other' (Brannen, 1992: 31). Thus I believe that, far from 
undermining the findings of the naturalistic study, my experimental 
investigation might serve to enrich them. 
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3.3.2 Experimental study 
9. Experimental research questions and issues. For my experimental research, I 
opted for a `novice-expert comparative study'. It should be noted that I am aware of 
the fact that using this nomenclature is misleading, with its implied bi-polar and 
deterministic assumptions about expertise (see 1.5.3 above), however I feel it provides 
a helpful short-hand notation for the type of study in question. 
As I embarked on the experimental study, in the light of some of the insights gained 
through analysis of the naturalistic data as well as increasingly wide reading in the 
field of expertise, I began to generate a number of other substantive questions which I 
hoped to explore in my research (see the eight sets of questions in Section 1.6). 
10. The research framework. In order to address these questions, I started to design 
my experimental research framework. I decided to invite a number of experienced 
EFL teachers to take part. I aimed to have at least 10 participants in total. It is 
acknowledged that such a number is certainly not large enough to generate 
statistically significant samples with which to `prove' research hypotheses (in 
conventional analytical-nomological terms). However, I felt that this number would 
be sufficient to generate meaningful patterns, whilst not making inordinate data- 
processing demands. Such a number has been used in similar studies (for example, 
Perez, Johnson and Emery, 1995). 
With the third set of questions in mind regarding the influence of experience (qua 
longevity/ specialisation) on expertise, I decided that I would require approximately 
half my research participants for this stage of my study to have extensive experience 
of commercial listening test item writing; and the other half to have none at all. In 
order for them to be familiar with basic notions such as the layout of listening papers I 
would require all participants to have at least some knowledge of international EFL 
tests. (See Appendix 4 for the fliers I eventually distributed to novice writers, that is, 
EFL practitioners without test item writing experience). It should be noted that I did 
not prepare a flier for experienced item writers, preferring instead to make telephone 
contact. All participants would be given a set of test specifications and a pre-scribed 
text and asked to produce a listening test in conformance with these specifications. 
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Whilst working on the test, participants would be required to verbalise, using the 
same meta-task frame as employed in the naturalistic study. 
I chose to base much of my experimental study on similar studies in the field, for 
example, Perez, Johnson and Emery's (1995) study on instructional design expertise 
and Johnson's study described in Designing Language Teaching Tasks (2003). 
However there were certain aspects of the approach taken in these studies which I felt 
were less compatible with my developing understanding of expertise. In particular, I 
wished to modify them using the design features of Bereiter and Scardamalia's studies 
(see Section 1.5 for a background discussion of these issues). Therefore in a number 
of small, but I believe crucial, ways my study differs from those mentioned above. In 
order to understand the points which follow, readers are referred to Appendix 5 for 
the full experimental research task specifications given to all participants. 
Informing insights 
" Because I was seeking to isolate critical variables in expertise within my target 
domain, it was even more crucial than in the naturalistic study that the experimental 
conditions of the study be set up very carefully. I began to consider aspects of the 
experimental research design which I believed would most effectively generate the 
data I required. I also decided to undertake an extensive pilot study before starting 
the research proper: with both novices and experts. 
11. Specific features of experimental task design. The following are what I regard 
as the key features of the experimental research task design. 
Independent judgement of quality. Many expertise studies make simplistic novice- 
expert comparisons based solely on longevity, that is length of experience in the 
domain. I wanted to avoid that pitfall and make comparisons largely on the basis of 
demonstrated domain competence. Whilst I accept that notions of `objectivity' and 
`competence' are problematic within my acknowledged epistemologies, I felt that 
nonetheless, it would be valuable to seek an independent check for judgements on 
quality of outcome. I decided to invite experienced listening test editors to assess the 
tests produced by participants, presented to them anonymously with no indication of 
their writers' identities/ backgrounds. I wanted to allow for the possibility that 
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experienced writers might produce non-expert outcomes, and conversely that 
inexperienced writers might produce expert outcomes. 
Heterogeneity. Following Bereiter and Scardamalia's exhortation to encourage 
participants in such studies to work at the `edge of their competence' (1993), a key 
consideration for me was to strike a balance between access and challenge in the 
research task. This consideration is encapsulated in the notion of what Ur (1988) calls 
intrinsic task heterogeneity (see 1.5.2). In order to ensure comparability of data, I felt 
that the task specifications should be identical for all participants but that nothing 
about the task should mystify or exclude the non-experienced test item writers. 
However, if the task were to be too easy, the potential distinctions between expert and 
novice performance would not have the chance to emerge. I attempted to ensure 
intrinsic heterogeneity by incorporating the following elements into the task: 
- The task did not require particular content knowledge. The base text provided was 
generalist rather than a business or EAP text (such texts would be inaccessible to 
some writers, both novice and expert, and exclude large numbers of potential 
research participants). Furthermore, the set task was to produce a general 
proficiency test rather than an achievement test and thus it was not necessary to 
have knowledge of a particular syllabus. 
-A base text was chosen which dealt with well-established themes extremely familiar 
in EFL textbooks. 
- The choice of item types was limited to those which I thought would be most 
familiar to teachers: multiple choice items and sentence completion/gap fill. I 
deliberately excluded the possibility of using `specialist' item types such as multiple 
matching or diagram labelling which might give experienced item writers an unfair 
advantage. 
-I set the target language level as fairly high (CEF Cl) because in my experience, 
and perhaps contrary to common belief, lower level tasks are more difficult to write 
than higher level ones because they impose de facto vocabulary and structure 
restrictions and require substantial text alteration. I also wanted to incorporate a 
number of fairly complex ideas in the text which I felt would generate meaningful 
variations in participants' responses. 
Choice of source text medium. In my naturalistic study, all but one of my 
participants had used written (as opposed to spoken) source texts as the starting point 
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for their listening tests. I therefore felt it would be valid to use a written source text in 
my experimental research task. My chosen text came with a clearly specified context 
and audience, that is, it was clearly labelled as a tabloid newspaper feature article, 
which made key aspects of its intended context equally accessible to all participants. 
It was also my intention to investigate how the different participants made necessary 
changes to the text and context in order to make it function as a spoken rather than 
written text (in relation to the test specifications, see Appendix 5), which my analysis 
of naturalistic data suggested might be a important component of listening test item 
writing expertise. 
Optional changes. In order to offer participants the opportunity to make substantial 
changes to the text if they wished, I provided the text on computer disk as well as in 
hard copy. However, I signalled clearly in the specifications that making such 
changes was optional. 
Timing. The demands of my experimental research frame meant that the task had to 
be completed within a restricted time. I thus designed my research task to be 
completed within 90 minutes, with no `incubation' breaks. Experience in the 
naturalistic study had shown me that 60 - 90 minutes was an appropriate length of 
time and this tallied with, for example, Johnson's (2000,2003) choice of 90 minutes. 
12. Pilot research study 3. On the basis of the decisions outlined in Step 11 above, I 
devised a pilot task frame for the experimental study. I felt it was important to pilot 
my research with both novices and experienced item writers. However, because of 
the much smaller target population, it is much harder to find teachers who have 
extensive test item writing experience than those who have none. I therefore trialled 
this research frame with four inexperienced writers but only one experienced item 
writer. 
Novice research participants. I invited TEFL Masters students to take part in my 
pilot research task and I had four volunteers. One was a native speaker of English; 
the other three were native speakers of different languages but with a very high level 
of English language proficiency (CEF C2). All four had substantial EFL teaching and 
materials writing experience but none had any experience of test item writing for a 
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large commercial international testing body. All had experience of writing small- 
scale classroom progress tests, two had experience of writing tests on a regional scale 
and three had experience of preparing their own students for international language 
examinations. None had any knowledge or experience of concurrent verbalisation 
research procedures. 
Preparation. I started with a brief group introduction where I explained my research 
interests and the broad parameters of my research. I also trialled a `verbalisation 
warm-up activity' which was designed to give the participants exposure to the 
requirements of the meta-task. 
Warm - up task 
Think of your parents' house. How many windows does it have? As you try 
to work out how many windows there are, say in a loud voice everything 
which passes through your head. 
I then asked for a volunteer to do this activity in plenary. One did so but it was clear 
that he found it uncomfortable and the verbalisation was extremely sparse and 
characterised by frequent pauses. I then asked another participant to do the task and 
she did it fully and accurately, providing what I thought was a good exemplar for the 
group of the type of verbalisation I would like. 
I then met with each participant individually to check whether, on the basis of the 
`induction' I had given, they were still willing to participate: all said they were. I then 
arranged to meet each participant for two hours at a later date. I gave them the text 
and task specifications and asked them to come to the research session having read 
both. I secured their permission to audio-record the whole research session. 
Research session. I prepared the room by setting up a lap-top computer with a 
separate file for each RP. I provided an advanced learners' dictionary but no 
thesaurus. I set up chairs around a small table, with my seat positioned opposite the 
participants' designated seat. The tape recorder was placed on the table, equidistant 
between us. 
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I started by interviewing each participant about his/her background in EFL generally 
and testing in particular, using an interview pro forma (see Appendix 6). All four 
participants were co-operative and voluble during the interview and all later reported 
that they had felt very comfortable during this stage of the research. 
After the interview, I then asked each participant to proceed with the test production 
research task. I explained that I would be taking notes as he/she worked and to feel 
free to consult me whilst on task. It turned out that only one of the participants had in 
fact read the text and task in advance of the session. 
The native speaker of English undertook the task and meta-task with ease and 
confidence. She did sometimes address me (mainly to check whether her 
verbalisation was what I required) but I did not need to prompt her because her 
verbalisation was dense, with very few pauses. She accomplished the task within the 
set time. 
However, the non-native speaker participants (NNSs) performed in a significantly 
different way. All three accomplished the task within time but the act of concurrent 
verbalisation was clearly uncongenial to them. Although normally highly proficient 
in English, their standard of English fell markedly as they attempted to do the task and 
meta-task concurrently. They made frequent code errors, their vocabulary range was 
more restricted than usual and they frequently mispronounced core lexis. They 
continually sought eye contact with me and frequently asked for clarification and 
guidance. I attempted to stop them doing this by withdrawing my eye contact but 
then there were lengthy gaps in their verbalisation. I then tried to encourage them to 
verbalise more with minimal prompts ('Keep talking') but this was unsuccessful and 
they resorted to consulting me again. Once this pattern of exchange had been 
established it was difficult to restore the expectation of their producing a long turn 
monologue. 
Evaluation. After the task was finished I asked the participants, on an individual 
basis, to comment on the session. All four said they had felt comfortable and 
confident in the interview stage but that the second stage had been extremely 
challenging for them. The native speaker reported that she had had more problems 
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with the task than the meta-task. She said she had felt her deficiencies as a 
professional were exposed and that she had produced a very flawed test. However 
she stated that the verbalisation had come relatively naturally to her and said that after 
the first few minutes, she had forgotten she was verbalising and that it had not 
interfered with her thought processes. 
The three NNS participants reported the opposite response. Their main anxieties were 
centred on the verbalisation itself: to such an extent that they were almost 
unconcerned about the tests they had produced. Pilot research participant (PRP) 2 and 
PRP 4 stated that they had repeatedly wanted to check with me that what they were 
verbalising was correct. PRP 3 stated that this work was so new to her that she could 
not manage it without help. PRP 2 reported that he had felt uncomfortable about the 
fact that I would not look at him. PRPs 3 and 4 said they did not know whom they 
were supposed to address, which had made them feel uncomfortable. All three non- 
native speaker participants said that the requirement to translate what they were doing 
into English imposed a great strain on them. All four PRPs stated they found it very 
tiring to do the test writing task and meta-task concurrently. 
Research with experienced test item writer. I conducted my research with this 
experienced native speaker test item writer (PRP5) in his own home, using the same 
arrangements as for the novice participants. He had not previously taken part in my 
naturalistic research. He undertook both the task and meta-task without any 
difficulty, confidently producing the test within the required time. 
Informing insights 
In the light of pilot research participants' reports and my observations during the 
pilot study, I made the following decisions for my experimental research frame (See 
also Section 4.3 below, for a detailed discussion of these variables when using VPA): 
" Mother tongue verbalisation. The need to translate thoughts into a second 
language places considerable additional demands on participants which are likely to 
distort the data relating to both the meta-task process and task accomplishment. I 
therefore, albeit with reluctance, determined to invite only native speakers of English 
to take part in my main experimental research study. (Incidentally, this finding may 
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shed some light on the nature of the process of verbalisation itself (see in particular 
Section 4.3.2) but it is beyond the remit of this study to investigate this in any detail. ) 
" Sequence of research procedures. The structured interview mode is clearly one 
with which participants are familiar and comfortable. For my initial pilot research 
sessions I had made the decision to start with the interview because I felt it would put 
participants at ease. However, in the long run this proved counter productive. 
Starting with the more customary interview mode, with its conventional, more equal, 
discourse rights, had made the transition to the less natural mode of monologic 
concurrent verbalisation more difficult. Reversing the order, I felt, would help 
frame' the verbalisation more effectively. An additional consideration was the fact 
that the act of on-task verbalisation is tiring. It would be better for participants to 
tackle the more challenging task while they are relatively fresh, and thus I resolved to 
start with the VP before moving on to the interview in my main research study. 
" Arrangement of research room. Participants' comments in relation to eye contact 
led me to conclude that the physical arrangement of the `research space' might be of 
importance in generating the right environment for verbalisation. I therefore decided 
to sit out of the immediate vicinity of the participant and in such a position that s/he 
could not see me without deliberately turning round. This, I felt, would signal more 
. effectively the requirement to speak `as if to oneself. 
" Equipment. I felt that in the pilot study my placement of the tape recorder equi- 
distant between researcher and participant signalled that I, the researcher, was in 
some sense an equal participant. I therefore decided to place the tape recorder 
directly next to the participants, thus more clearly signifying my desired focus. 
" Advance preparation. By chance, three of the pilot participants did not follow my 
instruction to read the text and specifications in advance. They therefore began their 
verbalisation with a report on their responses as they read through the material for 
the first time. This proved to be an extremely enlightening part of the protocol and, it 
became clear to me, also gave me control of a crucial task variable. I therefore 
determined not to give out the research task materials in advance in the main 
research study. 
" Time frame. Pilot participant comments indicated that, although very tiring, the 
90 minute time frame was appropriate for the task. I felt at that point that it was long 
enough to let participants produce a satisfactory task outcome but was not so long 
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that it completely exhausted the speaker. If I were able to conduct such research 
again, I would probably choose a more limited task, for example, a shorter text and 
fewer items. However, I believe that 90 minutes is a suitable cut off point. This was 
indicated to me by the average length of time participants in my naturalistic study 
tended to come to a natural halt in their unconstrained verbalising. 
13. Conducting Stage 2 research. Over the next six months I conducted my 
experimental research with a further ten participants. It proved easy to secure 
inexperienced volunteers but much less so to find experienced listening test item 
writers. I had hoped that all eight of the writers who had worked on the naturalistic 
study (I myself could not provide data for this stage) would agree to take part in 
experimental study, but for various personal and professional reasons, three of them 
dropped out. Unfortunately the recording of the second half of the verbal protocol for 
one of them (Natalie) was of such poor quality that I was not able to use her VP data. 
I felt I needed a minimum of five experienced writers and invited one further 
experienced writer to take part (Malcolm). I also investigated five inexperienced 
writers (in addition to the pilot participants, whose data I could not use in my analysis 
proper). My final total of useable protocols was ten: five from experienced and five 
from inexperienced item writers. 
14. Participants' evaluation of research task. 
After completing their task, participants were asked to evaluate both task and meta- 
task. Their feedback indicated that on the whole the experimental research frame was 
workable and in many ways gave a fair indication of normal test writing practices. 
15. My evaluation of research task 
My own evaluation was that the task had been able to generate sufficient data to yield 
potentially valuable insights in relation to my research concerns and questions. 
However, the following are the limitations and potential limitations of the research 
frame which I identified whilst conducting the research and analysing the data which 
emerged from it. 
" The meta-task requirements to verbalise whilst working on task might have 
influenced the mode and quality of task accomplishment and this influence may have 
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differed in nature and/or degree for different participants (see Chapter 4 for a more 
detailed discussion). 
" The requirement to work on a text chosen by someone else might have been 
particularly uncongenial to some participants (`I didn't like this text.... frankly I 
wouldn't have chosen it myself.. I think this changed... spoilt the way I was able to 
work' Malcolm). 
" The time limit and requirement to work without breaks might have significantly 
distorted normal work patterns. In particular, such a constraint limited participants' 
capacity to refine work after an incubation period. 
" The task requirements (particularly to handle such a long text) might have been 
too demanding for such a short time frame. 
" Concurrent verbalisation might be less suitable for certain elements of test item 
writing than for others. It was noticeable, for example, that `Devise text/script' 
episodes were much shorter and less dense than `Devise item' episodes. 
3.4 Chapter summary 
This chapter started by exploring my whole research construct from its philosophical 
presuppositions to the realisation of methodological decisions. It sought to explain the 
background to my decision to use a combination of research frames in the two liked 
studies: one more naturalistic/systemic and the other more experimental/analytical. It 
also explained the reasons for using different data gathering methods in both my 
studies: Interview, Stimulated recall but above all, verbal protocols (concurrent think 
aloud). 
The next chapter looks in detail at this latter method. A whole chapter is devoted to 
verbal protocol analysis because it is a relatively unfamiliar method but one which has 
generated considerable debate and some misinterpretation. 
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Chapter 4- Verbal Protocol Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
As explained above, the central concern of this study, embodied in the first of my 
research issues, has been to gain information from research participants about the 
content and organisation of their cognitive processes as they write test items. There 
are various ways this might have been done, for example, by getting participants to 
keep test-writing diaries; by observing participants' task accomplishment in progress 
(recording intermediate problem states, that is, items as they are created and amended, 
or successive versions of a script); by interviewing participants about their usual 
process of task accomplishment; or by using stimulated recall (for example, 
examining a completed test paper to prompt participants' reflection on the problem- 
solving methods they used to write it). All of these methods have the potential to 
yield relevant data and, as indicated in Chapter 3, several of them have been 
employed across the two linked studies to explore the posited research issues and 
emerging questions. 
However, verbal protocol analysis (VPA) was identified as the method particularly 
suited to shed light on performance processes and was therefore chosen as the core 
research method. A subsequent exploration of VPA - through evaluating its 
theoretical base and, more particularly, through actually applying it - has led me to 
question some of its central tenets (see Section 4.4 below). Nonetheless I continue to 
regard it as a viable and potentially generative technique for my target domain. 
4.1.1 Chapter summary 
This chapter begins with an explanation of the background to VPA, and the key 
terminology/precepts associated with it. It then explores the relationship of VPA to 
similar methods, partly in an effort to locate its theoretical base and practical 
foundations and partly to show how alternative methods might be used to complement 
VPA. This is followed by an analysis of variables within VPA and the factors which 
might influence the production of verbal protocol reports. Finally, it explores the 
range of possible research paradigms within which VPA might be applied. At 
appropriate points, observations about my own application of the technique and 
findings are added. 
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This chapter draws heavily on the work of Ericsson and Simon as the leading 
proponents of VPA in the modem era (1978,1979,1980,1985,1987 and 1993), 
particularly their seminal 1980 paper Verbal Reports as Data and their 1993 book 
Protocol Analysis. It should be noted, however, that Ericsson and Simon are working 
within a strongly positivist paradigm, building their theoretical base for VPA in 
highly-structured domains and that therefore some of their contentions sit 
uncomfortably within a more interpretivist paradigm. This chapter also draw 
extensively on a number of articles written in the 1980s on the use of VPA: in 
particular Hayes and Flower (1983), Bereiter and Scardamalia (1983) and 
Smagorinsky, (1989). The reasons for doing so are as follows. Firstly their focus 
domain - written composition - shares many features with the focus domain of this 
study: test item writing. Secondly, although almost 20 years old, they continue to be 
widely quoted (for example, by Johnson, 2003) because of their clarity and seminal 
insights, particularly regarding the application of VPA in unstructured domains. 
I also draw on two key works describing research specifically within the domain of 
EFL: a collection of papers edited by Faerch and Kasper `Introspection in second 
language research' (1987) and Green's handbook on the application of VPA in 
testing `Verbal Protocol analysis in language testing research: a handbook' (1998). 
It should be noted that VPA has not yet appeared to join the canon of accepted 
research methodologies (as indicated by the fact that there is no mention of it in any 
of its forms in key handbooks on research for example, Bryman and Burgess, 1994; 
Cohen and Manion, 1994; or Miles and Huberman, 1994). This might be attributable 
to the fact that this is a relatively new method outside the discipline of cognitive 
psychology. However, there is acceptance and application of the approach beyond its 
original sphere (vide Faerch and Kapser's 1987 collection of papers on VPA, which 
are drawn from many different sources internationally). In particular sub-domains 
within EFL, for example, translation and test taking, it appears to be gaining 
increasing acceptance (vide Green, 1998 and Li, 2004). 
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4.1.2 Background to VPA 
VPA in its current form has been used since 1930s (and increasingly so since the 
1980s) to probe subjects' internal states in a wide variety of domains (Green 1998): 
from de Groot's seminal work on chess playing (1966), to Lawrence's work on 
judicial decisions (1988), to Johnson's on the design of language tasks (2000,2001 
and 2003). Indeed, it should be noted that virtually all the expertise studies cited in 
Table 1.3 used VPA. Although they can be complex and problematic, verbal 
protocols remain `indispensable experimental tools in contemporary cognitive 
science' (Ericsson and Simon, 1987: 51). VPA is regarded as a potentially very 
reliable source of information about cognitive operations, especially when compared 
with other methods currently available to researchers. As Smagorinsky puts it, `the 
data from most other tools yield little about the internal structures of cognitive 
processes, particularly when the tasks are complex ... [but VPA] ... can yield 
significant information about the structure of [these] processes' (1989: 465). 
According to Ericsson and Simon (1987: 51), `to build an adequate theory of a 
dynamic system, like human brain solving problems, observations must be made on 
that system at a temporal density commensurate with the speed of its processes ... VPS 
..... have provided data at the highest densities ... yet attained'. 
4.1.3 Key terms and concepts 
At the outset, it is important to settle on one clear set of terms and definitions in VPA, 
ones which are persuasive and unambiguously expressive, to use throughout this 
study. However, it should be recognised that these terms have been used very 
differently by some writers, as will be explained below. 
" Data sources and conditions of retrieval 
Firstly, it is necessary to clarify the mass of terminology associated with the broad 
category of research techniques which use verbal data. I begin this by conceptualising 
terms for data sources, as part of a hierarchical model (see Figure 4.1 below). At the 
highest level of generality is verbal data, a general term used to denote all vocal 
products and one which encompasses utterances not originally produced for the 
purposes of research. It includes, for example, data used in discourse and 
conversational analysis. At the next level of specificity is the term verbal reports. 
These include any oral responses to researchers' instruction or probe, for example, 
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interviews and stimulated recall; all are conscious acts of self-revealment (Grotjahn, 
1987: 55). The final subset is verbal protocol data. I use this term specifically to 
describe data derived from individuals who have been asked to verbalise their 
thoughts whilst carrying out (or immediately after carrying out) a particular task. A 
verbal protocol (VP) is the set of utterances made by an individual under these 
conditions; the term is also used for the written form of these utterances, that is, their 
transcription. The term protocol analysis was first used by Newell and Simon (1972) 
to describe `a procedure to identify psychological processes in problem-solving 
tasks'. I will use the term verbal protocol analysis (hereinafter VPA) to refer to the 
whole research methodology which uses VP data and regards it as a, potentially, 
accurate record of information attended to or heeded by the research participant. 
Verbal reports Verbal 
Verbal data Utterances protocol data 
All vocal produced 
in On-line 
products eg. conscious verbalisation 
data used in response to 
Discourse researcher 
Analysis prompt eg. 
interview 
Figure 4.1 Hierarchy of terms for verbal data 
" Input-output and process-tracing methods 
As shown above, VPA is only one of several different ways in which one might probe 
participants' mental states and processes. Hayes and Flower (1983) recognise two 
distinct groups of methods for gauging these: input-output methods and process- 
tracing methods. 
Input-output methods are employed by a wide variety of disciplines. In experimental 
psychology a classic example is the digit span recall test: participants are given lists of 
numbers (input) and are then asked to recall them (output) at a later time. Researchers 
do not have direct access to the processes which occur between input and output. 
Instead they seek to infer these processes from an examination of the relationship 
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between the two. A memorable example of input-output methods cited by Hayes and 
Flower (1983) is Lowes's 1927 study of the poet Coleridge. Apart from reading 
Coleridge's diary entries, Lowes clearly had no direct access to the actual thought 
processes of the poet. So he sought to infer them by examining the texts Coleridge 
was known to have read in the three to four years leading up to the writing of Kubla 
Khan (input) and then exploring the imagery presented in the poem itself (output). By 
examining the relation between input and output, Lowes postulated various theories 
about Coleridge's creative writing process. 
Process-tracing methods seek to discern what happens between input and output. 
Hayes and Flower (1983) recognise four main categories of process-tracing methods: 
" Behavioural protocols - what participants do while they perform a task 
" Retrospective reports - what participants tell us about how they performed a task, 
after completion 
" Directed reports - what participants report on selected aspects of task 
performance while they are performing the task (researcher selects) 
" Thinking-aloud protocols - what participants report about their thinking while 
performing a task (no researcher restrictions). 
The key feature of verbal protocol reports is that they are in some sense `concurrent' 
with the task accomplishment. Thus Hayes and Flower's Directed reports and 
Thinking-aloud protocols are clearly verbal protocol methods. For retrospective 
reports, it depends on the temporal distance between task and report: if the report 
occurs immediately after task completion (and thus may be deemed to draw on short- 
term memory stores) it can be regarded as a verbal protocol method. 
My interpretation of Hayes and Flower's taxonomy is presented in Table 4.1. In this 
table I provide potential sample applications of each method to my research domain 
(RP = research participant). 
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General Hayes and Flower's Potential application of method (vis a vis test 
category of sub-category writing research) 
verbal data 
gathering 
Input-output Input-output " Examining RPs' background and 
development as TIWs (input) and the quality 
of their tests (output) 
Process-tracing Behaviour protocols " Recording RP's intermediate problem states 
eg. items as they are created and amended, or 
successive versions of the script 
Retrospective reports " Asking RPs to keep diaries detailing their 
item-writing work over several 
weeks/months 
" Asking RPs to examine one of their test 
papers completed some time previously and 
using this as a prompt to reflect on the whole 
_________ 
genesis of the paper (stimulated recall) 
" Asking RPs to report on what they did while 
they wrote the test immediately after (Verbal protocol completion 
reports) Directed reports " Asking RPs to report only on specified 
aspects eg. issues of cultural sensitivity, 
while they write the test 
Thinking-aloud " Asking RPs to report on anything they are 
protocols thinking about while they write the test 
Table 4.1 Hayes and Flower's taxonomy of input-output and process-tracing methods 
Hayes and Flowers' conceptualisation has been explained in some detail here because 
it provides a helpful broad categorisation of key differences in methodology. 
However, as the analysis proceeds, it will become necessary to use even finer levels 
of granularity and distinction between the methods (see Section 4.2). 
" Addendum on `Introspection' 
One term which is frequently applied to these techniques is introspection. In this 
paper, I use this term only when I refer to an early, and very distinct, version of VPA, 
as follows. The first proponents of the use of verbal reports as data, for example, 
Freud, Watson and Wundt (late 19th, early 20th century) called their approach 
introspectionism. Although there are similarities between their work and VPA, there 
is a crucial difference: in early introspectionism it was the research participants 
themselves who were required to report on their own cognitive processes, after 
several hours of training. In VPA it is the researcher who infers the cognitive 
operations which produced the thoughts. 
Introspectionism assumes that the individual can directly report the mental 
processing that gives rise to different sensations and experiences. Verbal 
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protocol theory makes no such claims. We know that individuals cannot 
directly report their own cognitive processes. The verbal protocol serves as a 
source of data for the researcher to infer cognitive processes and attended 
information. (Green, 1998: 4) 
It should be noted however that a number of writers continue to employ the terms 
`introspective' and `introspection' when talking of researcher-inferred analysis of 
verbal data - for example, Cohen (1984), Börsch (1986), Faerch and Kasper (1987). 
However, I only use the term for participant-inferred analysis of data. 
" Task and meta-task 
A basic distinction must be made between the terms task and meta-task in VPA. 
Within VPA, participants are asked to undertake a particular task, for example, to 
work out 45 x 73; to consider evidence in order to come to a law court decision or, in 
the case of my research, to write a test. The requirement to verbalise either during or 
after this task is the meta-task. As an example, I represent what I consider to be the 
core elements of my participants' task and meta-task for the experimental part of my 
research in Fig 4.2 below. 
Task (write test) 
" Review specs 
" Review task 
" Devise context 
" Devise items 
" Devise text 
Figure 4.2 Task and Meta-task 
Meta-task (verbalise) 
" Speak (vocalise) 
" Explicate (verbalise ) 
" (Position oneself with regard 
to/ engage with addressee) 
4.2 Types of VPA 
4.2.1 Variations within VPA 
Having established what are conceived of as the outer parameters of the methodology 
known as VPA, I now go on to explore the possible variations within it: what I 
designate as temporal, mediational and recoding variations. 
" Temporal variations 
The most basic variation relates to when the participants verbalise: either concurrently 
(simultaneously with working on the task) or retrospectively (after completing work 
on the task). In the retrospective mode, reports can be made immediately after task 
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(when it is assumed that traces might remain in short term memory (STM)) or some 
time after, when traces must be retrieved from long tern memory (LTM). 
" Mediational variations 
This variation relates to the extent to which the verbalisation is mediated by the 
researcher. In its extreme form, a non-mediated verbalisation is produced when, once 
the researcher has given verbalisation (meta-task) instructions to the participant, no 
further prompts are given. This is clearly the case if the researcher is not present 
during verbalisation but it will also occur if the researcher decides to give no post- 
instruction prompting. At the other end of the scale the researcher may frequently 
`prompt' the participant using questions or comments. An intermediate level of 
mediation is deemed to occur when any prompts are short and infrequent, for 
example, `Keep talking'. 
" Recoding variations 
The third major type of variation relates to the degree to which the participant's 
original heeded thought is transformed or recoded within the act of verbalisation 
itself. The most widely cited model for degrees of recoding is Ericsson and Simon's 
(1993). They identify three distinct levels of verbalisation, which they see as a direct 
function of VP instructions: 
Level I- vocalising silent speech, what participants would say to themselves 
anyway whilst doing a task 
Level II - verbalising whatever thoughts occur to participants whilst doing a 
task, in which no new information is introduced, this involves the simple 
recoding of information from non-verbal to verbal form within STM 
Level III - verbalising thoughts and decisions and giving reasons for these. 
This involves not simply a recoding of information in STM, but linking it to 
information in LTM and reporting information not normally heeded by the 
participant 
(adapted from Ericsson and Simon, 1993) 
Level I reports are widely known as called `Talk aloud' and Level II reports `Think 
aloud'. However, for Level III a simple designation is more problematic: neither in 
Ericsson and Simon, nor in others' interpretation of them, is a clear label assigned for 
Level III verbalisation. Green (1998), for example, calls Level III reports `Mediated', 
Hayes and Flower (1983) call them `Directed'. However, my reading of Ericsson and 
Simon's model is that the additional level of recoding for Level III can be as a result 
of different instructional requirements: broadly speaking either a) to select only 
certain elements (cf. Hayes and Flowers's Directed reports) or b) to give reasons for 
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decisions. I thus feel a more accurate designation for Level III reports is 
`Select/Explicate'. 
Ericsson and Simon do not provide much practical exemplification of the shifts 
between Levels I, II and III. My own interpretation of the transitions is as follows. 
Moving from Level Ito Levels II and III involves increasing complexity of recoding: 
an analogy might be the progression from simple dictation to summary/ interpretation. 
Ericsson and Simon (1993) make an explicit distinction between vocalisation and 
verbalisation. In Level I the translation is no more than a shift of modality - recoding 
of thought in vocal form - what they designate as vocalisation in talk aloud (from 
Latin vocalis voice). At Level II, think aloud verbalisation involves a further level of 
recoding, that is, expressing in words (from Latin verbum word). This increases in 
complexity at Level III to more abstracted levels of expression either by selecting a 
focus or by giving reasons for thoughts and decisions. (An evaluation of Ericsson and 
Simon's three-level model of verbalisation is made in Section 4.4, below. ) 
4.2.2 Summary - Comparison of verbal report methods 
Following the earlier analysis of Hayes and Flowers's broad categories, I examined 
the finer distinctions between the various forms of VPA, using the dimensions of 
variation outlined in the last section. In order to clarify the ways in which VPA 
techniques might be positioned in relation to other verbal report procedures, the 
analysis is presented in Table 4.2 below. It will be noted that for the purposes of 
comparison a number of other methods are analysed. I include what I call the Silent 
(natural) method (undertaking a task with no research intention, and thus no 
requirement to verbalise). I also include Protocol probing (where the researcher asks 
the participant to expand on certain points); Stimulated recall (using, for example, a 
written product or an video recording of a lesson to stimulate the participant to recall 
relevant previous cognitive processes) and Interview. 
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Ka is used for likely characteristic; (1 in brackets is used for a possible but less likely characteristic; the cell 
is left blank if that characteristic is considered very unlikely to occur or is non-applicable 
Method Temporal variations - Mediational variations Recoding variations (levels of 
thinkin : verbalism `translation' b participant) 
Con- Retro Retro Non- 'Keep Strongly- Heeded Vocal- Verbl- Explicated 
current (STM) (LTM) mediated talking' mediated ised ised 
Silent  (0 
(natural) 
Talk-aloud   (ý   
Think-aloud  (ý  (ý    
Select/   () ()  ()     
Explicate 
Interpreting    ()     (Incl. 
verbalisation (Through cognitive 
training) processes) 
Retrospective ()   (V)    
think-aloud 
Protocol-  ()     () 
probing 
Stimulated   ()    () 
recall 
Interview      () 
Table 4.2 Componential analysis of verbal report methods 
To give practical expression to the differences between the methods analysed in Table 
4.2, a sample verbalisation instruction (what I call `meta-task instruction') typical to 
each technique is presented in Table 4.3 below. 
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Method Sample meta-task instruction 
Silent (natural) No research meta-task instruction 
Talk-aloud `Say aloud everything that you say to yourself silently. Just 
act as if you're alone in the room speaking to yourself 
(Ericsson and Simon 1993: 376; Krutetskii, 1976 
Think-aloud `Think, reason in a loud voice, tell me everything that passes 
through your head during your work searching for the solution 
to the problem' (Cla arede, 1934) 
Select/Explicate `Divide 248 into 1336 in your head and tell him every time 
you notice an odd number. Wherever possible, give reasons 
for the decisions you make. ' (adapted from Ericsson and 
Simon, 1993) 
Interpreting verbalisation `In a loud voice tell me everything which passes through your 
head while you work on the task. Wherever possible, give 
reasons for the decisions you make. Also try to tell what type 
of mental operation you are using at any given time. ' 
Retrospective think-aloud `Now you have finished the task, tell me what you did whilst 
searching for the solution to the problem. ' 
Protocol-probing `Wait a moment, you just said, while you were working on 
the second stage of the problem, that you were counting the 
number of rings on the second stack. Why did you do that? ' 
Stimulated recall `You have identified a test paper which you completed several 
weeks ago. Could you now describe as much as you can 
remember of the processes you went through to produce it, 
from the early stages of choosing a text to writing items for it. ' 
Interview `Question 1: Describe how you became a test writer 
Question 2: Why do you remain a test writer? ' 
Question 3: What do you think are the qualities of a good 
test? ' 
Table 4.3 Illustrative meta-task instructions for different verbal report metnoas 
For my own research I decided to use for my main research method concurrent, non- 
mediated, explicated (Level III) VPs. However, it is important to recognise that the 
researcher's intention (embodied in the meta-task conditions, for example, 
instructions, created environment and so forth) does not always engender the expected 
response from participants. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3. 
4.3 Factors influencing VP production 
Even when identical meta-task instructions are given, different participants can 
produce very different types of verbal protocol. The factors potentially influencing VP 
production are classified under three headings: task variables, participant variables 
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and environmental variables. It is likely that there will be some overlap of these 
categories and that their nature will mutate according to circumstance, but for ease of 
representation I present them as distinct. Very little of the literature on VPA, to my 
knowledge, has given detailed consideration to these variables. Therefore some time 
is devoted here to an analysis of their potential influence but the lack of a solid 
research base for many of my contentions is acknowledged. An introductory 
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Figure 4.3 Factors influencing verbal protocol production 
4.3.1 Task variables 
" Nature of task. 
As explained in Chapter 1, tasks/problems can be classified along several different 
continua: formal/informal, structured/ unstructured, semantically rich/ semantically 
poor and so forth. The protocols produced for a simple mental calculation task (for 
example, Work out 45 x 73) will be of a fundamentally different nature from those for 
a complex law court decision (for example, Decide what sentence you would give to 
Defendant X) in both quantity and quality. There are also clear implications for the 
way such different VPs can be encoded and analysed (see Chapter 5). 
Another issue relates to who decides on the problem/task to be undertaken. In 
naturalistic, non-experimental conditions, it is the research participants who are 
invited to decide what to share with the researcher. In experimental conditions, 
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mainly in the interests of comparability, it will most likely fall to the researcher to 
determine the problem/task, with exact specification of initial and goal states, legal 
operators and constraints. 
Observations 
For the two different studies, I used an essentially similar focus task: to produce a test 
paper. However, for the experimental study, I specified the task closely; for the 
naturalistic study, the choice of task was left to the participant. As was shown in 
Section 3, this variation clearly had a significant effect on the attitude of the 
participants to the meta-task. 
In addition, although data for these issues are very limited, there are some very 
interesting findings relating to the verbalisation of particular sub-tasks (or episodes): 
there appear to be significant changes in the quality of participants' verbalisation 
when shifting to the Devise script stage. Analysis of naturalistic VPs in particular 
suggests that writing script calls for more proceduralised operators, with far less 
explication, than does reviewing specifications or devising items. This will be 
explored further in Chapter 6-8. 
" Nature of meta-task 
This factor has been dealt with in some detail in Section 4.2.1 above (Ericsson and 
Simon's three-level model of recoding). Strong claims are made, particularly by 
Ericsson and Simon (1993) for the central determining role of meta-task instruction in 
VP production, a claim which I explore in more detail in Section 4.4 on the criticisms 
of VPA. 
Observations 
I opted to use meta-task instructions designed to elicit Level III explicated VPs - 
because I was interested to explore the possible declarative as well as procedural 
knowledge bases of the participants - and I used identical meta-task instructions for 
all. However, as will be explained in Chapters 6 and 7, there was significant variation 
in the mode of response of the different participants: ranging from more Level I think- 
aloud to Level III. 
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" Preparatory tasks 
It is recommended in some of the VPA handbooks (for example, Green, 1998) that a 
preparatory (or `warm up') task be given to participants before they commence their 
verbalisation proper. This normally takes the form of verbalising through a non- 
threatening and accessible task, which, nonetheless, requires some moderately 
demanding cognitive activity, for example How many windows were/are there in your 
parent's home? As you work out the solution to this problem, think aloud. The 
researcher then gives feedback on the participant's trial verbalisation. Another 
option is to provide a demonstration of the technique, for example, provide an audio 
recording or transcript of another participant verbalising whilst on task. Whether or 
not participants receive this training is thought to influence the quality of protocol 
produced. It should be noted, however, that Ericsson and Simon regard verbalisation 
(at least at Levels I and II) as a process so natural that no warm-up need be given 
(1993: xiv). 
Observations 
As indicated in Chapter 3, during the pilot phase, I experimented with a variety of 
different warm-up tasks, and without using any. My final decision was not to use 
any: my attempts in pilot studies had sometimes caused confusion and sometimes 
appeared to bias the data. Most importantly, my particular participant group did not 
appear to need any practice: their verbalisations were extremely full and fluent. 
43.2 Participant variables 
" Personality 
Although the variable of personality is clearly outside the control of any researcher, it 
is nonetheless a factor which has been considered of significance in influencing VP 
production. 
It has been suggested that the quality and quantity of verbal protocols are a direct and 
predictable function of the verbaliser's personality. It is considered almost axiomatic 
that more loquacious and out-going research participants will produce fuller 
protocols. However, this was shown not to be the case by Gilhooly (1986) who 
investigated the verbal protocols of 35 participants. His participants took Cattell's 
16-PF personality test (Cattell and Ebel, 1964) and a test of oral fluency and then 
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proceeded to verbalise whilst attempting three puzzles. Gilhooly showed that there 
were indeed considerable differences between individual protocols in terms of 
quantity (for example, length and number of words per operator move) and quality 
(for example, clusters of goal references, goal references in relation to move), but that 
not one of the protocol measures correlated with any of the personality or verbal 
fluency scores. An incidental finding was that there was great intra-participant 
consistency, that is, that individuals who produced long and complex protocols on one 
task (Puzzle 1) produced long and complex protocols on their other tasks (Puzzles 2 
and 3). 
It should be noted, however, that Gilhooly's was a relatively small-scale study which, 
to my knowledge, has not been replicated. I would also suggest that Cattell's 16-PF 
test may not be a sensitive enough instrument to measure potentially significant 
individual characteristics and that further research might usefully be done on this 
factor. 
Observations 
My observations in this regard (albeit only impressionistic) concur with Gilhooly's: 
that there did not appear to be a correlation in my participant group, between these 
personality factors and modes of verbalisation. 
My observations regarding intra-participant variation also concur with Gilhooly's: 
those of my participants taking part in both my studies verbalised in very similar ways 
on both tasks. 
" Verbalising in L2 
Only a minimal amount of research has been done on the influence of verbalising in 
L2 rather than Li (see Johnson, 2003; Faerch and Kasper, 1987). However, if we 
concede that moving through layers of recoding (in Ericsson and Simon's three-level 
model) has the potential to distort the representation of heeded information, 
translating mental traces into a different language may well affect the accuracy of the 
protocol. It is suggested that this factor will be influenced by the level of language 
proficiency of the participant, that is, a participant who is functionally bilingual is 
likely to have less need to recode than a lower proficiency speaker. 
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A related point is that non-native speakers may also have to recode heeded 
information culturally as well as linguistically. The cultural and discourse patterns of 
their respective L1 communities might mean that there are different perceptions and 
experiences of monologic discourse of this nature: some participants might be 
extremely reluctant to `buy into' the conceit of talking to oneself. However, this may 
not be a simple function of linguistic/geographical distance and the concept of culture 
might be applied to micro-cultures even to the level of what might be called 
`idioculture', that is, culture at the level of individual participants. 
Observations 
As shown in Chapter 3, my experience with my non-native speaker pilot participants 
suggests that even for those with very high levels of language proficiency, 
verbalisation in L2 imposes extra burdens which significantly influence, and 
potentially distort, the quality of meta-task and task accomplishment. The comments 
about cultural encoding also appeared to have relevance for my pilot participants. 
" Presage 
`Presage' is an umbrella term coined by King (1981) to mean everything individuals 
bring with them to an encounter: I use it here to encompass participant mood, attitude, 
health, experience and expectation, amongst many other factors. As for all research 
methods, I suggest participants' performance in VPA is likely to be strongly 
influenced by their presage. However, surprisingly little has been said on this issue in 
the literature on VPA. 
Mood and related variables such as levels of tiredness will impact on participants' 
ability to perform both on task and meta-task: from voluble enjoyment to exhausted 
impatience and taciturnity. This is also, of course, dependent on the stage of the 
verbalisation. 
It is, perhaps, once again axiomatic that participants with experience of the specific 
task type are likely to verbalise with more confidence and acuity. However, presage 
factors such as understanding of meta-task will also have an influence. One group of 
participants might have first-hand experience of producing VPs. Another group might 
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have read about the technique, whilst a final group may have no knowledge of it 
whatsoever. I suggest that previous experience will have a strong default or `set 
effect'. For example, if a group of participants has only had experience of verbalising 
in response to talk-aloud instructions (or has only read about research incorporating 
that particular approach) then they are likely to produce shorter, Level I-type 
verbalisations, despite any instructions to provide further levels of recoding. 
Finally, background factors such as occupation and general experience may also be 
relevant. 
Observations 
My research frame did not seek to control presage variables, beyond those of general 
domain (EFL teaching) and test item writing experience: I was not able to gauge other 
presage variables such as mood and state of health. However, I did tend to observe a 
time-related parabolic pattern in the course of the VPs: of increasing attention, interest 
and confidence reaching a peak at a certain point (approximately 45 minutes into the 
VP), thereafter declining. 
It should be noted that only one of my participants - experienced expert Sharon - had 
any experience (minimal) of concurrent verbalisation (Level II, think aloud). As will 
be explained in Chapter 6, she was a noticeably sparse verbaliser, but whether this 
was a function of this presage variable or of others mentioned in this chapter, is 
unclear. 
A final point is that my participant group are all teachers: explication is the stock-in- 
trade of the teaching profession and this might be the reason why, taken as a whole, 
they proved such confident Level III verbalisers. 
" Relationship between researcher and participant 
A number of potentially relevant influencing factors on VP quality fall under this 
heading. Johnson (2003) states that he deliberately assigned known non-expert 
researchers to be present during verbalisation. Their only instruction was to provide 
the `keep talking' prompt to participants. This choice was made because in his pilot 
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study, participants had indicated that they were uncomfortable having to verbalise in 
the presence of experts, thereby possibly `contaminating' the data. 
The issue of participant relationship researcher begs the question: What is the exact 
nature of monologic verbal protocols? To what extent are they influenced by the 
interaction between speaker and notional addressee and, what might be the influence 
of `positioning' (see Harre and Van Langenhove, 1999) on VP production. This 
issue is dealt with in greater detail in Section 4.4 below. 
Observations 
I was not in a position to employ an outside researcher to be present at the 
verbalisation so I was not able to respond to Johnson's concern. I noted in Section 
3.3.2 above that my non-native speaker student pilot participants, did appear to 
respond in a `non-desired' way to my presence, constantly seeking to interact with 
me, for confirmation that they were performing appropriately and that this did appear 
to contaminate the data. However, the response of other participants appeared to be 
different: they reported that they were not influenced by my presence and indeed 
forgot I was there after a short while. I deliberately sought this, through my careful 
placement within the room, making myself as unobtrusive as possible. However, if 
we acknowledge that a VP is a form of discourse, we must also concede that role, 
status and positioning are likely to have a strong influence on VP content irrespective 
of the controls we seek to impose on VPA research. 
4.3.3 Environmental variables 
" Environment 
Where the verbalisation takes place may have some influence on the protocol output. 
It can take place in the participants' normal work setting, for example, in their own 
home, or in a neutral location, unfamiliar to the participant, for example, in a language 
laboratory. 
Observations 
For my naturalistic study, all the research was done in the participants' normal work 
setting: in each case their home. My experimental study was conducted in a variety of 
locations: some in the home environment, some in neutral territory, for example, a 
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college lecture room. There did not appear to be any correlation between location and 
style of verbalisation. 
" Location of researcher and use of equipment 
The researcher can be present or not present as the tasks are undertaken. If present, 
the researcher can be clearly visible and accessible (for example, sitting next to the 
participant) or withdrawn from the task area (for example, behind the participant, 
deliberately avoiding any eye contact, seeking to be `invisible'). The obtrusiveness of 
any equipment used is also of relevance. Concurrent verbalisation techniques most 
often require only an audio tape recorder but they may, in addition, involve a video 
camera or, for example, a Brunel Reading Recorder (a machine designed to gauge eye 
movements). 
Observations 
I was present at all my pilot studies and naturalistic research sessions. For the 
experimental study I was present the first time each participant verbalised: and was 
therefore available to field any queries relating to the meta-task. Once participants 
had become accustomed to the technique of concurrent verbalisation, that is, when 
they were doing it for a second time, I did not feel it was appropriate to be present at 
the session: I did not want to obtrude my presence in participants' homes a second 
time). I did not observe any correlation between my presence (or absence) and style 
(density/richness) of verbalisation. 
As noted in Section 3.3.2 above, during the research sessions where I was present, I 
deliberately located myself outside the field of vision of the participants while they 
were verbalising, in order to encourage them speak `as if to themselves' rather than 
addressing me. I used only a small hand-held audio recorder, which I placed directly 
in front of the individual participant (well away from me) to make it clear that it was 
their voice I was seeking to capture, not mine. 
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4.4 Challenges to VPA 
There has been a long history of doubting the reliability and validity of verbal 
protocol analysis. In its early manifestation, as introspectionism, a prerequisite was 
that participants had to be systematically trained to report on their own cognitive 
processes, using very clear, predetermined criteria. Because of this, the technique was 
dismissed as highly manipulative and deterministic; the most serious charge being that 
the method itself intrinsically shaped the phenomena under study (Smagorinsky, 
1989: 463; Johnson, 2001: 33). 
Later, introspectionism, which was quintessentially mentalist in orientation, was most 
seriously challenged with the advent of behaviourism and indeed in its participant- 
inference manifestation largely disappeared as a research technique at the beginning 
of the 20th century. It then gradually re-emerged in a subtly, but crucially, different 
materialisation: as VPA. The earliest version which we would probably recognise 
today as VPA is Claparede's work from the First World War onwards (for example, 
1917 and 1934) but it was not until the 1940s that VPA really came of age, with the 
gradual replacement of behaviourist-oriented approaches (from the 1950s onwards) by 
neo-mentalist techniques. In our current strongly anti-behaviourist era, it is perhaps 
not surprising that on-line verbal reporting approaches are being more widely used. 
Since the early 1970s, the main challenges to VPA from the research community have 
related to the following two issues: that individuals cannot be relied upon to report 
accurately the information which has influenced their problem-solving processes; and 
that, even if they are able to, the actual act of reporting this information has the effect 
of distorting it. I shall deal briefly with the first challenge mainly in connection with 
Nisbett and Wilson's (1977) critique. The second challenge has a wide range of 
facets and is dealt with under a separate heading. 
4.4.1 Nisbett and Wilson's critique 
The criticisms of VPA most widely cited in the literature are those of Nisbett and 
Wilson (1977) who, following Newell and Simon's seminal work using VPA - 
`Human Problem Solving' (1972), reviewed a number of VPA studies. Ericsson and 
Simon (1980,1993) made a careful analysis of these criticisms and found them to be 
fundamentally flawed, as follows. 
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Nisbett and Wilson's principal contention was that participants in the studies they 
reviewed were not aware of the processes by which they reached certain decisions. 
For example, the respondents in one study (cited by Hayes and Flower, 1983), when 
asked what had led them to purchase a particular detergent, gave reasons based on 
plausible inferences (often erroneous) rather than attempting to report the mental 
procedures which actually led to their decision. In the light of these findings, Nisbett 
and Wilson concluded that participants were unaware of their cognitive processes, and 
by implication, are never capable of being aware of them. 
Ericsson and Simon responded as follows. They agreed that individuals are not 
capable of reporting directly on their own cognitive processes. However, as we have 
seen, the belief that they could do so belonged to the previous, discredited, paradigm 
of introspectionism. VPA makes the much more modest claim that given the right 
conditions (what I have called temporal, mediational and recoding conditions), 
participants can reliably report on the information which influences their decision 
making/problem solving. This, it must be emphasized, is crucially different from 
participants directly reporting on their cognitive operations. It should be reiterated 
(see Section 4.1, above) that in VPA it falls to the researcher (rather than the 
participant) to infer cognitive operations from the verbal reports of heeded 
information. Thus it may be said that Nisbett and Wilson were tilting at windmills: 
challenging claims which were no longer being made for VPA. 
Secondly, Ericsson and Simon pointed out that Nisbett and Wilson had confined their 
review to research using only one form of VP: the studies they report all used 
retrospective techniques, introducing a time lag between task and meta-task. 
Ericsson and Simon agree that this retrospective form of verbal reporting will often 
result in misleading after-the-fact rationalising: thus Nisbett and Wilson were 
critiquing a particular interpretation of the method which was already widely accepted 
as flawed and is therefore rarely used. 
To summarise, these challenges to VPA were being made on the basis of claims for 
VPA which its proponents no longer made, and secondly they critiqued research 
which was not representative of the whole range of VPA techniques. It fell to others 
in the research community to pose more viable criticisms of the technique. 
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4.4.2 Validity of VPA 
Beyond Nisbett and Wilson's critique, there have been a many concerns voiced about 
the validity of VPA. The notion of `validity' within this context relates to whether 
information that is captured in VPs corresponds with information that is actually 
heeded during task accomplishment (Green, 1998: 10). It is, of course, very difficult 
to prove actual correspondence between verbalisation and information heeded by a 
given individual. However, there are ways of demonstrating correspondence between 
verbalisation and behaviour, for example, using some of the other techniques 
identified by Hayes and Flower in Section 4.2: behaviour protocols, and input-output 
techniques (finished task or intermediate task states). 
In this section, I shall examine the ways different variables might impact on validity 
of VPA. 
" Motor process of speaking 
At the first level of analysis, the question is: Does the basic physical process of 
speaking inhibit natural mental processes? Smagorinskry (1989) cites studies by 
Karpf (1972), Newell and Simon (1972), Weisberg and Suls (1973) and Montgomery 
(1977), all of whom compared groups working silently on a given task with a control 
group thinking aloud. Although in all these studies the think-aloud group took longer 
than the silent workers, there were found to be no reliable differences in their ability 
to solve the problems. Newell and Simon (1972) in particular made a detailed 
comparison of the participants' solution paths and found no differences at all in the 
proof steps taken by the two groups. Thus we may deduce that verbalising per se 
does not distort natural cognitive processing in a significant way. 
" Temporal distance 
There is a significant amount of evidence to suggest that reducing the temporal 
distance between performance of task and verbalisation meta-task increases validity: 
thus concurrent verbalisation is deemed to be preferable to retrospective verbalisation 
(Mueller, 1911; Ericsson and Simon 1980,1993, Green, 1998). 
There appear to be two convincing sets of reasons for this. The first relates to the 
increased potential for interference over time. Green (1998) for example, contends 
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that any delay allows information to be lost from STM, and that information heeded 
after the task may be incorporated into the report of what occurred. Hayes and Flower 
(1983) suggest that participants might seek to filter and select, either consciously or 
unconsciously, and draw on conventions or existing schemata to rationalise their 
decisions. Although the concept of incubation may be invoked to account for 
information heeded after undertaking the task, it is more likely this is a reflection of a 
natural human desire to refashion memory to make it more consistent or plausible. 
The second frequently-cited source of inaccuracy of retrospective reports is the 
Zeigarnik Effect: the tendency for people to forget goals and sub-goals once they have 
been achieved. Bluma Zeigarnik, a Russian gestalt psychologist, started investigating 
this effect after she had observed a waiter demonstrating remarkable memory for 
orders but forgetting them the instant he had delivered his meals. Hayes and Flower 
quote an example from their research where behavioural protocols showed a particular 
participant struggling to decide on the word order of a particular sentence. When 
asked later about her creation of this sentence, the participant replied, `It just came to 
me'. There was no suggestion that she was deliberately lying. It was as if `the 
delicate structure of goals and sub-goals erected to construct the sentence was 
destroyed when the goal was accomplished' (Hayes and Flower, 1983: 215). 
However, there have been several interesting studies which appear to cast doubt on 
the established view that concurrent is always preferable to retrospective 
verbalisation. Langer (1986; cited in Smagorinsky, 1989: 472) found that while 
concurrent VPs were longer than retrospective reports, there were `few significant 
mode differences' between them. However, there were some differences. Concurrent 
VPs were found to be more concerned with surface or mechanical features of writing. 
However, there were great similarities between the way concurrent and retrospective 
VPs dealt with substantive features of the process. Whilst on the one hand this 
finding appears to support the use of concurrent VPs (because it shows they do not 
interfere with natural cognitive processes), on the other hand there would seem to be 
little reason to use them. If we assume that substantive rather than mechanical 
features of processes (where concurrent and retrospective work equally well) are of 
greatest interest, a natural conclusion might be that it is perhaps best to opt for the 
less-intrusive and less time-consuming retrospective method. 
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In addition, Ericsson and Simon (1993: xvi) themselves acknowledge that there are 
certain situations when retrospective reports might be valid: firstly when tasks are of 
very short duration (a few seconds long) and recall is immediate. This is because 
there remain cues in short term memory that allow effective retrieval of heeded 
information. In addition to this, it is clear that any tasks which themselves involve 
speaking (or tasks which require exceptional levels of concentration such as slalom 
skiing or juggling) cannot also involve concurrent meta-task verbalisation. In these 
situations, Ericsson and Simon (1993) contend, retrospective techniques should be 
used. 
When choosing to use retrospective methods, validity might be increased with the use 
of strong constraining instructions (see Crutcher, 1990,1992). Lewin (1918/1981) for 
example gave a highly structured recall pro forma to participants, for example, to 
include in their report `I first thought of . Next I thought of 
' and so on. 
Finally, it should be noted that a number of researchers suggest that both concurrent 
and retrospective reports be collected (for example, Green, 1998) thus adding 
reliability and validity through triangulation and mix. This is what I have opted to do 
with stimulated recall and interview data gathering in addition to concurrent 
verbalisation. 
" Mediational and recoding variables 
Ericsson and Simon (1993) strongly maintain that the less participants are required to 
recode (translate) heeded information, the greater the validity of their verbalisation. 
Thus, in their terms, Level I VPs (talk aloud) will be closer to original heeded 
information than Level II (think aloud) which in turn will be closer than Level III 
(select/ explicate) VPs. This, they contend, is because little or no distortion will take 
place when participants simply vocalise memory traces which are already verbal 
(Level I), in contrast with having to transform non-verbal information into verbal 
form (Level II); or report on information not normally heeded (Level III). They cite 
Werner and Kaplan's (1963) research, which shows that when participants generate 
verbal descriptions of non-verbal stimuli, they use many idiosyncratic referents, 
which, it is contended, reduce validity and reliability. Ericsson and Simon support this 
point by asserting that Level I and II are in some sense the most `natural' verbalisation 
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types, because in studies which do not include in their instructions a request for 
explication, protocols do not contain it. 
The first implication of this claim is that verbal protocol methods tend to be suitable 
only for certain types of tasks: predominantly ones where information traces are 
verbal. The second is that researchers should actively discourage participants from 
explaining or rationalising their thoughts as they verbalise, and should also avoid 
mediating them with questions and prompts, thereby causing minimal interference 
with natural processing. 
The research by Gagne and Smith (1962) sheds interesting light on this issue. It 
shows that different types of verbalising instructions do influence participants' natural 
cognitive processing. Gagne and Smith used different sets of verbalisation 
instructions with different groups of participants working on the same Tower of Hanoi 
problem: some were required simply to vocalise moves and some were given 
additional instructions to verbalise reasons for their moves. It appeared that for this 
task, the explicators solved the problem the task more effectively than the mere 
vocalisers, that is, the act of justifying improved their cognitive processing. However, 
for other problems Gagne and Smith found the reverse to be true: explicating reduced 
effectiveness of participants' task accomplishment. These findings plead caution 
because they indicate that the effect on cognitive processing of instruction type is not 
predictable. 
At this point, it is important to explore in more detail a number of different aspects of 
Ericsson and Simon's three-level model. Firstly, Ericsson and Simon strongly 
contend that output (verbalisation) is a clear function of input (type of instruction), 
that is, that all participants given Level I type instructions will provide data entirely 
uncontaminated by Level II and III type utterances. However, I believe it to be a 
much more complicated matter, largely dependent on the individual's response to the 
task/meta-task rather than the task/meta-task instructions per se. In my experience, 
during one verbalisation, a given participant will range freely between several 
different types of verbalisation: from absolute silence, through sparse iteration of 
plain facts, to voluble philosophising. It is frequently not clear what is causing this 
variation. 
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A further, more abstract, question, but one which I believe goes to the heart of the 
issue, is: How can we know which form an original memory/thought trace takes, that 
is, whether it is `verbal' or `non-verbal' (the Level I/Level II distinction)? Equally, 
how do we determine whether the participant is reporting what is or is not `normally 
heeded' (the Level III distinction)? I suggest that one person's justification is 
another's heeded information. Ericsson and Simon, and the many other writers who 
cite their work, appear to avoid addressing this fundamental point in any consistent 
way. 
It should be noted that Ericsson and Simon build their VPA theory out of studies in 
highly structured, semantically-restricted domains, where on-task work lasts at most 
ten minutes and frequently only a few seconds. Many of their examples are drawn 
from studies involving tasks such as digit recall, anagram solving, or brief consumer 
decision-making. This is in marked contrast with my own domain where tasks last for 
approximately 90 minutes and in the case of the naturalistic study, sometimes 
substantially longer. In Ericsson and Simon's research it is relatively easy (though 
not, I suggest, as easy as they claim) to establish the form of the original information 
trace. The examples they give of the anagram-solving task as Level I (because it was 
originally in verbal form) and Tower of Hanoi problem as Level II (because involving 
non-verbal stimuli), are, to my mind, interpreted simplistically. For my own research 
tasks, it is very difficult to establish what is verbal as opposed to non-verbal stimuli. 
One might contend that it is verbal, because the task specifications and different 
problem states are in written form but then the form in which schemata are retrieved 
from each individual participant's long term memory is very difficult to establish. My 
own view is that we should allow for the possibility of any unit of verbalisation being 
recoded multiply and recursively. Also, I suggest, the less-structured the 
problem/task, the more multi-layered and recursive this might become. 
If one questions the basic premise of Ericsson and Simon's theories in this way, one 
might be in danger of undermining the whole VPA edifice. In fact I feel that the true 
validity and hence the strength of VPA lies in ways which Ericsson and Simon only 
briefly touch on, as I shall explain below. 
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" Incomplete data 
A charge frequently levelled at VPA is that the data it uses is incomplete (for 
example, Dobrin, 1986 cited by Smagorinsky, 1989). Firstly, critics note that even 
within the period of verbalisation, participants are not verbalising one hundred percent 
of the time. Secondly, the whole process of a carrying out a task (especially in 
domains with unstructured and/or semantically-rich problems such as test item writing 
or written composition) can take much longer than the time available for on-line 
verbalisation. Thus, it is argued, whole areas of cognitive processing go unrecorded. 
However, I agree with Smagorinsky (1989) that VPA has the intrinsic capacity to 
apprehend aspects and sequences of task processing which other research methods are 
not able to capture. `Ironically, [detractors] criticize protocol analysis for its gaps, 
when protocols have far fewer gaps than data collected by any other method' 
(Smagorinsky, 1989: 469). 
" Artificiality 
Another concern raised about VPA method is the highly artificial nature of its data 
collection. As an illustration of the concerns related to this issue, a study undertaken 
by Berkenkotter in 1983 (cited by Smagorinsky, 1989 and Johnson, 2003) is 
described. Berkenkotter managed to secure as a research participant an experienced 
writer, D. M. Murray, and collected VPs from him under three conditions (my labels): 
" Replicating-normal condition - at home, participant-selected task (working on 
normal commissions, that is, articles for professional journals), over a two-month 
period, researcher not present, participant self-electing to speak (concurrent with 
task) into a tape recorder when he composed (yielded 120 hours of recorded data). 
" Laboratory condition - working environment chosen by researcher, researcher 
present, task provided by researcher ('Explain the concept of death to 10-12 year 
old readers of Jack and Jill magazine'), one hour, participant required to verbalise 
throughout. 
" Intermediate condition - at home, two-day period, researcher present, task 
identified by participant (revising article for professional journal), concurrent 
verbalisation but also researcher-elicited ad hoc retrospective data. 
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The second, laboratory condition proved deeply uncongenial to Murray: he reported 
that he `had rarely felt so trapped and inadequate' (1983: 169) in his revealingly 
entitled paper Response of a laboratory rat. This response has a great deal of 
resonance and must be accorded respect (as I show in Chapter 3, I had a similar 
response from one of my participants). However, Berkenkotter responded to 
Murray's negative evaluation of his experience of `lab conditions' by a making a 
considerable leap of inference, concluding that `protocols do not elicit information 
that reflect real process' (1983: 169). A brief analysis of the structure of the study, as 
Berkenkotter has framed it, shows it to be fundamentally flawed. She sets out to 
gauge the effect of changing one variable: working in laboratory conditions, which in 
classical experimental terms, means that she should control all other major variables. 
However, she makes no attempt to do so: allowing significant difference in almost 
every other area: in task (who selects it, as well as text type and audience), timing, 
researcher presence and so forth. It is perhaps unfortunate that this study, which, with 
its sheer vision and scope (generating hundreds of hours worth of very rich data), 
could have yielded such important insights, should be rendered less valid because of 
the limited perspective of this researcher. 
  Questionable objectivity 
Another criticism frequently levelled at VPA is that verbal reports are not objective 
and therefore cannot be used as scientific data. Ericsson and Simon (1984,1993) 
contend that VP data have the same status as any other observational data. A strong 
case can be made for this kind of objectivity where variables can largely be 
controlled, within highly structured domains and where heeded information is deemed 
to be in verbal form. However, the claim is more difficult to defend in less-structured 
domains. If one were to constrain the variables in such domains to the extent Ericsson 
and Simon suggest, then the resulting `toy-world problems' would bear no 
relationship to the `swamp of reality' (Schön, 1983,1987), that is, the actuality of 
problem-solving within the majority of real-life domains, by their nature unstructured 
and with varying degrees of semantic richness. I believe that VP data in these domains 
are non-objective, insight-generating data and therefore not radically dissimilar to 
those derived from other forms of verbal report, for example, diary-study, interview or 
stimulated recall data. 
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" `Other-orientation' 
`Other orientation' is a term which Ericsson and Simon use to describe a situation in 
VPA when verbalisers appear to speak to an addressee other than self: possibly the 
researcher or other eventual `recipient', for example, a notional reader of the final 
research paper (see Johnson's (2003: 38) example). This is not a concept that has 
appeared to exercise many of VPA's proponents, or notably, its opponents. However, 
I think this is an important consideration and one which merits more detailed 
exploration. 
Ericsson and Simon imply that on-line verbalising is a `natural' form of discourse: 
In the light of the fact that subjects do not need to practice before being able to 
`think aloud' one infers that this verbal reporting is consistent with the 
structure of their normal cognitive processes and their general skills for 
verbalising heeded information. Although spontaneous thinking aloud is rare 
in everyday life of normal adults, adults normally engage in many other forms 
of verbalisation relevant to thinking.... Decisions and judgements are often 
discussed publicly and challenged, thereby requiring individuals to justify and 
even rationalize their choice and evaluations. (Ericsson and Simon, 1993: xiv) 
The extent to which this is true may well be dependent on the multiplicity of factors 
outlined in Section 4.3, above. However, the important point here is that this quotation 
indicates that Ericsson and Simon regard it as a species of discourse. If that is the 
case, it is helpful to briefly explore the notion of VPs in relation to other genres of 
discourse. 
It should be recognised that VP is an artefact of research: the artificial co-opting of the 
vocal form and applying it to what would more naturally be silent musing. However, 
there might be genres of discourse analogous to concurrent verbalisation. For 
example, there are certain parallels with the soliloquy: it shares VP's spoken 
monologic form, and the similar conceit of `self as the notional addressee; with 
thoughts, de facto, ultimately being articulated for the benefit of others (for VPs the 
researcher; for soliloquys the audience). Another possible analogous form is the 
diary: it is similarly self addressing, and often seeks to trace mental processing but is, 
of course, almost always written, produced retrospectively, and over a long period of 
time. 
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Concurrent verbalisation might appear to have few similarities with the more common 
forms of interactive and transactional forms of speech, for example, conversation, 
negotiation or interview. However, it is my contention that, as in any other form of 
discourse, VP participants (including the verbaliser, the researcher and other notional 
reader/recipients of the communication) will position themselves (to use Harre and 
van Langenhove's term, 1999) in relation to other participants. They will, it may be 
assumed, be making decisions, at some level of consciousness, about what to include 
and perhaps even more significantly, what not to include, in the light of supposed 
shared knowledge, expectations and willingness or unwillingness to touch on complex 
or contentious issues. They are possibly subject to the same rules as for interactional 
discourse (to comply, for example, with Gricean maxims of quality, quantity, 
relevance and manner (Grice, 1975)). It is suggested that with reduced temporal 
distance, the opportunity for this kind of conscious `positioning' is minimized, but I 
believe it is always in play to a greater or lesser extent. To sum up, I believe it is 
reductive and inaccurate to see VPs as untainted, free-standing data, exempt from the 
normal conditions and influences of discourse. Because of this, I believe it is wrong 
to make claims for verbal protocols as uniquely objective verbal data. 
4.5 Research paradigms and VPA 
This section explores the potential utilisation of different research paradigms within 
VPA as a research method and then goes on to define the research approaches used in 
this investigation (made up of the two linked studies: naturalistic and experimental). 
Section 3.2.2, above, presented the eight possible `hybrid' forms of research (see 
Table 3.4), produced by combining features on three axes: manner of data collection, 
form of data and method of analysis. It finishes with an analysis of my own studies 
using this framework. 
VPA, by definition, uses qualitative (that is, verbal) data but can use different 
manners of collection and methods of analysis and thus use any of Paradigms 2,3,4 
and 5 outlined in Section 3.2.2 above. It should be noted that VPA tends to be 
regarded as a primarily exploratory-interpretivist methodology. However, a 
significant proportion of VP studies do go on to subject their data, after 
transformation through coding, to quantitative analysis (for example, establishing and 
comparing frequency and sequence of certain behaviours) and may thus be positioned 
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within a more analytical-nomological paradigm. In reality, it is often the case that 
Paradigm 2-type VPA is combined with Paradigm 1 techniques, for example, in the 
area of assessment where concurrent VP data of test candidates illuminates traditional 
post hoc statistical analysis (see for example, Green and Gilhooly, 1992). 
In my own research, I have also opted for a mix of hybrid forms. As I explained in 
Chapter 3, I chose to gather data in two different ways: one naturalistic (systemic, in 
Salomon's (1991) terms) and one experimental (analytic in Salomon's terms) and my 
data (as gathered using VP, interview and stimulated recall) is qualitative. As I shall 
explain in detail in Chapter 5, I transfuse my data through coding, thus enabling it, 
where appropriate, to be subjected to quantitative analysis. As I shall explain in 
Chapters 6-8, for the naturalistic study I analyse the data in an almost exclusively 
interpretive mode; for the experimental study, I have analysed these data in two 
different ways: statistical and interpretive. 
I summarise my mix of hybrid research methods in the following table (4.4). 
Linked study Manner of data 
collection 
Form of data Method(s) of 
analysis 
Hybrid type(s) 
(from Table 3.2) 
Study 1 Naturalistic Qualitative Interpretive Type 2- Pure EI 
(words) Interpretive 
Study 2 Experimental Qualitative Interpretive - Type 3 
(words) 
Statistical Type 4 
Table 4.4 Summary of research types used 
It should be noted that an important additional set of data emerging from experimental 
study are the product test themselves. As will be seen at the beginning of Chapter 6, 
some statistical as well as interpretive analysis was used with this data set. 
However, taking my research as a whole, I have tended to adopt a more exploratory- 
interpretivist approach, which will have particularly important implications for my 
data analysis. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
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4.6 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, I looked at verbal protocol analysis in detail, examining the different 
forms VPA can take and the factors which have the potential to influence VP 
production. I then outlined and debated the major criticisms of VPA. I concluded 
with a summary analysis of the role of VPA within my whole research construct and, 
in the light of the discussions in Chapter 4, offered a specification of the particular 
research paradigms I employ throughout the study. 
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Chapter 5- Data analysis 
Chapter 3 surveyed the whole construct of this research study and explained the 
background to choices with regard to research focus, sample and data gathering. 
Chapter 4 explored in detail the main research method used in this study - verbal 
protocol analysis - and finished by identifying the mix of different hybrid research 
paradigms employed in the two linked studies. 
This chapter explains how data obtained in the two studies were analysed. The 
principal approach used was grounded theory and the chapter starts with a close 
examination of the background and components of this approach. It then goes on to 
explain the genesis of the multi-layered coding scheme used in this study and how data 
were interrogated or `rendered' for analysis. The chapter finishes with a summary of 
the outcomes of Chapters 3 to 5 (Part B). 
5.1 Using a grounded theory approach 
5.1.1 Background to grounded theory 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a modified version of grounded theory was used to analyse 
all verbal data gathered in this study. In broad terms, grounded theory involves 
interrogating verbal data, derived using whichever technique - for example from 
interviews, repertory grids or on-line verbalisation - to identify recurring patterns and 
devise an analytical framework and categories which, as they develop, moved towards 
more generative levels of granularity and applicability (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 
Crucially, grounded theory builds theory directly out of data, rather than from 
preconceived concepts or hypotheses. 
The grounded theory approach was developed by sociologists Glaser and Strauss in the 
1960s (Glaser and Strauss, 1965,1967,1968 and Strauss and Glaser 1970) and 
elaborated by Strauss and Corbin (for example, 1990). It was originally designed for 
studying individual processes, interpersonal relations and interactions between 
individuals and larger processes. Grounded theory can be deemed to be placed within 
an explorative-interpretivist research paradigm because it attempts to apprehend the 
`inside' lived experiences of individuals, whose concerns shape the direction of the 
research. However, grounded theory also has features which locate it within a more 
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positivist paradigm. Firstly, it sets out very precise empirical procedures to follow (see 
following paragraph) and, secondly, researchers are required to provide dispassionate 
objectivist accounts of their data and, through this, discover `processes in an external 
world of their research participants that remains separate from themselves' (Charmaz, 
1995: 31). 
Strauss and Glaser set out the following procedures for grounded theory (points largely 
derived from Charmaz's summary, 1995): 
" Data collection - the particular methods of data collection are not specified but 
there is a requirement to collect data and to start to analyse them virtually 
simultaneously. There is also a requirement to allow theories emergent through 
this analysis to shape the subsequent collection of data. It is a distinguishing 
characteristic of classic grounded theory that there be a delay of the literature 
review until after the data have been analysed. 
9 Initial `line-by line' coding - this involves examining each micro segment of 
text (it can be a single word, phrase or slightly longer utterance) and attempting 
to define and apply a name to the actions or events perceived of as occurring or 
as represented therein. Each micro segment is regarded as an individual datum. 
" Focussed coding - this involves taking codes that continually reappear in the 
initial coding and using them to sift through larger amounts of data. Focussed 
coding is more directed, selective and conceptual than the initial `line-by-line' 
trawl. It is essentially raising the codes to the level of categories and using 
these to move towards defining generic processes. 
" Memo writing - this is the process of taking apart categories by breaking them 
into their component parts and attempting to define them in terms of their 
properties, the conditions under which they arise, their consequences and 
relations to other categories. The act of doing this begins to render the data and 
make them communicable to an audience. A researcher then writes first and 
subsequent drafts of the summary paper (Wolcott, 1990) which is then 
presented to the target audience 
I view the application of grounded theory as a taxonomical exercise, similar to the 
Linnaean system of arranging and labelling genera, species and phyla of the animal 
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kingdom; it is the very act of naming that builds theory, and it the very act of 
`grounding' and `rendering' data which coverts them into communicable theory. 
Grounded theory is sometimes seen as a bridge between interpretivist and positivist 
approaches, which, as I explained in 3.1, would be consistent with what I was seeking 
for my own study. However, I did not adopt grounded theory wholesale: I gradually 
developed my own adapted version of the method, using ideas mainly from Green 
(1998) and Johnson (2003), as explained below. 
5.1.2 Applying a modified grounded theory approach to coding VP data 
As mentioned above, I opted to use a broadly grounded theory approach for all my 
verbal data: those derived from interviews and stimulated recall as well concurrent 
verbalisation. However, I used it in slightly different ways for each data set. The 
classic four-stage grounded theory procedure outlined above was, I felt, appropriate for 
the interview and stimulated recall data (I shall discuss its application and findings in 
Section 5.3 below). However, for the concurrent verbal protocol data I felt that it 
needed modification. I shall explain this is more detail below. 
" Data collection and literature review 
It should be noted at the outset that I defied the grounded theory requirement to delay 
my literature review. As seen in 3.3 above, I commenced reading works on expertise at 
the same time as I was gathering my first data sets. Inevitably, therefore, I allowed 
`external theories' to influence my own data analysis. This was partly accidental and 
partly because I believed an understanding of others' research would help frame my 
own. Although I attempted to keep external theory from fundamentally distorting my 
own analysis, it did, without doubt, have an influence on my segmenting and coding 
decisions. 
Whilst I accept that this sequence might be perceived of as flawed, I wish to question 
grounded theory's requirement to delay the literature review. I contend that all 
researchers start their projects `contaminated' by preconceptions about what their data 
will reveal. I believe it is disingenuous to suggest otherwise. A more realistic 
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requirement, I suggest, is that researchers should be open about the preconceptions they 
bring and use strategies to ensure that the data `speak for themselves'. 
" The purpose of line by line coding 
I did follow the grounded theory procedure of `line by line' coding. Although 
painstaking and time consuming it has the merit of: 
- giving researchers an intimacy with the data which is not possible through 
more macro-level analysis; 
- preventing researchers from `taking off on theoretical flights of fancy' at an 
early stage of analysis; 
- preventing researchers from projecting their own concerns onto the data; 
- establishing a consistent language, to be used throughout the study: as it 
were, a common `vocabulary' of terms and a common 'syntax' of relations 
between them and 
- assigning a label to each datum which enables it to be retrieved `at a 
distance' and for meaningful connections to be made between it and others. 
Above all, I see it as crucial that the researcher use micro coding to make a `first pass 
analysis' at the data. When first encountering data a researcher can have two 
responses: either thinking all the data are important, or thinking that none of them are 
(Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003: 32-35 passim). In my view, micro-coding has the 
effect of helping you see what is now of importance in the data, whilst securing for 
future retrieval what might be of importance. 
" Units for analysis 
Although called `line-by-line' coding, it is clearly up to the researchers to decide on the 
size of their smallest unit of analysis. Choosing which and how many codes to use for 
each of these data can be deeply problematic. Green states that 
there is very little consensus on the precise nature of the coding categories that 
may be used for the analysis of verbal data. This is partly due to the existence 
of more than one model to account for cognitive activity in a number of 
domains. (Green, 1998: 68) 
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Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to coding: task-independent and task- 
dependent coding (Ericsson and Simon, 1993). Task-independent schemes require the 
researcher to seek evidence for a particular pre-determined theory within the protocol 
and to develop codes on the basis of that theory. Task-dependent schemes build codes 
only on the basis of what occurs during the working of the specific focus task, that is, 
codes are derived from these unique data by the researcher him/herself. Thus task- 
dependent schemes lend themselves to a pure grounded theory approach. For my own 
research, I chose to use a mix of task independence and dependence. I did start with a 
particular theory in place: I set out to gather on-line concurrent verbal protocol data 
specifically in order to obtain data to shed light on participants' mental operations. I 
therefore I started coding with a pre-determined unit for analysis: the individual 
cognitive operator (expressed in my data at an utterance level of between 
approximately three and 30 words). However, I labelled these units on the basis of the 
data themselves. For an example of this, readers are referred to Appendix 8 where 
individual operators in the VP (shown in Column 2) are bounded by slashes (/) and 
coded using labels emerging from the VP data (shown in Column 4). 
The number and variety of codes and labels is crucial, generating a classic debate 
regarding the competing concerns of validity and reliability. A scheme with a small 
number of codes is likely to have a high level of reliability (see section 5.1.4 below) but 
will allow the researcher to make only very weak inferences. A scheme with a larger 
number of codes is likely to have lower inter-rater reliability but may allow the 
researcher to make richer descriptions. One technique for ensuring a more robust and 
appropriately `granular' coding scheme is to subject it to multiple applications across 
several sets of data, with judicious recursive refining. Once a scheme can be shown to 
survive many applications it is demonstrably robust. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, this recursive development of a coding scheme is what I 
applied to my own data. Early on I started to develop a coding scheme for my 
naturalistic data (see Appendix 3 for an early version of my coding list) but did not feel 
confident that it was robust enough to be applied systematically to all my data. So I 
decided to take this emergent scheme and use it to inform the design of my second, 
linked, study. The highly-structured experimental research frame allowed me to 
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develop a much more detailed and generative version of this coding scheme. I then 
returned with this refined scheme, much better able to analyse naturalistic data. Thus, 
one of the main utilisations of my experimental research was to refine my 
coding/analytical scheme so that it could be used to work with the rich, varied and 
naturalistic data. 
" Focussed coding - from code to category 
As I was recursively developing and applying my micro coding, I began to move to the 
next stage in my analysis: the creation of categories through focussed coding. At this 
stage I developed a multi-layered coding system (see Section 5.1.3 below and 
Appendix 8) and conceptual groupings of codes (see Section 5.1.4 below and Appendix 
7). 
" Memo writing - strategy interpretation 
As I developed my focussed coding, I was concurrently writing memos (see the fifth 
column of my data analysis table in Appendix 8). This process led me to recognise 
distinct sequences or strategic patterns within the data, which in turn enabled me to 
make comparisons between the way different participants handled parallel episodes and 
segments. These strategies fell into a number of distinct groups and, drawing insights 
from my reading on problem-solving and cognitive psychology, I developed the 
following major categories: Cognitive and Meta-cognitive strategies (see Appendix 9 
for a listing of these categories). 
5.1.3 Multi-layered coding scheme 
I analysed my VP data as follows. I started with `line-by-line' coding, recursively 
analysing the data, devising codes and applying them to exiting and each new data set. 
However, it soon became clear that these micro-codes were part of a much more 
complex system. Schoenfeld (1985: 286, cited in Johnson, 2003: 51) highlights the point 
that although cognitive psychological researchers frequently devise extensive `process 
code dictionaries' to represent the micro details of their protocols, they seldom develop 
macro-codes to signify larger segments/episodes. I felt it was crucial for me to respond 
to this need for hierarchical coding and using focussed coding techniques, I began to 
develop a multi-layered coding system. I subsequently decided to represent this 
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hierarchy of coding in a five-column tabulation. This is discussed in Section 5.2.1 
below. 
My hierarchical scheme comprises the following levels, as represented in Figure 5.1, 
each one explained below it. 
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" Overall task 
All participants were set the same task (Level 1). All participants moved from an 
Initial state (blank piece of paper) to a Goal state (a completed test) by identifying and 
accomplishing a series of sub-tasks (and sub-divisions therein), thus `decomposing 
their problem'. Sometimes participants were explicit about the sub-tasks they had 
chosen for example, 'right.. . what I'm going to do now is to try to work out some items 
by looking through for suitable key words... ' but usually the researcher was required to 
infer participants' cognitive operations using a variety of more or less explicit 
indicators. 
" Episodes 
An initial review of VPs indicated that within their overall task accomplishment, 
virtually all participants had engaged in the following macro sub-tasks: 
- reviewing the task specifications 
- reviewing the text 
- devising a context for the testing task 
- devising a script (input text for listening) 
- devising test items 
I designated these five major sub-tasks as episodes (Level 2). They relate to the 
particular task element, as set out in the Task Specifications sheet (see Appendix 5), 
which the RP chooses to focus on at a given time. They vary considerably in length, 
though in general the first three listed (Review specs, Review text and Devise context) 
are much shorter than Devise script and Devise items. It is important to emphasise that 
each participant chose to tackle these major task elements in a different order, that is, 
there was significant inter-participant variation in episode order. 
In transcripts, episodes are labelled in Column 3 and bounded by bold lines and 
labelled. 
" Segments 
Within each episode, I identified a number of sub-sub-tasks (usually between one and 
10), which I designated as segments (Level 3) and relate to a particular element within a 
task episode. For example, within their Review text episode, participants almost 
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invariably focus on one paragraph at a time, so there are normally ten segments within 
Review text episodes: one for each paragraph in the original base text. Within their 
Devise items episode, participants tend to focus on one item at a time so these episodes 
normally compromise six to nine segments: one for each item considered (including all 
considered items: both accepted and rejected). 
In most cases, segment boundaries are clear from VP content and syntax: it is obvious 
that the participants are directing their attention (and talk) to one particular paragraph 
or item. Frequently there are also accompanying signals - explicit statement, for 
example, `I'm now looking at paragraph three... ' or verbal/ non-verbal markers such as 
`so' or `right', a sharp intake of breath, clear changes in speed, pitch or volume - which 
help the coder infer segment change. 
In transcripts, segments are bounded by thin lines, and labelled in Column 3, where 
relevant. 
" Operators 
Within each segment I identified what I designate as operators - the smallest 
meaningful unit of monologic analysis, that is, the individual cognitive operation which 
cannot be further sub-divided to a more micro level. The number of operators in each 
segment varies from one to about six (I represent this variation in Figure 5.1 by 
sometimes dividing segments into one, sometimes two and sometimes three operators). 
I have identified three dimensions within operators: verb, object and justifier, where the 
verb is the action, the object that which is acted upon and the justifier the reason cited 
for the action. It should be noted that not all operators have an accompanying justifier. 
In my last version of the coding scheme I created 15 verb, 21 object and 36 justifier 
codes. The full list of operator codes (micro codes) with definitions and examples, is 
given in Appendix 10): 
In transcripts, I label each operator in Column 4 and use the following type-face 
distinctions: 
- VERBs in capitals 
- Objects in normal type 
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- Justifcers in italics 
As I attempted to apply these codes, I began to recognise a small number of elements 
which I felt were not being captured accurately by the existing system. I therefore 
created a set of incidental codes (see Appendix 11). 
This is a highly complex coding scheme (though not as complex as some parallel 
schemes, for example, Johnson's (2003) 185 micro-coded referents). Mine is an 
exploratory study, to my knowledge the first of its kind in my specific target domain, 
and with such studies `it is a sad truth that one is in the best position to know what one 
is looking for when the analysis has been finished and the coding done' (Johnson, 
2003: 47). 
5.1.4 'Reliability' and `Agreeability' of the coding scheme 
As discussed in Section 3.1 above, whichever philosophical views underpin a research 
endeavour, it is still important to distinguish between `justified and unjustified 
application of our subjectivity' (Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003: 82). I believe it is a 
sine qua non that researchers bring to their work a set of unique perspectives. These 
perspectives generate a subjective response which will inform their analysis and 
interpretation of data. However, this subjectivity should not be arbitrary and 
unacknowledged but declared, explicable and grounded in the data. 
In more analytical-nomological research approaches, a piece of research is often 
evaluated by a `reliability check' where data are coded independently and levels of 
inter-rater correlation measured using particular statistical formulae, to establish their 
degree of significance. 
However, when considering methods of checking the `reliability' of my coding of the 
VP data, I felt that statistical approaches were not only impractical, given the nature of 
the data set and relatively lengthy coding lists, but incompatible with the epistemology 
underpinning my generally more exploratory-interpretivist approach. As explained in 
Section 3.2.1, instead of using conventional reliability checks, evaluation of such 
studies tend to be based are the threefold requirements of Transparency, 
Communicability and Coherence (for example, Grotjahn, 1991; Auerbach and 
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Silverstein, 2003). Thus, in place of the concept of reliability, I have used the notion of 
`agreeability' (following Leung, personal communication, 2004). I have aimed to fulfil 
these threefold agreeability criteria in regard to my own research, as follows: 
- Transparency. I have sought to make clear the steps by which I arrived at 
decisions and conclusions at all stages of my research process. I have attempted to 
show that these conclusions are not prejudged but demonstrably develop out of the 
data. This will be particularly evident in my data analysis in Chapters 6-8. 
- Communicability. I have sought to make the categorisation and labelling at all 
levels of my coding scheme explicit and I have shared them with colleague 
researchers (see below for a discussion of the procedures for conducting my 
`agreeability check'). In addition, throughout my data gathering and analysis, I 
discussed my work and emerging insights with my research participants and sought 
their responses. Although these discussions were conducted relatively informally, 
participants' responses indicate that my findings have strong resonance with them. 
In many cases participants stated that my findings were likely to be of considerable 
value in their work and suggested ways in which they could be applied. At no point 
did the participants criticise or reject the fundamentals of my procedures or the 
emergent insights. 
- Coherence. I have aimed to ensure that the theoretical constructs derived from 
my data fit together and tell a coherent story. This will be discussed in detail in 
remaining chapters. 
" Agreeability check 
In order to comply with the communicability requirement of the more exploratory- 
interpretivist approach, I undertook an `agreeability check' with colleague researchers. 
I made two separate attempts to do this. For the first, I set out to trial my full set of 
codes. I gave a brief induction session to two colleague researchers, explaining my 
research domain, issues, general approach and providing them with my full coding list 
of 15 verb, 21 object and 36 justifiers (see Appendix 10). I then asked these colleagues 
to code six extracts from the VPs, using these codes. After trying to undertake the 
coding, these colleagues reported a number of problems. With the limited time they 
were able to devote to this exercise (they had allocated a maximum of two days), they 
said they were unable to gain sufficient grasp of the scheme to undertake the check. It 
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became clear to me that I had been attempting to secure reliability conditions which 
were impossible given the restrictions of time and training and more importantly were 
inappropriate given the underlying epistemology of my research frame. 
From what I had learned from this first failed attempt, I revised my requirements and 
secured the co-operation of two different colleague researchers. This time, I provided 
in advance a summary in writing of my research domain, issues, general approach and 
gave a code list using only major conceptual category codes (see Appendix 7): 4 
categories of verbs, 4 categories of objects and 4 categories of justifiers. After the 
colleagues had had time to review this summary (one week), I conducted a two-hour 
briefing session, fielding any questions arising. I then asked them to code, in their own 
time and independently of each other, three shorter VP extracts. We then met two 
weeks later to discuss impressions and questions arising. I made an audio recording of 
this two-hour session. 
" Analysis 
Analysis of codings: The exercise revealed the following points. Firstly, Colleague 
Researcher 1 coded at a more micro level than Colleague Researcher 2 (the latter said 
she had misunderstood my requirement to code at operator rather than segment level). 
Secondly, at the level of episode and segment there was considerable agreement 
amongst all three of us. Thirdly, only Colleague Researcher 1 had coded at operator 
level, but there was a high level of agreement between her and me. For example, on the 
first page of Extract A, out of 19 operators, we identified identical codes for 16 (see 
Appendix 12 for this sample and brief analysis). The only major point of disagreement 
was regarding the referent object `task': Colleague Researcher 1, in particular, felt it 
needed tighter definition to enable it to be applied consistently. In the light of this 
discussion, I revised this definition and thus the application of this code. 
Taken as a whole and from their brief exposure to the coding and data, these colleague 
researchers agreed that the scheme appeared to them to be appropriate and workable for 
the target data set. They stated that my description, explication and justification of my 
coding choices were cogent and defensible. 
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My evaluation of procedures: I recognise that in my own data analysis I used two levels 
of coding: conceptual category coding and full coding and that this second `agreeability 
check' was only done at the more macro conceptual level. As shown, this was done 
partly for logistical reasons within the time available. However, I was not seeking 
objective statistical confirmation of the consistency and appropriacy of my coding. 
Instead, I was sharing with colleagues the experience of applying the scheme and 
asking them to help me explore and refine its delineation and utilisation. In these 
terms, I deem my scheme to have been successful in this `agreeability check', with 
colleague researchers indicating that it complies with the terms of the three evaluation 
criteria: transparency, communicability and coherence. 
5.2 Classifying and representing the VP data 
In Chapters 3 and 4, I described the evolution of my approach to data gathering, in 
particular my decision to use different methods to collect different types of information 
from my participants: verbal protocols for concurrent verbalisation data and stimulated 
recall and interviews for retrospective self-report data. 
For the analysis of my stimulated recall and interview data I opted to use qualitative 
data analysis software (NUD*IST N-Vivo) to generate and refine a series of codes and 
to assemble in vivo quotations which formed the interpretive basis for these data. 
This CAQDAS software is specifically designed for these forms of data but, I felt, was 
less suited to the analysis of verbal protocol data: it proved insufficiently flexible to 
represent and interrogate my complex and multi-dimensional data. In the following 
section I explain that I finally opted to use straightforward word-processing software 
(Word for Windows) and information handling software (Excel) to create a five- 
column `coding table' for each VP, and to use this software to interrogate and 
manipulate the data contained within it. 
5.2.1 Five-column VP coding tabulation 
As I developed my scheme for analysing my VP data, I was conscious of the often 
competing demands of validity, reliability and practicality. As with my earlier line-by- 
line coding, I wanted to create a workable scheme which was able to capture the 
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richness of the data but also was able to provide an appropriately structured and 
replicable framework to enable meaningful analysis. I trialled several different versions 
of my scheme: some more and some less detailed than the final version. As I 
recursively gathered data and developed an analytical scheme to interpret it, I 
recognised that to be successful the analytical scheme should: 
- be tailored to my specific research questions and issues; 
- be capable of representing each datum in its full context, that is, within the 
complete in vivo protocol (see Leung et al., 2004); 
- preserve and clearly represent the hierarchical nature of my data; 
- represent each individual datum, at whichever level of the hierarchy, in relation to 
data at other levels; 
- enable easy access to each datum - for the purposes of retrieval but also so that any 
citations could be traced back to their original location and seen in context, and 
- for the purposes of comparison, enable each individual datum or set of data to be 
extracted as necessary and juxtaposed with data from different sources. 
With these requirements in mind, I created a table format to represent my scheme. (See 
Section 5.1.3 above, for an explanation of the hierarchy of VP, and Appendix 8 for a 
sample page of my five-column tabulation). The table comprises the following 
elements: multiple rows each representing a single segment of VP and five columns, as 
follows. 
Column 1- Segment number. It was important that each segment be numbered so 
that it would be easy to access. Any in vivo or code citations thus have a 
clearly identifiable location. 
Column 2- In vivo transcription. This column preserves in tact the original 
transcription of the VP data, with certain sections underlined as 
particularly interesting or representative for later extraction as direct 
quotations. Any quotation can be traced back as necessary and reviewed in 
context. 
Column 3- Episode/Segment code. This column shows two more-macro levels of 
code: episode and segment. Individual segments (for example, how a 
participant devises one particular item) can be seen within the wider 
context of the larger operation (episode) in which it occurs (for example, 
Review text). 
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Column 4- Operator codes. This column shows the more micro level of coding: 
classifications for what I designated as individual cognitive operators 
within each segment. 
Column 5- Focus codes/Memos. This column contains the focus codes and 
`memos' made as the coding proceeds. These are a reflection on patterns 
emerging in other columns. They are intended to generate insights about 
the data at a supra-segmental level. As I undertook the coding, I also made 
lists of broader emerging issues, which I recorded as `Coding 
commentaries' (see below). 
From left to right across the table, I thus move from the more descriptive to the more 
interpretive and evaluative: from lower-inference to higher-inference encoding. It will 
be seen that Column 2 is largely descriptive, being a simple transcription of data from 
spoken to written mode. Column 3 requires more interpretation but still only involves 
relatively low inference classification. Column 4 requires a higher level of 
interpretation as it seeks to identify and label individual cognitive operators. Finally, 
Column 5 represents larger-scale and high-inference interpretations of the data. 
It is my contention that a single set of co-ordinate codings cannot capture the most 
meaningful patterns and relationships within my particular sets of data. I believe this 
multi-column representation of a hierarchy of different codings is better suited to 
convey to the reader how higher-inference classifications have been made on the basis 
of the patterns noted from lower inference ones. I believe it also provides the most 
effective starting point for the interrogation and interpretation of these particular data. 
5.2.2 Interrogating the VP data 
I use the multi-column table as a springboard for a number of further data interrogation 
(or `rendering') operations. These were undertaken for two principal purposes: firstly, 
to help me generate insights into my two core research issues: the nature and 
development of listening test item writing expertise; and secondly, to communicate and 
support my contentions to the reader, demonstrating their firm grounding in the data. 
All my raw and rendered data are provided on the CD-ROM appended to this thesis, 
coded so readers can check and explore claims and contentions, if they wish. 
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I manipulated the data from the five-column tables as follows: 
- Column lists. (See Appendix 13) I extracted individual columns for analysis. I 
used these lists in two main ways: in original VP order and also sorted to group 
different codes. These sorted lists showed, at a glance, the relative frequency of 
different codes and their component parts. I used them to support an explication 
of individual participants' cognitive operations and also to compare those two 
or more participants. 
- Episode extracts. (See Appendix 14) 1 isolated individual episodes (or 
segments) and examined them either in isolation or in juxtaposition with others 
for the purposes of comparison. For example, I laid the Review specs episodes 
from all participants side by side and looked for points of similarity and 
difference, both quantitatively (for example, from an operator count) and 
qualitatively (for example, how particular PROPOSE codes were triggered in 
different VPs). Because all code elements of the extracts were preserved across 
the five columns, I was able to see each element in context. 
- Problem-space diagrams. (See Appendix 15) From each table, I created 
problem-space diagrams to explore the way the participants `navigated' or 
`controlled' their problem space. I used these for a variety of purposes, for 
example, to gauge the extent to which participants used breadth, depth or mixed 
control methods (see Section 1.4); the number of `passes' different participants 
gave their material; and the number of finalisations achieved by the end of each 
stage. I was able to use these diagrams to compare individuals and groups. It 
should be noted that because these are highly complex and inaccessible 
diagrams, I present only a schematised version of them in Chapter 7. 
For each individual research participant, I thus produced the following `rendered' VP 
data sets: a five-column coding tabulation (and coding commentary); an operator code 
list; a problem-space diagram. In addition I also produced in vivo codings of the 
participant's interview and stimulated recall data. 
I used these data sets in the following ways (see Green, 1998). Firstly I used the 
technique of individual profiling. This involves the construction of a picture of an 
individual or individual's performance. In addition to presenting data sets for each 
participant, I used the technique of creating a `meta-narrative', drawing on, and 
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summarising in a more accessible form, insights from one or more of the different data 
sets to inform and explicate the test item writing operations of each individual 
participant. Producing such a narrative is a way of bridging researcher's concerns and 
the participants' words (Auerbach and Silverstein, 2003). It tells the story of a process 
but it is framed by and interspersed with the researcher's theoretical constructs and 
themes, in my case my coding labels. I follow Johnson's view (2003: 56) that 
producing such narratives is an effective way of conveying clearly to the reader some 
of the fundamental processes of expertise (see Appendix 16 for a sample meta- 
narrative). 
Secondly, I used the technique of comparison. There are three distinct types of 
comparison (both intra- and inter- element): a) within or between individuals per se; 
b) within or between individuals as representatives of a particular sub-group and c) 
within or between sub-groups. In my research, I make all three of these types of 
comparison. I use comparison of individuals mainly for the purpose of refining profile 
meta-narratives. An example of my use of the other types of comparison is in my 
experimental `novice-expert' study', where I identify three competency groupings of 
participants on the basis of the editors' evaluations of their product tests. I then go on 
to make comparisons between individual representatives and between aggregate or 
summary patterns of the competency groups. 
Finally, I used critical incident (CI) analysis. This involves identifying certain sections 
of data, for example, parts of the verbal protocol which are perceived to be particularly 
generative or representative. By definition this is a highly selective process and can 
only be done effectively once the data has been coded. The term `incident' is taken 
from the original use of this technique but CI analysis is not meant to be confined only 
to events: it can also be applied to processes, attitudes, expressions (for example, 
selected in vivo quotations). Critical incident analysis has particular value because it 
enables the researcher to undertake in-depth scrutiny of the most relevant sections of 
the protocols. My main use for this form of analysis was to look in greater detail at 
elements which other analyses suggest might be of crucial importance. To give a 
particular example, after coding and tabulation, I had the strong suspicion that the 
Review specs episode was particularly `high yield', in other words, the quality of 
participants' outcome seemed to be strongly influenced by the application of certain 
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operators during this episode. I thus decided to undertake a very detailed critical 
incident analysis of these episodes in all my VPs. 
It will be noted that these three forms of analysis are not intended to be mutually 
exclusive: they are frequently integrated and used to inform each other. 
5.3 Analysis of the interview and stimulated recall in vivo data 
The core of my research was the concurrent think aloud procedures used for the 
generation of verbal protocol data. I deemed the retrospective self-report data 
generated from interviews and stimulated recall procedures (see Appendix 2) to be of 
less central significance and included mainly for the purposes of complementing the VP 
data. For this reason, the interviews were relatively short and used mainly direct 
questions. The resultant data were, as a consequence, clearly structured. As my initial 
analysis proceeded, it became clear to me that the interview and SR data were readily 
susceptible to segmentation and coding, falling readily into the broad categories framed 
by the questions I had posed. My coding scheme has seven main coding categories, 
each with a set of sub-categories. These codes are represented in Table 5.1 below and 
directly shaped the representation and discussion of data in the first part of Chapter 7. 
Main category Sub categories 
Experience - Qualifications 
- Background 
- Current work 
- Feeder work 
- Sequel work 
Entry - Personal contact 
- Domain experience 
- Serendipity 
- Feeder work 
Training/Induction - Formal 
- Informal 
Development - Improving ratio with experience 
- Specialisation 
- Complementary work 
- Success 
- Support 
- Declining expertise 
Problem solving characteristics - Technicality 
- Creativity 
- Building from a base 
- Personal growth 
- Communicative 
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- Language focus 
- Flexibility 
- Paper preference 
Domain systems - Combination of modes 
- Shared production/monitoring 
- Complementary work 
- Personalities 
- Conditions of work 
Negative aspects - Ethics 
- Taboo 
- Testing constructs 
- Personalities 
- Topic weariness 
- Outcome: input ratio 
- Conditions of work 
- Admin requirements 
Table 5.1 Interview coding categories 
The Stimulated Recall data are of particular interest in evoking those parts of the item 
writing process which are not apprehended through VPA, most notably in the 
Exploratory Phase (see Section 7.3). The main categories and sub-categories for this 
phase are as follows: 





- Awareness of end users 
Systematising - Retrieval markers 
- Multi-tasking 
Finding sources - High-yield 
- Responses to taboos (core and ad hoc) 
- Unpredictable elements 
- Text structure 
- Internet 
Table 5.2. SR categories for Exploratory Phase 
For the concerted phase, the following categories have also been noted from stimulated 
recall in addition to those emerging from VP codes. 
Concerted - Episode order (embedding) 





- Text from memory 
- Control sub-systems 
Table 5.3 SR categories for ConcertedPhase 
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5.4 Summary of Part B 
To summarise, I made the following decisions with regard to the two linked researched 
studies. Firstly, I decided to use a combination of research frames in my study: 
naturalistic/systemic approaches in one study and experimental/ analytical approaches 
in the other study. Insights gained from each frame informed the interpretation of the 
other. Secondly, I used three data gathering methods in both my research frames: 
interview; stimulated recall and verbal protocols (concurrent think aloud). Thirdly, I 
used a broadly grounded theory approach, which involved data analysis comprising 
line-by-line coding; focus coding and memo writing. Fourthly, I classified and 
represented these data using a variety of quantitative and qualitative treatments, by 
identifying the hierarchy of levels within the data; by listing, classifying and comparing 
codes and coded data and by assembling and comparing data quotations. I went on to 
interpret these rendered data in an attempt to supply insight into the following broad 
research questions: What might be the nature of listening test item expertise? and What 
might be the trajectories of the development of the expertise? 
The following section of the thesis - Part C- discusses findings from research, firstly 
from the experimental study and then from my naturalistic study. The thesis ends by 
returning to the substantive questions posed at the end of Chapter 1, summarising the 
way findings in Chapters 6 and 7 shed light on these. 
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Part C Research findings 
In this last part of the thesis, comprising Chapter 6-8,1 seek to shed light on my 
main research concern: what is the nature of listening test item writing expertise? 
This introduction to Part C starts with a summary exposition of how different types of 
data, from both the experimental and naturalistic studies, were used to provide insight 
into this research issue. It then explains key concepts underpinning the interpretation 
of these data. 
" Three perspectives in data interpretation 
The interpretation of data across both studies was approached from three different 
perspectives, based on the three elements of expertise identified in Chapter 1 (Figure 
1.1): Outcomes, Performance processes and Acquisition processes. Table 6.1 below 
indicates the sources of my data for each of the three elements (the predominant 
source or indicator within each cell is given in bold). It should be noted that there is 
some overlap between the three elements and also between their indicators, but for 
ease of reference they are presented as distinct. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the outcomes and performance processes (Columns 1 and 2 of 
Table 6.1) of test item writers as indicated by findings from the experimental research 
study. Chapter 7 also looks at performance processes but, using insights from 
Chapter 6, examines in detail the processes of experienced writers as they work under 
naturalistic conditions. It also focuses on acquisition processes (Column 3 of Table 
6.1) for test item writers, drawing mainly on data derived from interviews with 
experienced participants (though supplemented and illustrated by VP and SR data). 
Chapter 8 draws overall conclusions from the two linked studies. 
The data from the experimental study are analysed before those from the naturalistic 
study because they sought to explore a specific research issue: what might be the 
distinguishing features of expert performance in listening test item writing. Because 
of its analytical or experimental design, data from this study can be compared easily 
and indicative patterns established. However, because of the very small scale and the 
design of the research (controlling variables of task, text and time) this analysis can 
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only indicate certain features and point to more focussed lines of enquiry to be 







Experimental " Editors' analysis of " On-task verbal protocol " Interview using schedule 
completed test (statistical and Form lb (factual 
products interpretive) background and 
" My analysis of " Comparison between attitudes to TIW) 
completed test performance at three " Focus on `exceptional 
products competency levels: non- participants' (for example, 
expert; competent and inexperienced experts) 
expert 
" Comparison between 
performances of 
individuals, with a strong 
focus on `exceptional 
participants' 
Naturalistic " Self-report on " On-task verbal protocol " Interview using schedule 
outcome: input (statistical and Form lb (factual 
ratio interpretive) background and 
" Stimulated recall of the attitudes to TIW) 
genesis of one paper 
Table 6.1 Data indicators/sources of insight for three elements of item writing expertise 
9 Key terms 
As explained above, I have conceptualised the listening test item writing task as 
potentially comprising five episodes (or macro operators, to use Johnson's (2003) 
term, ) as writers move from initial state to goal state (a pre-edit version of the focus 
test paper). 
" Review specifications 
" Review text 
" Devise context 
" Devise items 
" Devise script 
What follows is a brief discussion of the interpretation of key concepts associated 
with these five episodes, as they have emerged from the in vivo data of participants. 
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Specifications 
In this study, I conceptualise specifications as the designation of different elements of 
the test item writing task or problem space: the initial and goal states, and the legal 
and illegal operators in the production of the focus test paper. For the naturalistic 
enquiry, they have formal expression in the relevant test paper handbooks and item 
writer guidelines. It should be recognised, however, that some aspects of 
specifications are not formalised: they tend to evolve in response to input received in 
the test production process, and also in the shifting dynamics of personnel: for 
example, Subject Chair, Subject Officer, test item writers and also the test users 
(candidates and their teachers/sponsors/employers). These `non formalised' 
specifications therefore are susceptible to rapid and unpredictable change. This is the 
less structured aspect of test item writing as a domain. 
Text, script and items 
The notion of text is a complex one in relation to testing in general and is particularly 
so for listening test item writing, as will be explained below. A basic definition of text 
is `a stretch of language which performs a function' (vide Cook, 1989: 158, Halliday 
and Hassan, 1989: 10) and the task for listening item writers is to produce a listening 
test based on a stretch of spoken language which candidates are required to interpret, 
demonstrating the nature of their interpretation by responding to the set of test 
questions, called items. However, the original stretch of language (for example, a 
radio programme or magazine article) which constitutes the starting point for the 
listening test writing task can be, and often is, changed significantly as the paper 
develops. The final stretch of language which leaves the hands of the item writers 
having completed their task is called the script and may bear little resemblance to 
their original text. In the analysis of data in this study, the term `text' is used to mean 
the stretch of language exploited by the item writer at the start of the listening test 
item writing process, whether originally in written or spoken form, recorded from a 
broadcast or experienced first or second hand ('eavesdropped') as part of real-life 
transaction and/or interaction. The term `script' (sometimes `text/script') is used in 
this study to refer to that written version of the stretch of language which is submitted 
by listening test item writers for editing and which is subsequently read aloud by 
actors and recorded to be used as input for the listening test. 
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Context, co-text and rubric 
Context literally means `with text' and until the 1920s was used to denote simply the 
words before and after any text under scrutiny. Malinowski (1922) was the first to 
conceptualise context as more than this, coining the tern `context of situation' to mean 
`the total environment in which a text unfolds ... [serving]... to make a bridge between 
the text and the situation in which texts actually occur' (Halliday and Hassan, 
1989: 5). Cook, (1989: 156) summarises this notion of context as `the social and 
physical world which interacts with text to create discourse'. 
Halliday (1989: 12) provides a theoretical framework for context in the interpretation 
of text as discourse which comprises three elements: Field of discourse, referring to 
the nature of the social action that is taking place; Tenor of discourse, referring to the 
nature of participants, their roles (permanent) and positions (to use Harre and Van 
Langenhove's (1999) term, meaning the role or position they adopt in relation to 
others within the specific interaction); and Mode of discourse, referring to the channel 
of the language (whether spoken or written), its status and rhetorical function and 
what the participants are expecting will result from its use. 
Throughout this study, the phrase `Devise context' is used to refer to the provision by 
item writers of information about field, tenor and mode designed to help candidates 
interpret text/script as purposive and meaningful discourse. Within a communicative 
testing paradigm, the intention of item writers is to replicate some of the features of 
real-life use in the listening test by simulating the three elements of context of 
situation. It cannot, however, go beyond a simulation and this has important 
implications for the notion of authenticity in testing, which will be dealt with in detail 
below. 
Another concept of relevance here is co-text (Brown and Yule, 1983), which is in 
some senses analogous with the original meaning of context. This is the gradual build 
up, during the communication, of contextual information available to the listeners, 
which can help them interpret language as discourse. In a test, co-text can be 
provided in the form of a rubric and then be built upon within the text/script itself. A 
basic definition of the rubric is `explanatory words' though it has the more specific 
meaning in testing literature of `the facets that specify how test takers are expected to 
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proceed in taking the test' (Bachman, 1990: 118). These facets normally include 
information about test organisation, time allocation, and about how candidates are 
required to indicate their responses. For the testing bodies in this study, Cambridge 
ESOL for example, the notion of test rubric is often expanded to include information 
about the field, tenor and mode of discourse. An example of a listening test rubric is: 
You will hear a business consultant giving a talk to human resource managers about 
appraisal schemes. Complete the notes below. Write no more than three words for 
each answer. Beyond this rubric, item writers frequently try to provide candidate 
listeners with further `orientation' to topic and content in the opening part of the 
monologue or dialogue. 
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Chapter 6- Findings from experimental research 
Chapter 6 focuses on the first of the two linked studies in this research - the 
experimental study - explaining how outcomes for the experimental research activity 
have been determined and how different competency groupings have been established. 
The tests produced by the different competency groups are then analysed and 
compared. The chapter ends with an exploration of the processes used by the different 
participants as they wrote their tests. 
Regarding the substantive questions posed at the end of Chapter 1 (see Section 1.6), 
this chapter seeks in particular to address the following questions: What are the critical 
differences between expert and non-expert listening test item writers? and Is expertise 
determined by amount of experience (qua longevity) in the domain? ). It also sheds 
light on the extent to which expert participants exhibit the generic features of expertise 
presented in Figure 1.3. 
6.1 Outcomes of experimental study 
Before looking at the outcomes, I provide here a brief summary of the task and meta- 
task of the experimental research study, described in Chapter 3. 
There were ten participants for this experimental study: five who had extensive 
experience of listening test item writing and five who had no such experience. All were 
experienced EFL teachers. They undertook an identical test writing task (see Appendix 
5) and meta-task ('explicating think aloud') over 90 minutes. 
6.1.1 Establishing competency groupings 
This chapter starts by exploring Outcomes because they have generated the competency 
groupings for each set of participants. In turn, these groupings provide the framework 
for discussions throughout the last three chapters. These competency groupings (as 
opposed to experience groupings) provide the conceptual basis for discussions in this 
chapter in line with my view that experience does not necessarily equate with expertise 
(see Chapter 1). However, it should be emphasized that no claims are made for these 
competency designations beyond this specific data set: the outcomes of one particular 
test writing task and set of conditions cannot be generalised to other situations. 
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Outcomes for experimental study participants were gauged in the following way. After 
the ten participants had produced their tests (see Appendix 17 for one example of a 
completed test product), experienced listening test editors were asked to grade these 
tests according to set criteria. Seven editors were approached and four agreed to take 
part. Although this is a small number, it constitutes a significant proportion of the 
whole population of experienced listening test editors. An additional consideration is 
the fact that in normal international test vetting procedures (see Section 2.1.2), it is 
common for as few as three people to make judgements about the acceptance of papers 
at the pre-edit stage of test paper production. 
The four participating editors were sent the Editing Task Package (See Appendix 18), 
which included an explanation of the background to my research, the task materials 
(base text and specifications), copies of the ten tests (scripts and items) and the 
requirements of their editing task. A summary of this task is: the editors were asked to 
grade each test according to its success in respect of the given test specifications. They 
were asked the following question: To what extent does each paper constitute a 
workable, reliable and valid test for the target context? They were asked to use a 
grading scale 1- 5 (where 5= highly successful: conforms very well to the given 
specifications and to general test requirements; and 1= not at all successful: does not 
conform at all well to the given specifications and to general test requirements). The 
editors were invited to annotate the individual test papers if they wished, and to then 
write summary comments on each (see Appendix 19 for editors' comments on product 
tests). 
The grades given by the four editors were tabulated and a mean figure produced for 
each test paper (see Table 6.2 below: mean figure rounded up to one decimal place). 
This table shows that there was strong inter-marker agreement in regard to rank order 
and also scoring for the individual tests. 












Emily 1 I 1 I I 
Gary 1 1 1.5 2 1.4 
Rory 2 2 2 2 2 
Teresa 2 2.5 2 3 2.4 
Zach 3 2.5 2.5 3 2.8 
Anne 4 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.6 
Caitlin 5 3 3.5 3 3.7 
Joe 4 4 3 4 3.8 
Sharon 5 4 4 3.5 4.2 
Malcolm 4 4 4 5 4.3 
Table 6.2 Editors' ratings of product test papers in mean grade order 
Table 6.2 and Appendix 19 show that there was considerable inter-participant 
variation in regard to quality, with scores ranging across virtually the whole scale. 
The qualitative comments which accompanied the scores indicated that editors felt 
there were three main categories of tests: weak, competent and good. With this in 
mind, I divided the test writers into three main groups, according to their mean 
score. It should be noted that the labels I assigned are designed to convey level of 
expertise (on this task) not of general test writing experience: Group A (designated 
Non-expert) with scores ranging 1- 2; Group B (designated Competent) with scores 
ranging 2.1- 3; Group C (designated Expert) with scores ranging 3.1 and above. It 
is emphasized that although framed in numerical terms, this categorisation also 
reflects the editors' qualitative designations of each paper. In Table 6.3 below, the 






Emily 1 None 
Ga 1.4 None 






Teresa 2.4 None 
Zach 2.8 Substantial 
RP IMean ITIW 
Table 6.3 Test writing competency groupings 
score experience 
Anne 3.6 Substantial 
Caitlin 3.7 None 
Joe 3.8 Substantial 
Sharon 4.3 Substantial 
Malcolm 4.2 Substantial 
Anne 3.6 Substantial 
Caitlin 3.7 None 
Joe 3.8 Substantial 
Sharon 4.3 Substantial 
Malcolm 1 4.2 1 Substantial 
In all subsequent tabulations and discussions, participants are represented in order of 
competency according to their mean score. For some discussion, a distinction will be 
made at three competency levels: expert, competent and non-expert. For other 
discussions, where more general patterns are being invoked, only two groupings will be 
cited: more expert (top five) and less expert (bottom five). 
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One key question in relation to these data is: Is there a correspondence between 
listening test item writing experience and expertise in relation to this task? In numerical 
terms, Table 6.3 shows that there is such a correspondence: the majority (eight out of 
ten) followed a clear pattern, that those with experience in test item writing produced 
more effective tests than those without this experience. Table 6.4, below, gives 
additional information about participants' experience, with a key to designations below. 
Participant Nature of relevant 
testing experience 
Declarative 





Emily No international TIW 
experience 
Minimal Substantial 
Gary No international TIW 
experience 
Minimal Substantial 
Rory Preparing students for 
tests 
Minimal Substantial 
Teresa Preparing students for 
tests 
Minimal Substantial 
Zach Test item writing Very substantial Ve substantial 
Anne Test item writing Moderate Moderate 
Caitlin Preparing students for 
tests 
Minimal Substantial 
Joe Test item writing Very substantial Substantial 
Sharon Test item writing Very substantial Ve substantial 
Malcolm Test item writing Very substantial Very substantial 
Table 6.4 Participants' relevant background experience (experimental study) 
Key 1. Very substantial = higher degree with some specialism in testing theory; Moderate = TIW 
experience but no specialism at higher degree; Minimal = No TIW experience and no 
specialism at higher degree 
2. Very substantial = higher degree in Linguistics/Applied Ls; Substantial = higher degree (or 
equivalent) in TESOL; Moderate = no higher degree but extensive TESOL experience 
It can be seen from the data in Table 6.4 above that there was also a clear pattern in 
relation to other forms of experience: those who had prepared students for international 
language examinations tended to produce better tests than those who lacked such 
experience. It should be noted that all but one of the participants had substantial 
declarative knowledge of linguistics but that there were significant variations in their 
knowledge of testing theory. Apart from exceptional participant Caitlin, those 
participants with more substantial knowledge of testing theory tended to produce better 
tests than those without such experience. 
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6.1.2 Exceptional participants 
Beyond the broad patterns identified above, a number of participants stand out as 
exceptional. Most strikingly, the performance of Caitlin, with no test item writing 
experience, was anomalous: she achieved a significantly higher score than other 
inexperienced participants and even achieved a higher score than Zach and Anne, two 
very experienced item writers. This was partly because Zach performed significantly 
below his expected standard on this task. It is also noticeable that two of the 
experienced experts - Sharon and Malcolm - achieved significantly higher scores than 
others, even in the Expert group. Finally, editors were in complete agreement that 
Emily produced a very poor quality test, significantly worse than those of the other 
inexperienced participants. 
These participants have been designated `exceptional' and therefore, where relevant 
during data analysis and interpretation, particular attention will be paid to their verbal 
protocols and outcomes. 
6.1.3 Evaluation of editing task 
I chose to apply Nitko's (2001) research evaluation criteria (designed to be responsive 
to more exploratory-interpretive research - see Chapter 3 and Section 5.1.4 for an 
explanation of my research position) to the editing exercise, as follows. 
According to Nitko, a number of features of this editing research task frame might be 
considered to contribute to its validity: the status of the editors (their extensive 
experience and acknowledged expertise levels); the fact that their judgements replicate 
normal conditions of editing similar tests (see Section 2.1.2 - taking approximately the 
same time, with the same number of editors involved); and finally, the strong rational 
base for their judgements (editors were required to provide clear justifications for their 
grading). These points suggest that it would be reasonable to use these aggregate editor 
judgements as the basis of gauging competency levels of the participants. Once again, 
however, it should be noted that the judgements were made on tests produced in 
response to the particular task and meta-task frame and therefore constitute a particular 
case for evaluation (see above, Section 3.3.2 sub-section 14, for an evaluation of the 
participant task frame). 
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The most important point to be noted about the internal consistency or reliability of the 
editors' response was the high inter-rater agreement, both in quantitative and qualitative 
terms (see Table 6.2 above and Appendix 19, and the discussions in Section 6.2 below). 
6.2 Editors' evaluation foci 
Clear patterns emerged regarding what the four editors chose to focus on and commend 
or critique in their evaluations. A full representation of all the annotations and 
comments of the four editors is given in Appendix 19. However, a summary of the key 
points - distinguishing comments relating to context/ script and those relating to items - 
is given in Table 6.5 below. 
RP Mean grade Summary of editors' comments 
Emily 1 Context/Script No appropriate context or rubric 
Items Items not in blocks 
Poorly-designed items - no constraint 
Gary 1.8 Context/Script No context given 
Text cut but not in any meaningful way - still essentially a 
reading text 
Items Items out of order and not in blocks 
4 options instead of 3 
Poorly-constrained items 
Rory 2 Context/Script Some context given but no rubric 
Items Items not in blocks 
Items not well placed and targeting only first half of the text 
Most items unconstrained and not targeting meaningful points 
Teresa 2.4 Context/Script Script slightly under length 
No context and little altered from original but coherent and 
clear - better than items 
Items Specs roughly met but items weak (in comparison to 
scri t) and too easy for level 
Zach 2.8 Context/Script Appropriate context and well-adapted text 
Items Item type fine 
Word length fine 
Items weak - not well spaced and target only the first half of 
the text, ambiguous, unconstrained, confusing 
Anne 3.6 Context/Script Context, rubric and item types all fine 
Good script with appropriate tone 
Items Some items need constraining slightly more but 
generally workable - minor problems are soluble 
Caitlin 3.7 Context/Script Managed to do a lot in the available time - 
rubric etc though not entirely workable. 
Sensible changes to text to make it more suitable for a listening 
test 
Context appropriate and instructions clear. 
Items Item types as specified. Generally good MC, placing 
and ordering of items. Soluble problems. 
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Joe 3.8 Context/Script Good context and script but no instructions or 
no rubric 
Items Sentence completion items - good 
Key unconstrained in places but generally good item focus and 
what problems there are easily remediable 
Sharon 4.2 Context/Script A good test in almost all areas 
Script has a strong feel of an oral text with a very clear context 
Items Good items which should work well - well spaced and 
generally testing important points 
Malcolm 4.3 Context/Script Script slightly under length but very good 
spoken quality 
Good context given but no instructions 
Items Items as specified and well constructed and placed 
Generally good, workable items with meaningful focus 
Table 6.5 Summary of editors' comments 
An analysis of these comments indicates that particular emphasis was placed by all four 
editors on the following areas: provision of contextual information, `orality' of script, 
suitability of item type and level of item constraint. These areas are therefore examined 
in detail below, comparing the tests produced by the different participant groupings. It 
should be noted, however, that this review is of outcomes (the product tests): many of 
the issues raised in this section will be revisited as they arise in the review of 
performance processes, in Sections 6.5 - 6.8, below. 
6.2.1 Contextualisation 
A summary of the facets included in rubric and co-text of the ten tests show a 
substantial difference between the products of the more- and less-expert participants. 
As shown in Table 6.6 below, the expert participants incorporated a far richer array of 
contextual facets covering field, tenor and mode. By contrast, the less expert group 
provided very little contextual information, those who do confine themselves to text 
type and purpose. A review of all the product tests reveal that all the five more-expert 
writers provide this contextual information through either rubric or co-text. Two of the 
less expert group also provide contextual information but the three remaining - Emily, 
Gary and Teresa - give no information about setting, role or purpose/ field, tenor and 
mode. 
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Facets of context included by more-expert 
group 
Facets of context included by less- expert 
group 
- Setting - Text type 
- Texttype - Task purpose 
- Topic 
- Task purpose 
- Orientation/topic Role(s)/position(s) and - 
relationships 
- Persona of speaker(s): name, age, social - 
class, gender 
- Tenor: accent, vocal dynamics 
Table 6.6 Facets of context of the two major competency groups 
An example of effective contextualisation is shown in Caitlin's (inexperienced expert) 
use of test rubric. 
Listen carefully to a news feature from a journalist talking about a new tax to 
be introduced in his country. Caitlin test extract - rubric 
In this short rubric, she succinctly presents contextual information about setting 
(listening to a radio programme), role of speaker (a journalist), and intimating task 
purpose (to inform the audience about a new development). 
Another example is from experienced expert Sharon. She provides contextual 
information through co-text in the first section of the script itself: about topic, time and 
sequencing, setting, status of speaker, shared knowledge and presumption of shared 
interest (through attendance at the Environment Week). 
Good evening everyone. And thanks for coming to this, the second, of our talks 
organised for Sheffield Environment Week. And this evening we're going to 
hear Dr Anne Wayne talking about a problem that we're all familiar with in our 
daily lives - the `Invasion of the Plastic Bag'. So if I could hand over to you, 
Anne... Sharon Test extract Paragraph 1 
How the different competency participants generated these different facets of contexts 
will be discussed in performance processes in Section 6.7 below. 
6.2.2 `Orality' of scripts 
More expert writers produced scripts deemed to have strong `oral' or, as one editor 
expressed it, `speakerly' qualities: ones suitable for a listening, as opposed to a reading, 
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test. Significantly, several of the editors comment on the extent and depth to which the 
base text has been changed in the creation of the script. They give lower grades to 
writers who changed the text only at a superficial level, by cutting individual words or 
removing whole paragraphs. They commend those who significantly altered the 
language by both omission and addition, at all levels of the base text - word, phrase, 
clause as well as paragraph - in order to make it more suitable for a listening test. The 
more expert listening test item writers managed to `transfuse' (to use the in vivo code 
designation) the propositional content of the base text into a radically different script, 
which incorporates many features of natural spoken text, thus enabling it to be 
delivered more naturally in the oral mode. 
In order to highlight the main differences between the `orality' of scripts produced in 
the different competency groups, the work of representative participants from the two 
groups, on the same stretch of text (Paragraph 3), is analysed: inexperienced 
competent Teresa, and experienced expert Sharon. 
Below is the section of the original base text, which the writers were required to work 
from. 
And we use them and simply get rid of them, or we think we do. The truth is 
that a plastic bag never dies. Bury one in the ground and a million years hence, 
the archaeologists of the future would find it unchanged as they try to decode 
the faded ancient hieroglyphics such as `Sainsbury's' or `Telco'. It is also 
chemically inert, so it is impervious to wind, rain or biological agents of decay 
such as bacteria. It is virtually indestructible, unless you burn it, which would 
send a dollop of toxic smoke into the atmosphere. (96 words) Base text 
Paragraph 3 
The following is the test-script produced by inexperienced non-expert Teresa. 
And we use them and simply get rid of them or we think we do. The truth is that 
a plastic bag never dies. Bury one in the ground and a million years from now, 
the archaeologists of the future would find it unchanged as they try to translate 
the writing on the sides of the bag. It is also chemically inert, so it is unaffected 
by wind, rain or bacteria. It is virtually indestructible, unless you burn it, which 
would send a cloud of toxic smoke into the atmosphere. (90 words) Teresa Test 
extract - Paragraph 3 
Teresa has made a number of changes to the base text but they are all at single word 
level: more difficult and technically/culturally inaccessible lexical items are replaced 
with higher frequency ones. Thus `cloud' replaces `dollop', `from now' replaces 
`hence'. The British supermarket names are removed altogether. However, the 
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essential structure of the base text is in tact: its sentence and clause structure remains, 
preserving the tone of a written text. 
The script produced by experienced expert Sharon is markedly different. 
But the problem is, of course, how do we get rid of them? They are ... 
indestructible ... em... if you bury one 
in the ground, it will still be there a 
million years later. . . and it would be unchanged. So we can't 
destroy it by 
burying it ... and the weather 
doesn't destroy it - you know, the wind and the 
rain.. . and bacteria can't act on it to help 
it decay. We can burn it - that works, 
that destroys it, but it releases toxic smoke, so the pollution in that case is even 
more dangerous. (91 words) Sharon Test extract -Paragraph 3 
This participant has completely reworked the text, transfusing it into a new stretch of 
language, with many features associated with long-turn, informal/semi-formal oral 
language: a rhetorical question as discourse marker; the summary statement early rather 
than late in the segment; splitting of long and complex clauses and noun phrases; 
contractions; extensive use of hesitations and fillers; and attempts to involve the 
audience ('of course', `you know'). In the process, virtually all the culturally and 
technically inaccessible elements are removed. The remaining low frequency lexis (for 
example, `toxic') has been made more accessible through appropriate framing and 
deixis. 
How such `orality' is generated will be dealt with in detail in the discussion on 
performance processes in Section 6.7 below. 
6.2.3 Suitability of item type 
Another feature frequently highlighted by editors is the suitability of item-type for the 
base text (see code justifier text-item match in Appendix 10). As shown in Table 6.7 
below, there is a clear correlation between levels of test item writing experience and 
choice of item type. All the experienced item writers opt for exclusively supply-type 
items (sentence/note completion) and all but one of the less experienced participants 
(Teresa) opt for at least one multiple-choice items. 
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RP Competency TIW Multiple Supply- Total Blocking, 
grouping Experience Choice type number spacing, 
items items of items sequencing 
Emily Non-expert Inexperienced 4 (all 4 2 6 Poor in all 
option) aspects 
Gary Inexperienced 5 (all 4 1 6 Poor in all 
option) aspects 
Rory Inexperienced 1 (3 5 6 Poor in all 
option) aspects 
Teresa Competent Inexperienced 7 7 Satisfactory in 
all aspects 
Zach Experienced 6 6 Poor spacing, 
otherwise good 
Anne Expert Experienced 8 8 Satisfactory in 
all aspects 
Caitlin Inexperienced 3 (all 3 5 8 Good in all 
option) aspects 
Joe Experienced 8 8 Satisfactory in 
all aspects 
Sharon Experienced 8 8 Good in all 
aspects 
Malcolm Experienced 7 7 Goodin all 
aspects 
Table 6.7 Choice of item type and specs adherence 
There are a number of other considerations associated with choice of item type and 
quality of product. The first relates to techniques of construction. Multiple Choice 
Items (MCIs) are regarded by many as the most difficult item type to write and 
have a number of arcane rules associated with them (see, for example, Haladyna 
and Downing (1989a and 1989b) who developed a taxonomy of 43 multiple-choice 
item-writing rules). Therefore those participants who chose this item type gave 
themselves an intrinsically more challenging task and duly committed a number of 
technical errors in their item construction. The four editors picked up on these 
errors as a definite sign of inexpert production and penalised the tests heavily. 
Firstly, the two weakest writers (Emily and Gary) devised four instead of the three 
options required in the specifications. As will be discussed in more detail below, 
for them concerns about guessability over-rode their adherence to the 
specifications. They were unaware of the widely-held view that three options 
should be the maximum for listening test MCIs. Experienced item writers know that 
adding the fourth option increases reading load, usually without adding any 
discriminating power. Secondly, these two writers also include what Gary calls a 
`dummy' distractor: a deliberately implausible option. This betrays an underlying 
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misconception about the fundamental nature of MCIs: that all options should 
potentially be equally `in play'. 
An additional consideration regarding item type is the process of deciding the most 
suitable text-item match. This will be dealt with in detail in Section 6.8 below. 
6.2.4 Item constraint 
As shown in Table 6.5, editors' comments on 'item constraint' were also frequent. 
Within the target specifications, items are deemed to be appropriately constrained when 
answers can be marked by minimally trained ('clerical') markers using low-inference 
criteria. For multiple-choice items, there should be only one correct answer or key; for 
supply-type items, the answer must be confined to no more than three words, all 
correctly spelt. 
All of the five more-expert writers were commended by editors for the generally high 
level of constraint in their items and most of the weaker participants were down-graded 
for their failure to observe strictures necessary for clerical marking. This might stem 
from the difference in repertoires: the test writing experience of the lower competency 
group is limited to producing small-scale classroom tests for relatively small numbers 
of test takers using `expert' markers (that is, themselves as teachers), thus capable of 
making high-inference decisions about the acceptability of test answers. These 
inexperienced participants are unaware of the reliability requirements of large-scale, 
clerically-marked tests, that an item's focus may be appropriate but if it cannot be 
marked effectively because of a unconstrained key, it is an unworkable item. The issue 
of how often key constraints is invoked as a justifier will be discussed in performance 
processes below. 
6.2.5 Adherence to specifications 
Another frequent editorial comment on items related to adherence of the test to the 
specifications: item blocking, sequence and spacing (see Table 6.7 above). Good item 
blocking is deemed to occur where items of one type are grouped together (minimum 
three). Good item sequencing means having items which follow the order of the script 
and good item spacing means distributing item-bearing concepts (IBCs) evenly through 
the script, allowing sufficient time for candidates to respond to each item effectively. 
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An analysis of the data in Table 6.7 shows that the weakest writers had poor ratings on 
all three of these areas, whereas the best group had a good rating and the competent 
writers a satisfactory rating. Zach is exceptional in this regard because of his poor item 
spacing though his other specs-adherence elements are considered satisfactory. 
6.2.6 Solubility 
The `solubility' of any problems (how readily any deficiencies can be remedied) is also 
mentioned several times by editors. They acknowledge that, at this early stage in the 
editing process, the tests are not in a finished state and will have to go through several 
further stages in the editing process (vide Figure 2.1). The editors' concern is that the 
amount of time and effort required to bring a test up to trial standard should be kept to a 
minimum and the more highly commended test papers are those which they deem 
would require superficial (for example, altering individual words in an item) rather than 
deep changes (for example, increasing the `orality' of a script). 
6.2.7 Item focus/salience 
In addition to the points discussed above, a notable feature of tests produced by more 
expert writers was salience of item focus: that items should test only the more 
meaningful elements within the base text. This issue is complex and highly relevant 
and for this reason will be explored in detail in a separate section (6.3, below). 
6.3 Item focus 
The focus chosen by the different competency groups is analysed in detail and 
represented in Figures 20 a., 20 b. and 20 c. given in Appendix 20. In this section, 
analysis is dealt with under two main headings: Item-bearing concepts and Item keys. 
An item bearing concept is a general term, relating to the proposition which is being 
tested; whereas the key is the actual words designated as correct by the test writer for a 
particular item. 
6.3.1 Item bearing concepts 
I have analysed data in relation to two hypotheses about choice of item bearing 
concepts (IBCs): 
1. that there are a limited number of core propositions contained in a given text 
and that there will be considerable agreement amongst item writers about what 
these propositions are, and 
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2. that variations in IBCS will correlate with degree of competence or experience 
in test item writing. 
Analysis of hypotheses 
Figures 20 a. and 20 b. in Appendix 20 show that IBCs for a given text are 
characterised by variation rather than convergence: the base text yielded an enormous 
variety of them. Each participant was asked to identify between six and nine IBCs (that 
is, to devise six to nine items) based on this text: in total they identified 46. 
Figures 20 a. and 20 b. also show that there is no clear pattern of writers within the 
same competency group identifying the same IBCs. Most IBCs are chosen by 
participants from more than one competency group. This indicates that the choice of 
IBC per se is not a function of experience or competence. 
6.3.2 Item keys 
However, clearer patterns emerge in relation to the specification of the keys: the exact 
wording of the correct answers identified or devised by the participants. It can be seen 
from the data in Figure 20c. in Appendix 20 that the keys specified by participants in 
the two main competency groupings. 
" Key length 
An analysis of the data in Figure 20 c. shows that the more expert item writers specified 
much shorter keys than less-expert item writers did. This is partly a function of the 
choice of item type: less-expert writers devised more MCIs and their keys tend to be 
much longer than those of supply items. However, it is significant that the one expert 
writer who devised MCIs had noticeably shorter options than those devised by less 
expert writers. Also, even with their supply items, the less-expert group specified long 
answers: often contravening the requirement to limit keys to a maximum of three 
words. Out of the 32 keys of the less-expert group, only four are of one word (all by 
experienced non-expert Zach). By contrast, out of the 39 keys of the more-expert 
group, the majority are one word (21/39). 7/39 keys are two words. None is longer 
than three words. 
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" Word class 
Figure 20 c. shows that the majority of keys for both competency groups are nouns. 
However, there are distinct and telling differences between the way the keys of the two 
groups of keys are crafted. 
The more-expert writers focussed mainly on concrete nouns without modifying 
adjectives, for example `salt', `bags' or 'paper'. Sometimes less-tangible and 
specifiable nouns are used, for example, 'coating' or 'rubbish' or `biological agents'. 
There are only two abstract nouns used as keys: reaction and timber industry. Only one 
modifier is specified in the key - in the phrase 'biological agent', where the head noun 
on its own is meaningless. All of these keys are present in the same form in the script. 
Only one includes a determiner (Sharon's Item 3). It is noticeable that several expert 
writers chose to test numbers, but in each case they only included one per test. Five 
keys are verbs/verb phrases or nominalised verbs; five are adjectives or adverbs. 
However, all are highly constrained with no other key plausible in the slot. Virtually 
all their keys are high-frequency, non-technical lexical items and few are spelt non- 
phonetically or are unlikely to cause spelling problems. The only keys which might be 
considered technical are `biological', 'bacteria', `timber' and, possibly, `greenhouses' 
but these are sufficiently mainstream to be accessible to most candidates without a 
technical background. Optional answers (highly constrained) are clearly indicated in 
the key. In sum, more expert writers choose key words which are tangible/concrete and 
high frequency but not necessarily predictable within the context or cued from the item 
stem. In addition the words themselves are short, easy to spell and clearly 
distinguishable within the stream of speech. 
However, there are some surprising inclusions which go against the general pattern, for 
example, `mountain' (chosen by experienced high-level expert Malcolm), which is 
more like an idiomatic or formulaic expression than substantive, or `plastic carrier 
bags' (chosen by experienced expert Joe) which is made up of core text lexis (which 
means candidates have repeated exposure to it). However, these are considered by the 
editors as minor aberrations from the generally high-quality sets of items, and `easily 
soluble', that is, the editing team can remedy faults in item construction with little 
effort. 
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The keys specified by less expert item writers are also frequently nouns (15 nouns out 
of 32 keys) but are noticeably less tangible (for example, `a refund'), and more 
technical ('radar apparatus') than those chosen by experts. A number are likely to 
cause difficulties with spelling (non-phonetic), for example, `poisonous' and `electrical 
cables'. Some keys are not always present in the same form in the script, thus requiring 
the candidates to make a grammatical transformation in writing their answer (for 
example, to supply `a refund' from `refunding' in the text). Some require 
unconstrained modification, for example, `a lump of tough material'. No attempt is 
made to show which part of the key is not essential, for example, it is unclear whether 
the word `toxic' is necessary in the key phrase `toxic smoke'. Several key options in 
MCIs use extremely complex lexis, often more complex than the lexis in the script. 
Numbers are only tested by one (Rory) and he uses them for two out of his six items, 
thus failing to achieve appropriate sampling. Some items do not focus on listening at 
all, for example, Gary tests knowledge of vocabulary in his Item 2 about the meaning 
of `scrunched up': candidates could probably answer this question without having 
listened to the input text. There is frequently more than one answer possible for a given 
item (double keys). There is also use of unspecific noun phrases as keys, which could 
legitimately be replaced by others, for example, `tough material' could be answered as 
`durable substance' and still be correct. These two factors make marking high- 
inference and inappropriate for the given specifications (that is, using clerical markers) 
To summarise, the keys of more-expert writers are characterised by their simplicity. 
They tend to choose key words which are tangible/concrete and high frequency but, 
crucially, not predictable within the context or cued from the item stem. In addition the 
words themselves are short, easy to spell and clearly distinguishable within the stream 
of speech. In contrast, the keys of less expert writers are more complex. They tend to 
choose less tangible keys, often long and complex phrases, which are difficult to spell, 
with non-specific elements which can be replaced by other words, making marking less 
reliable. Their choice of key is often inappropriate for the target test as specified, with 
a number of items testing knowledge of vocabulary rather than skill in listening. 
From the analysis of these three rendered data sets (given in Appendix 20), the 
conclusion is that it is not the item focus per se which determines the success of an 
item. Instead it appears to lie in the ways in which the items as a whole are constructed 
and in the relationship between keys, items and script/text/context. The best writers 
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focus on what are deemed the most important elements in the text/script (given its 
designated context of situation and specifications), achieving item salience whilst 
maintaining appropriate levels of item constraint. By contrast, less expert writers target 
the superficial (and generally most easily tested) points; they produce loose, 
unconstrained items, only occasionally achieving item salience in the process. 
" Summary of qualities of effective tests 
The analysis of the product tests and editors' evaluations indicate that effective tests, 
within the given specifications: 
- provide, either through rubric or co-text, multi-faceted contextual information 
covering all three elements of context of situation: tenor, mode and field; 
- have scripts with strong oral qualities, with language different from the written 
base text at all levels, replicating features of long-turn, semi-formal/informal 
spoken language through deep changes in clause structure, use of fillers and so 
forth; 
- incorporate an appropriate item type to suit rhetorical structure of the base text 
and follow specifications regarding the construction of the chosen item; 
- observe mechanics of specifications regarding item blocking, sequencing and 
spacing; 
- have salient item foci; 
- focus on non-predictable elements in the input text; 
- have keys which are very short (usually one word), concrete and non-technical 
and 
- offer appropriate levels of challenge (for target candidature) not through 
difficulty of text but complexity of context. 
How expert writers achieve these features will be re-examined in the second part of this 
chapter which analyses the performance processes involved in the generation of these 
outcomes. 
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6.4 Introduction to performance processes 
6.4.1 Section summary 
Having examined the outcomes of the experimental task - the product test papers - 
I now proceed to an analysis of the performance processes which generated these 
outcomes. 
This research has generated an extremely large data set in relation to performance 
processes (on-task verbal protocols and interview/stimulated recall protocols and 
the codes assigned to them) and therefore it is necessary to be very selective in 
what is presented and analysed within the body of this work. I have chosen to 
focus my analysis here on those elements of performance processes which are 
identified as highly distinctive between the lower and upper competency 
groupings. I identify illustrative extracts, from in vivo and code boxes, to highlight 
key differences and, at the end, summarise core differences in process, employing 
a mix of quantitative and qualitative elements. However, if readers wish to gain a 
fuller understanding of the wider processes undertaken by the different 
participants, they are referred, through coding references given for each datum, to 
the larger data set from which each is extracted. These are found on the CD-Rom 
appended to this thesis. 
The first part of the analysis of performance processes of participants in the 
experimental study is largely quantitative. The limitations of this approach are 
recognised but within a mixed research paradigm, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, 
they provide the basis for identifying patterns which are then described and 
analysed carefully by using qualitative approaches in the later part of this chapter. 
6.4.2 Participants' verbalisation 
The majority of insights regarding performance processes for these participants 
were drawn from concurrent verbalisation think aloud data (VPs) explained in 
Chapter 4. Before turning to a detailed discussion of these processes, it is 
important to review, albeit briefly, the approach to verbalisation adopted by the 
different participants. 
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The experimental research study sought to control the following variables: base 
text, task specifications and time available for undertaking the task and concurrent 
meta-task (see Appendix 5). These controls enable a comparison to be made 
between the verbalisations of individuals and groups, as follows. 
The following table (6.8) summarises significant quantifiable elements of that 
verbalisation. Beyond the raw scores of word count and segment and operator 
total, word ratios are also presented and these bring to light some clear trends. 
RP Word 
count 
Segment total Word: segment 
ratio 
Operator total Word: operator 
ratio 
Emily 4683 38 123 108 43 
Gary 3767 28 134 74 51 
Rory 5007 41 122 116 43 
Teresa 5308 54 98 126 42 
Zach 5521 44 125 156 35 
Anne 5745 39 147 142 40 
Caitlin 6441 50 129 146 44 
Joe 4334 46 94 123 35 
Sharon 3010 34 89 96 32 
Malcolm 5844 61 96 144 41 
Table 6.8 Elements of verbalisation 
Column 2 of the table shows that there is a wide range of word counts: from 3010 
to 6441, indicating that there is a significant difference in the `volubility' of 
different participants in response to the set task and meta-task. However an 
analysis of the ratio of words to operators (Column 6, indicating how many words 
are used on average to articulate an individual cognitive operator), reveals a 
slightly narrower range: from 32 to 51. Two exceptional verbalisers stand out in 
this set: Gary (inexperienced non-expert) and Sharon (experienced expert), with 
significantly lower numbers of words and segments than other participants. Both 
Gary and Sharon are notably sparse verbalisers. However when one looks at the 
ratio of number of words to operators the difference is very striking: Sharon uses 
far fewer words per cognitive operation (32) than Gary (51). In fact Sharon has the 
lowest word: operator ratio of all the participants and Gary the highest such ratio. 
Thus, two similarly sparse verbalisers achieve very different numbers of cognitive 
operations within the task period. 
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Regarding competency groupings, there is a noticeable pattern in the word: segment 
ratios (Column 4- the number of words used on average to articulate a particular 
sub-episode, for example, the devising of a single item): the less-expert writers 
tended to use a higher number of words per segment than more expert participants. 
However, there is no recognisable pattern for competency groupings in 
word: operator ratios: each individual has her or his own approach. 
In general there are no significant differences in verbalisation styles between 
groups of experienced and inexperienced item writers or between more- and less- 
expert writers. Thus density of verbalisation appears to be a function of variables 
other than experience and competence in the target task domain. Readers are 
referred to the research on verbalisation density and content described in Chapter 4 
(Gilhooly, 1986), which had similar findings. 
The most relevant point to note from the findings in this section is that although 
there are few significant correlations between levels of verbalisation and different 
competency groupings, individual variations in verbalisation density have major 
relevance and will be factored into subsequent statistical analyses, where figures 
are expressed in percentage terms. 
6.5 Global analysis of performance processes 
Before proceeding to more detailed analysis of performance processes, I present 
findings regarding larger-scale patterns in the VP data. A number of important 
patterns emerge from these representations, which will be explored in detail as they 
are deemed relevant in succeeding sections. 
6.5.1 Episode order 
Table 6.9 represents the order in which the ten participants undertook the five 
episodes: Review specifications, Review text, Devise items, Devise script and 
Devise context. As explained in Chapter 5, the `episode' is the largest unit of 
analysis and represents the major thrust of a writer's cognitive operations during a 
given period. For example, Emily starts her test-writing task by spending some 
time reviewing the base text before moving on to reviewing the specifications of 
the test. It should be noted that all writers `multi-task'; that is, within a given 
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episode, they briefly turn their attention to other matters, for example whilst 
reviewing the text they may begin to consider possible test items. In most cases 
this multi-tasking is clearly sub-ordinate to the main thrust of the episode and is 
not represented in this macro-analysis. However, for certain participants there 
appears to be a genuine `sharing' of episodes - what I call episode embedding - 
where a writer undertakes two sub-tasks concurrently: for example Caitlin devises 
script at the same time as she reviews the base text, and this is shown in Table 6.9 
by a shared cell. Where there is no recognisable work on a particular episode task, 
(Emily is the only example of this in the experimental study: she devotes no 
operators to context), this is shown in Column 7: Episode did not occur. 
RP First Second Third Fourth episode Fifth episode Episode 
episode episode episode did not 
occur 
Emily Review text Review specs Devise Devise items No dev 
script context 
Gary Review Review text/ Devise Devise items 
specs Devise context script 
Rory Review Review text Devise Devise context Devise items 
specs script 
Teresa Review text Review specs Devise Devise items Devise context 
script 
Zach Review Review text Devise Devise items Devise script/ 
specs context Finalise items 
Anne Review Review text Devise Devise context Devise script 
specs items /Finalise items 
Caitlin Review Review text Devise Devise items 
specs /Devise script context 
Joe Review Review text Devise Devise context Devise script/ 
specs items Finalise items 
Sharon Review test Review script Devise Devise items/ Devise script/ 
context Devise script Finalise items 
Malcolm Review Review text Devise Devise items Devise script/ 
specs context Finalise items 
Table 6.9 Episode order (Experimental study) 
The two most striking macro patterns emerging from this table are as follows. 
Firstly the more expert writers use embedding to a much greater extent than do the 
less expert writers. Secondly, for more expert writers their Devise items episode 
comes before their Devise script episode: the order is reversed for less expert 
writers. These observations have considerable relevance and will be discussed in 
detail throughout the remaining part of the thesis. 
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6.5.2 Episode statistics 
The following table (6.10) give more detailed information about the segments and 
operators contained within each episode. These figures are given as percentages of 
total operators of each participant. 









o erators % 
Emily 3 8 0 24 65 
Gary 2 2 1 21 74 
Rory 13 11 3 40 33 
Teresa 6 2 3 62 27 
Zach 13 3 9 58 17 
Anne 6 4 3 69 18 
Caitlin 22 12 11 21 34 
Joe 12 2 6 39 41 
Sharon 2 5 8 42 43 
Malcolm 17 8 5 45 25 
Table 6.10 Percentages of operators occurring in each episode 
A significant macro pattern evident in Table 6.10 relates to episode balance. The 
table indicates that by far the largest amount of test writing effort and verbalisation 
is devoted to the two episodes Devise items and Devise script. A further analysis 
reveals that for experts there is generally a fairly even balance between the two 
episodes whereas for the less competent there is an imbalance. Three of the four 
strongest writers have a very even balance (21%/34% for Caitlin; 39%/41% for 
Joe; 42%/43% for Sharon). It should be noted that Malcolm has a clear skew 
towards items but both episodes are still well represented. Of the expert writers, 
only Anne has a striking imbalance (69% for Devise script as opposed to 18% for 
Devise items). 
By contrast, the lower competency writers show distinct imbalance: for example, 
Gary devotes 74% of operators to devising items and only 21% to devising script. 
Teresa's VP also indicates an imbalance, though this time script is dealt with in 
more detail (62%) to the detriment of items (27%). It does not appear to matter 
which episode is favoured: it is an imbalance per se which correlates with a lower 
quality test. 
What is quite telling is the one of the key exceptional participants - Zach - 
produced a very good script but weak items. It is possible that because he spends 
relatively much less time (17%) on the items than on his script (58%), they suffer 
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as a consequence. This is in line with the qualitative evaluations of the four editors 
with regard to quality of these two elements. 
6.6 Performance processes: Micro-qualitative analysis 
The following section looks at the individual episodes, segments and operators in 
more detail, using a mainly qualitative/interpretive approach. It is divided into two 
main parts: Task representation and Test instantiation. The first part looks at the 
way participants familiarise themselves with the supplied task elements (the 
`givens'/ initial state of the problem): the Review text and Review specs episodes. 
This I designate task representation: a term taken from problem-solving literature 
which refers to that element of the problem-solving process where participants 
seek to identify and interpret in a way most meaningful to themselves the problem 
(that is, the task) components: exploring the initial state and goal state and the 
operators which might be used in order to complete their task. 
The second part - Test instantiation - looks at the way participants work with these 
problem elements. The verb `instantiate' is used by Johnson for the application of 
operators `where the designers add flesh to the chosen skeleton' (Johnson, 2003: 
52). I use it to cover the whole act of realising the full product test out of the 
givens. It covers episodes Devise script and Devise items. 
The remaining episode - Devise context - does not fall neatly into either section. 
For this reason, it is regarded as a `boundary' category. However, for the sake of 
clarity it is dealt with under the first section. 
" Quotation reference and codes 
Throughout Chapters 6,7 and 8, in vivo data (transcription of participants' 
utterances produced from concurrent verbalisation, interview and stimulated recall) 
are quoted extensively. In vivo quotations are given in italics with dots within 
square brackets [... J denoting a cut. For each extract I give a full quotation 
reference, using the following codes: 
VP1- verbal protocol extract from Stage 1 (experimental study) 
VP2 - verbal protocol extract from Stage 2 (naturalistic study) 
Int - Interview ( and Stimulated Recall) extract 
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Each is followed by segment number(s). 
Thus, for example, Zach VP1/1-2 denotes a Stage 1 (experimental study) extract 
from Zach's verbal protocol, Segments 1 and 2. In addition, extracts are sometimes 
given from tests (labelled as Test extract) and text (Base text) using item and 
paragraph numbers. 
Coding references are also cited where appropriate. The following type-face 
features are used to represent the different codes. Episodes are underlined; operator 
verbs are in CAPITALS, operator objects in normal type, and justifiers are in 
italics. The reader is referred to Appendix 10 for a detailed definition of all codes. 
Lists of operator codes are given in the form of Code boxes. These are cited using 
the same conventions (above) as used for in vivo quotations, but with segment 
numbers in the column to the left. 
6.6.1 Task representation 
As shown in Table 6.9 above, the majority of participants (seven) reviewed the 
specifications first and then proceeded to examine the text. The three remaining 
participants (Emily and Teresa, both lower level, and Sharon, higher level) cover 
the same episodes but in reverse order. An analysis of these early episodes reveals 
that, in general, the two competency groups devoted a very similar proportion of 
their operators to the task representation stages: 16.6% for less expert group; 18% 
for more expert group (see Table 6.10 above). 
Beyond this quantitative analysis, significant qualitative differences emerge 
between the two groupings. In order to illustrate the different approaches used by 
the lower and upper competency groupings, episode code boxes from Emily 
(lower) and Malcolm (upper) are presented below, with a brief comparative 
summary, highlighting salient features. 
" Comparison of Review text episodes: Emily and Malcolm 
Emily's Review text episode comprises a total of only three operators. She surveys 
the text rapidly: using this episode solely as a means of establishing text content 
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and offers very few comments. However, there is a relatively high density of 
justifiers: the first operator contains three different ones. 
1 CONTROL: NOTE text level/access culture/technicality 
READ text 
COMMENT +ve text RTL intrinsic interest 
Code box Emily VP 2/1 
By contrast, Malcolm's Review text episode is extremely lengthy (see below), with 
a total of 24 operators, and he achieves a great deal within it. Like Emily, he uses 
it primarily for establishing text content with a high proportion of DISTIL 
operators (gleaning key textual content). However, he is already beginning to 
explore possible item type and focus (an instance of multi-tasking), with a large 
number of PROPOSE/ REJECT operators. It is noticeable that there are no 
finalisations (*) in this episode: it is still exploratory. He uses a wide variety of 
different justifiers (8 different ones in total), with a strong focus on text-item match 
(establishing, on this first pass, the most appropriate item type for the base text 
content. This is another example of multi-tasking). 
3. COMMENT: specs repertoire TIW 
CONTROL procedure item type text-item match 
4. READ text 
DISTIL text content 
COMMENT text type exploitability/text-item match 
COMMENT general item type text-item match 
DISTIL text content 
PROPOSE-REJECT item type text-item match/exploitability 
COMMENT item focus core concept 
PROPOSE text cut general text length/text-item match 
COMMENT text access technicality/ WK 
5. CONTROL procedure 
READ text 
DISTIL text -ve evaluation EML 
6. DISTIL text content 
REJECT IBC level/distraction 
7. DISTIL text content 
REJECT IBC WK 
8. DISTIL text content 
REJECT IBC WK 
9. COMMENT -ve text RTL 
10. DISIL text content 
11. DISTIL text content 
12. DISTIL text content 
Code box Malcolm VP 2/3-12 
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The difference here is striking and not simply in terms of length. The non-expert 
Emily uses her Review text episode simply to read and understand the 
propositional content of the article. The expert Malcolm uses it for analysis, not 
just as a text but as a component within the larger task. He is using his first pass at 
text to map out its impact on other task components such as Devise items. 
" Comparison of Review specs episodes: Emily and Caitlin 
Moving on to the second component of Task representation, I now compare 
Emily's processes with those of a different expert writer: Caitlin. 
Emily's second episode is Review specs. At first glance, it appears relatively rich 
and complex compared with other lower competency writers, with three segments 
and a total of nine operators. The majority are COMMENT specs, covering a 
variety of aspects (five distinct facets). However, a closer inspection shows that 
although she includes three justifiers, one is erroneously cited (X) and there are 
two proposals which although posited relatively firmly here, are not followed 
through (NF). 
2. COMMENT specs: text type 
COMMENT specs: text length 
COMMENT specs: access 
COMMENT specs: marking -ve EML flnancial constraints 
3. CONTROL: PROCEDURE rubric writer acili NF 
4. CONSIDER item type 
COMMENT -ve RTL item type sub-skill focus X 
COMMENT -ve self item type 
PROPOSE item type NF 
Code box Emily VP 2/2-4 
By contrast, the more expert Caitlin's Review specifications episode (her first) 
comprises five segments and considerably more operators (21). 
1. READ specs 
COMMENT specs: text length 
COMMENT specs: text type 
CONTROL: note and recursion 
2. READ specs 
READ text 
CONSIDER context: text type repertoire TP 
CONSIDER context: text type access culture 
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CONTROL: recursion 
3. COMMENT specs: access culture 
CONTROL procedure 
COMMENT specs language level/access 
READ specs 
COMMENT specs access culture 
4. READ specs: marking non-expert 
COMMENT specs: marking correct spelling 
COMMENT specs: authenticity 
MODIFY context setting (recursion) 
authenticity contextual 
COMMENT s ecs: ermissible change 
5. READ specs: required products 
CONSIDER context setting authenticitv: contextual 
Code box Caitlin VP 2/1-5 
As Caitlin starts to review the specifications she immediately decides on a strategy 
for recording her observations and ideas (CONTROL: note), which she follows 
throughout the whole protocol (there are no NFs). As she reads the specifications 
she comments on seven facets. Her comments are interspersed with CONSIDER 
operators, notably of context: text type and setting. This goes beyond simple 
description (that is, she tends to avoid the simple READ operator which functions 
merely to highlight that a point has been noted). 
Caitlin uses this episode as an opportunity for genuine problem space review, 
exploring higher order issues as she reads the specifications: this can be regarded 
as enriched problem representation. There is significant multi-tasking during the 
whole episode as she reads and considers options. This is shown by the variety of 
different operator codes already appearing in this initial episode. 
Caitlin shows a readiness to modify earlier proposals in the light of new input. The 
multi-tasking and MODIFY and CONTROL: recursion operators indicate 
confidence in her own capacity to hold several constructs in mind, to review 
several PROPOSE type operators before making a decision: there are no 
finalisation asterisks * in this episode but many ideas have already been generated 
about how she will later tackle the task. 
Caitlin exhibits a rich understanding and internalisation of those facets she does 
highlight, and shows a good understanding of possible operational implications of 
many specs. She also works quickly, multi-tasking and frequently moving between 
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levels of abstraction. She uses mental models of the candidates to help trigger 
important considerations. 
" Task representation: summary 
These four episode code boxes illustrate some of the most important qualitative 
differences between the way upper and lower competency groups operate in their 
task representation episodes. These differences are summarised below. 
In comparison with the protocols of the early episodes of less expert participants, 
those of expert writers are characterised by: 
" longer task representation with larger number of operators 
"a more sophisticated level of task representation and internalisation 
"a greater density and variety of referents (objects) 
"a greater density and variety of justifiers 
"a tendency to draw on repertoires more often 
" more multi-tasking 
" an absence of errors 
" proposals followed through as stated 
6.6.2 Instantiation of context 
Having looked in detail at the task representation stage of VPs, I now examine the 
way different participants deal with the provision of contextual information. It 
should be noted, (see Table 6.9) that there is no clear pattern in the VPs of position 
for the Devise context episode: four of the ten participants have it in third position, 
three have it in fourth position, one in fifth, one makes brief mention of it in 
second position and one (non-expert Emily) makes no reference to context at all. 
Apart from this last point, there appears to be no clear link between competency 
and position of the Devise context episode. 
As discussed in Section 6.1, well-delineated context is highlighted frequently by 
the editors as a positive attribute of the tests and VP episode analysis statistics 
indicate that time spent on instantiating context is of significance in determining 
test quality. As shown in Table 6.10, less expert participants spent relatively less 
time than the more expert writers exploring and instantiating context (a mean of 
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3.2% of operators for the lower group compared with a mean of 6.6% for the upper 
group). Once again, it should be emphasized that the lowest-rated participant of all 
(Emily) did not make a single mention of context in her VP. 
At first glance, the experienced non-expert Zach's lengthy Devise context episode 
appears anomalous within this pattern. However, although he received an overall 
low grading for his test, it was his items which were criticised: his script and 
context were considered good. Thus the effort he spent on contextual concerns (9 
% of his total operators) may be deemed to have yielded positive results. It is 
noted that Zach used the lowest percentage of Devise items operators (17 %) of 
the whole set and this begs the question of whether time spent on context would 
have been better spent on items. However, this question will be explored in a later 
section. 
A qualitative comparative analysis of episodes reveals a striking difference 
between the attitude towards context of the two competency groups. For the 
weaker group, Devise context is essentially regarded as an aspect of task 
representation whereas for the more expert group, this episode is used for both task 
representation and test instantiation. 
In order to illustrate this point, the Devise context episodes of the VPs of Teresa 
and Caitlin are presented and analysed below. 
Teresa's Devise context episode is short and superficial in its delineation: covering 
only setting and topic, and doing it with the minimum of exploration. 
... it's not really news this ... 1 think this would 
be part of a ... a kind of a 
radio programme... about the environment... Teresa VP2/52 
This is in contrast with Caitlin's Devise context episode. The following extracts, 
presented in conflated form here for ease of reference, are drawn from a lengthy 
episode spanning six segments (30-35). This suggests the respect Caitlin accords 
to context as she recursively considers the viability of many different facets of 
context in relation to the target specifications (for example, level and propositional 
content of base text) covering all three elements: field (European location and 
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focus, unbiased report on a populist station), tenor (Irish journalist, with 
appropriate accent, tone, vocal dynamics) and mode (radio news feature).. 
we're going have to go for a radio report a Five Live report ... seeing as it's 
quite high level I might use a journalist with a regional accent 
... um.... text ... has references to Britain and to America and Europe... SO I 
might use an Irish accent...... OK ... so....... music jingle .... um ... broadcast 
... introduction ........ so a report about plastic bags and the environment 
...... relate report to news about plastax which has been introduced this 
week in Ireland.... introduce journalist ..... from Dublin and ... the contents 
of ... the nature of report ... so... done that. .. pauses and stress and emphasis 
... because it's a formal report I don't think it needs too much in the way of 
... vocal dynamics anything other than we might associate with a news 
report... it's not a news item yeah ... so much as sort of a feature I suppose [... ]... try and give the voice an unbiased feel so we don't get the sensation 
that the journalist is... we must find a solution... working round... general 
not too partisan.... Caitlin VP 2/30-35 
To further convey the complexity and multiple foci of Caitlin's Devise context 
episode, its code box is presented below. 
3 PROPOSE* context setting time 
PROPOSE* script instantiation/ realisation - roles 
3 PROPOSE* context - voice level 
CONTROL recursion authenticity contextual 
3 CONTROL DEFER item wording check 
REVIEW access access culture/ technicality 
COMMENT -ve text EML interest candidate 
REVIEW lang approp sub-skill focus 
CONTROL DEFER spellability check 
3 REVIEW authenticity textual access technicality 
PROPOSE* context authenticity contextual 
3 PROPOSE* script realisation 
CONTROL track/ coherence 
3 PROPOSE* context tenor/ vocal dynamics authenticity contextuaUgenre 
CONTROL - CONSIDER context voice re main text point 
Code box Caitlin VP 2/30-35 
Caitlin's Devise context episode comprises six long segments, with five 
PROPOSE* context operators with a variety of facets: text type; setting; role; 
topic; voice (both accent and vocal dynamics) and complex recursion through 
PROPOSE, CONTROL/CONSIDER operators. 
All the context facets she mentions are instantiated in detail with a high level of 
specificity for example, in Segment 30, her context: setting choice of a radio talk is 
specified as `a Five Live report' because she clearly considers it important to 
show that this is a populist treatment of the subject. Also she gives clear 
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justification for her choices for example, Segment 35, PROPOSE* context: tenor 
`because it's a formal report I don't think it needs too much in the way of .. vocal 
dynamics anything other than we might associate with a news report... try to give 
the voice an unbiased feel' (authenticity contextual/genre). Throughout her 
consideration of the various context options, she uses several CONTROL-type 
operators to REVIEW access, language and so forth in light of the specifications 
and candidate consideration. 
" Instantiation of context: summary 
These extracts illustrate some of the most important qualitative differences 
between the way upper and lower competency groups instantiate context. These 
differences are summarised below. 
In comparison with the protocols of the early episodes of less expert participants, 
those of expert writers are characterised by: 
" the use of the Devise context episode for test instantiation as well as task 
representation 
" longer task representation with larger number of operators 
"a larger number of facets delineated 
"a higher level of specificity in facets delineated 
"a greater density and variety of referents (objects) 
"a greater density and variety of justifiers 
" more multi-tasking and recursion - checking of practical decision making in 
the light of larger-scale constructs. 
6.7 Choosing item type 
Before proceeding with a more detailed examination of the way script and items 
are generated, I turn briefly to the way different participants choose item type. For 
some, this might seem a lower-order fairly mechanistic operation but VPs of both 
more and less expert writers show that it is frequently a crucial part of their task 
representation. 
An examination of relevant segments of the VPs of the different competency 
groupings is very illuminating. For example the two weakest participants (Emily 
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and Gary) spend a relatively long time considering which item type to include 
before opting for a mixture of multiple choice and sentence completion. The 
justifiers they invoke are telling. In the extract below, Emily explains her distrust 
of the efficacy of multiple-choice items in general, believing them to be a test of 
intelligence rather than language proficiency. 
I don't really like multiple choice type questions....... so much 
... um... because I think that people with a good general intelligence can 
often sort of work out the answers to them or narrow it down to say two 
possibilities even if they don't have a great deal of ... you know... even if 
they don't have very much language ability... Emily VP2/ 4 
In a later segment she picks up this point and invokes her repertoire as a learner to 
over-ride the specifications in this regard: considering guessability the most 
important issue. 
most recently a [... ] language test which I somehow passed .... but that was 
very much of the sort of multiple choice.. variety ......... you know I felt I 
performed above my ability in that test because I guessed a lot of the 
answers when I couldn't actually understand what was being said .. Emily 
VP 2/24 
Regarding number of options, later in the VP she again draws on her teaching and 
learning repertoires, assuming that because she has personally not encountered 
three-option MCIs, that they are invalid and she thus over-rides the specifications. 
it says here three-option multiple options but I've never seen a test with 
only three options before... I think ... I suppose it narrows it 
down too much 
just make the average score higher... easier to guess... (... J yeah I'm going 
to do four options......... Emily VP 2130 
She also betrays a basic lack of knowledge about text-item match. 
I think some kind of sentence completion .. or short answer question would 
probably be a better test of overall understanding Emily VP 214 
Another non-expert writer, Gary (like Emily in the last extract) also assumes that 
attitude is best tested by using sentence completion. 
there's possibly overall attitude of the author which is probably better 
tested by the sentence completion Gary VP2/ 5 
It is illuminating to compare the approach and informing knowledge of these two 
low-level item writers with the complex reasoning shown by Malcolm over his 
choice of item type. He considers it over across three early segments (3-5) 
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incorporating 11 operators dealing with this single issue. It has the additional 
function of distilling the essence of the text. 
Before he even starts reading the text, Malcolm sets himself the problem of 
ensuring an appropriate text-item match 
[... ] so I'm going to read the text and see what the text is like because it 
depends if the text is a mixture of opinion and fact or whether it falls one 
side or the other of that [re item type] ... Malcolm VP2/3 
His initial impression that he is dealing with an opinion text leads him to consider 
MCI as an item type. 
[ reads text][... 1... initially I would be looking at this length of article to um.. . probably 
get about 8 multiple choice item... Malcolm VP2/4 
However, as he reads on, he recognises that, although the whole article is a based 
on an opinion, there is only one, thereby making it unsuitable as a testing focus. 
but looking at this particular text ... (... I I think that's going to be problematic ... (... I if there is an opinion there which what are we going about all this plastic etc. and how 
are we going to deal with the growth.. . you know trying to disperse.. . all this 
plastic... it's a single view throughout the text it's not something um I think that would 
yield opinions because the whole text is working towards that one view 1... J Malcolm 
VP2/4 
Malcolm's relevant code box is given below, to illustrate the complex interplay of 
operators between DISTIL text content and commenting on the different possible 
item types. This shows that Malcolm is using the search for an appropriate item 
type as another way of establishing the most important attributes and content of the 
base text and therefore which overall approach to use to instantiate an appropriate 
test for it. Thus identification of item-type can be viewed as a form of task 
representation at semantic level. 
3. COMMENT: specs repertoire TIW 
CONTROL rocedure item type text-item match 
4. READ text 
DISTIL text content 
COMMENT text type exploitability/text-item match 
COMMENT general item type text-item match 
DISTIL text content 
PROPOSE-REJECT item type text-item match/exploitability 
COMMENT item focus core concept 
PROPOSE text cut general text length/text-item match 
COMMENT text access technicality/ WK 
5. CONTROL procedure 
READ text 
DISTIL text content evaluation EML 
Code box Malcolm VP2/3-5 
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" Choosing item type: summary 
The above extracts illustrate some of the most important qualitative differences 
between the way upper and lower competency groups choose item type. These 
differences are summarised below. 
In comparison with the protocols of the less expert participants, those of expert 
writers are characterised by: 
- an awareness of the importance of good text-item match 
-a recognition of the complexity of rhetorical mode(s) of the text and its 
importance in determining item type 
-a strong declarative knowledge of item design and the way in which 
different items are best exploited for different purposes 
- using the determination of item type in multiple ways: as a technical 
decision- making process which drives the construction of items and of but 
also as a means of task representation. This is an example of principled, 
task representation. 
In comparison with more expert participants, less expert writers have fundamenal 
deficiencies in knowledge - both declarative and procedural - about item design. 
They appear to be highly dependent on default modes derived from their teaching 
and, sometimes, learning repertoire. Concerns about aspects such as guessability 
cause them to over-ride target specifications, leading to basic technical 
contravention for example, including four instead of three options in their MCIs. 
They appear to have little knowledge of the competing concerns, for example, 
between reading load and guessability. The inclusion of a dummy option suggests 
a fundamental misconception about MCI item design which is predicated on the 
assumption that all options work equally strongly, in order to enhance facility and 
discrimanation values. 
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6.8 Test instantiation: script and items 
Having looked at the way in which participants represent their task through 
Review specs and Review text episodes and how they begin to identify/create a 
context, I now look at the next, and by far the longest, stage of the test writing 
task: the way participants devise their script and items. 
6.8.1 Episode order 
The single most striking difference between the VPs of the participant groups 
as they create script and items is in the order of episodes. Table 6.9 shows that 
there is an exact correspondence between item writing experience and order of 
Devise script and Devise items episodes. All the inexperienced writers 
devised script before items (I designate these script-first writers) and all the 
experienced writers devised items before script (designated items-first writers). 
However, it should be noted that the correspondence pertains to experience 
groupings and not to expertise groupings: inexperienced expert Caitlin 
produced a highly-rated test despite using a script-first approach and 
experienced competent Zach had a lower rating despite using an items first 
approach. However, this choice of episode order has significant repercussions 
for the whole process of test instantiation, setting in train a distinct and largely 
predictable set of operators and will therefore be explored in considerable 
detail both in this chapter and subsequent ones. 
Most of the participants make explicit and revealing mention in their VPs of 
their reasons for choosing the particular episode order. Emily's VP extract 
below reveals her assumption that the text/script has to be finalised before the 
items can emerge out of it. 
.... I think the first thing to do ... there's no point 
in setting the items until 
I've actually pared down the text to the right length otherwise I might find 
that the items I've chosen don't actually make sense if there's something 
missing Emily VP2/5 
By contrast, the following VP extracts from experienced writers show that they 
feel that the items (sometimes as fully-worded questions/statements, sometimes 
only in the form of keys) must be established first and the script will then be 
crafted in response to them. In the first example, Malcolm makes explicit his 
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reason for dealing with items first: he intends to change the script only in the 
light of items he has designed to comply with operator restrictions. He implies 
that once the items are established, a distinctly new version of the text (the 
script) will arise naturally of them. 
... 
having decided that... I now have to look through the text before I cut it 
or anything... to find er... 6 to 9 items that I'm going to target that are 
spellable and are not too technical and would not be based on general 
knowledge..... 
Data extract Malcolm VP2/16 
Sharon and Zach make the same assumption: 
OK what I'm going to do now is to make up some notes from this and then 
I'll make it [the script] up.. . [murmurs as re-reads text] 
just making notes 
to make keys around ............. Sharon VP 2/5 
first .... before re-writing it [script] I'm going to 
highlight words that 
um.. . might 
be worth testing... 
Zach 2/15 
This difference in choice of episode order has a significant effect on performance 
processes. In some ways it can be regarded as the most important divide in 
listening test item writing and sheds light on arguments about authenticity in test 
item writing in general and in listening test item writing in particular. Because of 
its central importance, the notion of episode order and its relation to authenticity 
will be discussed later in this chapter in relation to experimental findings and then 
picked up in Chapter 7, where the values, attitudes and beliefs of experienced 
listening test item writers are explored more fully within the more naturalistic 
research paradigm. 
6.8.2 Comparing approaches 
In order to highlight the principal qualitative differences between the way less 
expert and more expert participants tackle test instantiation - the creation of script 
and items for a particular section of base text -I compare the performance 
processes of three writers of differing competency and experience. To facilitate the 
comparison, I identified writers who chose a very similar item focus or IBC. The 
three writers are: inexperienced non expert Teresa; experienced non-expert Zach; 
and experienced expert Sharon. It should be noted that the script outcomes of two 
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of these writers (Teresa and Sharon) for this particular paragraph, have already 
been analysed in Section 6.2.2 above. 
The source paragraph is Paragraph 3 (96 words) from the base text: it explains and 
illustrates the difficulties involved in disposing of plastic bags. Below are 
presented the relevant test sections of the three example participants - item and 
script - drawn from this section of the base text. These are followed by samples 
from the VPs and analysis of the processes used to generate item and script. 
Teresa: 
Item Plastic is inert and not changed by 
Script And we use them and simply get rid of them or we think we do. The truth is 
that a plastic bag never dies. Bury one in the ground and a million years from now, 
the archaeologists of the future would find it unchanged as they try to translate the 
writing on the sides of the bag. It is also chemically inert, so it is unaffected by wind, 
rain or bacteria. It is virtually indestructible, unless you burn it, which would send a 
cloud of toxic smoke into the atmosphere. (90 words) 
Zach: 
Item are unable to make plastic bags decay biologically. 
Script But though plastic bags are obviously very useful, they create serious 
problems for the environment. The plastic that's used is virtually indestructible, so it's 
impervious to wind, rain and even biological agents of decay such as bacteria. This 
means that even if bags are buried, they won't change in a million years. What's more, 
the plastic is chemically inert. So for one reason or another, the only way to destroy 
plastic bags is by burning them, but of course that emits toxic smoke which damages 
the atmosphere. (87 words) 
Sharon: 
Item Plastic bags cannot be destroyed by burying, weather or 
Script But the problem is, of course, how do we get rid of them? They are ... 
indestructible 
... em... 
if you bury one in the ground, it will still be there a million 
years later... and it would be unchanged. So we can't destroy it by burying it ... and 
the weather doesn't destroy it - you know, the wind and the rain.. . and 
bacteria can't 
act on it to help it decay. We can burn it - that works, that destroys it, but it releases 
toxic smoke, so the pollution in that case is even more dangerous. (91 words) 
Teresa's VP (below) shows that she is using a clear script-first approach. Her 
main concern as she commences her Devise script episode is to decide which parts 
of the script should be cut. 
but I think the first thing to do is decide what to get rid of... so I need to get 
rid of at least a hundred... words[... ] I think it would be easier to get rid of 
a whole paragraph rather than taking out a sentence here or there Teresa 
VP 214 
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She takes some time to read through the text, with no paraphrasing and little 
summarising. 
right ... And we use them and simply get rid of them or think we do. The 
truth is that a plastic bag never dies... buried under the ground and a 
million years hence ... and a million years... let's say from now... a million 
years from now... the archaeologists of the future would find it unchanged 
as they try to decode the faded ancient hieroglyphs... this has got to 
change... Teresa VP2112 
There is some recognition of cultural inaccessibility and inappropriate register but 
her main concerns are to cut words she deems too difficult for the level. 
Sainsbury's and Tesco... no good.. . cos that is going to be absolutely 
meaningless ... the archaeologists of the 
future would find it 
unchanged... let's just say.. . 
decoded the ... very journalistic ... as they try to 
translate writing on the side of the bag ... and it's also chemically inert so it is impervious... let's change that to unaffected... in the rain or biological 
agents of decay ... it's virtually indestructible unless you 
burn it which 
would send a dollop of toxic smoke.. . 
let's change dollop.. .a cloud of toxic 
smoke into the atmosphere.. Teresa VP/13 
There is a predominance of text cut referents all at word/phrase level in this extract 
. Her concerns are clearly more syntactic than semantic and more reductive than 
constructive: she is concerned to cut rather than recreate or transfuse. 
The following extract is from her Devise items episode. 
what is interesting about this paragraph ... maybe it should 
be something 
about the second part of the paragraph ... 
how about this Simply with wind 
... change this slightly... my answer will be `wind rain or 
bacteria'... it's 
inert and is unaffected by wind rain and bacteria... Teresa VP2/40 
When it comes to devising the item, Teresa does briefly consider salience - asking 
herself the question `what is interesting about this paragraph' and identifies the 
IBC of what does not affect plastic. However, the item is devised rapidly, the 
identification of the focus is considered the end of the process, the actual crafting 
of the item to make it comply with specifications does not occur. Teresa fails to see 
the technical difficulty of having so many words in the answer and contravenes the 
requirement of the specifications to have a maximum of three words in the answer 
key. Also she opts to use a technical, low frequency word in the stem (`inert'), 
making this item partially a test of vocabulary knowledge rather than of listening 
ability. 
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By contrast, experienced expert Sharon uses an items-first approach. The 
following extract is from her fourth (embedded Devise items/Devise script) 
episode. Segment 8 below shows that as she reads Paragraph 3, she is already 
beginning to transfuse the essential detail, actually transforming it into what might 
later go into a `speakerly'script. She also repeatedly alternately reads and 
paraphrases/summarises the text, incidentally beginning to generate a prototype 
script in the act of unpacking the dense clauses of the original written text. 
um destructibility ... 
bury underground... they're indestructible ... (... ] bury 
in the ground.. . and it would 
be unchanged...... puzzle over 
writing... supermarket bags........ so we've got if they bury.... um... not 
destroy... this is technology stuff... bury them ... weather..... and bacteria...... can't destroy it with........... burial.... chemical reaction........ or 
Can be burned... Can burn it ....... 
but ......... but it releases......... smoke ... Sharon VP/8 
She then reviews her analysis and pin points an appropriate key: `bacteria'. 
so out of that lot..... out of that section ... um... 
I'm thinking about.... what 
we can target that isn't general knowledge... um.... it's all very general 
knowledgey 
... um.... 
however we've got chemical reaction later [... ] 
biological agents of decay [... ]..... create a link actually ........... something 
with bacteria ... that's it 
Sharon VP18 
As she searches for a salient testable concept in the base text, she uses a 
combination of READ/TRANSFUSE and DISTIL operators, seeking to understand 
the core elements of the text by paraphrasing it and identifying meaningful 
elements. Unlike Teresa, she is unconcerned at this stage with removing low 
frequency or difficult lexis. Sharon does not simply read the text but actively 
processes it, contributing to the deep level of task representation started in the 
earlier episodes. 
Then having understood the essence of the paragraph she knows there is one item- 
bearing concept present and she tries to identify one which will not be guessable. 
She recognises that the paragraph contains many well-known facts: that plastic is 
virtually indestructible, for example, but also that it contains some very specific 
points, which are not necessarily predictable and can therefore be tested. 
Having made a note of her chosen key or IBC for this part of the text she moves on 
to identify items for the remainder of the text. She then returns in her Devise script 
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episode to flesh out the script based on the bare-bones framework provided by the 
items. These it might be suggested, constitute her `semi-script' (see Section 7.6.3). 
It has already been recognised (see Section 6.1) that Sharon's script has extremely 
strong oral qualities and the creation of this appears to have been facilitated by her 
use of this READ/DISTIL/TRANSFUSE technique in her embedded Devise 
items/Devise script episode. From it, she already has in her mind many the 
elements of script which she carries with her into fifth and final episode. 
In the extract below (Segment 21) from her final episode, Sharon returns to the 
script equipped with both her IBC ('bacteria') and a strong understanding of the 
core information / rhetorical mode of this section. She starts with a summary 
statement and then proceeds to consider the position of the candidate. She then 
fleshes out the script, breaking down the long clauses into simple, more speakerly 
forms until she has both script and item wording in place. 
I need something for this paragraph about problems........... 
..... bacteria........ cos they won't be able to even if they know that......... 
.. um... they won't know where it's going to come ... it can't 
be destroyed by 
chemical reaction... it can't be destroyed by burying .... weather ... 
chemicals..... it can't be destroyed by burning ... it can't 
be destroyed by 
burying ... weather, chemicals, bacteria....... it can be destroyed by burning..... but.... can't by bacteria .. so Sharon VP1/21 
What is striking here is that the act of identifying/devising an item for the given 
stretch of text becomes an act of task representation: it is an efficient way of 
divining essential meaning from the text. Those writers who take an items-first 
approach are effectively making a second review of text whilst devising items. 
In addition to an analysis of these two `to-type' participants, it is illuminating to 
examine the relevant VPs of exceptional participant Zach (experienced non- 
expert). Zach is also an items first writer but his VP shows that the use of this 
approach per se is not a guarantee of quality. In the extracts below, he identifies 
three different possible IBTs/ keys, though he ranks them, putting archaeologist as 
a second choice without recognising the likely problems with spelling and opts for 
bacteria quickly without giving a reason for the choice. This leaves two items in a 
very short space of text. Again, he fails to recognise this problem. 
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archaeologists ... it's not really on the central topic.. . so I'll put that in italics... . as well as bold as a sort of second choice... second rank items... word for testing ... um ... bacteria that would work... toxic... or toxic 
smoke.. . no it's not a compound... the risk with testing toxic is that if they 
put poisonous it's going to be right.. . let's try smoke ... Zach VP2/16 
Earlier I have mentioned that Zach is an items-first writer, but in fact that way he 
works shows that he is much more concerned about script than item, as the length 
and complexity of this segment shows. He recognises the need to get the main 
text point and to make it suitable for speaking and there are some TRANSFUSE 
operators but he is not letting the item do the work for him, instead he gets 
involved in long convoluted discussions of why he chooses certain words. This is 
in contrast with Sharon who does it as part of her text representation. Zach makes 
the curious choice of using a technical word `emit' in place of `send' - it appears 
that his concern with making the script suitably high level obscures what might be 
seen as the more sensible demands of contextual authenticity and clarity. 
now this bury it sentence and virtually indestructible ... cover the same 
ground.. . so it doesn't need a separate sentence.. . so I'm going to cut out the 
very sentence... um and start with it being indestructible ... and then go on 
to chemically inert which is a bit less accessible.... so it is virtually... it's 
because this is spoken... but they're ... no plastic bags 
but they're virtually 
indestructible.., er.. . so even if they're buried they ... buried in the 
ground.. . no just buried... they should understand that... they wouldn't 
change in ... what's the time.. a million years...! suppose you could say 
they wouldn't change in a million years then the only way to destroy them 
is by burning but... so we need to show there's a negative thing coming 
up... the only way to destroy them is by burning... but that would send a 
dollop of toxic smoke.. . but that would ... um... emit .... more 
like level. toxic 
smoke into the atmosphere ... Zach VP2/35 
In Zach's Devise script episode it appears to be that an overt declarative approach 
may be damaging to the script production process: while Sharon is doing, Zach is 
talking about doing. This observation might seems to imply that, for script 
creation, a `talk aloud' (Level I type) rather than a `explicating think aloud' (Level 
III type) verbalisation approach is preferable. 
Zach's VP extract shows what might be expected for a mid-level achievement: 
some of the features of the high level expert performance and some similar to that 
of the lower level inexperienced Teresa. The script is of a higher standard than the 
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very poor quality item. The fact that Zach received a mixed evaluation for his test 
appears to endorse this. 
" Epidsode order script and items: summary 
In comparison with less expert participants, more expert writers: 
- use the early Devise items episode to perform a number of functions, which 
contribute to a more sophisticated representation of the text: semantic 
rather than merely syntactic (this sometimes takes the form of embedding 
episodes) 
- employ a constructive rather than reductive approach to scripting, creating 
a distinctly new version of the text for the script rather than simply cutting 
chunks from the original 
- internalise core text elements quickly and effectively 
- use ideas from one episode to inform later ones, showing evidence of 
keeping a proto-script (created in Devise items episode) in working 
memory for retrieval later on in the Devise script episode 
- use fewer READ and COMMENT operators and more DISTIL and 
TRANSFUSE operators 
Regarding epiosde order, an analysis of the performances of these participants, 
particularly Zach, indicates that an item-first approach per se is not a guarantee of 
success. Instead it suggests that a high quality outcome might depend on the way 
in which such an approach is used to facilitate task/text representation. This is of 
particular interest in the next chapter in the analysis of the performance processes 
of experienced participants under naturalistic conditions. 
6.8.3 Ruses 
One set of operators identified mainly in the task instantiation stage are what I 
have designated as ruses. These are distinct item writing tricks or stratagems, used 
to stretch operator constraints and enable items to work with a recalcitrant text. 
Ruses can be viewed as `chunks' or condition-action rules and they appear in the 
VPs with little explanation or justification. In most cases writers employ them to 
expand the possibilities of a given text and to make items comply with constraints 
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of level (increasing and decreasing difficulty as required), process requirements 
(providing space between items) and so forth. 
The following ruses are identified in the VPs. They are presented in order of 
frequency, the first being the most often used. 
- Text-item barter - swapping lexical items between text and item so that the 
higher-level synonym is in the text 
- Plausible distraction - adding distraction to the script to reduce guessability 
of keys 
- Text trimming - reducing text in order to constrain the key (for example, 
compacting noun phrases to produce a shorter key) 
- Key stretching/ Script padding - placing keys at intervals throughout the 
text, often by adding script, to allow sufficient candidate processing time 
between items 
- Key modification - modifying key in such a way as to prevent listeners 
identifying a cue from the item stem (that is, avoiding a `dictation effect') 
- Word form shift - (similar to Key modification and Text-item barter) 
altering the morphology of words preceding the key in order to avoid a 
dictation effect 
- Distraction shifting - moving distraction elements to subvert a predictable 
pattern and source of distraction 
- After-the-gap constraint - constraining the key by putting words after the 
gap so that candidates are not tempted to `run on' into longer keys 
This list shows just how `cavalier' the writers are in their attitude towards 
text/script: by employing these ruses to alter the text in this fashion they are clearly 
not regarding base text as sacred, or items as immanent within it. The use of ruses 
indicates that text is a construct which can and indeed, must, be altered to make the 
test workable. 
In the experimental study (see Table 6.11 below), ruses are unsurprisingly used 
much more by experienced than inexperienced writers. Significantly, however, 
inexperienced expert Caitlin does use them (though all of one type: test-item 
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barter), apparently having worked out the strategem for herself, rather than having 
learnt it. 












Table 6.11 Ruse count (Experimental study) 
6.9 Chapter summary 
This chapter sought to address two main questions. Firstly it explored the extent to 
which expertise might be determined by longevity within the domain. It 
demonstrated clearly that for the participants in this study, there was a close 
correspondence between experience and expertise in the domain: the majority of 
those item writers with relevant experience performed better on the research task 
than those without such experience. 
Secondly, it focused on the critical differences between expert and non-expert 
listening test item writing. It was recognised that data were derived from a small 
sample and the research task and meta-task was limited in both time and scope; 
there were also no opportunities to repeat the research using parallel tasks. Thus it 
would be unsound to make general assertions on the basis of these findings. 
However, a number of patterns in performance between the groups were suggested, 
which are summarised below. These points will be revisited in subsequent 
chapters and examined in relation to findings from the more naturalistic study, 
discussed in the next chapter. 
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" Summary of comparison of expert and non-expert test outcomes 
Those product tests which the editors deemed of high quality have a number of 
distinctive characteristics. The test scripts have a strong `speakerly' quality, 
suitable for delivery in an oral mode, with sufficient contextual information and 
instructions to enable candidates with an appropriate level of language proficiency 
to interpret the input effectively as discourse. The test item type is appropriate to 
the text provided (predominantly factual content lending itself to supply-type 
note/sentence completion items). The test items adhere closely to the 
specifications as set, in particular they are sufficiently constrained to enable the test 
to be marked reliably using low-inference criteria, with a clear, usually single-word 
key, focussing on salient distinguishable input text/script content and well-spaced 
allowing candidates sufficient time to process language between items. 
Less proficient writers produced scripts which retain many of the original features 
of the written base text and provide little or no appropriate contextual information. 
Test item types tend to be inappropriate to the text type/rhetorical mode and 
content and contravene technical specifications about the composition/format of 
these items. A significant proportion of their items focus on syntactic rather than 
semantic content of the text, they do not follow the order of the text and/or do not 
allow sufficient processing time between items. There was considerable variety in 
the item focus: a total of 46 different IBCs (item bearing concepts) were identified 
by the ten writers. No clear patterns emerged between the competency levels as to 
item focus per se. However, keys specified by non-expert writers are insufficiently 
constrained, frequently being over-long and complex and requiring high-inference 
criteria for marking. 
" Summary of expert performance processes 
There was a great variation in the performance processes of individuals, each 
participant tackling the task in his or her own fashion. However, a number of core 
characteristics were observed as representative of the different competency 
groupings. Table 6.12, below, summarises the core characteristics of more expert 
writers. 
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In comparison with less proficient participants in this study, more expert 
writers tended to do the following: 
Task - have more rapid and more effective internalisation of 
representation task elements, with fewer checks of specifications 
and fewer contraventions of task requirements 
- use several different episodes throughout the task 
sequence to further internalise their task 
representation 
Contextual- - show a greater awareness of the importance of 
isation providing contextual information to help candidates 
understand text as discourse 
- use process of devising context as a constructive, test 
instantiation process as well as a more passive task 
representation 
- take a longer time to devise context (both within the 
Devise context episode and incidentally as the need 
arises in other episodes) 
- instantiate a wide variety of context facets, 
encompassing all three elements of context of 
situation: field, tenor and mode (weaker participants 
tend to confine themselves to field elements: setting 
and topic) 
- use a breadth orientation during task representation 
establishing context (enabling a subsequent strong 
confident depth orientation) 
Script and item - have a more even balance between time and effort 
creation devoted to the different task elements, with notable 
equality of distribution of segments and operators 
between the Devise items and Devise script episodes 
- avoid obsessive concern about one particular issue 
(referent) such as text length or item type 
- exhibit greater declarative knowledge of item 
construction and effect of different item types 
- show a greater awareness of the importance of text- 
item match 
- invoke more and a greater variety of justifiers 
covering both reliability and validity constructs 
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- use more condition-action rules or ruses 
General points - follow specifications accurately 
- show effective use of working memory - retrieving 
decisions across episodes 
- tend to devise items before script 
- have a greater density and variety of verbs, referents 
and justifiers 
- exploit more opportunities for multi-tasking shown 
through episode embedding, recursion and so forth 
- tend not to make any technical errors in item 
construction 
- follow through proposals as earlier stated 
Table 6.12 Summary of expert performance processes 
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Chapter 7- Findings from naturalistic research 
Chapter 7 analyses findings from data derived from the naturalistic study which 
investigated the work of ten experienced listening test item writers, researched 
under naturalistic conditions: in their normal working environment, working on 
test papers of their own choice. 
The chapter starts by briefly reviewing acquisition processes of test item writers, 
drawing mainly on data derived from interviews with experienced participants 
(though supplemented by verbal protocol and stimulated recall data). It should be 
noted that the research frame for this part of the study was designed as an ex post 
facto investigation: highly successful practitioners were identified and they were 
asked to reflect on their development as test item writers. Clearly this frame 
allowed little opportunity for an exploration of the reasons for failure or 
withdrawal, that is, why some aspiring test writers ceased their involvement. 
Because it looks at selection and maintenance, the analysis in this chapter sheds 
some light on the mechanisms and conditions which might influence failure. 
However, it should be recognised that these insights are necessarily limited. 
Finally, it should be noted that most of the participants in this study became item 
writers before there was an established formal recruitment policy for the testing 
bodies: it is likely that the entry route taken by aspiring writers today will be very 
different. 
The second major part of Chapter 7 is devoted to performance process of 
experienced writers, mainly using VP data. After a brief review of the exploratory 
phase it moves to the main focus: the concerted phase of test production. Starting 
with a global or macro analysis of episode order and problem-space diagrams, it is 
followed by a more micro analysis - of the particular operators involved in the 
generation of test frame and context. The bulk of the analysis focuses on the 
instantiation of the test in participants' Devise items and Devise script episodes. 
This section explores in some detail the difference between experienced items-first 
and script-first writers, looking at their attitudes to authenticity in tests and how 
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this might influence choice of episode order. It finishes with an examination of the 
deployment of a variety of notably effective problem-solving heuristics. 
This chapter addresses all of the substantive questions posed at the end of Chapter 
I (see Section 1.6). However, it seeks in particular to address the following issues 
in the target domain: What might be the trajectory of acquisition of expertise? 
What might be the role of intuitive versus deliberative thinking in expertise? Does 
expertise develop through stages suggested in the proceduralising models? What 
might be the role of intuitive versus deliberative thinking in expertise? Is the 
expertise specialized and/or distributed? Are features of the expertise fixed or in 
dynamic relationship with each other and other influences? Do the expert 
participants in my study exhibit the generic features of expertise (presented in 
Figure 1.3)? 
7.1 Acquisition processes 
7.1.1 Participant background 
Ten listening test item writers took part in this phase of the study. Nine provided 
VP data: the audio recording of VP data of the tenth (Fion) was too unclear to 
analyse but I have elsewhere used her interview data. As shown in Table 7.1, all 
are experienced item writers for international testing bodies (with between two 
years' and 11 years' experience). They have all been fully inducted into the 
specifications of their focus test papers and have worked repeatedly within the 
same specifications for some time. All but one earn all, or a considerable portion, 
of their living from work in testing. It should be noted that false names have been 
given to all participants, except one. I retain my own name (Katy) in order to 
make clear to the reader when I am supplying data from my own VP. 
Table 7.1 below provides a summary of the test item writing experience and other 
relevant experience of these research participants. The designations within each 
column are derived from participants' self report and an explanatory key is given 
below the table. 
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Research TIW years' experience: Experience in test Experience in test 
participant Test writing 
in general 
Focus paper marking/ oral 
examining 
administration ý 
Dorothy 11 3.5 Very substantial Substantial 
Ira 12 3 Moderate Substantial 
Fion 8 2 Very substantial Very substantial 
Lee 2 1.5 Substantial Minimal 
Katy 11 11 Minimal Minimal 
Anne 3 1 Substantial Minimal 
Zach 6 4 Substantial Moderate 
Natalie 6 6 Very substantial Very substantial 
Paul 7 4 Very substantial Very substantial 
Sharon 8 8 Very substantial Very substantial 
Table 7.1 Testing experience of participants (naturalistic study) 
Key 
1. Very substantial = over 4 years' experience; Substantial =2-4 years' experience; 
Moderate =6 months' -2 years' experience; Minimal = less than 6 months' experience 
An analysis of the data shown in this table indicates that there is considerable 
variation in amount and types of relevant experience amongst the participants, at 
the time of conducting the research. In particular, Lee and Anne have significantly 
less experience of test item writing than the other eight participants and in 
interview they both self-declare as `learner' test writers. Regarding other types of 
experience, nine have substantial or very substantial experience of test marking 
and/or oral examining: Katy is the only exception, with virtually no experience of 
this kind. Six have substantial experience of test administration (for example, 
chairing, editing, trial reviewing or whole test construction. See Figure 2.1 in 
Chapter 2). 
Interview data provided additional information, presented in Table 7.2 below, 
regarding participants' declarative and procedural knowledge under three 
headings: Declarative knowledge of testing theory; Declarative knowledge of 
linguistics; and Specific test-content domain experience and knowledge (for 
example a business background or teaching English for Business when writing a 
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business test). Level designations were inferred from participants' self-report 
during interviews (factual reports on qualifications, amount of involvement in the 
specific target test-content domain, for example, experience with young learners or 
English for Academic Purposes (EAP)). It should be noted that some focus test 
papers do not have one specifiable set of domain content; thus Column 4 
designation is N/A (Not applicable - general). A key to designations is given 




of testing theorY2 
Declarative knowledge 
of Linguistics 3 
Specific content 
domain knowledge4 
Dorothy Substantial Moderate Very substantial 
Ira Very substantial Very substantial N/A (general) 
Fion Substantial Moderate Very substantial 
Lee Moderate Substantial N/A (general) 
Katy Substantial Substantial Very substantial 
Anne Moderate Moderate N/A (general) 
Zach Very substantial Very substantial Very substantial 
Natalie Very substantial Very substantial Very substantial 
Paul Substantial Moderate N/A (general) 
Sharon Very substantial Very substantial Very substantial 
Table 7.2 Relevant declarative knowledge and experience (Naturalistic study) 
Key 
2. Very substantial = higher degree with some specialism in testing theory; Substantial = 
Higher degree (or equivalent) but no specialism; Moderate = No higher degree 
3. Very substantial = higher degree in Linguistics/Applied Linguistics; Substantial = higher 
degree (or equivalent) in TESOL; Moderate = no higher degree 
4. Very substantial = over 4 years' work with/in content domain; Substantial =1 -2 years' 
work with/in content domain; Moderate = less than 2 years' work with/in content domain; 
N/A = general paper 
Once again, there is a considerable variation in types and levels of knowledge and 
experience. 
7.1.2 Domain entry 
Before they started item writing, all ten participants were working as EFL teachers, 
either part- or full-time. Some came to item writing via the intermediary or 
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`feeder' activity of oral examining or marking. Others were identified via personal 
contact, frequently because they had once been colleagues of teachers who had 
then gone on to become senior personnel in the testing body. Some participants 
report that they were asked to join a particular item writing team because of their 
domain content knowledge. In many cases, two or more of these factors were 
involved. 
The reasons participants report for taking up the offer to start item writing are 
perhaps predictable. For most of these research participants it appears to have been 
a combination of the repelling force of their existing situation (long hours, low pay, 
uncongenial working conditions in teaching) and attractions of item writing (better 
pay and career prospects). In addition, some participants were attracted by the 
perceived cache and status of test item writing. Many participants report that early 
success at item writing provided an added impetus. 
An interesting observation by two of the participants is that for those not involved 
in test production, the actual systems involved in the genesis of a test paper can be 
obscure. The corollary of this is that without the personal invitation and/or 
induction through feeder activities, it is unlikely that these participants would have 
sought out opportunities to become involved in item writing because they were 
unaware of how to do so. 
7.1.3 Trajectories of acquisition 
In their interviews, many of the participants reflect on their development as item 
writers from initiate to apprentice to expert (vide Hoffman's (1998) Craft Guild 
Model, Section 1.5.2). Many participants refer to the low `ratio of outcome to 
effort' which characterised their time as apprentice item writers. They observed 
the tendency for some other apprentice writers to drop out when they saw how 
much effort they had to expend to produce a test paper, which was then frequently 
rejected at the pre-edit stage. 
Clearly these participants survived this difficult period and report that, with 
experience, their outcome: effort ratio improved significantly, making item writing 
much more viable, that is, financially rewarding. Some note that they improved 
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viability by specializing in a small number of papers, because it enabled them to 
draw more on repertoire, particularly in their Review specs episode: through this 
their capacity to proceduralise was enhanced. 
Input from fellow writers as well as senior domain personnel is frequently 
mentioned by participants as highly developmental: they report that it is important 
for them to have layers of editorial scrutiny not only to create a better test product 
but also to enhance their own performance processes. This can be seen as 
expertise developing with continual deliberate practice: repeated work in the 
domain refined by peer and other feedback, open discussion and explicit input. 
Some of the data suggest that the trajectory of development may be finite: several 
participants speak of item writing eventually becoming more difficult after 
repeated work on a given paper. However, participants note the proviso that this is 
mainly a problem on topic-dependent papers (those testing speaking and writing) 
rather than text-dependent papers (those testing listening and reading) where the 
base text possibilities are virtually infinite. 
7.1.4 Continuing as item writers 
The task of test item writing, as shown in Chapter 2, involves a distinct mix of 
work modes. It takes the form of a `cottage industry' where the commissioning 
body `contracts out' writing to free-lance item writers working in their own homes. 
This means that much of the initial item production (exploratory and concerted 
phases) is done in isolation. However, a significant portion of the refining process 
is conducted co-operatively: in the recursive form of receiving and responding to 
written feedback and also in taking part in editing meeting discussion. This 
distinction - between individual problem-solving characteristics and the co- 
operative feedback and structuring system - is reflected in the two sections of the 
following discussion. 
" Characteristics of domain problems 
The main focus of my research has been on the writers' cognitive processes as they 
worked individually on their tasks, moving from commission to pre-edit 
submission of script and items (see Figure 2.1). Some item writers take advantage 
of a standing offer to have their base texts `vetted' by subject officers during the 
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early stages of item writing (Ira, for example, often takes advantage of this offer) 
but the majority appear not to, and this phase of their item writing is essentially 
undertaken without outside intervention. 
The data show that all these ten participants exhibit an overwhelmingly positive 
attitude to the actual problem-solving procedures involved in test item writing. 
All make explicit reference to enjoying the concrete and precise nature of item 
writing and seeing in themselves traits which respond well to this characteristic. 
Several participants compare their item writing work to that in other areas of their 
professional lives, for example, teaching. A number imply that the orderliness of 
item writing is a prized antidote to the `chaos' of teaching. 
Related to the issue of precision is that of clarity of feedback. Participants state that 
they value the unequivocal recognition of success of item writing, and the resulting 
personal recommendation leading to other commissions. This is in contrast with 
what one might call the relativity of success in work such as teaching. 
Alongside their attraction to the order and closure, several writers speak of 
enjoying the creativity, albeit of an unusual nature, involved in listening item 
writing. This is seen as part of a strongly supported system, where creativity has a 
strong basis in an existing text: writers do not have to start from a blank page. 
There are implied similarities with `genre writing' (for example, producing 
detective or romantic fiction), which require the writer to follow a distinct formula, 
and which provide opportunities for creativity between clear `tramlines'. 
These data would seem to indicate that these participants feel that problems in test 
item writing have a degree of structuredness not present in those of other aspects 
of their professional lives. 
A final point to note is that several of the participants recognise that their own 
disposition and cognitive style, even their lifestyle, might dispose them more 
favourably to one paper rather than another, usually on the basis of skills. The 
majority of these participants report that they feel particularly comfortable working 
in the oral mode. However, there are two significant exceptions: Ira and Paul state 
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that they have a strong preference for producing reading test papers because they 
feel more comfortable with the written rather than the spoken word. 
" Domain systems 
Domain systems are defined as the operational conditions under which item writers 
work. The type of freelancing used in this domain, involving a combination of 
individual and social activity, appears to attract many of the participants. They 
welcome the self-determination and freedom from interruption of the home-based 
work. Many also say they value the variety and quality of the contacts made in 
editing meetings. 
As mentioned above, several participants also speak of the high levels of support 
they receive in the test production process and for many this appears to be a major 
reason why they continue in the work. Item writers are not required to carry 
through a whole project individually but to work alongside a large number of 
domain personnel, producing and responding to repeated recursive feedback and 
discussion (see Section 2.1). Several participants contrast the co-operative process 
of item writing with the more individualistic one of text book writing, valuing the 
fact that in test production so many more `editing eyes' will have monitored a test 
before it reaches the public. Another point participants highlight is that because the 
test is not only the product of one individual, accountability is also distributed and 
they value the anonymity inherent in the system. However, it should be noted that 
one participant, Natalie, feels strongly that this is a form of artificially-induced 
dependency -a way of confining item writers at journeyman level by convincing 
them that their own instincts about the viability of their tests are insufficient and 
must be endorsed by the multi-layered system. 
As mentioned above, most of the participants earn all or a substantial part of their 
living from work in test production, either exclusively as item writers or in 
addition, as chairs, test preparation book writers and examiners. Most report that 
they value the way these different types of work inform, or are informed by, their 
item writing. Several feel that a continued involvement with teaching is essential 
to success in item writing. Others value the experience of marking the papers for 
which they write: a lack of such involvement makes them feel `divorced from the 
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candidature'. Some feel that their senior domain work is helpful in the 
development of their item writing skills. The suggestion appears to be that the 
high-level declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge associated with 
chairing work, does lead to more effective item writing. However, it should be 
noted that not all the participants hold this view: one in particular (Malcolm) feels 
strongly that item writing does not require high level declarative knowledge of 
testing theory. 
7.1.5 Negative aspects 
One way of exploring negative aspects of work within the domain is to explore 
reasons for participants' giving up writing on particular papers. The reasons cited 
by participants in this section of the interview can be summarised as follows: 
heavy work load, poor money to time ratio, lack of conduciveness of pre-edit 
feedback and editing conduct and outcomes, poor fit with one's personal aims, 
`topic weariness' and lack of enjoyment of meetings. 
The issue of variation in editing response and support is mentioned by several 
participants. They report that acceptance or rejection at the pre-edit stage 
sometimes appears to be a highly subjective: it is not the quality of what is 
produced but the way different editors respond to it which is important. Some 
writers speak of `folk specifications', that is, requirements for a particular test 
which develop through individual editor's preference or interpretation, and which 
gradually take on the status of a `rule' even though they never become formalised 
in item writer guidelines or elsewhere. Some participants speak of their frustration 
at the proliferation of these folk specifications on certain papers. This suggests 
that some aspects of the test production problem space are less `structured' than 
others and that the there is still room for considerable latitude in the interpretation 
of the guidelines which appear at first sight to be so formalised and irrefutable. 
A minority of the participants (Ira, Lee and Sharon) explicitly cite poor pay as a 
negative aspect of item writing in general. Ira in particular is unhappy with the 
general contract package with its absence of benefits, such as sickness pay or 
pension contributions, though he recognises that this can rarely be expected in 
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freelance work and also that responses to pay and conditions might be relative to 
people's circumstances, experience and expectations. 
Other negative aspects of item writing cited by individuals mainly relate to 
relatively minor logistical demands, for example having to complete clerical tasks 
or to produce graphics, which some feel are wasteful of item writers' expertise and 
time and should be the preserve of administrative personnel. 
It is interesting to note that in their VP, interview and SR data participants 
occasionally speak in deprecating terms about tests and test writing in general. 
This might be said to reflect their own feelings, but there are indications that what 
they are doing here is predicting the objections of others. Zach speaks of item 
writing as a `second-rate' version of creativity and Natalie of `these sad little 
productions' and `the straightforward nonsense of testing' but both participants go 
on immediately to reveal their own fundamental belief that testing and test writing 
are valuable undertakings. I suggest these participants might be using these 
negative expressions as anticipatory retaliation, as it were, ventriloquising the 
views of critics: that test item writing is trivial and reductive, the preserve of the 
obsessive and small-minded. 
Natalie raises the issue of possible ethical objections to assessment, but indicates 
that she does not share these misgivings. 
what misuses someone chooses to put that test to is their own business and 
currently I've not been able to feel that that is a cop out on the level of a 
nuclear scientist accidentally producing a nuclear bomb ... well I'm aware 
nudging in the background is the fact that [certain exams are] used for 
effectively racial screening Natalie Int 13 
The minutiae of Natalie's in vivo expression is telling. She says `I've not been 
able to feel that ... ', which suggests that she has not managed to persuade herself 
to agree with the critics that producing tests per se is unethical. In this extract, she 
shows she is aware of the misuse to which tests can be put, but sees test writing as 
part of a larger process, with concepts similar to those associated with validity. 
For her, the ethical dimension of assessment, like the wider dimension of validity, 
is an attribute not only of the instrument itself but also of its resulting behavioural 
(in this case, political) outcomes. 
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By way of conclusion, I cite an extract from my own VP. I have often experienced 
hostile reactions to my work in testing and as a consequence tend to avoid 
publicising my involvement in it. 
we were once discussing testing and I asked the question... are test writers 
born or made and one of my colleagues said well if so they should be 
strangled at birth... and I think it was only partly in jest... another person 
said it was ridiculous to regard test writing as in any way 
creative... anyway nowadays I don't tell many people I do it Katy Int 10 
7.2 Introduction to performance processes 
7.2.1 Establishing competency 
The previous chapter started with an evaluation of the outcomes of work 
undertaken during the research activity and used this to indicate competency 
groupings within the participants, which then provided the structure for much of 
the comparison and discussion throughout the chapter. Such an analysis was made 
possible because of the highly controlled nature of the research in that study. 
However, the data under review in this chapter are much more difficult to 
standardise and compare: as explained in Chapter 3, there are so many variables 
(time, focus test paper, stage in process of test construction and so forth) that it 
would be counterproductive to attempt to make direct comparisons between the 
outcomes produced during the naturalistic research activity. 
I made some effort early on in my research to gain an impression of the general 
quality of outcome of the different experienced writers, by seeking statistical 
information about the `performance' of their test papers. However, this proved 
problematic: for reasons of security and of timing I was unable to obtain statistical 
data on the specific focus tests produced during the period of research activity (see 
Section 7.3 below). The only objective data which might have been made 
available were those relating to previous tests produced by these participants, for 
example, statistics from pre-test trialling and post-test reviews. However, these 
papers would have been altered considerably during the editing process: 
transforming them radically from the pre-edit versions which left the hands of the 
item writer. To obtain data on the quality of participants' tests as they reached the 
early pre-edit stage would have meant soliciting the qualitative evaluations of a 
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number of different senior personnel, something which I felt undermined 
fundamental principles regarding confidentiality and respect which should be 
accorded to research participants. 
Thus for a variety of logistical and ethical reasons I did not pursue this line of 
enquiry and therefore data on outcomes for this part of the study are not available. 
Instead, this chapter is predicated on the notion of the pragmatic (as opposed to 
outcomes) construct of expertise: that all the participants are achieving sufficient 
levels of success for their services to be retained by the commissioning testing 
body and thereby to earn a substantial part of their living from item writing (see 
Section 2.5). The analyses and description in this chapter are based on the 
assumption that all the participants have achieved expertise and that the rich 
variety of performance processes they use, as revealed in their on-task verbal 
protocols and other data sets, are of intrinsic interest and value. 
7.2.2 Focus test papers 
As explained in Chapter 3, for this part of my study, I opted to use a systemic data 
gathering approach (vide Salomon, 1991) and following its precepts (to investigate 
phenomena in their natural conditions, prioritizing authenticity), invited 
participants to supply their own focus text/task; that is, to choose which test section 
they would work on whilst verbalising. (This is in contrast with my experimental 
data, analysed in the previous chapter, which involved a common text/task 
supplied to all my participants. ) 
At the end of their verbalisation, these participants were asked to explain the basis 
of their choice of focus test paper. In most cases, they stated that it was entirely an 
operational decision, that the chosen paper was simply the next commission they 
were required to complete. In two cases, however, the participants stated that they 
had deliberately chosen test sections they regarded as straightforward and which 
they felt they could manage to verbalise whilst they devised them. It is possible 
that such considerations influenced, either consciously or unconsciously, other 
participants' choices, but my research frame did not allow for a more detailed 
exploration of this point and is not therefore factored into my analysis in a 
systematic way. 
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The following table (7.3) is a summary of the key dimensions of the different test 
papers chosen as their focus paper by the nine experienced item writers as they 
provided naturalistic verbal protocol data. It should be noted that I use the term 
focus paper for reasons of clarity, even though participants are, strictly speaking, 
producing only sections of test papers. 
Research Genre Level Text type Item type Sub-skill focus 
participant 
Dorothy Young Elementary Conversation Recognition Specific detail 
Learners (short turn) - visual 
matching 
Ira General Elementary Transactional Supply - Specific detail 
to Lower dialogue note 
intermediate (short turn) completion 
Lee General Intermediate Conversation Recognition Opinion/gist 
(short turn) - multiple 
matching 
Katy Academic Upper Conversation Supply - Specific detail 
intermediate /transaction note /gist 
to advanced (short turn) completion 
Anne General Upper Monologue Supply - Specific detail 
intermediate (long turn) note /gist 
completion 
Zach Business Advanced Monologue Recognition Specific detail 
(extracts - - multiple /opinion/gist 
long turn) matching 
Natalie Business Advanced Conversat'n/ Recognition Opinion/gist 
transactional - multiple 
dialogue choice 
(short turn) opinion 
Paul General Advanced Monologue Recognition Specific detail 
(long turn) /gist 
Sharon Academic Upper Seminar Supply - Specific detail 
intermediate discussion table note /gist 
to advanced (short turn) completion 
Table 7.3 Task dimensions of focus papers 
To facilitate description and analysis throughout this chapter, I have identified 
from this table broad categories within each dimension. These are explained 
briefly below and the categories used to `situate' the focus papers as they arise in 
later discussion. 
- Genre 
The four different genres of the focus papers are: General, Academic, Business 
and Young Learner. 
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- Level 
I make a broad distinction between papers which are targeted at Lower level 
(elementary to lower intermediate) candidates and Upper level (upper 
intermediate to advanced) candidates. 
- Text type 
This refers to the text type required as input for the listening test, as laid down 
in the individual test specifications. I draw a broad distinction between 
transactional texts (`for getting business done in the world, i. e. in order to 
produce some change in the situation that pertains' McCarthy, 1991: 136); 
interactional texts eg conversations and informational texts, for example, 
lectures. These can involve either short-turn or long-turn speaking. 
- Item type 
The broad distinction I draw here is between recognition and supply test items. 
For a recognition item, candidates try to identify one correct answer (key) from 
a number of different options, provided on the task sheet. Candidates then 
write the letter of their chosen option on the answer sheet. For a supply item, 
candidates are required to give (that is, to supply) the key; to identify the word 
or words (usually one to three) from the stream of spoken text and write them 
on the answer sheet. 
Sub-skill focus 
Sub-skill focus refers to the nature of information the candidate is required to 
interpret in responding to a given item. My broad distinction here is between 
items which require candidates to understand gistlopinion and those which 
focus on specific detail. Some tests sections require a mixture of two or three of 
these. 
7.2.3 Verbalisation styles 
Because of the wide range of task variables mentioned above, it is not possible to 
provide a meaningful statistical comparison of meta-task performance, that is, 
verbalisation styles for participants working in this part of the study. However, it 
is pertinent to observe the following general patterns. 
Firstly, as in the experimental study, there were significant differences in the 
length, density and variety of episodes, segments and operators of the individual 
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participants across this naturalistic data set. Secondly, those participants who took 
part in both studies show a consistency of verbalisation, in terms of VP length, 
density, operator ratios and, often, choice of operators, for example, a participant 
who was a sparse verbaliser with a high operator: word ratio in the first study 
exhibited the same tendencies in the second. Finally, there appears to be a clear 
difference in the way all participants verbalise different episodes. All the 
participants in the naturalistic study have extremely short Review specs episodes. I 
suggest this is because repeated work within the domain has enabled them to 
internalise specifications, obviating the need to consider them and/or to mention 
them in their VPs (this point will be dealt with in detail in Section 7.5). Also, the 
VPs for the Devise script episodes of all the participants are quite different from 
those of other episodes, with notably fewer justifiers. This will be of particular 
relevance to a later discussion of intuitive versus conscious deliberation (mainly in 
Chapter 8), because it may indicate that creating script draws on more procedural 
than declarative types of knowledge, with less capacity, or need, for analysing 
reasons for operator choice. 
It is worth noting at this point that one view is to see it as a limitation of VPA as a 
data-gathering method that those aspects of problem-solving which have become 
highly proceduralised cannot be traced using VPs. However, a broader view 
suggests that VPA is just as valuable for its indications of consistently absent, as it 
is for consistently present, aspects of verbalisation. I tend to the latter view. 
7.2.4 Three phases in test production 
Before commencing this detailed analysis of the patterns emerging from these data, 
it should be noted that the overwhelming impression derived from my research on 
performance processes of experienced item writers, is of highly individualised task 
interpretation and choice/deployment of problem-solving operators: each writer is 
influenced by idiosyncratic values, attitudes and beliefs which inform his or her 
processes in myriad ways. However, particular patterns do emerge which enable 
me to conceptualise these divergent responses under certain broad headings. 
I attempt to evoke the rich and varied nature of listening test item writing expertise 
in operation by reviewing the whole sequence of procedures used by the 
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participants as they undertake their focus test writing task. I frame my analysis 
using the structure identified in Chapters 2 and 3, of three broad phases: 
9 The exploratory phase 
" The concerted phase 
" The refining phase 
It should be noted that this systemic or naturalistic part of the study takes a much 
wider view than that of the experimental part, explored in the previous chapter. 
The data explored in this chapter cover the whole genesis of a listening test from its 
earliest text-trawling stage through test instantiation to pre-edit submission (see 
Figure 2.1, first line). Though the main thrust of this research study has been on 
cognitive (and other) operations undertaken during the concerted phase mainly 
revealed through verbal protocol data, a number of illuminating insights also 
emerge from stimulated recall and interviews about test item writing procedures in 
the initial and concluding phases and therefore these will also be reviewed, albeit 
relatively briefly, in this chapter. 
7.3 The exploratory phase 
During the exploratory phase, all ten verbalising naturalistic research participants 
(Fion is included in this part of the analysis) engage in some form of distinct `text 
trawling' and forward planning in their test writing in the exploratory phase. 
During this phase, participants identify potentially useable texts; then store them in 
some form, often using a system of `retrieval markers' for later access. The actual 
practices of the different experienced participants vary considerably but a number 
of revealing patterns emerge, which are discussed below. 
The following N-Vivo categories and memo codes (see Section 5.3) emerged from 
the data and these are used as a frame for the following exploration of practices in 
the exploratory phase. 
7.3.1 Trawling 
Research participants search for texts in a number of different ways. They use 
what I call flexible trawling when texts are gathered in an ad hoc way for longer- 
term storage, and ultimately yield scripts suitable for a variety of test papers and 
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sections. At other times, writers use specific trawls with a view to identifying texts 
for a particular section of a test paper. The following VP extract shows that Zach 
has retrieved an article set aside some months previously with a retrieval marker 
showing its potential value for a particular item type (multiple matching) on a 
particular test paper (business, upper level). 
I marked in here Part two [... J ah yes... this is from Professional manager 
from last March and er... so I must have read this last year and thought 
there's scope for a listening two task here ... it's about people who go into 
companies as managers for as limited time ... Zach VP 1/1 
A further form of trawling is what I call opportunistic text identification, where 
writers identify a potential text by chance, when they are involved in a quite 
different activity. Several clear instances from the VPs and indications from SR 
and Interviews show that this is common practice of experienced participants. Two 
examples are given below, from Natalie and Ira. 
... not necessarily to do with a commission ... and 
it's very often on the train 
and it's very often a bit of someone's talking on the mobile or I'm 
overhearing and I'm thinking... what are they basically talking about.. ah 
they're basically talking about that ... and that'll give me two or three 
options and I'll just build it Natalie Int 33 
I um... ust off the top of my head I wrote a conversation... [about reporting 
lost property] I mean basically it happened to me once... it was just a 
situation which came into my head... it was mostly fiction but the basic 
situation was there... anyway I wrote the conversation Ira VPI/1 
Participants sometimes report it as a point of pride that a disagreeable situation can 
be exploited for test writing gain. For example, the segment below shows that 
whilst being angry about having to take time out of work to provide a job reference 
Natalie recognised the exchange as a potential base text and was consoled by the 
prospect of payment for it. She was able to deploy `half a mind' to noting the core 
features of the `text' with a view to future retrieval, in this case three years later. 
this has got to be about three years ago ... I got a telephone call about 
someone I used to employ... [... ] and asked to be a job reference over the 
phone ... so I did that and at the end 
I said [ ... ] OK ... I've realised that I 
will earn eventually about a packet out of that [laughs] Natalie VPI/2 
She later notes that the requirement to find a text catalyses its memory. 
that's it's needing to produce something that causes me to remember 
something ... and what I 
kind of remembered Natalie VP 113 
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This capacity for opportunistic trawling, being open to the acquisition of possible 
test material at unlikely times, is a common feature across this participant group. It 
possibly relates to an ability, identified in the literature on expertise, of converting 
episodic memory into semantic memory: using events in one's non-professional 
life to inform professional behaviour. It also relates to the notion of enhanced 
recognition of promisingness: seeing material in unlikely places. Listening texts 
are much less tangible than, for example, reading texts: many of them are by their 
nature ephemeral and thus the development of the capacity to record them in a 
variety of forms, especially to retain them in long term memory, appears to be 
particularly valuable for listening test item writers. 
7.3.2 Systematising/Retrieval markers 
These different forms of trawling, particularly those displaced in time and location 
from the concerted phase of test item writing work, appear to require, for some 
writers, fairly complex retrieval systems, often involving multi-tasking, in order to 
function efficiently. 
We have already seen, in Section 7.2.1 above, that Zach uses an article-labelling 
and filing system. By contrast, Paul uses mainly oral texts, usually from the radio. 
This requires much careful selection (what he calls `triage') through repeated 
listenings, and he has developed a well-established system for this, involving 
multi-tasking: 
I listen in the car... have my post its there... if it's any good...! nip into a 
lay-by and do it immediately before I forget and keep it on the 
dashboard... if it's no good at all...! don't stop ... I throw it 
into the back 
seat[ ... II think quite a 
lot of item writers do it... I've talked to ... they say 
that car journeys are good for multi-tasking for listening ... Paul Int 5 
7.3.3 Sources 
Participants in the naturalistic study do much of their exploratory phase work with 
sources they have identified as `high yield': a particular journal or radio 
programme which has generated texts for previous work on the particular focus 
paper or for tests in general. The knowledge that a particular source has worked 
well in the past gives writers the confidence and commitment to pursue initially 
unpromising texts from that source because there are intrinsic `house-style' 
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qualities to texts from that magazine or programme which mean they are probably 
worth persisting with. 
A key issue with sources and text choice is writers' dominating concern to avoid 
taboo subjects. It is worth noting that choosing a text based on one of the `core' 
taboo subjects (mentioned in Section 2.3 above) is the quickest way to get a text 
rejected at the crucial pre-edit stage, that is, before being paid. 
if I started from all the restrictions that are put on me by [testing body X] 
... then I just couldn't get anywhere... just grind to a halt in no time at all ... 
Anne Int 10 
Anne, in the extract below, talks of her preference for a particular publication 
because its articles combine appropriate register, and quirky, unpredictable 
content, but above all, because its topics are acceptable. 
it's a really useful source ... well I was 
looking through the magazines and 
this is sort real laymen's [... J general interest um... subjects... mostly about 
the environment ... and um... sort of everyman's science and so on ... 
it's ... 
animals ... good subjects... that are 
OK... they're not on the proscribed list 
and the proscribed list is getting longer all the time ... and I've probably 
... it's one that I used that was 
full of nice facts and rather unusual not the 
sort of things you could guess...... Anne Int 7 
Katy speaks of a similar combination of qualities with her `high-yield' source. 
I've found the best magazines are ones written for an educated 
... ish... audience but which 
have a brief not to shock or really challenge too 
much Katy Int 15 
Participants also speak of recognisable `rhythms' regarding topics and sources. 
Writers become sensitive to patterns of rejection in their submissions, strongly 
determined by taboo subjects and as a consequence they speak of defaulting to 
known `safe' subjects. In the extract above, Anne mentioned `animal life' as a 
good topic. However, soon after this interview, this topic became officially 
proscribed, albeit temporarily, for certain papers, because of over-use. The same 
is also true of the sources themselves: particular widely accessible journals, for 
example New Scientist, become over-exploited with different writers sometimes 
choosing identical texts for their submissions. I have called these shifting, 
temporary taboos ad hoc constraints. 
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This appears to generate two different responses to these `core' and `ad hoc' 
constraints. The first response is a move towards conservatism. 
I'd like to try submitting different things because a paper needs broadening 
out... because I think we haven't tried something and perhaps we ought to 
but there's a cost to it ... if it's rejected so 
I'm increasingly just playing 
safer Ira Int 11 
The second is to identify more idiosyncratic, localised sources, which are unlikely 
to be known by other writers. 
... [... ] I found a little magazine which 
dealt with local ... and I found 
article after article in there... they were gentle... but honest ... and quite 
detailed about small things that nobody would already know about... and 
that's what I often use Katy Int 15 
This response to shifting proscription might be seen as a form of strategic 
knowledge which is mainly built up through experience of editing feedback, 
discussion at editing meetings, in addition to explicit dissemination of new 
proscriptions. Also, the use of individualised high-yield sources might be seen as a 
form of repertoire exploitation and also possible of depth orientation following 
previous breadth surveys. 
It is worth saying something about the situation with regard to use of Internet 
sources. When much of this primary research was conducted (2000-2), 
participants seldom reported that they used the Internet to locate listening base 
texts: partly because at that time, as freelance workers, they did not have rapid web 
access in the home and felt less confident with the technology, and partly because 
websites were fewer and less sophisticated. In recent (2004), informal discussions, 
several item writers reported a significantly increased use of the Internet. A 
technique which is widely used is to follow up on spoken texts incompletely 
recorded or missed from an original broadcast. 
nowadays if you miss something on Radio 4 its often available on the 
Internet so you can just listen to again you don't need to record it either 
you can transcribe it from the Net or if you're lucky there'll be a 
transcription already.. Participant (2) at training Day 2004 
However, Paul notes that the Internet tends to be less valuable for the initial trawl 
stage. 
whereas with Reading the Internet helps quite a lot now... it doesn't 
significantly for Listening... you can a find a few things if you've heard 
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them and it's what you want... you can get them on the Internet and that's 
OK but it's no good for trawling through very effectively ... Paul Int 6 
However, some item writers have now developed a `trawl' technique with the 
Internet 
I key in something like `seminars' as a keyword and what you get is a 
whole set of different reports from universities about how they conducted 
particular seminars... and you can use and adapt those in lots of different 
ways ... I find it particularly good for academic material Participant (1) at 
training day 2004 
This technique clearly requires item writers to use the texts more as catalyst than 
source, an issue which will be dealt with in more detail in Section 7.5 below. 
7.3.4 Exploratory phase: summary 
In the exploratory phase, these experienced listening test item writers 
- use a mix of different forms of trawling: formal and informal, planned and 
opportunistic; 
- exhibit a capacity to recognise promisingness in unlikely material, and take 
pride in this capacity. This is based on their belief that it is valid and 
indeed often necessary to recognise exploitable texts in unlikely places. 
This is in contrast with the belief that each text has immanent items within 
it. (This point will be dealt with in more detail below); 
- make effective use of multi-tasking opportunities; 
- exhibit `skilled memory', using LTM as a mnemonic device and transfer 
and show the capacity for interplay between episodic and semantic 
memories; 
- use both breadth and depth orientations, being open to a range of 
possibilities then knowing when to commit to one; 
- are very aware of taboos and proscription - both `core' and `ad hoc'. This 
engenders different responses: for some it leads to conservatism, for others 
it encourages the application of strategic knowledge identifying highly 
individualistic, localised responses, particularly to ad hoc proscription; and 
- deploy strategic knowledge in responding to operator constraints. 
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7.4 The concerted phase: global/ macro analysis 
In their production of a test, these participants follow their exploratory work with 
the concerted phase, that is, they set about producing their specified focus paper in 
an intensive and concentrated way, working through the five episodes already 
discussed in Chapter 6 in relation to the experimental data. Most of my data for 
this phase are derived from concurrent verbalisation: at the more macro levels of 
episode and segment and the more micro level of individual cognitive operators. I 
start my analysis of the concerted phase at the macro level, looking at episode 
order and problem-solving paths. In the succeeding sections, I examine in detail 
the actual cognitive processes of participants working on task representation and 
test instantiation. 
7.4.1 Episode order 
All nine participants started the research activity with a clear idea of which base 
text they would work on. All but one started verbalising at the beginning of the 
concerted phase: without script or items and very little idea of context. One 
participant (Ira) started at a slightly later stage. He had already created an early 
version of his script and much of his verbalisation focussed on the Devise items 
episode. 
The following summary table (Table 7.4) represents, in broad terms, how the nine 
participants in the naturalistic study worked in sequence on the different episodes. 
Some participants embedded episodes and these are represented in the table as 
merged cells. Not all the episodes were identified in the production of the focus 
paper and these are indicated in the final column: Episode did not occur. Episodes 
not covered in the verbalisation but which are indicated to have been undertaken 
by the participant, before or after the verbalisation, are shown in non-bold type. It 
will be noted that three participants (Dorothy, Ira and Paul) had an additional 
Devise script episode. 
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RP First Second Third Fourth Fifth Add'nal Episode did 
episode episode episode episode episode episode not occur 
Dorothy Review specs/Devise Devise Devise Devise Devise (No Review 
context items script visual script text) 
Ira Review Devise Review Devise Devise Devise 
specs context text script items script 
Lee Review Devise Devise items/ Devise (No Review 
specs context script text) 
Katy Review Review text /Devise Devise Devise (No Review 
specs context items script text) 
Anne Review Devise Devise Devise (No Review 
text items script context text) 
Zach Review Devise Devise Devise (No review 
text context items script specs) 
Natalie Review text/ Devise Devise Devise (No review 
context items script specs) 
Paul Review Devise context/ Devise Devise Devise 
text Review text script items script 
Sharon Devise Review Devise Devise (No Review 
context specs items script specs) 
Table 7.4 Episode order (Naturalistic study) 
Episode order is of considerable significance in many different aspects of analysis 
of test item writing performance, and patterns shown in this table will be referred 
to throughout the succeeding sections and chapters. 
7.4.2 Problem-solving patterns/paths 
Another form of representation which is of value in macro analyses of performance 
is the problem state space diagram (see Section 5.2.2, above). In their original 
form, state space diagrams are very detailed charts (See Appendix 15) but, for ease 
of reference, I present here a highly schematised version of the diagrams of the 
nine participants in the naturalistic study. 










Natalie Paul Sharon 
Figure 7.1 Problem state space diagrams (naturalistic study) 
These diagrams show that different participants are using very different approaches 
to their problem solving, specifically in the number of `passes' they make on the 
material (returning to work again on a particular element of task) and the number 
of DEFER operators they use. The diagrams show that Dorothy, Ira and Paul use 
two major passes, whereas the others use only one, in other words, they tend to 
employ a more linear approach. The extent to which this divergence is a function 
of cognitive style, time constraints, response to meta-task conditions, experience, 
characteristics of test paper (genre, item type, text type) and so forth, will be 
discussed in more detail in succeeding sections. 
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7.5 The concerted phase: micro analysis 
Having presented macro patterns in the verbal protocols, I now focus on more 
specific, micro-operators used by the research participants. 
The major differences between the task undertaken by participants in the 
experimental study and those in the naturalistic study are as follows. For the 
experimental group the task specifications and the supplied text were unfamiliar to 
them. This means that the early stages of all the VPs are devoted to gaining an 
understanding of these unknown elements (Task representation). As mentioned 
above, I suggest for experienced item writers target task specifications have 
already been largely internalised, through previous repeated work with them. Thus 
the Review Specs episodes of all these participants are extremely short, in fact 
target specifications are seldom mentioned in these VPs either by name or as a 
clear referent. This point will be discussed again in Chapter 8. 
The second difference is that, for the naturalistic group, the `text' (in whichever 
form) is self-selected. It should be emphasized that, in this domain, it is rare for 
item writers to have a text provided by others. All the writers in this study are 
working with texts they have identified themselves and thus, in comparison with 
the experimental study, this research is able to capture a more comprehensive and 
representative picture of listening test item writing processes as they actually occur 
in this domain. 
The early parts of the naturalistic VPs are devoted to exploring how best to exploit 
the chosen base text: Generating the test frame from text. 
7.5.1 Generating the test frame 
VPs reveal that the majority of these experienced participants work from some sort 
of formal base text and use it as the starting point for their test production. 
However, the nature and role of this base text varies considerably: it appears to be 
different for each participant and for different test papers, as is its relation to the 
final script. 
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" Base text medium 
Perhaps the most striking finding of my naturalistic research is the limited extent to 
which participants chose to use spoken materials as base texts for listening tests. 
Only one of the participants - Paul - used an oral base text (a recording of a radio 
programme). The remaining participants who used a formal text drew on material 
from a variety of written sources: magazine, newspaper and specialist journal 
articles. Interview and stimulated recall data confirm that using oral base texts is 
unusual. The reasons for this choice of base text medium will be explored in detail 
below. 
" Exploiting text 
Some participants are heavily dependent on one base text, retaining many of its 
original formal features - its language expression as well as its propositional 
content - and using what they determine to be its original intended setting and 
purpose to generate a simulated context for the listening test. Other writers use one 
or two base texts more as a catalyst to their thinking, retaining only a limited 
number of the text's formal features, using them to activate the creation of what is 
essentially a new stretch of language, a script purpose-built for the test. In Figure 
7.1 below, I conceptualise participants' widely differing approaches to text on a 
continuum, from using Text as source to using Text as catalyst, with gradations 
between the two poles. 
Text as source 
Text as catalyst 
Figure 7.2 Using text to generate the test frame: a continuum 
My data indicate that a participant takes a particular position on this continuum in 
response to a variety of different factors. These will be explored in more detail in 
Section 7.6 below. 
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The following examples are chosen to demonstrate how different participants use 
their base text in the generation of the test frame. Sharon's VP is an example of 
text as source exploitation. She draws heavily on one text, in the creation of a 
seminar dialogue with supply-type (table note completion) items, in an academic 
setting, for upper-level candidates. In the following extract in the first episode of 
her VP, Sharon shows that she draws directly on her chosen base text to generate 
the structure of the test script and the contextual features of interlocutor roles and 
relationship, as well as its propositional content. 
I've got this very nice article on water and the problems of um... drinking 
water supply ... [... 1... this text is very nice because it's got four 
sections. -four different approaches ... um... [... ]... 1 could have each of the 
participants in the seminar presenting ... reporting back on a bit of 
research... they've done... 
Sharon VP 1/1 
Another participant - Paul - uses his base text as a source for a supply (note 
completion) task, designed for upper level candidates in a general setting. 
so the task's about a potter's wheel may be alright in that it's not too 
specialised in vocabulary [... J so this is a half-hour programme I think it 
was something called 'Reinventing the Wheel' Paul VP 113 
The way Sharon and Paul exploit their base texts is in striking contrast with Zach's 
approach. His focus paper is for upper-level business candidates using short- 
extract monologues with supply-type items (multiple matching) and his approach 
is a clear example of using text as catalyst. In Segment 1 of the extract below, 
Zach explains he has identified a suitable article about a particular role within the 
business content domain - that of an interim manager. 
(1) I marked in here Part two and I can't quite see why ... can... Interim 
Management... ah yes... [... 1 
(2) so it could be five people who are... or have acted as interim managers 
and about why they went to as particular company so what the problem 
was for them to solve and their experience there and that seems like a good 
combination that needn't be predictable Zach VP 1/ 1-2 
In Segment 2, Zach proceeds to use this core concept from the article but only as 
the germ of an idea for the whole listening task. This transpires to be the only use 
to which the original article is put: no further mention is made of it in his VP. 
Indeed, soon after, Zach makes a general comment about his preferred use of 
original texts when working on papers of this type (Segment 4, below): he extracts 
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essential concepts from a text from memory and only returns to the original piece 
if necessary. 
(4) [... JI tend to ... reading management articles gets a 
little tedious after a 
while but with something like this where the dialogues are entirely out of 
my head ... they're not based on an article ... where you put sort of reading 
passages... I like to try and do it off the top of my head and then back up 
with looking at the article ... when I run out of ideas... 
Zach VP 1/4 
Anne also explains her use of this approach. 
... I started off with my own idea from reading ... scanning... skipping 
through the article... having an idea of what a sled dog's life was and then 
... writing down from that what 1 can remember [... J that's what 1 
do... and 
then I checked back through the text to see if I had got the... these are the 
bits I want to remember ... Anne Int 16 
Other examples of using text from memory are seen in the protocols of Katy and 
Natalie. The technique appears to draw on the idea that by working only from 
memory, the writers distil from the text only what is salient for them as 
propositions without the complications of the expression of the original expression 
which is, after all, designed for a completely different mode of delivery (written 
rather than oral) and context of situation. 
A slightly different approach which might be deemed to lie between the two poles 
of using text as source and as catalyst is that adopted by Ira in his development of a 
lower-level, transactional dialogue with supply-type (form completion) items on a 
general topic. Ira derives his text from an interaction he actually experienced 
several months before. He draws on his memory of the encounter and uses it as 
the touchstone for authenticity in the script he is producing. 
(1) 1 um... ust off the top of my head I wrote a conversation.. .1 mean I 
thought of a subject ... [... ]... I mean 
basically it happened to me once...!... 1 
it was mostly fiction but the basic situation was there... anyway I wrote the 
conversation ... [... J Ira VP I/1 
The position of these three different participants on the continuum can be 
represented as follows. 
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Paul Ira Zach 
Text as source Text as catalyst 
Figure 7.3 Participants' positions on generating test frame continuum 
" Exploiting context/ co-text 
Not all of the research participants use a recognisable `stretch of language' (that is, 
a formal text) as their starting point in listening test production. Instead they begin 
by exploring a particular context, or aspect of context - field, tenor or mode - and 
use it to generate items and script. Dorothy, for example, started her test writing 
process by reviewing the specifications for her focus paper (Young Learners, lower 
level, recognition (multiple matching) based on a visual (an indoor or outdoor 
scene) and a short interactional dialogue). She explores a number of possible 
contexts before fixing (in Segment 6) on a park scene. She visualises the scene 
(creating a mental model of it, see Section 1.4.3) and begins the process of 
generating ideas for possible items from that model. The broad test frame is 
clearly generated from this early visualisation of setting. 
(4) so having a look down the list of thematic vocabulary I've got to decide 
first of all on picture scenes for part one [... JI think I'm going to go for an 
outdoor picture for part one because it's got a big amount of people in it 
and I feel that I can probably use it to better advantage if it's outdoors... 
(5) so having a look round at the outdoor places which are new for young 
learners... we've got a farm um the thing about farm is that you're more 
likely to have animals than people in it so I think going to not do a farm... 
um there's a market... I know there's a market has recently been done so 
I'm not going to er repeat that... 
(6) park and playground......... now I've never done a park or playground 
scene so I quite fancy that... I think I could introduce quite a lot of 
language for the park and the playground... Make an interesting picture... 
Make it convincing and natural... 
Dorothy VP l/ 4-6 
For a very different test paper, Katy also uses context to generate her test frame 
(for a transactional text with supply-type (note completion) items in a upper level 
academic setting). She focuses on context tenor - the relationship between the 
speakers - and uses this as catalyst. The test specifications require her to produce a 
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dialogue with equal discourse rights ascribed to the interlocutors but with specific 
academic content. She has formulated the idea of a field trip as the topic on which 
to hang the discussion. 
and I have the ghost of an inspiration for a topic related to going on afield 
trip... something to do with afield trip.., um... because this is a dialogue 
and the most natural situation for a dialogue is to have equal.. . sort of 
relationship between the two speakers Katy VP 1/ 
Katy later goes on to use aspects of context to trigger a series of PROPOSE 
operators before finally fixing on the notion of a geography field trip. 
so what I've got is my field trip mind map... and I'm going to start 
branching off form that in a ... in the major sub-sections... so I would start 
with... um... let's just think.. . aims and objectives... that goes in as my 
first 
sub-section... I think... what would people go on afield trip for? They 
would go on it for geography ... 
biology ... possibly archaeology... possibly history 
. OK geography... Why would they 
be going on it? What sort of age 
group? Katy VP I/ 
Having decided this, she then generates items and finally script. 
An extension of the Figure 7.1 continuum to incorporate this additional approach, 
is as follows (Figure 7.4). The position of the nine different participants, 
indicating the approach they use for generating their test frame, is shown 
schematically on this figure. 
Anne, Paul, Sharon Ira Zach Dorothy, Lee, Katy, Natalie 
Text as source Text as catalyst Context as catalyst 
Figure 7.4 Participants' positions on the extended generating test frame continuum 
7.5.2 Facets of context 
As explained in Chapter 6, the provision of coherent contextual information is a 
strong indicator of test quality, with editors commending those writers who are 
able to convey through rubric and co-text a wide variety of facets in all three areas: 
field, tenor and mode. As will be shown, all these expert participants in the 
naturalistic study devote a significant part of their VPs to instantiating context. 
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For most of the participants in this study, an exploration of context is closely 
bound up with the creation of the test frame. As explained in 7.5.1, some use 
context as their sole starting point. But even for those who do not, the construction 
of a `working context of situation' for the text/script is of early and crucial 
importance, occurring in first or second position for seven participants (see Table 
7.4). Only one participant (Anne) postpones the Devise context episode until after 
test instantiation (Devise items and Devise script) episodes. 
A detailed analysis of these experienced participants' Devise context episodes 
reveals a rich array of different facets of context identified or devised by them. In 
addition, problem-solving diagrams (see Figure 7.1 above) also shed light on the 
way context works in terms of CONTROL operators. It is significant that the 
operators in the Devise context episode generally follows the pattern of early 
breadth orientation, which seems to trigger a subsequent strong and confident 
depth orientation. For example, Dorothy explores several context: setting options 
at the beginning of her VP but once she has fixed on one - the playground - she 
then moves rapidly through her choice of items. The same is true for Lee: he also 
considers three context alternatives before settling on one which triggers a mental 
model for the Devise items-script embed, with decisions (finalisations shown with 
asterisk*) coming in quick succession. 
What is striking is the importance item writers assign to certain facets of context 
which, at first glance, might seem of minor importance. For example, for several 
writers, the issue of names assumes a central importance. The use of what I call 
cipher names - classically Mary and John - which make no effort to evoke 
appropriate contemporary nonmenclature, are seen as indicative of a lazy and 
formulaic approach to the whole test writing process. Natalie, for example, gives 
the facet of name early prominence. It appears to perform two functions for her: to 
provide a short hand for the character in the writing process but also to encapsulate 
for her age/race/status helping her to conceptualise other facets such as interlocutor 
relationships and voice. 
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7.6 Instantiating the test frame: Items first and script first approaches 
Having looked at how these experienced participants exploit text and identify/devise 
context to provide a test frame, I now review the different ways they instantiate the test, 
principally in their Devise script and Devise items episodes. 
The issue of script first versus items first approaches has been examined as it arose 
from analysis of the experimental study data (see Section 6.8 above). It will be 
remembered that in that study, there was an exact correlation between episode order 
and experience: all the inexperienced writers used a script first approach whilst all the 
experienced writers used an items-first approach. It should be emphasized that there 
was not an exact correlation between episode order and expertise. However, using an 
item-first approach did appear to enhance opportunities for deeper task representation, 
greater multi-tasking with a more complex interplay between text and items, the more 
efficient generation of a `speakerly' script and clearly instantiated items. 
In this second study, as shown in Table 7.4, a clear majority of participants (seven out 
of nine) use an items-first approach, with two highly experienced participants - Ira and 
Paul - the exceptions. In this chapter, I will explore the way episode order appears to 
influence the operations of these experienced listening test item writers working under 
more naturalistic conditions. 
7.6.1 Episode order and task type 
It can be argued that episode order is necessarily a function of task type. For example, 
writers producing a test of short-turn listening (for instance, Zach) naturally start by 
devising items and use them to generate purpose-built scripts based on these items, thus 
using an items-first approach. By contrast, it is argued, writers producing a test of long- 
turn listening (for example, Paul) naturally derive items from the base text in its 
original form: a script-first approach. However, my data reveal that research 
participants' choice of episode order has complex roots and influences. 
The following examples show clearly the fact that, in this data set, episode order is not 
simply a function of item type. Ira instantiates script first, even though his task type 
(transactional exchange, involving short turns and supply-type items) might logically 
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favour an items-first approach. His early passes involve the precise crafting of the 
script, using his personal memory of a similar encounter as the touchstone of 
authenticity. 
I'm just going to read through it ... 
for starters just to see if it sounds reasonable 
as a natural conversation.. . nothing sort of grossly artificial about it... um I'm 
going to pad this out a bit more ... [... ] Ira VPI/3-4 
It is important to note that in this extract, Ira is polishing his script before starting on his 
item design. Even though his is a `purpose-built' script, Ira regards it as a free-standing 
entitity: it has its own `authenticity' and any items must emerge from it, not the other 
way round. This is confirmed in his interview data: 
I never give any thought even to the type of item... [... ] I never give the items a 
thought till I've done the text ... I just do the text ... I want to 
know if it sounds 
natural... if it's interesting ... Ira Int 1/20 
An example of the opposite approach is shown in Anne's VP. Her focus paper requires 
the production of a long-turn script and, as seen above, she is using her base text as 
source. This combination might be expected to engender a script-first approach but, as 
Table 7.4 shows, her Devise items episode comes before her Devise scri pt: she does not 
begin to craft her script until all her items have been mapped out. 
In the following extracts, Anne explains that she only recently learned to change her 
performance processes: from a script first to items first approach. 
it was actually [at an editing meeting] [... ] all the item writers were saying ... `how do you do it? '... and [Person X- highly experienced] said [... ] `I look for 
the items first ... then when everything else when all the skeleton 
I suppose is in 
place ... then you write the text round it' and he says it's 
by far the easiest way 
of doing it for him anyway.. . so I tried it and 
he's right Anne Int 12 
it's what I've discovered rather late in the day ... [laughs]... that this is the 
crucial thing... that the item is the thing ... is the 
heart of the whole thing 
... Anne VP 1/29 
When Anne had started item writing she had used a script-first approach by default but 
her item writing processes were transformed by the knowledge that an alternative was 
possible. An items first approach has enabled her to produce tests more quickly: when 
she worked on the script first, she found she was `privileging' the text, and was very 
reluctant, having crafted it so well, to then make the changes necessary to make the task 
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work. She concludes by saying that the script she produces from an items-first 
approach (her `pared down version') has a validity of its own. 
[it's made a difference] to the speed of writing it ... and the ease of writing it... [... ] when I had the text first... I became very committed to it and ... [... ] 
then I was going to have to break it up horribly in order to make it fit all the 
task requirements so I gave it up... [... J ... really hurts to have to cut out that 
nicely flowing first sentence or whatever it is ... that puts you in the picture immediately... but it's good ... I mean the pared-down version looks just as 
good as the original version I think very often... if not better ... Anne Int 13 
7.6.2 Comparing approaches of experienced writers 
In order to explore how experienced test item writers instantiate tests under naturalistic 
conditions, the P-S diagrams and VPs of two participants - one script-first writer (Ira) 
and one items-first writer (Natalie) - are compared. Unlike for the experimental study, 
it is not possible to make direct comparisons of base text and operators because of the 
many differences between their tasks: Ira is producing supply-type items on a low- 
level, general text whereas Natalie is working on recognition items for an upper level, 
business text. However, a number of patterns, I suggest inherent in the two different 
approaches, can be distinguished and compared. 
" Script-first approach: Ira 
Prior to the start of the research activity, Ira reports that he has already prepared a script 
using the following process: he started by identifying a base text (an transactional 
exchange about lost property he had experienced several months previously) and 
recalled contextual and textual features of that exchange to aid the production of his test 
script. At the start of the research task (that is, when he starts verbalising), he returns to 
this script and begins to review it, making changes mainly at word/phrase level to 
enhance coherence and textual authenticity. As shown in Segment 4 below, at this 
early stage he also demonstrates a concern with the text's linguistic features, as shown 
in this sample segment. 
.... OK I haven't seen anything that sounds... sounds really unnatural ... I think in some ways the situation's a little bit unnatural but I think I have to live with 
that I don't think it's too bad... um.... because it seems to me that the situation is 
that the bag's stolen but she neither of them would know that and I think it's 
doubtful that he would immediately record it as a case of theft.... Ira VP 1/7 
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Having established the script in detail he then goes back and reviews it, looking for 
suitable items usually in the form of keys. As he does so he begins to recognise the 
need to make further changes to the script in the light of these identified items. 
I'm to go through it again now and I'm going to pencil ... um... and I'm going to 
circle in pencil potential items.... ust to see that I've got seventeen.... and an 
example....... um....... [reads through revised text silently occasionally marking 
the script] ..... OK so... I'm.... I've put amendments that I know already that I've 
got to make ... in.. in red.... Ira VPI/8 
He uses complex system of colours and line designs to indicate different levels of fix 
and there is a frequent need to defer (21 % of his operators are defer, compared with the 
2% mean of other writers). Having identified keys, he then writes the items as they 
will appear on the question paper. 
I'm just going to start doing the candidate paper now and make more changes 
in the light of that as I go along in red and if it gets too red and messy I'll go an 
retype it print it out again... Ira VP 1/31 
He then goes back again to the script to make final changes to accommodate the items. 
after the items I'm going to rough draft the question paper and finalise which 
17 items are going to be... and then I'll go and retype the tape script cos I hate 
working with it in a big mess even though I'm not finished... I'll go and read in 
the bits of the tapescript which I felt sure about which is basically what I've got 
in red here... that I know I want to change then I'll go back and look at those 
trickier bits which I now have to just start and rewrite that bit again ... and Id 
rewrite it then I'd print it out again... Ira VPI/ 52 
The whole sequence comprises two major passes, involving several rewrites and 
printings. 
For Ira the text is privileged: it drives the items, not the other way around. For him, it 
is important to have script in place early on, so that its authenticity can be established. 
I want to know if it sounds natural ... if it's interesting... 
I can't write in a 
vacuum Ira Int 20 
A number of features emerge from this analysis of Ira's test instantiation episodes. 
Firstly, having a well-formed text to trigger item production is very important to him. 
He knows he is later going to have to modify the text/script in the light of the items but 
he still needs to establish, early on, a clear script (Devise script episode) before he can 
move confidently ahead with the Devise items episode. A related issue is the fact that 
Ira appears to conceive of the items as being immanent within the text/script, and that it 
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is the role of the test item writer to locate them. Thirdly, he seems to value the 
opportunities for incubation and monitoring inherent in this script-first approach with 
its multiple passes. This combination allows him to produce work of a high standard; 
his test appears (as far as it has been possible for me to discern) to exhibit all the 
qualities of the papers commended in the experimental study: a speakerly script, a well- 
instantiated context, and appropriately focussed and constrained items. 
" Items-first approach: Natalie 
By contrast Natalie uses a clear items-first approach. She starts her task with a partly- 
formed idea (like Ira she works from a base text derived from an incident she 
experienced some time before) for the test frame and uses the first episode to instantiate 
context in some detail. She takes several segments (2-10) to explore three major 
options for context, before deciding on a coherent context. This final choice is shown 
in the following VP segment 
it's got to be.. . content's 
fine... to analyse someone ... ah... it's going to 
have to be 
within a company... [... ] ... so it's internal promotion... so two 
managers.... um... two bosses talking about... they can talk about this person in 
terms of their performance within the company.. . so are they suitable to head... yes... Natalie VP119 
This shows her fixing on the following apsects of context of situation: tenor (two senior 
managers, equal status), field (discussing employee, face to face) and mode (analysing, 
negotiating, persuading, agreeing/disagreeing, suitability of employee for promotion 
within company). 
This is then encapsulated in a finalised rubric, 
so we're eavesdropping... we're not on the phone... [... ] So `You will hear a 
discussion between two senior managers ... um.... 
John ... cos... John and 
Debra.. 
. John and Debra... the possibility of promoting ... about the suitability 
of... a ... let's say an assistant manager... called 
Ian... for 
promotion'... [rereads].... [... ] brilliant now OK set the scene... Natalie VP 1/10 
This early closely instantiated rubric provides the basis for the whole overall structure 
of the items and, incidentally, for the prevailing attitude of the speakers: positive. 
scribble just to the left here [the items]... number one something about primary 
responsibility ... so Number two... why are they talking about Colin at all so...! don't know... he's put himself forward ... um... right.. . down to the bottom.. . easy 
to fill in the middle so... er... what did I say something about ... so... they should have him as quite good... otherwise it'd be depressing ... so Natalie VPI/ 
10-11 
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Unlike Ira, Natalie does not need a proto-script in order to generate her items, she 
creates them rapidly and confidently, out of the well-instantiated context she has fixed 
on. For Natalie, items work like a semi-script (see Section 7.6.3, below), enabling her 
to generate natural sounding script around core testable propositions. For her, the time 
and painstaking effort taken instantiating context has yielded benefits in terms of 
enabling subsequent rapid item production. 
As shown in Figure 7.1, this approach enables Natalie to use one major pass, with only 
one DEFER operator. She exhibits a distinct early breadth orientation (for the Devise 
context episode) which then triggers a depth orientation for items and script. There is a 
very strong early task as opposed to language orientation. Like Ira's, the final product 
appears to be of a high quality with a speakerly script, a well-instantiated context, and 
appropriately focussed and constrained items. In other words, both approaches are 
capable of generating good quality outcomes, however the item-first approach appears 
to achieve them more directly and therefore more quickly. 
" Comparison 
The differences between the two approaches as shown in this comparison are 
summarised in the following table (7.5). 
Script first Items first 
High quality test product High quality test product 
Tends to need multiple passes Tends not to need multiple passes 
Text and script conceived of as the same entity - Text and script conceived of as separate entities - 
the text/script (even if purpose-built by the whether purpose built or using a base text 
writer) 
Script drives items - items deemed to be Context drives items and, in turn, items drive script - 
immanent in the text/script items used as `semi-scripting' frame out of which the 
script is created 
Early emphasis on linguistic features - early Early emphasis on task features - early task orientation language orientation 
Multiple defers - late finalisations Fewer defers - finalisations spread throughout the 
episodes 
Later whole problem representation Earlier whole problem representation 
More opportunities for incubation and monitoring Fewer opportunities for incubation and monitoring - 
appears not to need them - perhaps has well-developed 
skills in writing 'natural-sounding' script 
Less multi-tasking - more sequential More multi-tasking - less sequential/linear 
Text privileging Items privileging 
Table 7.5 Summary comparison of script-first and items-first approaches 
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7.6.3 Attitudes to authenticity 
Data from all three sources - VP, SR and Interview - reveal that, for these participants, 
choice of episode order does not vary in essentials from task to task: a participant tends 
to be either an items-first or a script-first writer for all types of task. The data also 
reveal that there is a strong distinction between the motivations of the two different 
types of writer, which emerge from their underlying values, attitudes and beliefs 
regarding authenticity in listening test item writing. All these experienced participants 
invoke the notion of authenticity in their protocols (see justifier Authenticity in Code 
List Table, Appendix 10). However, it should be noted that I have identified two types 
of authenticity justifier: `authenticity: textual' and `authenticity: interactional'. I derive 
this distinction from Widdowson (1979), with the following applications: textual 
authenticity relates to preservation of the original or `genuine' source text while 
interactional authenticity relates to the requirements of task and the response of the 
listener/reader. 
The two script-first writers - Ira and Paul - invoke more authenticity: textual justifiers 
than items-first writers and talk about the over-riding importance of the base text. For 
example, Paul talks about the need to `secure' the base text. 
... it's capturing the text that's the real thing 
[and] the only way you can capture 
it is by recording Paul Int 7 
Thus choice of episode order appears to go beyond simple sequencing: it goes deeper 
than that, into a belief about which element - items or text/script - should be privileged. 
A significant effect of this for script-first writers is that their base text, in its original 
form, must be deemed to be of intrinsically good quality as it stands. 
In the following two interview extracts it is clear that Paul takes particular pleasure in 
working with `genuine' texts in test construction. It is also clear that he equates the use 
of genuine texts with communicative testing, and that for this reason, the base text 
should be respected, (that is, not `fiddled with'). He admits that using genuine texts 
involves more effort but that for him it is intrinsically more worthwhile to do it. 
my first love is communicative ... I think that's really worthwhile... it's harder but worthwhile... so that's why I'm taking the time ... Paul Int 9 
and since I'm particularly interested in the communicative ... the authentic 
side.. . you 're trying to find something that is real that will work... and I like 
that ... [... 1... I like finding a real text which will work without having to 
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um... be... fiddled with ... so that I know that it's real language and it works ... Paul Int 14 
These and many other of Paul's data strongly indicate that he is privileging text in the 
test writing process, in much the same way as Ira is. For Ira it appears to be driven 
partly by more operational concerns (he needs a `tight' proto-text to work from). For 
Paul it appears to be mainly aesthetic and even ethical considerations which drive his 
script-first approach. 
This attitude is in direct contrast with the attitude to authenticity of items-first writers. 
The following two stimulated recall extracts from Zach indicate that he feels that using 
`genuine' oral texts would be unworkable for listening tests because, he implies, they 
depend so firmly on shared contextual understanding which cannot be provided in test 
conditions. 
any exam listening ... [... J isn't the genuine article .... people 
do not speak as we 
write that they speak in exams... and if we actually wrote real exams it would be 
extremely difficult for the candidates to understand with the mistakes and the 
repetitions and saying the opposite of what you mean but the audience 
understands anyway... it isn't authentic in the sense that this is a slice of real life 
... [... I Zach Int 26 
In his `defence of our technique' [that is, of not using genuine text], he goes on to 
compare tests with films. He suggests that if we are happy to buy into the fiction of a 
film script as a simulation rather than a replication of real-life communication, then we 
should do the same with listening test scripts: to do otherwise would be to subject 
candidates to impenetrable input. 
but for most... for film and plays we actually work very happily with this 
inauthentic 
... um... stuff... provided it 
doesn't draw attention to itself as being 
scripted by being overly ... er ... written... 
literary or um... formal and so on and I 
think it's the exams ... in defence of our technique... 
if we really wrote stuff that's 
real life... having listened to and transcribed and listened to over and over again 
speech... it would be incomprehensible Zach Int 27 
One important issue in relation to the use of `genuine' texts is that of genre. The base 
texts which can be used for testing purposes in their original form tend to be those 
generated for public consumption: for example, radio broadcasts, formal lectures or 
recorded messages. These contain a high proportion of formal or semi-formal, long- 
turn, informational texts. It is extremely difficult to use genuine conversational or 
transactional texts for testing purposes, because of the need for closely specified, 
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contextual information shared between interlocutors and for the fact and the need to 
space item-bearing concepts. Therefore if one adheres to a belief in genuine texts, one 
is restricted as to genre: one form of validity (testing across a variety of different 
genres) is compromised by another (using genuine text). Similar beliefs are iterated by 
all the other six items-first writers in this group (see, for example, Sharon VP 2/5 or 
Anne VPl/29). 
Thus attitude to authenticity in testing appears to be a powerful determining influence 
on item writing amongst experienced practitioners. If writers have a strong belief that 
that authenticity is an attribute of a test, then they also tend to believe that using a 
genuine text (in Widdowson's terms) produces a more valid test. A belief in the 
imperative of genuine text appears to lead to text privileging. This in turn seems to 
engender a script first epiosode order. A significant effect of this is that the base text, 
in its original form, must be deemed to be of intrinsically good quality as it stands. The 
notion of promisingness for these writers therefore takes on a different meaning. 
By contrast, writers who believe that authenticity `is an attribute of the component parts 
of a test and the processes they give rise to' (Lewkowicz, 1997: 13), also tend to believe 
that interactional authenticity is not intrinsic to a text, instead (again using 
Widdowson's terminology) it is `bestowed' upon it, according to circumstance (ie. 
timing and audience). ' (Lewkowicz 1997: 73). If they accept this fundamental point, 
then they do not feel the need to privilege text and, for reasons of operational 
simplicity, elect to produce items before script. For them, the base text need not be of 
intrinsically high quality and is therefore much easier to find. 
One interesting effect of this privileging of items is that, in certain cases, item writers 
regard the set of items as a species of new base text. Natalie, for example, speaks of 
the items themselves as a form of narrative. 
if it's eight multiple choice make sure they look like that's a sort of coherent 
story in itself Natalie VP 1/1 
This point is also raised by experienced expert Malcolm in his VP from the 
experimental study in the extract below. For him a key reason why he writes items first 
is so he can ensure that they constitute their own plausible and consistent narrative. 
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... what's important for me... the reason I write the items first is that I want the items to be accessible and water tight and tell a logical story Malcolm VP2/39 
In the next part of the segment (below), it is interesting to note that in his defence of 
this approach Malcolm employs exactly the same expression ('fiddle with the text') as 
Paul used in condemnation of it (see Paul's Interview Extract 15, above). While for 
Paul `fiddling' with the text is something he is reluctant to do, for Malcolm it is a 
natural, indeed prerequisite, procedure. 
I find that's easier to do if I create that [set of items] first and then fiddle with 
the text to suit the items rather than the other way round Malcolm VP2/39 
I suggest the issue of items as narrative is related to the technique of semi-scripting: a 
well-established procedure in script generation for listening texts (see, for example, 
Buck, 2001). As Buck explains it (2001: 164), the core content of a text is prepared in 
advance and presented in the form of brief notes, deliberately disjointed in order to 
force the speaker spontaneously to flesh out the utterances and in the process replicate 
some of the features of `genuine' oral texts: hesitation, fillers, repetition, overlap and so 
forth. Many of the experienced writers in my study appear to use their `item narrative' 
to function in a similar way to the bare-bones framework of Buck's semi-script. 
Another effect of an items-first approach is a greater use of ruses (learned condition 
action rules or chunks, discussed in Section 6.8.2 above). Although notably less 
common in the naturalistic than experimental VPs, it is clear that ruses are an efficient 
way of `fiddling' with the text-item construct to produce a workable test. 
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7.7 Micro-analysis: Problem solving heuristics 
As discussed at various points in this thesis, a problem-solving frame has been used in 
this study for the analysis of test item writing: the object is to reach the goal state (test 
paper accepted at pre-edit stage) through the application of problem-solving operators. 
Experienced expert writers use a variety of operator triggers or heuristics ('rule of 
thumb problem-solving methods which often succeed but which do not guarantee a 
solution' (Simon, 1974, cited by Kahney, 1993: 46)), which aid them in solving the 
problem. Some of these heuristics draw heavily on what they have done before, that is, 
their repertoire, employing established condition-action rules. Some are what I call 
novel heuristics because although the broad strategies may have been employed before, 
the specific operators are being applied for the first time. 
7.7.1 Repertoire heuristics 
The number of explicit repertoire justifiers cited by these experienced participants in 
their naturalistic VPs is extremely small (a total of only 6 throughout the whole of this 
data set). It should be noted that, by contrast, in the experimental data set there is a 
total of 23 - spread evenly between experienced and non-experienced writers (virtually 
all occur in the Review specs episode). 
As discussed above, I suggest that the reason for this is that, in this naturalistic study 
with experienced practitioners, most repertoire heuristics are so proceduralised as to be 
non-present in the VPs: writers apply operators apparently without feeling the need to 
mention them or, indeed, being unaware that they are applying them. Ruses are seldom 
invoked in the naturalistic data, possibly because participants are working with base 
texts they have identified themselves and therefore do not need to `tame' recalcitrant 
text - the normal function of ruses (see Section 6.8.2). 
7.7.2 Novel heuristics 
However, several novel problem-solving heuristics have been identified from the 
naturalistic data. Below are discussed those which are deemed to be particularly 
powerful in generating effective operators. 
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" Lateralising 
It will be self evident that mental models of both kinds (discussed in Section 1.4.3 
above) - schemata for objects/entities and scripts for events - are used extensively by 
item writers as they generate and instantiate task frames. However, my data reveal that 
individual participants exploit these models in strikingly varied and interesting ways. 
Dorothy, for example, makes highly flexible and creative use of schemata, in particular 
in her embedded Review specs/Devise context episode. It is important to note that 
uniquely of all the participants, she elects to focus on a visual-based test paper, with a 
highly structured problem space incorporating a very limited `word list' (including 
permitted lexis, structures and functions); in problem-solving terms, this means a very 
restricted number of legal operators and a concomitantly large number of operator 
constraints. In addition to imposing a highly restricted word list, the focus paper 
specifications require her to construct the whole listening test paper herself, and she 
thus, unlike other participants, needs to provide variety, balance and appropriate 
coverage across the different sections of the paper. 
For many writers such restrictions and requirements would make the task virtually 
unworkable. However, Dorothy's VP shows that she turns these constraints into an 
advantage. She uses the word lists as a means of lateralizing her mental models, 
helping to `stretch' the legal operators to accommodate a variety of testing constructs: 
gradation, sub-skill focus and so forth. The data extracts below show how Dorothy 
uses her schema for a park scene as a foundation but that she does not let it confine her 
to a stereotypical version of the scene. In Segment 7, for example, she uses the word 
list to trigger the inclusion of a shower in the outdoor swimming pool: it is contextually 
highly authentic but the idea might not have occurred to her if she had not had the word 
list as a trigger. 
(7) Yes, there's get undressed which would be good... [consults word list] have 
a shower... I could introduce a shower by the side of the swimming pool 
perhaps Dorothy VP 1/7 
Similarly, in Segment 15 below, Dorothy takes note of the numerous and 
geographically varied animals in the word list but is unhappy about the plausibility of 
including such a mixture in her picture. This spurs her to come up with the idea of 
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using inflatable toys on the water instead of having creatures dotted, rather improbably, 
around the park. This `lateralized' version of the park schema is actually much more 
contextually authentic, because for the target candidates (children aged 7- 12) their 
most likely contact with these animals is via toys rather than the real thing. 
or maybe we could have the swimming pool set in park where there are rabbits 
and um parrots and possibly um kangaroo... um right let's just put a couple of 
new animals which appear in Movers which won't look too out of place... 
[consults word list] ......... I think we could certainly 
have um we could have 
maybe a shark or a whale or a dolphin... why not have a dolphin as one of the 
inflatables in the pool... that'd be a nice idea... Dorothy VP 1/15 
To exhibit the great density and variety of operators and constructs she uses in this 
lateralising mode, the code box for just one of her VP segments (Segment 7) is given 
below. 
7. MODIFY* context gradation 
READ specs sub-skill focus 
PROPOSE* language 
PROPOSE* language 
PROPOSE* context sub-skill focus 
COMMENT RTL +ve self 
COMMENT content sensitivity 
READ specs: language 
PROPOSE* item 
CONFIRM/REVIEW context 
Code box Dorothy VP 1/7 
This capacity for stretching operator limits relates, I feel, to the ability to recognise 
promisingness (see Section 7.1). A text or, in this case, a context, may seem at first to 
offer little in test writing terms but, through lateralising, can be made to work. 
Sometimes the constraints actually contribute to making aspects of the product, for 
example interactional authenticity, stronger than would have been the case if the 
original schema had been employed. 
" Control sub-systems 
Another heuristic which is often used as a triggering technique is the use of what I call 
`control sub-systems': examples of these are base text, mind-maps, item templates and 
distraction formulae, which are explained below. 
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Unsurpisingly, for participants using text as source, the most common control sub- 
system, as explained in Section 7.5, is to use the base text as the overall frame, 
repeatedly returning to it as guide after exploratory forays to identify items or aspects 
of context. Anne, Paul, Sharon and, having established the script, Ira, all use the text 
as their control sub-system, guiding their choice of operators. See for example the 
Devise items episode (Segments 7-19) of Anne's VP for a clear pattern of devising 
items based on the exact sequence of the written base text. The operator coding pattern 
is one of READ text ->COMMENT text --'PROPOSE item. 
However, for participants using purpose-built scripts (generated using text/context as 
catalyst) - Dorothy, Lee, Katy, Zach and Natalie - where there is no formal text to 
return to - separate control sub-systems are needed. We have already seen that Dorothy 
uses the word lists in her specifications to great effect in guiding and triggering her 
operator choice. Another strategy employed in particular by Katy and Natalie is to 
exploit their conception of the hierarchy within the emerging text/script. Katy, for 
example, uses a multi-layered mind map as a control sub-system. 
so what I've got is my field trip mind map... and I'm going to start branching off 
form that in a ... in the major sub-sections.. . so I would start with... um... 
let's 
think ... [pause] ... aims and objectives... that goes in as my 
first sub-section... 
Katy VP I/6 
Because the mind-map is a non-linear representation, it encourages a more recursive 
control system. In particular, Katy uses it to support a technique of instantiating one or 
two items within each layer and then merely `sketching' out additional possible items, 
suggesting possible IBCs (item bearing concepts) but not fleshing them out as fully 
worded items. She then moves ahead, looking for core IBCs at the next layer. I call this 
technique level sketching. 
er... just glancing round at the sub-sections there ... 1 think rather than going into 
the sub-sections ... um... the sub-sub sections of the mind map... 
I'll probably now 
try to sketch out some items.. . and they'll 
be the next layer of the mind 
map... but... um... time is of the essence.. . so I'm moving ahead on what those items could possibly be... 
Katy VP1/14 
Natalie uses a similar system: she has a clear idea of the overall hierarchical structure 
of her emerging text/script which she embodies in her multiple choice item `template', 
where the stems provide the first layer or major sections and the options the second 
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layer of the hierarchy. Early on, she sketches in schematic fashion the space for eight 
stems with three sub-sections each. 
... so as a sign of confidence in myself... on the back of another bit of paper I'm 
writing 1... ABC... 2... ABC... so I'm telling myself that I can fill this out.. . that I've created the template ... Natalie VPJ /4 
Throughout the VP, she returns to this template to guide her operator choices, for 
example, in Segment 19. 
Yeah so the frame here is two [stems] at the beginning to set it up ... two at the 
end assuming he's going to have it... but how to put him and support him ... right 
so the middle block is kind of ping pong ... John Debra.. . John Debra and they'll 
each say something about what he achieved ... Natalie VP 
1/19 
The coding sequence for this heuristic (seen in both Katy's and Natalie's VPs) has 
CONTROL: note operators replacing READ text, with the writer continually returning 
to the template of the mind map as guide. 
The mind map and template obviously both function as exploitability checks, helping 
the writers decide whether to `commit' to a text. In addition they also function to 
`sketch out' proto-operators at each level of problem-solving diagram. This level 
sketching employs DEFER operators but it should be noted that for many other item 
writers DEFER operators are used as a failure response, for example, writers postpone 
a decision about a piece of script because they experience a form of operator block. 
Level sketching is more of success response: it puts in place markers which can 
retrieved when the writer is ready to flesh out the proto-items or script. 
Another type of control sub-system is used by Ira. He employs a complex system of 
different coloured notes and designs indicating various levels of fix: jagged circles, 
straight lines, squiggles, red and blue marks. This intricate system is required because 
as shown in the P-S diagram, Ira's multi-pass approach generates a high number of 
DEFER operators. 
I'm to go through it again now and I'm going to pencil ... um... and I'm going to 
circle in pencil potential items.... Ira VPI/8 
I'm going to put a squiggly line down the side of the dialogue to remind 
myself.... 
um.... so I'm going to put a jagged circle around that and a note to check the 
handbook......... Ira VPI /24 
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" Crenellation 
In tackling any problem, solvers must search the problem space to identify operators to 
apply to the next sub-problem they have set themselves. The problem-solving literature 
draws a distinction between semantic (higher order) processing and syntactic (lower- 
order or surface-level) processing and examples of both these are abundant in the VP 
data. However, a particularly powerful novel `triggering' heuristic appears to be using 
a combination of both, what I call crenellation. 
A clear example of this technique is shown in the following extract from Zach's VP (8- 
10). He uses the core of his base text to provide the overall frame for the test: the 
interim manager being invited into the company to improve its financial situation. He 
then uses that core idea to spark off a series of possible item focuses (PROPOSE x 3) 
he considers several before fixing on one which he deems suitable to stand as an item 
`introduce a new product range'. 
and that first one... the company was making a big loss so what they went in to 
do was to turn around the losses... say... so we've got finance management ... so R&D 
... production ... products ... um... it could 
be something like ... um 
... introduce new product range... let's try that.. introduce a new product 
range.. . Zach VP 118 
Having fixed on this as the first item he then, in Segment 9 (below), uses it as a trigger 
for the next one but moving from the concrete `product' to the more abstract 
`production system'. Then working at the level of system he then uses that as a trigger 
for the next item on appraisal, shown in Segment 10. 
(9) on production... something about systems.. . how things are 
done... so it 
could be how ... what products are actually manufactured ... 
it could be how sale 
... um ... production staff do things... the production process.. . so say improve 
production process 
(10) and there could be another one on staff systems ... so... methods for 
assessing staff .. yeah... that would be a nice one so ... staff appraisal ... [... ] introduce staff appraisal system Zach VP 1/9-10 
I have called this triggering heuristic `crenellation'. I derive the term as follows: I 
represent connections at the same level of abstraction as a horizontal line and 
connections between levels as a vertical line. In sequence the combination looks 
similar to the shape of castle battlements or crenallations (see Figure 7.5). 
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Connection between levels of abstraction 
Connection at same level of abstraction 
Figure 7.5 The crenellation technique 
7.7.3 Discussion of problem-solving heuristics 
Using these heuristics appears to bring a number of benefits. Firstly, they allow a 
combination of breadth and depth orientation. A breadth-oriented control system has 
the value of allowing a careful exploration of the larger problem space, the test frame as 
I have called it, before deciding whether to commit to it. A depth-oriented control 
system allows for high-speed fixes once the frame is in place. Level sketching and 
other forms of controlled defer-like markers for different levels of fix, for example, 
allow for confident recursion and an effective balance between breadth and depth 
orientation in the problem solving. 
It should be noted that in order for these heuristics to work, the writers must have 
created a strong representation of the overall problem space which allows them to 
tackle sub-problems confidently and systematically, that is, to use means-ends analysis 
rather than simple difference-reduction strategies such as hill-climbing (see Section 
1.4.3 above). This appears to require a high-tolerance for uncertainty on the part of the 
writers, at least while they develop these personal heuristics. This issue is of particular 
interest in a discussion about the acquisition of listening test item writing expertise and 
will be discussed further below and in the concluding Chapter 8. 
7.8 Chapter summary and discussion 
A number of facets of acquisition and performance processes have been identified in 
this analysis of experienced listening test item writers and they are summarised below. 
7.8.1 Discussion of acquisition processes 
Regarding entry into the domain, for the participants in this study, the selection and 
induction process was largely passive: they were identified rather than took the 
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initiative to apply. The process at that time was highly informal and depended on two 
main factors: domain-specific experience and personal patronage. The data point to 
some of the qualities which, firstly, prompted senior personnel to identify them as 
suitable; secondly, encouraged them to take up the offer and thirdly, enabled them to 
survive early failure in the progress towards `viable' expertise. The qualities suggested 
from the data are: relevant informing declarative and procedural knowledge, reliability, 
capacity for rapid learning, confidence and a disposition to take on new challenges. 
There is also the issue of serendipity: the chance confluence of vacancy and 
availability. 
The data also shed light on the trajectories of development of test item writing skills. 
The apprentice phase for all the participants appears to have involved considerable 
effort for little return. It was some time before they achieved sufficient levels of 
competence to achieve what they regard as a viable outcome: input ratio. For some of 
them, relevant skills seem to have built up gradually, while others report that their 
development was characterized by `quantum jumps' of improvement, with critical 
moments of insight, such as when Anne learned that it was permissible to subvert her 
default mode of writing script before items, which resulted in a immediate and radical 
increase in her outcome: input ratio. 
Whether expertise grew gradually or in spurts, the phenomenon of getting worse before 
getting better is mentioned by most participants. This might be recognized as 
Lesgold's (1984) `U-' or `J- shaped' curve of progress. The ten participants in this 
study were clearly able to `endure' the downward curve of failure before reaching the 
critical point of positive reversal, where the progress towards flourishing expertise 
might be deemed to start. Two qualities are implied by this as being present in these 
participants: tenacity to endure and learn from failure and a disposition to enjoy the 
intrinsic character of item writing, which might compensate for early lack of success. 
Whether this upwards advance towards expertise is finite is an interesting question. If 
viewed from a micro perspective - on a paper-by-paper basis - there appears often to be 
a stage where specific expertise starts to decline. This seems to be a direct function of 
longevity in the domain: participants report becoming `stale' and `topic weary', 
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especially in papers which are strongly topic- rather than text-dependent. It is perhaps 
significant that Listening (along with Reading) tests are less susceptible to at least one 
aspect of this - topic exhaustion - because of the virtually infinite number of base texts 
available for exploitation. 
However, viewed from the macro perspective of the development of general item 
writing expertise, possibilities for growth may be less restricted. There is little sense 
that on this macro level these participants are declining in expertise, rather that when 
they recognize areas of their work which are becoming stale, they divert into new ones. 
This might have important implications for both the conception of domain in general 
and for the notion of expertise as manifold, distributed or adaptive (see Chapter 8). 
Regarding participants' choice to continue working as item writers, there appear to be 
two main sets of reasons for this: enjoyment of the intrinsic character of problem- 
solving in test item writing and appreciation of its support systems. All the participants 
say they respond positively to the precision, clarity and clear success-indication of item 
writing, which I interpret as a sign of structuredness of problems in this domain. They 
also see it as an outlet, albeit a circumscribed one, for their creative inclinations. In 
addition, they appreciate the fact that they are working as part of a much larger process, 
with numerous opportunities for scrutiny and improvement. They recognise that not 
only does this help with the quality of product, but also with process. The recursive 
system of feedback and discussion, learning through giving feedback on others' work 
as well as receiving it from peers and senior personnel appears to enhance their meta- 
awareness. This indicates that the move towards expertise in item writing involves 
more than mere proceduralisation through longevity in the domain: deliberate practice 
(that is, deliberative or conscious reasoning) also has a part to play. 
The analysis of the interview transcripts indicate that many of these participants 
perceive themselves as performing more effectively in some aspects of item writing 
than at others (this was also revealed in the VP data). This is most often expressed in 
interviews in relation to macro skills, for example, being better at producing reading 
than speaking tests. However, it can also be in relation to particular specifications, for 
example, the inability or reluctance to comply with a restrictive word list or item type. 
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There are suggestions in the data that this might be a function of cognitive style: Ira 
speaks of feeling less comfortable with oral communication and that this might be 
directly or indirectly influencing his performance processes (though not, it must be 
emphasized, the quality of his outcomes - these remain high and thus freelance 
imperative of high quality outcomes is fulfilled). It might also be that experience, 
preference or chance lead to specialisation which leads in turn to practice and therefore, 
it might be argued, increased facility. 
Taken as a whole, data from all three sources show that these participants engage with 
test production in highly individualised ways. No two participants view their task in 
the same way. However, one general point which does emerge is that item writing is 
not perceived of as a self-standing entity, but instead as part of a portfolio of distinct 
but associated professional elements, and that this portfolio is continually changing, 
with each element in a dynamic relationship with others. As one area of work, for 
example a particular section of test paper, runs its course, and its outcome: input ratio 
declines (gauged by either financial or other quality indicators) writers cease to accept 
(or be offered) further commissions and then seek to take on new papers. This 
observation has direct relevance to the discussion in the next chapter (Chapter 8) on the 
nature of expertise and on the nature of the domain itself. 
7.8.2 Discussion of performance processes 
The data on performance processes of experienced listening test item writers in the 
exploratory and concerted phases (my research frame has gathered very little data on 
the refining phase) indicates an enormous variety of approaches; each participant has a 
highly individualised style. However a number of broad patterns have been identified. 
Firstly, in the exploratory phase, these experienced listening test item writers use 
flexible and systematic trawling, recognising `promisingness' in a wide variety of base 
texts and have developed effective systems for retrieving and marking these texts. 
They use skilled memory techniques to particularly good effect in this phase. 
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Secondly, in both the exploratory and concerted phases, experienced writers 
proceduralise specifications for focus tests which frees up mental space for careful 
consideration of elements such as frame and context. 
In the concerted phase, although writers use a wide variety of approaches to generate 
their test frames - from using text as source or catalyst to using context as catalyst - the 
majority tend to use a strong breadth-first control orientation, taking particular care 
with instantiation of context to provide a substantive support for their Devise items and 
Devise script episodes. 
Finally, there appears to be a distinct divide in episode order amongst item writers - 
items-first or script-first - which, although not influencing the quality of eventual 
outcome, might be seen to influence the directness and speed of processing. Choice of 
approach appears to be a function of a particular attitude to test authenticity and in turn 
generates attitudes towards privileging and language or task orientation within the test 
production process. 
It is not the intention here to critique the work of those experienced script-first writers 
who are clearly finding success in the field. It should also be recognised that my sample 
size is far too small to produce generalisable data on this issue. However, my findings 
suggest that there might be a causal link between attitude to test authenticity/episode 
order and time taken to complete the whole paper, or time taken on other operations 
which could be freed up by using an items-first episode order. Both items-first and 
script-first approaches require the text to be changed at some part in the process to 
create a working test script: the items-first writers do it in the light of items and so do 
the script-first writers, but this latter group appear to need an early additional stage of 
creating a well-instantiated script from which to derive their items in the first place. 
For this reason they appear to take longer in their test instantiation. I believe that 
choice of episode order draws on very deep levels of attitude and ethics and that 
episode order should always be determined by the item writers themselves. However, I 
suggest that apprentice listening test item writers be offered the option of using an 
items-first approach but that it be left to individuals to decide which episode order is 
most congenial and effective for them. 
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To conclude the findings outlined in Chapters 6 and 7, one final observation is offered. 
My data indicate the comprehensive distinguishing quality of expert behaviour in 
listening test item writing to be that of high-quality text processing. I draw a parallel 
here with Shulman's (for example, 2004) concept of knowledge transformation in the 
act of teaching. It is recognised that the whole notion of what constitutes `good 
teaching' in a given context is highly problematic, but Shulman suggests that one 
distinguishing quality of good teaching might be the capacity to draw on curricular, 
subject and pedagogic/andragogic knowledge bases to bring to life for learners the 
subject or content area, whether it be Maths, Geography or Art - what he calls 
`pedagogic content knowledge'. In the same way, one essential expert behaviour in 
listening test item writing might be said to be the act of drawing on a variety of 
knowledge bases in order to process text - in the form of context, script, rubric and 
items - in a high quality way, to make it a valid medium for the effective assessment of 
learners. 
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Chapter 8- Conclusions 
This final chapter addresses in detail the eight sets of questions raised at the end of 
Chapter 1, summarising insights generated from both the experimental and naturalistic 
studies. It is recognised that the research findings from the two linked studies shed 
more light on some questions than others and therefore the different sets of findings 
will be discussed in varying degrees of detail. The chapter finishes by suggesting 
conclusions for the study as a whole. 
8.1 Question Set One: Generic features 
Do the expert participants in my study exhibit the generic features of expertise 
(presented in Figure 1.3) in the target domain of listening test item writing? 
Rather than look at each of the eight generic features in turn, I have conflated them into 
three main groups: those relating mainly to task representation: those relating mainly to 
task instantiation and those relating to memory (which can relate to all stages of 
problem solving). As is shown in Table 1.3, all these features are deemed to occur only 
within the target domain of expertise. This begs the critical question of what constitutes 
a domain within my target context. However, this issue is left to the end of this 
chapter, because the discussion draws on conclusions derived from a set of questions 
raised in the later parts of this chapter. 
" Task representation 
Findings from cognitive psychological research (see Section 1.3) show that experts, in 
whichever domain, work quickly and solve problems with little error; spend a great 
deal of time analysing problems qualitatively; perceive large meaningful patterns and 
see and represent problems at a principled level. 
Regarding incidence of error in my domain, my findings (mainly from my experimental 
study) are clear: non-expert participants make far more errors in outcomes (for 
example, producing items which fail to comply with task specifications) and processes 
(for example, basing decisions on erroneous assumptions) than do expert participants. 
In the naturalistic study, participants (all expert) make no such errors. 
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Regarding overall time taken on task, my research does not indicate that expertise 
equates with speed per se. For example, in my experimental study, all the participants - 
expert as well as non-expert - used up the full time allocation. However, the balance of 
their episodes implies that experts were able to use high-speed depth processing to free 
up time and mental resources to spend longer on crucial problem representation and test 
frame generation stages, thereby producing better tests. 
There is considerable support in my research data to indicate that experts take more 
time than non-experts to represent their problem. Experts' task representation episodes, 
where they make sense of specs and text and devise an appropriate context for the test, 
are longer than those of non-experts. Experts deploy frameworks which they appear to 
derive largely from their testing repertoire. 
Related to this point is the issue of control: breadth or depth orientation (see Section 
1.4.3, above, on Schoenfeld's (1985) work in Mathematical problem solving). VPs 
across the two studies indicate that experts use breadth orientation at the early stages of 
task: notably in the Devise context episode, they take time to consider several operator 
options for field, mode and tenor of discourse and also to muse on the implications of 
decisions regarding these different facets. However, once they have opted for a 
particular context, experts usually go on to trigger a fast depth control process with 
high-speed identification of operators (employing to good effect depth control 
processes in repertoire heuristics such as ruses, and novel heuristics such as control 
sub-systems). By contrast, non-experts demonstrate virtually no breadth control: the 
only incidence in non-expert VPs is when they consider two different item types. They 
eventually make a choice based on an erroneous assumption, employing inappropriate 
repertoire: learning justifiers. Once again the VP of exceptional inexperienced expert 
Caitlin is illuminating on this issue: she is the only one of the inexperienced 
participants to employ an effective breadth followed by depth control procedure. This 
indicates that such a deployment of control processes is a feature of expert, rather than 
simply of experienced, behaviour. 
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Regarding the use of chunks or condition-action rules, my findings in regard to the 
exploratory phase of test production are relevant. Expert item writers show skill in 
rapidly distinguishing patterns (that is, rhetorical structures) in the wide range of 
potential base texts they survey in their trawl. This `chunking' might be seen to 
enhance their skill in recognising promisingness in superficially dubious base material. 
Regarding problem representation, my research reveals a wide variety of ways 
participants - both expert and non-expert - use mental models. Non-experts clearly 
deploy mental models to help them represent the task, both in terms of the 
specifications and text. For expert writers, however, it is particularly in the episode of 
contextualisation when mental models appear most powerful. Some experts also use 
mental models in a very flexible and creative manner, `lateralising' existing mental 
models to trigger modifications to their schemata in a coherent and contextually 
authentic way. 
Research into expertise in a variety of domains indicates that experts have good meta- 
awareness, that is, they are more accurate than non-experts at judging the difficulty of a 
problem and what conditions are necessary to enable them to solve it. They know when 
they need to check for failure and why they fail. My research sheds interesting light on 
this issue particularly in relation to the deployment of CONTROUREVIEW and 
COMMENT categories of operators. Expert participants use fewer such explicit `state 
space' checks to gauge progress in their task than do non-experts but where they do 
deploy them, they use them to greater effect. A related point is that the expert 
participants in my naturalistic study have effective strategic knowledge: they know 
where to expend the most effort in order to make their products conform to the 
expectations of particular editors, and thereby get their work accepted at the crucial fee- 
paying stage. This might be viewed as a positive, strategically effective form of 
`satisficing'. 
9 Task instantiation 
Cognitive psychological research across many domains has found that experts tend to 
organise their problem solving in such a way as to be optimally suited to the problems 
as presented. They avoid inappropriate default difference-reduction strategies and 
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expedite solving of familiar problems by applying forward- rather than backward- 
reasoning strategies. 
The aspect of my research findings relating to this issue is episode order and 
privileging. The majority of the expert item writers in these studies use an items-first, 
context- and/or items-driven approach; many of them report having learned this 
approach from more experienced writers, moving away from their early default script- 
first mode. All the inexperienced participants use a script-first, text-driven approach. 
Whilst it is acknowledged that equally effective outcomes can be achieved when 
experienced writers use a script-first approach, it does appear to take longer to complete 
the task. It might be suggested that a script-first approach is a form of difference- 
reduction (or hill-climbing) strategy, appearing to expedite the problem-solving 
process, but in fact prolonging it. By contrast, the majority expert items-first approach 
might be viewed as a means-ends response, which requires taking account of the whole 
problem. An important finding from my research is that an items-first approach is not 
in itself more effective but that it does offer increased opportunities for early and 
deeper task representation. As a learned strategy, it might be seen as part of the 
proceduralisation of skills noted in the development of most of the expert participants 
in these studies. An additional point is that an items-first approach, because it limits 
the size of the task with a specific `semantic' field in mind, also makes cross-level 
thinking more possible, thus making it more efficient than other approaches. 
Another technique for expediting problem solving in the Concerted Phase is the 
deployment of condition-action rules. It might be argued that this technique is being 
used when experts' multi-task', for example, when they gain an in-depth understanding 
of the base text, whilst at the same time exploring text-item type and using a larger 
number of DISTIL operators whilst devising items. However, a more straightforward 
application of condition-action rules is the ruse: a (largely) learned repertoire heuristic, 
which facilitates the production of constrained items even with a recalcitrant base text. 
Unsurprisingly, in the experimental study, experts used many more ruses than non- 
experts. 
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" Memory 
Findings from cognitive psychological research into a variety of domains show that the 
working memories and long term memories of experts, in whichever domain, are no 
larger than novices' but that increasing automatization of certain domain-specific skills 
has the effect of freeing up resources which can be used for greater memory storage. 
Whilst my research frame has not allowed me to investigate the effectiveness of 
participants' memory outside the target domain, within the domain, expert participants 
in my study do appear to deploy memory (of all kinds) more effectively than the non- 
experts. In the experimental study, non-experts frequently forgot the task 
specifications, demonstrating this by explicit statement, by failing to follow 
specifications or by having to re-consult them several times throughout the VP (all 
suggesting a less-effective working memory). By contrast, experts showed that they 
were swiftly and effectively internalising key features of both specifications and text, 
even those who had relatively brief Review text and Review specs episodes. The VP 
data indicate that experts were able to do this by activating existing `test specification 
repertoires' (virtually all the repertoire: TIW justifiers occur in these two episodes): 
they were basically recognising familiar stipulations in the research task specifications 
(stored in LTM). Again, the VP of inexperienced expert Caitlin is illuminating: she 
was not able to draw on testing repertoires and yet still remembered the specifications 
very effectively. This indicates that she might have a superior working memory or that 
from her test preparation repertoire was functioning as a mnemonic device. 
There are also indications of flexible use of long-term memory in listening test item 
writing. Certain experienced expert participants show they have the capacity to 
remember core features of base texts over long periods - sometimes several years - 
retrieving them as required for particular commissions. Some appear to put down 
`retrieval markers' when they encounter the base text, for example, placing them in 
files or using labelled tapes. However, others appear to retain them only in memory. In 
addition, expert participants appear to have a capacity to convert episodic memory into 
semantic memory (for example, using lived experience as base text) and vice versa 
(becoming strongly engaged in the test writing task and `living' the activity as if it were 
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a piece of episodic experience). This issue will be discussed again in Section 8.5, in 
relation to Dreyfus and Dreyfus's `commitment' component of expertise). 
Two further memory-dependent techniques identified in the VPs of some expert 
participants draw specifically on skilled working memory. Firstly, two expert 
participants use a technique of reading their base text then consciously removing it 
from view, thereby forcing them to produce items based on memory only: this appears 
to help them identify only the most meaningful (that is, the most memorable) 
propositions in the text. A second technique, demonstrated by several expert 
participants (see for example, Section 6.8.3), is of distilling essential propositions from 
a text whilst devising items, retaining them in working memory and using them to 
create script in the succeeding episode. It is hard to imagine either of these `working 
memory' techniques being used for reading test production: both appear to be uniquely 
suited to listening test production. I conjecture this could be because they might 
replicate some of the memory-related real-time processes used in aural comprehension 
and unrehearsed oral production. 
To summarise the response to this first set of substantive questions, I suggest that 
several of the `generic features' of expertise identified in the cognitive psychological 
literature can be said to be present in the domain of listening test item writing. 
The next set of questions addresses whether these features are critical indicators of 
expertise in this domain. 
8.2 Question Set Two: Critical features 
Are any or all of these generic features necessary and sufficient precursors to expertise 
in my target domain? If they are not sufficient, what other features must be 
exhibited/present? What are the critical differences between expert and non-expert 
listening test item writers? 
An analysis of the VP (and other) data reveals that, in my target domain, although 
expert participants use a variety of individualised processes, a number of identifiable 
strategies and practices are associated with successful outcomes. Experts are 
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distinguished from non-expert participants by possessing certain knowledge and skills 
bases and by using certain performance processes. It should be noted, however, that 
my research frame is too limited to allow me to make claims about which features are 
necessary and sufficient to constitute expertise in this domain. 
Unsurprisingly, the experienced expert participants in my research show that they have 
a wider and deeper knowledge base than inexperienced non-experts, especially with 
regard to item construction and text-item match. Much of this is declarative, as 
indicated by the rich array of justifiers cited by expert participants. However, this 
declarative knowledge is not the only determinant of expert behaviour: procedural and 
strategic knowledge are also important, as explained below. 
In the exploratory phase, listening test item writing experts demonstrate that they have 
an enhanced sense of promisingness, seeing base texts in a variety of unlikely sources - 
ephemeral and otherwise - and retaining them in some form, either using explicit 
retrieval markers or a highly efficient LTM. They appear to have developed, from 
repeated experience in the domain, the capacity to identify individualised high-yield 
sources which enable swift depth control processes, which can respond to shifting 
taboos. 
In their concerted phase, experts exhibit the following distinguishing abilities which are 
not demonstrated by non-experts. Firstly, they have well-developed skills of task 
representation, that is, deep, rapid and effective task (or problem) depiction, which 
allows them to internalise and then follow specifications precisely and also to recognise 
the implications of any decisions they make regarding tasks elements. Secondly, they 
demonstrate an awareness of the needs of listener-candidates: that to perform 
appropriately in the test, candidates need clear contextual information about field, tenor 
and mode, and they are able to incorporate rich contextual information in short, 
accessible rubrics and co-text. Thirdly, expert item writers use a breadth orientation 
during task representation and when establishing context. This provides a sound 
conceptual foundation which allows them then to employ rapid and effective depth 
orientation. Fourthly, they spread their attention evenly amongst the different task 
elements, particularly in instantiation, avoiding an obsessive concern with any one 
category of referent objects. Fifthly, they use a variety of repertoire and novel 
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heuristics and use a high density and variety of verbs, objects and justifiers in their 
operators. Finally, they often exploit opportunities for multi-tasking, shown through 
mix of operators and, sometimes, episode embedding. 
8.3 Question Set Three: The role of experience 
Is expertise in a domain determined by amount of experience (qua longevity) in the 
target domain? Does specialisation help in the development of expertise in my target 
domain? What might be the trajectory of acquisition of expertise in this domain? 
Findings from my experimental study indicate that in virtually every case, participants 
who have experience in producing tests for international testing bodies have greater 
expertise than those who have no such experience. In addition, those who have some 
contact with the target domain, in the form of preparing students for such tests, have 
greater expertise in test item writing than those who have no such experience. There are 
significant individual exceptions to this pattern, however. In particular, one writer with 
no experience of test item writing performed better in the experimental task than two 
item writers with extensive experience. This point is also of relevance in the 
discussion, in Section 8.5 below, about models of expertise acquisition. 
It is important to note that my data do not indicate that degrees of expertise are 
determined by length of experience. In other words, it does not appear to be the case in 
this domain that the longer the experience the greater the expertise: the levels of 
expertise of the different participants (as determined by the four editors) do not 
correlate with number of years of experience. Indeed interview and VP data indicate 
that there might be, at least for test papers with highly constrained operator restrictions, 
a parabolic trajectory of development, that is, improvement reaches a peak and then 
declines, apparently as a consequence of a number of factors: boredom, topic weariness 
and change of senior personnel are identified as reasons in interviews (see Section 
7.1.3), although topic weariness is less of a problem for listening and reading papers. 
However, if viewed from a more macro perspective, expertise in item writing does 
appear to continue to flourish (that is to grow, rather than remain stable or decline), if 
appropriate levels of challenge are maintained. Tsui, drawing on Bereiter and 
Scardamalia's ideas, suggests that `being able to benefit from challenges is crucial to 
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the development of expertise' (2003: 278). I would add that a crucial distinguishing 
feature of expertise might be the capacity to identify optimal levels of challenge for the 
development of expertise, both in oneself and in others (vide Hebb, 1959 and 1966). 
A final point in relation to this set of questions is that for the majority of participants, 
specialisation appears to be an important feature of expertise in the target domain, 
partly because of the opportunities it offers for increased deliberate practice and partly 
because it enables writers to work in areas congenial to their cognitive style and to 
other characteristics. 
8.4 Question Set Four: Individuals and systems 
Is expertise specialized and/or distributed? Are features of expertise fixed or in 
dynamic relationship with each other and other influences? Is it a routine or adaptive 
domain? 
My research suggests that expertise in test item writing is both specialist and 
distributed. Both my experimental and naturalistic studies indicate that expert item 
writers do have fragmented or specialist expertise: that is, they have distinct areas of 
strength and weakness. In my experimental study, several of the experts exhibited a 
`jagged profile' of skills, and even the `top scoring' experts demonstrated relative 
weaknesses in some areas (none received `perfect marks'). The findings of the 
naturalistic study corroborated this finding: some experts perform better on certain 
papers or on certain aspects of papers, for example the production of multiple choice 
items or purpose-built scripts. However, those aspects of experts' products which show 
weakness are deemed to be `readily soluble' (see Section 6.3.6) by the domain system, 
otherwise the item writer would eventually be removed from the commissioning list. 
A feature I feel is concomitant with specialisation of expertise is distribution: the 
pooling of expertise amongst practitioners to accomplish tasks. It has been shown that 
this distribution is a critical feature of the target domain system (see Section 7.1.4). It is 
cited by many participants as being greatly valued by them: not only because it 
provides encouragement, socialisation and support for them as freelance writers but 
because it adds layers of consultation, scrutiny and correction without which the highly 
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structured test item writing problems cannot be solved. The system is also deemed by 
practitioners to contribute to continual development of their item writing expertise. 
In addition to specialist and distributed expertise in the domain, I also recognise the 
phenomenon of what I call manifold expertise. All but one of the participants in my 
studies are working successfully in many parallel or associated domains: some continue 
to work as teachers and several work at other levels in the macro domain of test 
production, as paper chairs, testing trainers, text-book writers and test markers. I 
suggest that the feature of distributed expertise leads to this `leakage' between related 
domains, with practitioners moving between domains and with skills in each informing 
the others. 
All three of these concepts - specialist, distributed and manifold expertise - would 
appear to undermine the widely held, or at least widely implied, monolithic notions of 
`the individual as expert' and of `expertise as a finished state'. My expert participants 
exhibit weaknesses as well as strengths even within the very limited demarcation of 
domain expertise: listening test item writing. However, the wider test production 
system (see Section 2.1) appears to compensate for their deficiencies and to allow for 
the development of partial or specialist expertise and pool different expertises to fulfil 
the task. My view is that expertise within listening test item writing for these large 
international testing bodies has both individual and systemic elements: part of the 
expertise resides in the writers themselves and part in the system. This issue will be 
dealt with in more detail in Section 8.8. 
8.5 Question Set Five: models of expertise 
What might be the role of intuitive and deliberative thinking in expertise in my target 
domain? Does expertise in this domain develop through stages suggested in the 
proceduralising models? What might be the implications, in this domain, of Bereiter 
and Scardamalia's `Edge of competence' theories or of a mixed model (eg Hammond's 
Cognitive continuum)? What degree of declarativity is present in this domain? 
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These questions relate to the `deliberation/analysis versus intuition' divide represented 
by psychologists and sociologists in their different models of expertise (see Section 
1.5). 
I suggest that one aspect of the research which closely relates to this issue is meta-task 
accomplishment, that is, what and how my participants verbalise. Before I summarise 
patterns of verbalisation, the reader is reminded of the discussion in Section 4.4.2, that 
verbal protocol data should be regarded as discourse and subject to the same conditions, 
modes and influences as other forms of discourse, such as conversation. My research 
frame has not allowed me to explore the nature and extent of those conditions and I am 
therefore not clear how they influenced my participants in their verbalisation. For this 
reason, the `findings' below are presented with caution. 
An analysis of the VPs show (see in particular Section 6.1 and 7.2.3) that there is 
considerable variation - in terms of both length and density of operators - in the styles 
of verbalisation amongst all participants; and that there are no apparent correlations 
between style of verbalisation and level of expertise/experience. VPs show that all 
participants use a highly individualised mix of both deliberative and intuitive thinking. 
However, it is noticeable that experts in particular have a tendency to use much more 
conscious deliberation for task representation and Devise Context and Devise items 
episodes but more intuitive modes for Devise script episodes. 
It is also pertinent to ask how far listening test item writing expertise can be said to 
follow proceduralising models of expertise such as Dreyfus and Dreyfus's (2000) 
model. As shown in Section 1.5.2, their model includes four diagnostic elements 
indicating the development of novices into experts. Firstly, Dreyfus and Dreyfus say 
experts are more situational than context free. My data indicate that this is probably the 
case in my target domain: my experts look at each new problem as a separate entity, 
choosing the most appropriate strategies to solve it rather than deploying default or 
context-free rules. Secondly, Dreyfus and Dreyfus speak of a change in perspective: 
experts have a capacity to prioritise in a way that novices do not. This might be 
evidenced in the complex problem representation of my expert participants, where they 
expend a great deal of effort identifying an effective context, in the knowledge that this 
will allow rapid subsequent test instantiation. Thirdly, Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model 
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incorporates different levels of rationality: novices are said to be more rational and 
experts more intuitional. This, as will be discussed further below, does not appear to 
be the case with my expert participants: they employ a mix of the rational and the 
intuitive. Finally, the model includes the notion of commitment: involved versus 
detached. I interpret this to relate to the personal investment of experts in the quality of 
their outcomes. I feel my research frame is not sensitive enough to gauge this fully but 
one indication of exceptional commitment might be the openness of expert item writers 
at unlikely times to the identification of base materials (see Section 7.3.1) and the 
constant concern to produce high quality work. 
Looking in more detail at the specific issue of proceduralisation and intuitive thinking, 
my VP findings indicate that automatisation does appear in certain but by no means all 
stages of the process. It seems to be powerful in the internalisation of paper 
specifications: the Review specs episode is virtually non-existent in the naturalistic 
study where experts are working on papers well known to them, but lengthy and more 
complex in the experimental study where participants are confronted with new 
specifications, even though containing many familiar elements. As indicated above, a 
strongly intuitive mode of thinking seems to be used in the Devise script episodes of 
experts, but beyond that, experts seem to use as much deliberative reasoning as non- 
experts. 
An alternative conception of expertise is that of `Edge of competence' (Bereiter and 
Scardamalia, 1993), where experts are said to be constantly working at the perimeter of 
their ability. The findings particularly from my naturalistic study, would question the 
capacity, and perhaps more importantly, the desire of the experienced test item writers 
constantly to question and challenge their own practice. My findings indicate that these 
experienced expert test item writers have developed a working balance between 
challenge and possibility. This does not seem to be solely a question of moderation for 
its own sake, or indeed in order to create a more reasonable work: life balance 
(particularly working to the freelancer's imperative of good output: effort ratio). It also 
appears to be because these writers have found that a judicious mix of proceduralisation 
and conscious deliberation is extremely effective for them. 
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To summarise, the three principal models and theories of expertise acquisition I 
reviewed - Glaser and Chi's Information Processing Model (1PM), Dreyfus and 
Dreyfus's Proceduralising Model and Bereiter and Scardamalia's Edge of Competence 
theory - shed light on a number of different elements of expertise within my domain but 
none of these is, of itself, sufficient to encapsulate the essence of item writing expertise. 
Many of the generic features of IPM are shown to be present in experts in my domain 
(see Section 8.1) but this model takes insufficient account of the role of intuition. By 
contrast, certain features of Dreyfus and Dreyfus's model are helpful in portraying the 
situational and prioritizing perspectives of item writing expertise. However, the core 
feature of this model - the notion that high level experts use predominantly intuitive 
modes of thought - is not borne out by my research: a much more complex mixture of 
intuitive and deliberative modes appears to be used expert item writers. Finally, many 
of Bereiter and Scardamalia's insights are pertinent to my findings, in particular their 
critique of the experience: expertise equation and their notion of the necessarily 
continuous process of challenge in maintaining expertise. However, my research 
shows that expert item writers are highly pragmatic and a selective about which 
elements of their performance they seek to challenge. 
This review has led me to agree with Hoffman (1998) that it is counterproductive to see 
deliberative processing and intuition as mutually exclusive and that a more generative 
approach is to view these modes on a continuum. The one model which most 
effectively encapsulates the modes employed by expert test item writers is Hammond's 
Cognitive Continuum model (Hammond, 1980. See Section 1.5.3 above). This model 
regards differences in cognitive mode as being dependent on the different 
learning/cognitive styles of individuals and the specialist demands of different domains 
and tasks within them. My expert listening test item writers appear to respond to 
different sub-problems in different ways, depending on their own individual task 
representation: some mobilise intuition to narrow down a problem space and then use 
analytical thinking to identify actual problem-solving operators. Others appear to do the 
reverse. 
To summarise, Hammond's Cognitive Continuum Model evokes particularly well the 
expertise characteristic I have found to be particularly powerful in my target domain of 
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listening test item writing: the capacity to recognise which mode of thinking is suited to 
which critical features of the task and to respond accordingly. 
8.6 Question Set Six: Personality and motivation 
What might be the role of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in the development of 
expertise in the target domain? 
There is a strong similarity in the responses of the experienced item writers in regard to 
this question. They all appear to have significant intrinsic motivation to do listening 
test item writing, that is, they perform the behaviour `for its own sake in order to 
experience pleasure and satisfaction' (Dörnyei, 2001: 27): they all state that they find 
fulfilment in the actual process of listening test item writing, for example, because of its 
closure, concreteness and opportunities for `second hand creativity' (see Section 7.1.4). 
There is also evidence of strong extrinsic motivation, that is `performing a behaviour as 
a means to an end' (Dörnyei, 2001: 27). They report that item writing brings certain 
rewards and complements other aspects of their professional lives: for example, most of 
it can be done from home and therefore fit in with caring responsibilities, and/or a 
remote location. There is also a perception by most participants that it is moderately 
more lucrative, and better `supported' (vide social aspects, input from colleagues and 
senior personnel) than some parallel domains, for example, teaching, textbook writing 
and exam marking. 
This issue relates closely to the notion of inherited characteristics and will be dealt with 
in more deal in the next section. 
8.7 Question Set Seven: 'Inherited' versus `acquired' characteristics 
Does everyone have the capacityfor becoming an expert listening test item writer 
(assuming that he/she would wish to)? What might be the relationship between 
inherited and acquired factors in the development of expertise in this domain? 
There are clearly several elements of test item writing expertise which might be 
deemed environmentally enhanced, that is, that they do not have to draw on pre- 
existing characteristics in the practitioner. A number of domain rudiments can be learnt, 
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for example, declarative knowledge about how to construct and deploy different item 
types. Ruses or script-item stratagems can also be acquired through demonstration or 
instruction, which will enable more effective item constraint. I also suggest novice 
writers can also be taught about the option not to privilege base text. This having been 
learned, a whole sequence of alternative performance processes are possible, leading to 
an items-first approach, if this is considered appropriate to their cognitive style and 
values, attitudes and beliefs about testing. 
Regarding `inherited' characteristics, my research frame is really too limited to enable 
me to explore this question in depth. However, a crucial clause in the question is 
`assuming he/she would wish to [become an expert item writer]'. The data indicate that 
some people not involved in the domain regard item writing as a trivial, mentally- 
restrictive and potentially unethical enterprise. These perceptions may or may not be 
accurate, but I suggest that anyone wishing to become an item writer might benefit 
from having a disposition which takes pleasure in the inherent structuredness and 
closure of item writing problems, but yet has sufficient flexibility to endure shifting 
problem constituents (for example, the ad hoc taboo impositions, described in Section 
7.3.3). It might also be necessary for writers to see some worth in the goal state, that is, 
the tests themselves. Having these qualities might help novices endure the initial 
downward curve of low outcome: input ratios. 
The data suggest that there are other pre-existing skills of expert listening test item 
writers, which it appears some aspiring writers never truly master: an ear for `speakerly 
text' and the ability to create it from a base of a written text; and particularly efficient 
aural memory - both working and long-term. However, again it should be recognised 
that the limitations of the research frame have meant that I have not been able to 
establish whether these skills were already present in writers or whether they developed 
through practice. The one exceptional inexperienced expert Caitlin does demonstrate 
these qualities but the sample is too small to support firm generalisations in this regard. 
8.8 Question Set Eight: Domain 
In the light of responses to the above questions, what might be the nature of domain in 
relation to listening test item writing for international EFL examining bodies? 
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This research study has sought to ascertain what might be the nature of expertise within 
the target domain. This last chapter has explored a number of dimensions of this issue 
through addressing questions frequently asked in relation to expertise, but it has not yet 
dealt with the fundamental determining aspect of this proposition: what constitutes the 
target domain itself? 
As shown in Chapter 1, the concept of domain is consistently invoked in the exposition 
of features of expertise: the extent of expertise is frequently said to be delimited by 
domain (see, for example, Glaser & Chi, 1988 and Ericsson & Smith, 1991 in Table 
1.3). However, as it stands, this is a circular argument: expertise is defined by domain 
and domain is defined by the limits of expertise within it. Beyond this, I have been 
unable to find any cogent discussion of the notion of `domain', or even of its 
constituent parts, by expertise theorists or researchers. It may be that they regard this 
notion as unproblematic and/or that the limits of a given domain are evident to all. 
However, perhaps the notion may be so problematic that it is simply preferable to avoid 
confronting it. 
I have come to the tentative conclusion that the limits of any given domain cannot be 
set as an objective reality. I suggest that `domain' is a hypothetical construct: a notion 
`of convenience to account for something that does not really exist' (Williams and 
Burden, 1997: 19); its usage can have value as a means of clarification but can also be 
extremely misleading, particularly if the notion is treated as if it does really exists and 
too much pressure is put upon it. Thus, I contend, the exact limits of the domain of 
listening test item writing are essentially indefinable and that it is a distraction from 
more meaningful lines of exploration to attempt to specify them too closely. 
Having stated this, however, I believe the construct of a domain of listening test item 
writing continues to have relevance and power, as I shall explain in my concluding 
remarks. 
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8.9 Conclusion: The edge of expertise? 
Whatever the exact construct of the domain, my research has yielded the following 
substantive insights regarding listening item writing for international EFL tests. 
Firstly, there appears to be a predictable core of domain knowledge - declarative, 
procedural and strategic - possessed by successful listening test item writers. However, 
beyond this there is also considerable individual variation in performance and 
acquisition processes. The situation appears similar in regard to the domain itself: its 
core is relatively well structured and semantically rich, especially in comparison with 
related domains such as EFL classroom teaching. However, its perimeters seem to be 
in a state of flux - subject to changing political, academic and procedural fashions. A 
further insight emerging from the research is that the monolithic notion of expertise 
residing in individuals appears to be unhelpful in this domain. Listening test item 
writing is specialist and manifold, but above all it is distributed: individual writers 
seldom exhibit expertise in all aspects of domain practice, and need to work as part of 
complex domain system in order to bring their task to completion. 
What, then, might be the key implications of these insights for EFL listening test 
production? Firstly, senior domain personnel may wish to apprise themselves of the 
core performance practices which this study indicates are associated with successful 
outcomes. These, it is suggested, can be used to inform decisions regarding test paper 
guidelines and training. Secondly, strategies need to be developed to accommodate 
specialist, manifold and distributed as well as individualistic test item writing expertise. 
A corollary of this is that domain systems - both at a micro and macro level - need to be 
flexible enough to respond to shifting domain perimeters. This, ultimately, is my 
interpretation of the `edge of expertise' approach to domain problem solving: both 
individual domain practitioners and the organisations which commission them must 
have the capacity to respond to the political, academic and procedural changes at the 
perimeters of the domain. 
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Appendix 1 a. Pilot interview schedule (trialled with RP1) 
Background information 
1. What test writing do you do now? 
2. What test writing have you done extensively in the past? 
3. Please briefly describe what EFL teaching experience you have had eg. age groups, class 
sizes, any specialist focus? 
4. Do you still do EFL teaching? If so, please briefly summarize your current work. 
5. What other experience have you had in the teaching profession, beyond the classroom? 
Materials writing? Syllabus design? Management? Other? 
Schemata 
" Think of a metaphor to represent your teaching/ what you regard as good EFL teaching 
practice? Could you talk me through it? 
" (Do you feel that test writing is similar to other forms of professional work? ) 
OR 
" Can you think back to an experience of learning a language. Do you think it was a 
successful learning experience? If so, why? If not, why not? Consider any aspect of 
learning, teaching, environment or other which you feel is relevant. 
Personal construct analysis 


















1. What test papers do you particularly enjoy writing? Why? 
2. Which skills do you feel most comfortable working on? Reading, Writing, Listening, 
Speaking? 
3. How many hours/minutes a day do you ... 
a) listen to talk radio 
b) watch TV 
c) read books? 
4. Are there any items types that you particularly enjoy producing? Why? 
5. Are there any item types that you particularly dislike producing? Why? 
6. Do you feel you have `grown' as a test writer over your years of involvement? Could you 
say something about that? 
7. Do you feel that other aspects of your professional life have been affected by your 
experience of test writing? In what ways? 
The test-writing process 
In addition to actually writing items, which aspects of the UCLES test production process 
have you been involved in? (Tick) 
" Taking part in training days (as a trainee) 
" Taking part in training (as a trainer) 
" Initial editing 
" Editing involving other test writers 
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0 Receiving written feedback from editors 
0 Pre-testing papers written by others (ie. with your own EFL students) 
0 Creating whole papers (ie. by looking at Rasch scores, topics etc. and piecing together a 
balanced final version) 
" Observing at recording sessions 
0 Conducting examinations (eg. as an oral examiner) 
0 Marking test papers 
Which part of the process do you find helps you in your work as a writer? (Put a number 1-5 
against each one: 1=not at all helpful; 5=very helpful) 
Is there anything else you'd like to say about test writing? 
Which is your preferred learning style? (cf. Honey and Mumford) 
Appendix 1 b. Revised interview schedule 
Form 1 Test Writing Experience Questionnaire 
Please complete this form ready for the research session. If the space provided is insufficient, 
please go on to another sheet. Examples are provided where appropriate. 
A. Name: Date: 
B. List of tests you currently write. 
Testing body Test (and level, if 
appropriate) 
Section Date you started 
writing 
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C. Brief summary of previous test-writing work (ie. tests you no longer write). 
Dates Summary of tests 





D. Brief summary of relevant professional qualifications and experience, (including 
teaching, training, materials writing, examining, marking etc. ) 
Approx. period of time 
(where applicable) 
Type of qualification/work 
Eg. NA (Not applicable) PGCE (TESOL) 
15 years EFL teaching (all levels) 
6 years FCE oral examining 
E. Brief explanation of how/why you became a test writer. 
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F. Brief explanation of why you continue to work as a test writer. 
Please indicate what aspects of the process you find more and less interesting/rewarding. 
Form 2- Information about target tests 
I anticipate that during the think aloud you will probably be working mainly on one paper. 
However, you may make reference to other papers. Please give brief details of all these and 
add any comments you think might aid me in my understanding of your work. If possible, 
please complete this ready for the research session. 
Participant's name: 
Testing body Test and level Section Comments 
1. (Main paper 
being discussed) 
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Appendix 2- Invitation to prospective research participants 
Research into Test Writing 
Background 
I have been writing a variety of EFL tests for ten years, and am interested in the 
knowledge and skills which may be required of an effective test writer and whether these 
are different from those needed for materials development or classroom teaching, for 
example. I am also interested in exploring how we might train people for test writing: a 
great deal of time, effort and expense goes into ensuring the tests themselves are effective 
but there seems to be relatively little research done on the processes of test writing, 
training and support. 
I am in the early stages of a PhD research project on this topic. I am starting to 
investigate the processes successful writers go through as they produce their tests: text 
identification and adaptation, item design, response to feedback and so forth. I am 
therefore contacting experienced and successful test writers to explain my research and to 
ask whether you would be interested in participating. 
Research technique 
As a test writer myself, I appreciate just how difficult it will be to capture the essential 
features of the long, complex and often diffuse writing process. I have investigated a 
number of different research techniques, for example: getting different writers to exploit 
one given text individually in `laboratory conditions'; inviting writers to recall the 
genesis of one text they had selected and exploited; and getting writers to `think aloud' 
into a tape recorder as they were going through the normal process of producing one of 
their test papers. 
The latter, more naturalistic, technique yielded particularly rich data and I have decided 
to trial it further. I am therefore looking for volunteers to take part in `think aloud' 
research as they produce their tests, in their usual work environment. It doesn't matter 
which test or skill or stage is being worked on (eg. going through magazines to select 
texts for a particular paper or finalizing items). 
Would you be interested in taking part? If so, please read on! 
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Details of research procedure 
If possible, I would like to be present while you are working and `thinking aloud'. I 
would be very happy to travel to your home or place of work to sit with you as you do it: 
my trials have shown that participants much prefer it when I am available for on-the-spot 
consultation. However, if this is not feasible (or desirable, from your point of view), I 
would be able to supply tapes and instructions for you to do the work on your own. 
The whole procedure is likely to take about 2 hours (+ 15 minutes for optional last 
section). 
1. About 15 minutes to talk over your background and work in testing (see 
questionnaire below) 
2. About 15 minutes to prepare for the `think aloud' procedure 
3. About 1 hour to undertake the `think aloud' (with interruptions and intervals as 
necessary) 
4. About 30 minutes for retrospective discussion 
5. Optional 15 minutes - recall of the genesis of a particular paper (please identify in 
advance a paper you would be happy to talk about) 
1. It would be helpful for me to have some background information about your work in 
testing and I'd be grateful if you could complete the attached form (Form 1) ready for the 
beginning of the research session. But please feel free to decline to supply any or all of 
this information, if you wish. 
2. + 3. The instructions I shall give when you sit down to do the `think aloud' are as 
follows: 
As you work on the test, say in a loud voice everything that crosses your mind. Try not 
to worry how it might sound to me. Free associate as much as you wish and don't worry 
if what you say doesn't seem logical. I'll try to be unobtrusive during the session but if 
you need to ask a question or check whether you are `on task', please feel free to do so. 
If there is anything I need to find out (eg. relevant specifications for the test paper) I'll 
ask you at the end. 
As you can see, the task is very open. The point of the exercise is to gain insight into the 
problem-solving and decision-making strategies different test writers use, as well as the 
knowledge ands skill bases they draw on. The fewer task constraints, the better! 
4. After the `think aloud' procedure, we shall have the opportunity to reflect on the 
process and discuss any questions arising. 
5. If you are willing, I should also like to try a slightly different technique of stimulated 
recall. Choose one of your test papers which is at a later stage of development (eg. one 
which has been accepted by the examining body) and try to remember how you chose the 
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text/got the idea for the items etc. and how the ideas developed as you worked on the 
paper. 
Use of Data and Confidentiality 
I would like to use data you supply to support my theses in the final dissertation, but all 
references to you will be coded to ensure anonymity. 
If you would like to take part in this research, or to ask any questions, please contact me 
via any of the following: 
[addresses and telephone numbers supplied] 
Many thanks for taking the time and trouble to read this. 
(Signed Katy Salisbury) 
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Appendix 3- Example of an early coding scheme 
Fix categories (with sample utterance in italics) 
1. Original text frame (when there is a strong dependence on original text) 
1.1. Text choice 
I found quite quickly one article which is suitable in almost all ways 
1.2. Text structure 
there are four problems ... 
four approaches 
1.3 Text length 
853 less 143 [words] so that makes 715 
1.4 Text language (phrase plus) 
I'll change that ... not 'the 
film'... `in a recent film... ' 
1.5 Text language (word) 
a poignant symbol? ... a moving symbol.. . an 
important symbol 
2. Task attributes/frame 
2.1. Task purpose 
Task Two is their experience 
2.2. Task perspective 
candidates... would be playing one of the students 
2.3. Task/item type 
I could do multiple choice 
2.4. Sub-skill focus 
this would seem quite a micro operation in listening 
2.5. Rubric wording 
`You will hear a recruitment consultant and a company ... ' 
2.6. Task frame - wording 
So we could have `Group Members' as one column [heading] 
3. Item frame 
3.1. Structure of item frame 
so the frame here is two at the beginning to set it up ... the middle block is ... 
3.2 Item bearing concept 
something about character... responsibility or role 
3.2. Item wording (stem, option etc. ) 
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so `Introduce change in management structure' 
3.3. Item key wording 
I think it's reasonable to have `stone work' 
4. Script frame (when text is created/heavily adapted by TIW) 
4.1. General topic 
good idea of the job reference 
4.2. Context/situation 
it would perhaps be in a tutorial situation 
4.3. Text type 
now I've got a real discussion and it's interactional 
4.4 Setting components 
they're probably sitting in the common room over coffee 
4.4. Script structure 
talk about a general research methodology and then start going into particulars 
4.5. Script content 
realistically an undergraduate group of say 40 
4.6. Item bearing text 
how can we refer to export sales without it being too easy? 
4.7. Script instantiation! colouring 
I'll call him Colin 
4.8. Script realisation 
let's say `completely out of date' 
4.10 Script mechanics (eg. length) 
that's about right for length 
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Appendix 4- Flier invitation to novice test item writers 
Research into test writing expertise 
I am looking for volunteers to take part in a small-scale research project on acquiring 
expertise in test writing. 
Have you got 
" more than three years' EFL teaching experience? 
" some experience of preparing students to take international EFL examinations 
(eg. UCLES FCE or Trinity ISE 1)? 
" no experience (or very limited experience) of test writing for international 
EFL examinations? 
If you fit these requirements and feel you would be able/willing to give up 60-100 
minutes of your time to take part in my project, please read on! 
Research task 
I would ask you individually to undertake a test-writing task based on a short text 
(which I shall supply). While you do the task I would ask you to `think aloud' into a 
tape recorder (ie. to explain what is going through your mind as you do the work). 
We would sit together in a room at College and I would be available to answer any 
questions you may have as you work. The time taken is likely to vary but I predict it 
will take between an hour and an hour and a half. 
If you would like to have more information before agreeing to help, please feel free to 
contact me on e-mail address supplied]. If you would like to help, please drop me a 
line and I'll contact you to arrange a time to meet. 
Many thanks for taking the time and trouble to read this. 
. w17tW 
Katy Salisbury 
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Appendix 5- Test item writing research task specifications 
Procedure 
In order to gain an insight into the way different people tackle an identical test writing 
task, I am supplying the same detailed specifications and base text to all respondents. 
Please read the specifications (1) and base text (2) and produce the test, in any order 
you wish. 
As you work on the test, say aloud into a tape recorder everything that crosses your 
mind. Try not to worry how it might sound to me. Free associate as much as you 
wish and don't worry if what you say doesn't sound logical. If I need any 
clarification about what you say or do, I shall, if I may, contact you by phone or e- 
mail later. 
Experience tells me that it is very difficult for anyone to do effective on-task think 
aloud for more than about an hour and a half. For this reason and also to enhance 
comparability between verbalisations, I ask you to restrict your time on task to 
minimum 60 minutes and maximum 90 minutes. Please start the verbalisation 
when you first look at the specifications and continue through to the actual test 
writing. 
As you can see in the specifications, you have freedom to change the text if you wish 
and in order to help you do this, I shall give you a computer disk containing your 
own copy of the base text `Invasion of the Plastic Bags'. If you do not wish to 
change the text or have written everything by hand, ignore the disk! 
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1. Specifications 
A text has been selected by Exam Board X for use in the listening paper of its Upper 
Intermediate Level English language proficiency test. You have been commissioned 
to write items for this text and the following specifications are supplied to you. 
Upper Intermediate Level English Language Proficiency test (Listening) 
" Upper Intermediate level (High FCE/ Low CAE) 
" Heard twice. 
" Texts must be 650 - 750 words long (monologue) 
" Devise an appropriate context for this to be a spoken monologue 
" Devise 6-9 items suitable to the text and context. Items must follow the order 
of the text. 
" Choice of item types: either 3-option multiple choice items (MCIs) or 
note/sentence completion (not more than three words or a number for each 
answer) or a mix of both in blocks (eg. 5 sentence completion followed by 3 
MCIs). 
" Content should be accessible to a general audience - avoid highly technical/ 
complex content and language 
" Content should be accessible to candidates of different ages and nationalities 
" The test is clerically marked so the answer key must be clear and marking 
must not require expert judgement. All answers must be correctly spelt. 
Exam Board X- general policies 
" Texts should have an authentic feel but do not have to be authentic. Change 
context and language as much as necessary without altering facts. 
" The text is provided on disk so you can make any changes easily. 
Item writers must provide: 
"A revised tape-script with any necessary acting directions (ultimately, this will 
be read onto tape by an actor) 
" Clear rubric/instructions 
" The items 
" An answer key 
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2. Base text 
The Invasion of the Plastic Bags 
(from a feature article in The Daily Mail 7 March 2002) 
The plastic bag is an emblem of our society. In the film American Beauty, the camera 
follows a plastic bag as it blows in the wind like modern-day tumbleweed - for some, 
a poignant symbol of American angst generated by rampant consumerism. 
Plastic shopping bags have been around for less than 35 years yet in Britain we use a 
staggering 15 billion to 20 billion of them a year; equivalent to one a day per person. 
Each costs less than a penny to make, and one household can get through 1,000 or 
more a year. In fact, Britain's annual plastic bag mountain weighs 145,000 tons, and, 
if scrunched up could fill the Millennium Dome. 
And we use them and simply get rid of them, or we think we do. The truth is that a 
plastic bag never dies. Bury one in the ground and a million years hence, the 
archaeologists of the future would find it unchanged as they try to decode the faded 
ancient hieroglyphics such as `Sainsbury's' or `Tesco'. It is also chemically inert, so 
it is impervious to wind, rain or biological agents of decay such as bacteria. It is 
virtually indestructible, unless you burn it, which would send a dollop of toxic smoke 
into the atmosphere. 
The men to blame for this state of affairs are chemists Eric Fawcett and Reginald 
Gibbon. They were part of a team of scientists working at ICI's Cheshire plant in 
1933 which developed a new substance, polyethylene, or polythene for short. The 
chemists were attempting to look at the reaction between two noxious chemicals when 
they discovered a lump of waxy, translucent, tough material coagulating on the top of 
their workbench. Fawcett and Gibbon were surprised by their creation but 
immediately started to consider what practical use it could be put to. Polythene was 
first used as a coating for electrical cables. The country's entire output was used 
during World War II to shield the circuitry used in radar apparatus from interfering 
electrical fields. It also made an ideal sheath to protect undersea cables because it did 
not react with water or salt. 
After the war, scientists at the American company Visking perfected a way of making 
thin sheets of polythene film. But this early polythene had its problems. It melted at 
low temperatures (just above the boiling point of water), so the plastic could not be 
used for making bottles and cups. In 1953, however, a German chemist refined the 
manufacturing process to produce high-density polythene (or HDPE), which was 
much tougher. Factories all over the world rushed to produce thousands of tonnes of 
HDPE, but it fell to bits in less than a year when exposed to air. With warehouses 
across America full of crumbling polythene, the Wham-O toy company bought 
thousands of tons of the stuff and made brightly coloured flexible rings - Hula- Hoops! 
Eventually it was discovered how to make polythene both durable and heat proof. 
Suddenly, polythene could be used for a whole range of new products: bags, bottles, 
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bowls, fuel tanks and even boat frames. The first polythene bags - used for storing 
fertilisers - were made in the Sixties, but it wasn't until 1968 that the first carrier bags 
aimed at shoppers were introduced. 
In Britain and most of Europe, the plastic carrier bag quickly supplanted the old paper 
bag, but ironically, one of the countries where it doesn't is the U. S which uses the 
fragile brown paper grocery bag. The main reason is the vast power of the timber 
industry, which has made sure that supermarkets are dissuaded from adopting the 
polythene carrier. 
Over the decades, chemists have continued to experiment with polythene, producing 
`smart' plastics with particular properties. One variety is transparent to certain 
wavelengths of light, meaning that when it is used in greenhouses it can suppress the 
growth of algae (it blocks the wavelength needed) but not of the plants (they require a 
different wavelength). Perhaps one day, these scientists will find a way to tackle the 
plastic monsters disfiguring the world. 
In the meantime, we should make use of polythene's indestructibility - and make sure 
that we re-use our bags. A staggering 99% of carrier bags are used only once or 
twice: once to carry the shopping home and then to put rubbish in. Reusing bags is, in 
fact, the norm across much of the world where carrier bags are kept for years, 
carefully folded after each use. 
Some stores, it must be said, are doing their best, encouraging shoppers to spend a 
few pence on a `bag for life' (which will be replaced, free, if it breaks) and even 
refunding customers if they reuse their bags instead of taking new ones at the 
checkout. The Irish government this week announced it was introducing a tax - 
shoppers will pay the equivalent of 9p for every new bag they use - to encourage 
people to re-use the bags they have, reduce wastage and cut down on unsightly litter. 
The money raised by this `plastax' will be ploughed into schemes to help the 
environment. If the experiment succeeds, other countries including Britain, may well 
follow suit - and we should welcome it. (858 words) 
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Appendix 6- Interview pro forma for novice test item writers 
Test writing- background and experience 
A. Name: 
B (i). How much test writing have you done? Please complete the table. An 
example is given to guide you. (Continue on to the back of the sheet if necessary) 
Type of test Candidates Approx. Item type - Type of 
(NB mention and level dates Essay type/ True marking - 
skills) False/ MCQs/ Objective/ 
Short answer Clerical/ 
etc. Expert 
Eg. College EFL college 1997 - 2001 Mix of MCQs and Clerical 
End of term students short-answer 
exams - EFL. Upper interm. 
Reading and level 
listening 
B (ii) Do you enjoy test writing? 
If so, what attracts you? If not, what do you dislike about it? Please write in note- 
101111 0r UUMMUOUS P[0SC III LIMc OUA U IUW. 
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(Experimental study) 
C. What relevant experience do you have? Please give a brief summary of eg. 
years of teaching (level and subject), years of training (level and subject), test 
marking experience (eg. oral examiner), materials development experience (internal 
and for use beyond your own classroom), any potentially related experience (eg. 
journalism, creative writing). 
Years Experience Details 
Eg. 79-cont EFL experience all levels Mainly EAP in recent years 
85 - cont Materials writing for use by 
local colleagues 
Mainly task-based materials 
stored in local T resource centre 
D. What do you consider to be the essential qualities of a good test? Please 
wnLC in HOW 101111 ur cununuuuS NIUSV 111 UI UUA UUIUW. 
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Appendix 7- Code categories for operators 





a. Manage codes - referring to the meta-cognitive processes undertaken by RPs in 
order to organise their task accomplishment 
Organise/ manage the task eg. by making notes, RP 112 !7 Procedure: ... let's just number the 
numbering text, planning procedure, sub-gaol order, paragraphs ... 1... 2... 3... 
track 
Explicitly postpone making a decision RP 15 2/6 ... seems like a very complicated 
sentence I'll look at that later on... 
Look through text or task in order to monitor RP 15 2/29 ... OK.... word 
length we're happy 
with relatively ... 
b. Analyse codes - referring to the processes by which RPs make sense of the task 
specifications and text (a more receptive orientation) 
Identify/ abstract the main point/ gist RP 11 2/4 ... so what we 
have here is a text with 
an environmental theme but including a fairly 
standard history of the plastic bag... 
Reword text eg. for checking or triggering purposes RP 15 2/23 ... after the war ... scientists perfected (See also DISTIL) a way of making thin sheets of polythene film but 
this led... a subtle rewording of given text 
Read text/specs without passing comment RP 16 2/6 .... an appropriate context for this to be a spoken monologue... [reads directly from 
specs] 
Read script as if anticipating final recorded outcome RP 19 2/31 ... Today's talk is by Amanda 
e g. with special accent Simpson ... from the Russell Foundation ... 
Transfer essential elements of the written text work RP7 2/31 ... and a staggering 15 billion doesn't 
to a spoken script strike me as being terribly speech like so now 
er.... 15-20 billion of them are used in Britain 
every year.. 
c. Propose codes - referring to the processes by which RPs make proposals and 
decisions about the task (a more productive orientation) 
Endorse earlier proposal, often within a Review RP 15 2t24 ... yeah... bowls... I'm going to 
episode remove the boat frames ... [as proposed earlier] 
Muse on more general points, without a choice being RP 19 2/18 .... it's possible that we could be 
made thinking about some kind of structured item 
frame thing ... let's 
have a Britain and Europe... 
Amend proposal/decision made earlier (see also RP 7 2/11 ..... so radio programme is a bit REJECT) tricky... can't think of a context for taking 
notes ... um... and it general interest... suppose 
it 
could be turned into an 'A' level class 
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Put forward the possibility of making a particular RP 19 2/38 ... the timber industry I've got 
choice - from quite tentative to very firm. It sitting there .... as a possible key... then ... I'll functions as both accept and reject. keep that 
Decide not to use a proposed operator RP 14 2/25 ... but is it kind of unfair to ask a 
question like that... could that be seen as a trick 
question... 
d. Evaluate codes - referring to the processes by which RPs evaluate elements 
of the task 
Make an evaluative comment - including concept of RP6 2/2 ... several numbers here... there's quite evaluation of self (own performance)/ text/ task; a lot of useful distraction of other numbers... 
rationally or emotionally) 
Make a comment about the verbalisation task itself RP 11 2/30 ... sorry muttering in my beard 
or performance there [laugh] must talk louder 
Table 2 Objects (that which is being acted on) 
" Text/ Task 
" Context 
" Item 
" Item writer 
a. Text/ Task codes - referring to objects relating to text / task 
W/P word/phrase level; P paragraph level; WT whole RP 17 2/4 ... well my first thought are there is quite a 
text level lot of difficult language in this 
Original source text (See also script. Code: 'Script' is RP 19 2/12 .... OK just reading through text 
used when the text is considered to be changed again ........ [reading silently] 
significantly from original. 
Version of source text produced by RP as input for RP 7 2/29 ... so I could say `Last week I talked 
test. (See also text) about early developments in the plastics industry and 
now I'm going to explain how this led to the invention 
o lastic bags' 
Frame/ Mode of organisation of text/items etc RP 19 2/32 ... it's an introduction of course.. . and 
it's this idea of the .... I can get in what's been given in 
the text... because I'm always worried about that long 
lead in time 
The propositional meaning of a piece of text. RP 15 2/6 just looking through that introduction 
......... some sort of cultural exclusivity 
Used for remove and also replace/retain - W/P RP 11 2/14 ... we're going to have to lose 
word/phrase level; P paragraph level; WT whole text translucent ... we're going to have to lose level coagulate... 
Type of text eg. written/ spoken, journalistic/academic RP 19 2/4 ... and it's got to be a monologue 
etc. Subsumes concept of genre. so..... right that immediately changes it from the kind of 
chatty conversational style 
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b. Context codes - referring to objects related to the context/instructional frame for 
the listening task 
Incl. setting, text type, purpose, roles etc. (See RP 15 2/ 30 ... the context I'm still thinking about 
composite list of possible facets but we're going to have to go for a radio report ... 
Instructions and contextual information provided to RP 14 2/3 ... the easiest place to start is just with 
candidates in print the rubric because that's going to be fairly 
straightforward ... it's pretty much 
laid out in 
instructions here...... 
Exact wording of the instructions/ contextual RP 7 2/14 .... Read .... no it's listen isn't it (laugh) 
information supplied to candidates Listen to Part One which is ... in which a public 
relations officer 
C. Item codes - referring to objects relating to test items (questions) produced by RPs 
IBT - Item-bearing text - essentially the 'key' RP 11 2/ .... we could have an item where the 
IBC - Item-bearing concept - the broad 'idea' which is unit of measurement is the key like tonnes or 
being tested billions... 
What the item seeks to test eg. specific information, RP 19 2/19 ... and the idea that where it comes 
inference from is the timber industry ... timber is quite a high 
level word... isn't it... but upper intermediate...! quite 
like that... ) think it's sort of testable... 
Where the items occur in the script - spacing and order RP 15 2/47 ... OK let's get a close proximity to 
question ive... 
The form of an item eg. multiple choice or sentence RP 11 2/6 ... the productive task would be much 
completion or True/False better for the historical lump and the multiple 
choice...... J might be better or the other art... 
Exact wording of the item including stem and options RP 17 2/ 48 ... the reason the plastic bags are 
not used in the USA is because of ... the power of 
the ..... decide item wording] 
The word/phrase/option designated as the correct RP 11 2/14 .... and they have to be correctly spelt 
answer to an item and they'll lose it if they spell it with an 'i' which 
doesn't seem veryfair....... also a word which comes 
rom... so polythene can't be a key ..... um 
Exact wording of the designated correct answer RP three words.. . no two... 
Particular listening sub-skill eg. working out meaning RP 14 2/ 16 ... 1 think it wouldn't think it would 
of unfamiliar lexis from context cause that many problems in terms of structure or 
grammar... 1 think the only problem might be with 
vocabulary ... um.... they might need a dictionary to 
check out some of the scientific words 
d. Item writer codes - referring to objects relating to task procedures 
What occurs once the test is submitted for editing RP 16 2/31 ... I think er... I don't know whether it's relevant but I think I'd like to check that 
friends.. . that native speakers get these right... 
The list of requirements (legal and illegal operators) RP 19 2/2 ... um... something that's here is that for the target test. Incl. omission/adherence it's for a listening paper so I've been given a 
text... and it's listening so therefore I've got to 
change it from a written text to a spoken text 
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Table 3 Justifiers (reasons given for decision - not 
always provided) 
" Testing construct: task specific 
" Testing construct: non-task specific 
" Candidate (those taking test) 
" Test writer 
" Edit/Process 
a. Testing construct: task specific - referring to justifiers which apply only 
to this specific test (relate to these set s ecifications 
Authenticity: Textual - adhering to original text RP 13 2/13 .... if I did it in the form of a 
Authenticity: Contextual - adhering to norms inherent to radio interview that I've got to have 
the enre/ setting/ roles etc. somebody asking my member of the green 
party .. [.. ] questions... Whether a key is distinguishable from surrounding aural RP 6 2/9 ... bottles and cups... that would 
text be a good one.... it's always better to have 
two syllables or more and the word cups is 
nice and crisp for people to hear... 
Starting easier and becoming more difficult - text and/or RP 17 2/8 ... the first paragraph ought 
items to be relatively understandable in order to 
give the people taking the exam a little bit 
of confidence... 
Whether items are spaced appropriately and blocked RP 15 2/40 ... let's give them a bit of 
according to te for aro riate test covers e/sampling space before they do the next one............ 
Ways in which the number of acceptable keys must be RP 7 2/ 36 ... so if plastic bags are burnt 
limited to allow non-expert marking, incl. `run on': words they generate blank.. . don 't want a run on... 
follow key in text tempting Cs to write too much 
Avoid keys which are printed on the question paper - eg. RP 7 2/15 .... Plastic bags is given so 
in rubric or item stems (recognise and lift) we're not testing that .. um 
Appropriate level of challenge for the target candidates RP 17 2/2 ... paragraph three could 
(NB with double playback) possibly disappear ... it seems to be full of 
rather difficult language ... 
Whether item type is permissible within the specifications RP 14 2/15 ... but ! think that would be fairly easy to answer ... um... and besides 
that's a Yes/No question as well...... doesn't 
help very much....... checks specs] 
RP 6 1/6 .... I have to be very careful not 
One of several key constraints - that the key must be easy to use words which can be mis-spelt cos 
to spell. Coded separately from other key constraints somebody put a very innocent-looking 
because so frequently cited word as an item and it came out with 130 
di erent spellings... 
Need to comply with test specifications word requirement RP 16 2/13 ..... I need to get rid of about 150 words a hundred words roughly.... 
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b. Testing construct: non-task-specific - referring to justifiers which 
apply to all tests within macro-domain 
Whether the text holds together as text, also incl. RP 17 2/2 ... I think paragraph four 
redundancy and repetition would follow on from paragraph two 
... and still make some kind of sense.. Clarity of reference and gloss RP 11 2/11 ... might be something there but it comes a bit early ... there's some 
nice pronoun references here... 
Avoid using core concept eg. plastic bag, in key because RP 11 2/12 .... something at the beginning 
of repetition/ ease of the paragraph... trouble is the key can't 
be plastic bags because it's central 
Whether there are sufficient plausible alternative RP 11 2/10 ... we've got the billions but 
options to provide distraction and therefore we don't have enough distraction there... 
discrimination 
The inherent suitability of the text for deriving sufficient RP 111 2/23 ... it's certainly a suitable 
appropriate items text ... it's going to work ... there's plenty 
to work on here.... 
Factual correctness/ error in text/ task RP 11 2/20 ... so do hoola hoops fall to 
pieces in less than a year ... 1 don't 
remember them falling to bits.... (... JI 
think hoola hoops will have to o... 
Answers being worked out not from using target skills RP 17 2/22 .... it's going to be but from eg. world knowledge (WK) or 'word spot' -a (.. testing.. ) knowledge of the world here 
cue within the text through signals the key 
The need to induct the candidate into the context of the RP 19 2/10 ... it'll 
be necessaryfor 
input and task contextual lead in but not for ... um... actual items 
The speaker's intended purpose in producing text ie. RP 19 2/34 ... it's very written 
communicating anyway... you wouldn't say it... you would 
appeal to your audience... with a spoken face 
to face... even though it's one to an 
audience... it's much more to do 
with... you're trying to develop a personal 
relationship with them 
Testing what is meaningful and appropriate to test - RP 16 2/20 ... I'm trying to think of a 
construct validity way of asking a more general question 
... (... J that the author is not particularly 
pleased with the development of the 
plastic bag . The frame for the items provided by the inherent text RP 10 2/9 ... by accident really framework e g. chronological, problem-solution ... OK... this was in 1933.... Need to use appropriate item type for particular text RP 19 2/12 ... multiple choice tend to 
content/ item focus be better for higher level opinion type stuff 
and 1 haven't come across any real 
opinion yet.... 
e. Candidate codes - referring to justifiers which specifically recognise 
candidate needs (may be perceived of as a particular a sub-set of TC codes) 
Access: culture; Access: technicality RP 17 2/10 ... we know how big the How accessible the text is across cultures and registers Millennium Dome is but other people 
aren't .... 
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Appreciation of the candidates' point of view eg. their RP 6 2/2 1 think it's probably quite 
needs, interests and apprehensions interesting... um as a topic though probably 
youngsters wouldn't find it fascinating and 
um... FCE is CAE the age group is under 
twenty 
Separating stronger candidates and weaker candidates RP 14 2/29 ... suppose you can still distinguish between people who've done 
well and people who've done badly ..... Whether the text/task is intrinsically interesting to any RP 6 2/2... I think it's probably quite 
reader/listeners interesting.. . um tis topic Whether the demands on candidates are practicable eg. RP 14 2.16 .... although I think if they 
sufficient writing time provided between items, cues to were listening to this.... I don't think those 
place in text words would be key to getting an overall 
understanding of what this text is about 
Consideration of what might give offence to certain RP 7 2/33 .... the problem is that a plastic 
groups eg. the disabled, followers of a particular religion, bag never dies.. . are we allowed to talk 
the recently bereaved about the death of plastic bags in this 
examinations board... don't want to upset 
the candidates... 
d. Test writer codes - referring to justifiers which specifically recognise TIW 
needs (may be perceived of as a particular a sub-set of TC codes) 
Writer's personal beliefs about appropriacy of content/ RP 17 2/2 ... the men to blame for this language 
.... it's always the men who are to blame isn't it.. [laughs]... 
Writer's personal connection with some aspect of text/task RP 112/4 ... struck me that was one of 
the things I could / can remember 
... En land before they existed... Drawing on experience to inform decision making - from RP 19 2/5 ... it's quite in keeping with 
teaching, test preparation classes (TP), TIW or learning what I'm used to which is mainly for X 
[.. J.. which is three words or a 
number.... 
Need to complete work within a set time RP 15 2/30 ... the context I'm still 
thinking about but time presses and we're 
going have to go for a radio report 
Refers to the fact that some element makes the task RP 13 2/6 ... quite lengthy but it's all 
easier/more difficult for the TIW divided into reasonably short paragraphs 
which look manageable ... 
e. Edit/process codes - referring to justifiers which relate to considerations 
beyond the immediate test writing task 
Specific recognition of editor's preferences RP 19 2/17 ... I can imagine some of 
these editors actually being offended by 
fertilisers 
Issues related to the saving of money RP14 2/2 ........... marking must not 
require expert judgement ... 
OK... exam 
board needs to save money [slight laugh 
Whether, over time, the text content is still relevant and RP 6 1/3 ... but I'm not sure it'll work 
correct out OK because .... things may be different in two ears' time... 
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Appendix 9- Memo categories 
Cognitive categories 
Initial problem review 
1. Problem representation 
1.1. describe 
1.2. interpret LO 
1.3. enrich HO 
2. Control system 
2.1 Breadth first 
2.2 Depth first 
2.3 Mixed 
3. Exploitation of source text 
3.1. transcribe - eg. key in whole text before consider items 
3.2. transfuse - eg. remember key points of original text and make this the basis of script 
4. Drive 
4.1. Text driven 
4.2. Key/Item driven 





6. Condition-action rules - short cuts 
6.1. Ruses - classic chunked procedures *Check Anderson compositing?? 
6.2. Use of repertoires (NB from same paper or parallel paper) TIW, Teaching, Learning reps 
6.3. Recognition of hierarchies - levels of text and therefore of task 
6.4. Level sketching 
6.5. Juggling TCs (ranging, as necessary between LO and HO) 
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6.6. Over-ride (reasons for decisions) 
6.7. Lateralising 
7. Explication 
- presence/absence, principled/ unprincipled 
8. Triggering novel operators/ unblocking - stimulus from: 
8.1. mental modelling 
8.2. analogy - different domain -- same domain 
8.3. synonymy/ morphology 
8.4. lexical sets 
8.5. crenellation 
8.6. current environment 
8.7. reference works (incl. specs) 
8.8. read aloud text 
9. Tolerance of uncertainty 
9.1. nature of rule adherence (control of recursion through sub-system) 
9.2. use of multi-tasking opportunities 
9.3. deferral and risk taking 
9.4. stopping rules 
9.5. vagueness (when need to be vague/ certain/ work up and polish or sketch) 
10. Use of control sub-systems - eg. note-making systems/ mind maps/ distraction formulae/ templates 
11. Forward planning - anticipating difficulty, long-term storage, record keeping - adhered to or not 
12. Cross reference 
12.1. To other papers in suite/ Linkage, balance 
12.2. Use of guides/ specs: intuitive/explicit - (dictated by nature of the paper) 
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Meta-cognitive categories 
13. Evidence of system esp. recognition of hierarchy 
14. Review of current problem state 
14.1 pre-fix 
14.2 post-fix 
15. Evaluation of problem space 
15.1 emotional 
15.2 rational 
16. Evaluation of own performance 
16.1 emotional 
16.2rational 
17. Simulation of outcome 
17.1 rehearsing 
17.2anticipating outcome - editorial/ candidates 
18. Recognition of candidates' needsrnterests/background 
Arcana 
19. Reference to domain experience and knowledge A 
20. Reference to linguistics knowledge 0 
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Appendix 11- Incidental codes 
Contraventing specs - deliberately flouting specs because they don't correspond to 
repertoire 
LK - lack of knowledge (declarative or procedural or strategic - usually follows 
COMMENT) 
NF - where stated control procedure is not followed 
NR - no reason given where clearly a reason is necessary 
Over-ride - in a conflict of considerations, one consideration over-rides another 
QN - questions specs (or other) 
X an erroneous action or assumption 
*- finalisation of a PROPOSE not subsequently overturned 
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Appendix 15 - Sample problem space diagram 
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Task frame (Candidate task 
sheet) 
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and script 
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item 
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Item 15 27 
Item 16 28 
Item 17 29 
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Appendix 16 - Sample meta-narratives: Rory's and Caitlin's Review 
specs episodes 
Rory is an inexperienced non-expert and Caitlin is an inexperienced expert. 
Key 
I use the following type-face features to represent the different codes. I cite episodes in 
underlined bold, operators underlined and incidental codes in bold with no underlining. Any 
in vivo quotations are `in bold italics within quotation marks'. Operator elements are as 
follows: verbs are in CAPITALS, objects in normal type, and justifiers are in italics. For ease 
of reference, I have assigned each participant a name (not their own). 
Rory 
Rory's Review specifications episode is relatively lengthy with five segments. He reads the 
specifications silently for 40 seconds and then in Segment 2 starts commenting on the 
specifications. His first operator of this segment is CONTROL: note where he states that he 
will underline `particularly the more detailed instructions'. He follows this through as stated. 
Most of the operators in this episode are READ specifications and COMMENT specifications. 
The facets of the specifications he reads are: item type; authenticity; and permissible change. 
The facets of the specifications he comments on are: number of items; access 
culture/technicality; key wording; level; double playback: and text type. 
Throughout this episode, Rory's comments tend to be of a descriptive rather than interpretive 
nature. If we look at the in vivo data there is little evidence of enriched representation of the 
problem, it is either a simple paraphrase or reading selected specifications aloud. For example 
in Segment 2, COMMENT specifications: number of items - `as Igo down the list ... number 
of items that need to be devised'. There is some +ve RTL and -ve RTL (positive and negative 
rational) evaluation but there is no reason given for it or any other the additional observation 
eg. Segment 2 '... OK yes... candidates of different ages and nationalities which makes 
absolute sense'. There is an implication of some enriched representation in Seg 2 COMMENT 
specifications: key wording_spellability `answers should always be correctly spelt which is 
always a question of debate when I was at the language school' however this is not made 
explicit. The only place where there is clear explanation of cognitive connection is in Seg 4 
where he relates two facets of the specs with his own experience (repertoire: TP) 
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Caitlin 
Caitlin's Review specifications episode is relatively lengthy with five segments and dense with 
operators. As she starts to read through the specifications she immediately decides on a 
strategy for recording her observations and ideas (CONTROL: note) which she follows 
throughout the whole protocol (there are no NFs). As she reads the specifications she 
comments on the following facets: text length; access: culture; language level (technicality and 
culture , non-expert marking and correct spelling; authenticity; and permissible change. 
Her 
comments are interspersed with CONSIDER operators notably context: text type and setting. 
This goes beyond simple description (ie. she generally avoids READ or paraphrase type 
COMMENT which functions merely to highlight that a point has been noted). 
She uses this episode as an opportunity for genuine problem space review, exploring higher 
order issues as she reads the specifications - this is enriched problem representation. There is 
significant multi-tasking during the whole episode as she reads and considers options. This is 
shown by the variety of operator codes already appearing in this initial episode. 
She shows a readiness to modify earlier proposals in the light of new input. The multi-tasking 
and MODIFY and CONTROL: recursion operators indicate confidence in her own capacity to 
hold several constructs in mind, to review several PROPOSE type operators before making a 
decision: there are no finalisation asterisks * in this episode but a lot of ideas have already 
been generated about how she will tackle the task. 
She uses a particular strategy called `lateralising' showing that she is aware of the legal and 
illegal operators within the problem space (the specifications) but explores ways to stretch these 
constraints whilst keeping within the spirit of the problem space. She uses the mental model of 
the candidates as a trigger for ideas. 
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Appendix 17 - Sample completed test (Experimental study) 
Script 
[Presenter] In Today's World Grant Drew talks about something that we take for 
granted nowadays ... 
but is it really such a good thing? We're talking about ... plastic 
bags. 
[Speaker] The plastic bag is an emblem of our society. Plastic shopping bags have 
been around for less than 35 years yet in Britain we use a staggering 15 billion to 20 
billion of them a year; equivalent to one a day per person. Each costs less than a 
penny to make, and a household can get through 1,000 or more a year. 
And we use them and simply get rid of them, or we think we do. The truth is that 
disposing of a plastic bag isn't that easy. Unlike paper, it doesn't decay - even if you 
bury it in the ground. It is not affected by wind or rain. In fact, it's virtually 
indestructible, unless you burn it. But the problem with this, is that it produces toxic 
smoke. So the convenient plastic bags of today could be storing up major problems 
for future generations. 
The men to blame for this state of affairs are chemists Eric Fawcett and Reginald 
Gibbon. They were part of a team of scientists working at ICI's Cheshire plant in 
1933 which developed a new substance, polyethylene, or polythene for short. The 
chemists were attempting to look at the reaction between two noxious chemicals when 
they discovered a lump of waxy, translucent, tough material coagulating on the top of 
their workbench. Fawcett and Gibbon were surprised by their creation but 
immediately started to consider what practical use it could be put to. Polythene was 
first used as a coating for electrical cables. It did not react with water or salt it made 
an ideal covering for undersea cables. 
After the war, scientists at the American company Visking perfected a way of making 
thin sheets of polythene film. But this early polythene had its problems. It melted at 
low temperatures (just above the boiling point of water), so the plastic could not be 
used for making bottles and cups. In 1953, a German chemist refined the 
manufacturing process to produce a new type of polythene called HDPE, which was 
much tougher. Factories all over the world rushed to produce thousands of tonnes of 
HDPE, but it fell to bits in less than a year when exposed to air. 
Eventually it was discovered how to make polythene both durable and heat proof. 
Suddenly, polythene could be used for a whole range of new products: bags, bottles, 
bowls, fuel tanks and even boat frames. The first polythene bags - used for storing 
fertilisers - were made in the early Sixties, but it wasn't until 1968 that the first carrier 
bags were introduced. 
In Britain and most of Europe, the plastic carrier bag quickly supplanted the old paper 
bag, but ironically, one of the countries where it doesn't is the U. S which uses the 
fragile brown paper grocery bag. The main reason was the vast power of the timber 
industry, which has made sure that supermarkets are dissuaded from adopting the 
polythene carrier. 
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Over the decades, chemists have continued to experiment with polythene, producing 
`smart' plastics with particular properties. One variety is transparent to certain 
wavelengths of light, meaning that when it is used in greenhouses it can suppress the 
growth of algae (it blocks the wavelength needed) but not of the plants (they require a 
different wavelength). 
In the meantime, we should make use of polythene's indestructibility - and make sure 
we reuse our bags. A staggering 99% of carrier bags in Britain are used only once or 
twice: once to carry the shopping home and then to put rubbish in. However, reusing 
bags is, in fact, the norm across much of the world where carrier bags are kept for 
years, carefully folded after each use. 
Some stores, it must be said, are doing their best, encouraging shoppers to spend a 
few pence on a `bag for life' (which will be replaced, free, if it breaks) and even 
refunding customers if they reuse their bags instead of taking new ones at the 
checkout. The Irish government this week announced it was introducing a tax - 
shoppers will pay the equivalent of 9p for every new bag they use - to encourage 
people to re-use the bags they have, reduce wastage and cut down on unsightly litter. 
The money raised by this `plastax' will be ploughed into schemes to help the 
environment. If the experiment succeeds, other countries including Britain, may well 
follow suit - and we should welcome it. (758 words) 
Items 
1. In Britain, over one thousand plastic bags may be used by one 
each year. 
2. The only way to destroy a plastic bag is to it. 
3. Polythene was used to cover undersea cables because it was not affected by 
4. HDPE had problems because it 
air. 
5. In 1968 the first 
6. Because the 
used for carrying groceries. 
when it came in contact with 
were brought in. 
was so powerful in the USA plastic bags are not 
7. Because it blocks out certain wavelengths of light, plastic can be used for 
8. In Britain plastic bags are used once for carrying shopping and once to 
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Answers 
1. household/ family 
2. burn 
3. salt/ salt water 
4. fell to bits 
5. plastic carrier bags 
6. timber industry 
7. greenhouses 
8. put rubbish in 
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Appendix 18 - Editing task 
Test editing task 
Thank you very much for agreeing to help me with my research. All your contributions will 
be treated in the strictest confidence, with grades and comments coded for anonymity. 
Background 
As part of my small-scale research project into expertise in EFL test item writing (TIW), I 
invited a number of experienced EFL teachers to take part in a test writing experiment 
Research participants - RPs). Several of these teachers had extensive experience of TIW, the 
others had no experience of TIW whatsoever. 
I asked these research participants to undertake the same TIW task, based on a given text and 
test specifications (see Appendices 1 and 2). Each participant was given 60-90 minutes to 
complete the research task: they read the text and specifications and then went on to revise the 
text as necessary and to produce their test items. 
Your task 
I am interested in gauging the success of each participant in respect of the given test 
specifications ie. Do their product papers (their revised texts and their items) constitute 
workable, reliable and valid tests for the target context? 
I am therefore asking you, as an experienced test editor, to review each product test paper and 
decide the extent to which it is successful. Please assign a number grade (1,2,3,4 or 5) for 
each paper: 
Where 
5= highly successful; conforms very well to the given specifications and to 
general test requirements 
1= not at all successful: does not conform at all well to the given 
specifications and to general test requirements 
Suggested editing procedure 
1. Review the material which was supplied to each participant - the Base text and the Test specifications. 
2. Highlight any points which you feel are crucial to `success' within these 
specifications. 
3. Review each RP's product test paper and assign it a grade 1-5 (Use Table 1.1 
below. RP letter given top left of each paper. ) All participants have revised the text to 
some extent but in most cases it will probably not be necessary to read each revised 
text in detail. 
4. You might find it helpful to try to do the items and check your answer against the 
supplied key. 
5. Please indicate, however briefly, the reasons for your assignment of grade. 
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Table 1.1 Levels of success of product test papers. Please write on the back of this paper if you need 
















NB. Editors also receive copy of Base text and Test specifications (see Appendix 5) 
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Appendix 20 - Analysis of item focus and keys (Experimental study) 
20 a. Item focus (re. competency grouping) shown in base text 
Legend 
Keys chosen by Experts are in superscript in -: Anne (A), Caitlin (C), Joe (J), 
Malcolm (M), Sharon (S) 
Keys chosen by Competents are in superscript in medium shade: Zach (Z), Teresa (T) 
Keys chosen by Non-experts are in superscript in _: Emily (E), Gary (G), Rory ( R) 
The initial letters of the research participants who used each key are given in superscript after 
it. NB. No attempt has been made to signal keys for global/gist items. 
The Invasion of the Plastic Bags 
1. The plastic bag is an emblem of our society. In the film American Beauty, the camera 
follows a plastic bag as it blows in the wind like modern-day tumbleweed - for some, a 
poignant symbol of American angst generated by rampant consumerism. 
2. Plastic shopping bags have been around for less than 35 years yet in Britain we use a 
staggering 15 billion to 20 billion of them a year; equivalent to one a day per person. Each 
costs less than a penny to make, and one household can get through 1,000 11- or more a year. 
In fact, Britain's annual plastic bag mountain weighs 145,000 tons 11.1, and, if scrunched up 
I could fill the Millennium Dome. 
3. And we use them and simply get rid of them, or we think we do. The truth is that a plastic 
bag never dies. Bury one in the ground and a million years hence, the archaeologists of the 
future would find it unchanged as they try to decode the faded ancient hieroglyphics such as 
`Sainsbury's' or `Tesco'. It is also chemically inert, so it is impervious to wind, rain I or 
biological a ents I of decay such as bacteria ZTI It is virtually indestructible, unless you burn 
11 it, which would send a dollop of toxic (poisonous) smoke zII into the atmosphere. 
4. The men to blame for this state of affairs are chemisis Eric Fawcett and Reginald Gibbon. 
They were part of a team of scientists working at ICI's Cheshire plant in 1933 which developed 
a new substance, polyethylene, or polythene for short. The chemists were attempting to look at 
the reaction zI between two noxious chemicals when they discovered a lump of waxy, 
translucent, tough material I coagulating on the top of their workbench. Fawcett and Gibbon 
were surprised IT (startledc) (by accident) by their creation but immediately started to consider 
what practical use it could be put to. Polythene was first used as a coating for electrical 
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cables Z'. The country's entire output was used during World War 11 to shield the circuitry 
used in radar apparatus I from interfering electrical fields. It also made an ideal sheath to 
protect undersea cables because it did not react with water or salt 
I 11. 
5. After the war, scientists at the American company Visking perfected a way of making thin 
sheets z of polythene film. But this early polythene had its problems. It melted 
IT at low 
temperaturesR (just above the boiling point of water), so the plastic could not be used for 
making bottles and cups 1. In 1953, however, a German chemist refined the manufacturing 
process to produce high-density polythene (or HDPE) Z, which was much tougher. Factories all 
over the world rushed to produce thousands of tonnes of HDPE, but it fell to bits in less than a 
year when exposed to air I. With warehouses across America full of crumbling 
polythene, the Wham-O toy company bought thousands of tons of the stuff (clear warehouses) 
land made brightly coloured flexible rings I- Hula-Hoops! 
6. Eventually it was discovered how to make polythene both durable and heat proof 
11. 
Suddenly, polythene could be used for a whole range of new products: bas bottles T, bowls, 
fuel tanks and even boat frames . The first polythene 
bags - used for storing fertilisers - were 
made in the Sixties, but it wasn't until 1968 that the first carrier bags I aimed at shoppers were 
introduced. 
7. In Britain and most of Europe, the plastic carrier bag quickly supplanted the old paper bag, 
but ironically, one of the countries where it doesn't is the U_S I which uses the fragile brown 
paper grocery bag. The main reason is the vast power of the timber industry I (forestry T 
industry 
, which 
has made sure that supermarkets are dissuaded from adopting the polythene 
carrier. 
8. Over the decades, chemists have continued to experiment with polythene, producing `smart' 
plastics with particular properties. One variety is transparent to certain wavelengths of light, 
meaning that when it is used in greenhouses II it can suppress the growth of algae (it blocks 
the wavelength needed) but not of the plants (they require a different wavelength). Perhaps one 
day, these scientists will find a way to tackle the plastic monsters disfiguring the world. 
9. In the meantime, we should make use of polythene's indestructibility - and make sure that 
we re-use I our bags. A staggering 99% of carrier bags are used only once or twice I T: once to 
carry the shopping home and then to put rubbish in' 
1. Reusing bags is, in fact, the norm 
across much of the world where carrier bags are kept for years, carefully folded after each use. 
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10. Some stores, it must be said, are doing their best, encouraging shoppers to spend a few 
pence on a 'bag for life' IIT (which will be replaced, free, if it breaks) and even refunding" 
customersc if they reuse their bags instead of taking new ones at the checkout. The Irish 
government this week announced it was introducing a tax II- shoppers will pay the 
equivalent of 9p for every new bag they use - to encourage people to re-use the bags they have, 
reduce wastage and cut down on unsightly litter'. The money raised by this ` lastax' will be 
ploughed into schemes to help the environment T. If the experiment succeeds, other countries 
including Britain, may well follow suit - and we should welcome it. (858 words) 
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Appendix 20b. 
Keys identified by different competency groupings 
*First letters of names of participants are given. 




Paragraph 1 (No items taken from this 
paragraph) 
Paragraph 2 household J 
1000 bags S R 
mountain M 
145,000 tons AC R 
scrunched up G 
Paragraph 3 inert C 
wind rain A 
biological agents M 
bacteria S Z 
wind, rain or bacteria T 
bum J E 
toxic smoke ZRE 
Paragraph 4 reaction M Z 
tough material R 
surprised C GT 
coating SM 
electrical cables ZR 
radar apparatus E 
water/salt ASM 
Paragraph 5 thin sheets z 
melted S T 
at low temperatures R 
bottles/cups A 
high-density polythene z 
Fell to bits J 
air S RE 
rings C 
(clear warehouses) G 
Paragraph 6 heat-proof SM 
bags bottles bowls C T 
carrier bags J 
Paragraph 7 US E 
Timber industry M 
forestry industry T 
Paragraph 8 greenhouses AJ 
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Paragraph 9 re-use s 
once or twice c T 
rubbish AJ 
Paragraph 'bag for life' C ET 
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Appendix 20 c. Key lists by participant 
Keys of more expert writers Keys of less expert writers 
Malcolm Emily 
1. mountain n 1. in radar apparatus np/adv 
2. biological agents n 2. B It crumbled within a year of exposure to air 
3. (chemical) reaction n stce 
4. coating n 3. USA n 
5. heat-proof a 4. A Plastic bags are used too wastefully in 
6. timber industry n Britain, and one possible solution would be to 
7. plastax/ tax n impose a tax on them. stce 
5. a refund n 
6. burn it/ toxic smoke vn 
Sharon Gary 
1. 1000 no 1. Plastic and tax n 
2. bacteria n 2. A condensed/made smaller v 
3. a coating/ cover n 3. B by accident adv 
4. melted v 4. D they wanted to empty the warehouse stce 
5. air n 5. B is useful for carrying things vp 
6. heat proof a 6. C They have contributed to the pollution of the 
7. re-use v environment within a throwaway society. stce 
8. tax / plastic tax n 
Joe Rory 
1. household/ family n 1. C more than one thousand nmbr 
2. burn v 2. 145,000 tons nmbr 
3. salt/ salt water n 3. poisonous smoke np 
4. fell to bits vp 4. a tough material /a lump of tough material np 
5. plastic carrier bags np 5. electrical cables np 
6. timber industry np 6. it melted at low temperatures stce 
7. greenhouses n 
8. Put rubbish in v 
Caitlin Teresa 
1. C 145,000 tons n 1. wind, rain or bacteria np 
2. B startled a 2. it melted at low temperatures stce 
3. C it is inert stce 3. bags, bottles, bowls and boats np 
4. produce flexible rings/ make 4. forestry industry np 
coloured rings vp 5. once or twice nmbr 
5. bottles, bags, bowls np 6. bag for life np 
6. once or twice nmbr 7. to help the environment vp 
7. refunding customers np 
8. unsightly litter np 
Anne Zach 
1. 145,000 nmbr I. bacteria n 
2. wind/rain n 2. (toxic) smoke n 
3. water/salt n 3. reaction n 
4. bottlestcups n 4. electrical/ electric cables np 
5. paper n 5. (thin) sheets np 
6. greenhouses n 6. high-density / HDPE adj 
7. rubbish n 
8. tax n 
4'a0ift'r. 
